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Foreword
The Kerner Commission report in its discussion

on the police and the community eloquently de-
scribed the extraordinary and difficult problems
faced by the police:

His role is one of the qOst difficult in our society. He
must deal directly with a range of problems and people that
test his patience, ingenuity, character and courage in ways
that few of us are ever tested-

And the Task Force on the Police of the P resi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad-
ministration of Justice has said:

It is obviously difficult and often impossible for police of-
ficers to respond in an appropriate manner to the numerous
incidents called to their attention. They are under constant
pressure * * to handle.a volume of cases that are beyond
their capacity They tack adequate training with re-
spect to some of the more complex social problems. And
there has been little effort w provide individual officers with
the guidelines which they require if they are expected to
make more effective and judicious decisions in disposing of
the incidents which come to their attention. in the absence
of adequate resources, training and guidance, the tendency
is for individual police officers to attempt to meet largely by
improvisation the varied demands made upon them.

Both Commissions have recommended police
training guidelines and have placed particular em-
phasis on the need fen training programs that pre-
pare recruits to exercise discretion properly and to
understand the community, the tole of tl!e
and what the criminal justice system can and can-
not do.

The "Police Training and Performance Study"
by the New York Civ, Police Department (NYCPD)
was conducted within the framework of the Com-
missions' recommendations and the accepted prem-
ises that an effectiVe training program must be
based on a complete and accurate knowledge of
what a policeman does, how the policeman views
his role in society, and how the community views
the role of the police. Accordingly, incident re
ports and cumulative printouts of the 20th pre-'
cinct (an experimental laboratory precinct) were

studied in the effort to relate training to police
work, and "public opinion" and "trait image" sur-
veys of recruits, instructors, and expericu-ed officers
were administered.

A major portion of the resources of thi5 project
was devoted to the structuring of a new curriculum
for recruits because of the conviction of the re-
search staff that the first educ.tional and training
experience will have a critical and lasting effect on
the entire career of the police officer. To this end,
the curriculum was designed as a series of educa-
tional situations through which the recruit is ef-
fectively prepared for the numerous and varied in-
cidents and problems he will experience as a police-
man.

The most critical period in the career of a police-
man must be the one immediately following train-
ing, when he first assumes his duties as a full-
fledged patrolman. The newly assigned recruit
may feel insecure in his new uniform, with its sig-
nificance tor the role 'le is to perform and which
distinguishes him from his familiar role of that of
the citizen. He may adopt a variety of behavior
patterns, many of which do not exemplify ideal
police performance. His job performance is handi-
capped by emotionally charged situations which
disrupt his academically learned procedures. Short-
comings in the latter emerge in the form of gaps
which are those elements of job performance re-
garded by the instructor as either too trivial to
mention or so generally known that he assumes the
student knows them. To overcome these initial
shortcomings the research staff recommended that
recruits be ,accompanied during the three field
training periods of the curriculum by experienced
patrolmen who have been carefully selected for
their dedication and other desirable personal at-
tributes and have completed an intensive training
course to fit them for their roles as escort officers.

'The painstaking selection of the training escort rep-
resents an important difference between the pro-
posed program and the randomly selected trainer-



coach methods which have been employed 'n New
York and other U.S. cities.

The recommendation for instituting an escort
officer program is one of a broad spectrum of rec-
ommendations that emerged from this research
project. The report also contains comparative
studies of recruit training and firearms training at
other police agencies which may be useful to mu-

iv

nicipal police agencies as an evaluative source and
a guideline for the updating of current training
and the creation of new police training programs;
and a very extensive bibliography of publications
in the areas of training that may provide a useful
reference source for training officers and police
administrators.

Irving S.Ott
Acting Director, ional
Institute of Law
Enforcement and
Criminal Justice
September, 1970



Summary

Objectives of the Pioject

This project has the objective of reviewing and
evaluating police training and performance in the
Nation's largest municipal training academy. The
project has sought to develop plans for improving
the police !raining at all levels within the New
York City Police Department. The statement of
objectives, as specified in grant No. 339 awarded by
the Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice
to the New York City Police Department 011
on April 16, 1968, included the development of a
model training program for staff at all levels; the
development of plans for recruiting more civilians
to the faculty of the police academy; and the cre-
ation of a system for evaluating the effectiveaess
of training by measuring actual on-the-job per-
foimance as a function of training. During a

.Period of 15 months the project staff conducted re-
search on the several aspects of the project ob-
jectives. The project staff interpreted these ob-
jectives broadly and sought to evaluate the major
requirements of the New York City Police Depart-
ment in education and training. These require-
ments were evaluated in light of training concepts
and standards recommended by the President's
Commission on Law Enf-teeneent and Administra-
tion of Justice, in rehtiou to progressive educa-
tional philoeophies and practkp.s, and in relation
to the historical experience and operational struc-
ture of the New York City Police Department. In
net, the project staff, with the assistance of a group
of distinguished consultants and with the etmential
assistance of members of the New York City Police
Department, as well as many other law enforce-
ment agencies, has sought w structure a training
program which could be viewed as a total educe-
tional experience. In this sense, the recommen-
dations should be viewed as a total pattern de- *
signed to carry the police officer through a sequence

r°

of relevant educational and training situations
from the day of appointment as a probationary
patrolman through the achievement of high com-
mand rank-

Operational Aspects of Project Recommendations

The authorized structure of the New York City
Police Department exceeds 31,000 s worn personnel.
There has been a dramatic growth in strength in
recent years, As late as 1949 the authorized
strength was only 18,300. Present and anticipated
patterns of strength and personnel replacement de-
mand suggest that the police academy will need to
process about 2,500 recruits a year during the next
dezade. It would appear reasonable to expect that
by 1975 total sworn personnel of the Department
would be approximately 36,000. At this level, a
2,500 annual input would approximately balance
the anticipated personnel replacement demand.

Historically, the input of recruits to the academy
has been erratic, reflecting policy decisions to in-
crease police manpower in response to existing cir-
cumstances as well as the availability of funding.
Continuity of 'raining has, on occasion, been inter-
rupted in response to emergencies, especially dur-
ing the summer months. Such interruptions, as
well as sharp variations in the number of recruits
in training, not oniy have an adverse effect on the
educational process but also present major diffi-
culties for the teaching staff of the academy. Con-
sequently, major recommendations are made to
stabilize the recruit training process. The imple-
mentation of these recommendations is essential
if a professionally trained civilian teaching staff is
to be recruited and added to the pre ent police
faculty of the academy.

Clearly, certain recommendations of this project
relate to departmental policies and practices and
can be implemented by directive. Others require



major budgetary decisions. In view of the urgent
need for excellence in the education and training
procedures of the New York City Police Depart-
ment in rc ,ponse to community demands for im-
proved police services, it is recommended that the
appropriate time sequence for implementing ma-
jor policy changes be the third quarter of 1970.
It is anticipated that basic implementation of the
recommendations requiring budgetary action be
July 1, 1971. All the recommendations of the proj
ect are designed to assist the police commissioner
in his objectives of adequate quantitative and qual-
itative manpower development necessary for carry-
ing out the statutory responsibilities of the police
department.

Recommendations

Because of the broad spectrum of recommenda-
tions emerging from this research project, it is ap-
propriate to summarize the recommendations in
major categories.

Basic Policy Commitments

A continuing commitment, explicitly embodied
in a departmental directive, is necessary to assure
the priority of uninterrupted training for recruits.
Such commitment should recognize the importance
of the total educational experience which will be
provided to the recruit through the new curriculum.

Stability in the recruit training cycle is essential
if a police-civilian instructional staff is to he utilized.
It is recommended that new recruits be phased
into the academy in increments of approximately
500 every 10 weeks during a year, beginning July 1,
1971. This will require a commitment by budgetary
authorities, without which the recruitment and
maintenance of a dedicated and competent pro-
fessional civilian staff will be impossible. Rea-
sonable stability in the size of the new recruit in-
crement is necessary to permit the escort training
aspect of the new curriculum to be effective.

Recruit Training
In pursuit of excellence in the training of re-

cruits, in terms of their ability to assimilate, per-
sonal attitudes, and specific shortcomings in basic
written and spoken communication skills, the new
curriculum, as a total educational experience is
phased with continuing interaction of academy and

vi

field experience and is also supported by recom-
mended new services, such as a counseling center
and a remedial educational unit.

The intensification and humanization of the ed-
ucational experience under the new recruit curricu-
lum is accomplished by three units of field experi-
ence preceded and lollowed by recruit interactien.
The group leaders and escort officers perform a
crucial role in the ,....tucational p1 ocess and wilt
constitute a training team.

A team of civilian professional personnel, teach-
ing behavioral and social science units as well a
units in law, and civilian professional counselors
will be added to the academy stall.

The law component of the recruit curriculum
will be intensified by introducing mini courses
which will cover selected aspects of the law, which
are directly relevant to a patrolman's field duties.

In order to effectively implement existing de-
partmental policies, a course unit in criminalistics
is inch.ded in the curriculum which will stress
training of recruits in crime scene operations and
practical criminalistics.

The use of dramatization and small group dis-
cussions as a technique for developing interper-
sonal skills and clecisionmaking effectiveness is
made a part of the recruit curriculum which will
be implemented by a human skills training unit
in the police academy, consisting of professionally
trained civilians and police officers.

'The physical training component of -there-Cruit
curriculum will consist of three phasesbasic physi-
cal conditioning, physical training and pace tech-
niques, and unarmed defense techniques. The new
126-hour program wIl require less time than the
current curriculum unit. The terminal nature of
recruit physical training would be deemphasized
as a matter of department policy, and incentives
would be instituted to encourage physical condi-
tioning throughout the police career. Physical
training programs would be integrated with other
facets of police training.

The recruit firearms training program will be
revised from 56 hours spread over 16 weeks to 48
hours (40 hours consecutively in phase II of train-
ing and an 8-hour refresher course in phase IV).
The recruit will not be armed until he successfully
completes a week of firearms training.

A substantial unit in the behavioral and social
sciences will be taught by professionally trained

7



civilians stressing a study of the urban environ-
ment, criminology, sociology, psychology, and the
principles and applications of ethics.

Organizational Recommendations

It is recommended that a new position be cre-
ated in the police department designated "Director
of Education and Training." This position will be
filled by a distinguished professional educator who
will report directly to the chief of personnel and
serve as his adviser on matters of education. The
director will be responsible for effective develop-
ment, and maintenance of educational standards
throughout the department. He will advise and
assist in curriculum development, teaching methods
development, recruitment and selection of civilian
staff engaged in teaching and support services. A
member of the department will remain in the role
of inmanding °nicer of the Police Academy, also
reporting to the chief of personnel, with, however,
expanded responsibility, such as that which the
escort training function will create. It is recom-
mended that the rank of Commanding Officer,
Police Academy be higher than that ol the inCLIM-
bent, who presently holds the rank of deputy in-
spector.

Creation of the following un ts within the Police
Academy is recommended:

(a) Administrative unit;
(b) Recruit class leader uniteansisting of

sergeants7a5sigued on a rotating basis to the
group leacrer-role;

(c) Escort officers unitconsisting of patrol-
men selected to accompany recruits during the
field training phases of the recruit curriculum;

(d) Behavioral and social sciences unit;
(e) Human skills training unit;
(f) Police science education unit;
(g) Legal education unit;
(h) Physical training unit;
(i) Firearms training unit;
(i) Field evaluation unit.

Support services to the Police Academy will be
estaolished, consisting of: (a) Counseling center;
(b) remedial education unit; (c) educational ma-
terials development 'Init.

All existing units in the Police Acade y will be
absorbed into the above structure.

A field training program designated as the "Escort

Training Program" will be established, imple-
mented, and staffed by carefully selected patrolmen,
whose function will be to accompany, counsel, and
guide the recruit during hi; field training periods.

A counseling service for recruits is to be a sup-
port service in the Police Academy, staffed by pro-
fessionally trained counseling psychologists.

The establishment of a field evaluanon unit at
the Police Academy is recoramended. This unit will
have the continuing responsibility to evaluate the
field phase of recruit training and to identify train-
ing needs in relation to performance. This unit
will, where appropriate, undertake to monitor the
opinion of civilians who have come in contact with
police services. The work of this unit will be com-
pletely distinct from individual evaluation of
personnel.

Inservice Training

The unit training program, essentially the only
program providing regular inservice refresher
training to the entire pate ol force (aside from
specialized training) will be improved and ex-
panded. Therefore, priority will be given to unit
training. Enhanced status will be given to unit
training sergeants, who will be assigned to the
Police Academy and detailed to field commands on
a rotating basis. Training sergeants will partici-
pate in the production of unit training memos,
telecasts and training bulletins, administration of
the escort training program, and will accept greater
training responsibilities. More training telecasts,
more frequent training sessions and innovations in
techniques of presentation are recommended. All
members of the force will have access to printed
materials.

Unit training sergeants will be rotated between
the Police Academy (their assigned command) and
the field command to which they have been de-
tailed. When at the Police Academy, they will
instruct in one of the training programs. They
will serve on various committees, such as curricu-
lum, training techniques, and policies, and will,
while detailed to field commands, meet with staff
currently assigned to the academy monthly.

A systematic and progressive set of educational
requirements for all ranks is recommended, includ-
ing a policy decision that officers eligible for promo-
tion should meet specific collegiate educational
req& tents. These requirements, in terms of



academic degree achievement, will be related to
an extended and phased timetable. Specific in-
centives are recommended.

Supplem en tary Recom m en da lions

To introduce the utmost realism into training
processes, particularly for recruits, a simulated city
street should be constructcd, or acquired, which will
provide not only street situations for training, but
also suitably furnished rooms for the acting-out of
decisionmaking situations.

Specific proposals in the area of programed in-

struction and computer-assisted instruction are
recommended on an experimental basis. It is
anticipated that in these areas funding will be
sought from appropriate agencies to permit the
development of self-instruction materials and tech-
niques which will permit recruits, in appropriate
course units, to proceed to a differential speed in
the learning process. The implementation of such
developmental procedures will be a responsibility
of the educational materials development unit,
which is one of the new support services recom-
mended for the Police Academy.
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Chapter The New York City Police DepartmentA Profile

1.1 Demographic and Social Setting of Police
DepartmentA Profile

The challenges to the quality of life in metro-
politan areas have become political issues, social
concerns and, in certain areas, a threat to the sur-
vival of organized society. Unfortunately, but for
obvious reasons, the quality of police service has
been identified as a critical aspect of the urban
crisis, in the eyes of some, a contributing cause, and,
in the eyes of others, merely a Consequence. The
unique visibility of the police officer as a guardian
of social peace or as a challenge to change has
triggered a reexamination of law enforcement
philosophy and practice unprecedented in American
history. This project report has been prepared dur-
ing a critical period of review which has impacted
upon the New York City Police Department in
terms of an unusually searching reexamination
from within and significant pressures from without.
Insofar as a consensus is evident in the findings of
reports and studies, public and private, concerned
with the police service, it reduces itself to a docu-
mentation of the hallowed premise that "the
policeman's lot is not a happy one." Unfortu-
nately, we cannot be content with generalities.
The effort must be made to relate police training
and performance to the contemporary dimensions
of life in the New York community together with
an appropriate response to the trends which appear
most probable. Society, in order to remain viable,
will continue to require police service. This means
that young men and women must continue to be
attracted to the job; they must be trained to face
the realities which are likely to lie ahead of them
in their two decades or more on the job, and the
community at large must accept the quality of
training and performance as a precondition for
effective police service. It is within the framework
of these concepts that this report has been
formulated.

The President's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice (hereafter re-
ferred to as the "President's Commission") , in 1967,
in its report, entitled "The Challenge of Crime in
a Free Society," pointed out that the distinctive
characteristic of the police role ;n the entire system
of criminal justice "is that they are charged with
performing their functions (enforcing the law and
maintaining order) where all eyes are upon them
and where the going is the roughest, on the street."
The Commission concluded that "since this is a
time of increasing crime, increasing social unrest,
and increasing public sensitivity to both, it is a
time when police work is pec.iliarly important,
complicated, conspicuous, and delicate." 0; the
some 420;000 law enforcement officers working for
some 40,000 separate law enforcement agencies, a
considerable number perform their duties in the
New York metropolitan area of which the city of
New York is the heartland. In addition to the
New York City Police Department there are spe-
cialized police agencies such as the police depart-
ments maintained by the New York City Transit
Authority, housing authority, and the Port of New
York Authority. There are also specialized agen-
cies of the State of New York and the Federal
Government performing law enforcement functions.
All of the work of these agencies reflects the demo-
graphic and social characteristics of the city of
New York and, in turn, is affected by changes in
these patterns. Law enforcement operations reflect
economic cycles, population movements, changes in
ethnic composition, public attitudes toward law
and morality, and the specific responses to these
attitudes made by political leadership. As a conse-
quence, in reviewing police training and perform-
ance and structuring relevant recommendations
for improvement, all of these factors must be
considered.

As generally defined, the New York-New Jersey-
Connecticut metropolitan region includes 22 coun-
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ties which had a population of 16 million in 1960.
The process of urbanization has proceeded in the
United States to the point where approximately
63 percent of the total population was in urban
areas in 1960, double the percentage at the turn of
the century. With the increasing growth of the
suburbs, the central cities have suffered a retarda-
tion of population growth. As has been well
documented, this demographic shift has left areas
of blight and decay in the central cities and has
accelerated the social deterioration in areas of the
central city occupied by minority groups. Pro-
jected pat..n-ns of growth suggest, in the case of the
New York metropolitan region, that these trends
will continue. In net, there is rapid growth for
the region and slow growth for the central city.

The following tabulation based upon projections
prepared by the Port of New York Authority
summarizes these trends.

Projected population growth, 1960-75
(In thousands)

1960 1965 1970 1975

22 county Region 16,141 17,468 18,975 19,9C5
New York City 7,982 8,100 8,242 8,408

Bronx 1,425 1,430 1,440 1,448
Kings 2,627 2,635 2,645 2,665
New York 1,698 1,710 1,710 1,720
Queens 1,810 2,060 2,155 2,250
Richmond 222 265 292 325

The history of New York City has been the
history of national and ethnic groups, the blending
of whose cultures has been the most significant
contributing factor to the formation of the city as
we now know it. While the police service in the
city has historically reflected in its ranks all of the
national and ethnic groups contributing to the
growth of the city, increased awareness of the
special problems confronted by the growing black
and Puerto Rican segments of the city suggests the
relevance of the following data on ethnic distribu-
tion of population for the city:

Population by ethnic group, New York City,
190-60

Year White
Puerto
Rican Negro Other Total

1900 3,369,898 60,666 6,638 3,437,202
1920...... 5,459,463 152,467 8,1113 5,620,048
1940 6,977,501 (61,403) 458,444 19,050 7,454,995
1960 6,640,662 (612,574) 1,087,931 53,391 7,781.984

2

A recent study by the New York State Depart-
ment of Labor suggests that in the population 14
years and over and in the ci n labor force, the
following ethnic compositio.. is likely to prevail
in 1965-75.

Population and labor force-1965 and 1975
(Percent)

Population
14 and ovel

Civilian
Labor force

Ethnic group 1965 1995 1965 1995
New York City 100.0 100.0 104.0 100.0
White, non-Puerto Rican 76.2 69.3 75.': 68.9
Nonwhite.

non-Puerto Rican 154 19.2 16.2 20.0
Puerto Rican SA 11.5 8.1 11.1

In summary, therefore, the pol ce service in New
York City will, at least during tire next 5 years, be
operating in essentially the sam, demographic anl
social setting as has been familiar during the
decade of the sixties.

L2 Statistical Profile of the New York Cily
Police Department

The New York City Police Department, the
largest law enforcement agency in the United
States and the largest municipal police department
in the world, consisted of a uniformed police force
of 29,906 and 2,109 civilian employees at the end
of 1968. The table on page 3 shows the growth
of the uniformed force from 18,360 in 1939 to its
present levels. The chart on page 4 shows the
changes in uniformed force structure. The attri-
tion during World War II is evident, and the fast
growth after the war was only temporarily inter-
rupted in 1958 to 196J. Spectacular increases in
total uniforrned force have occurred in the last 2
years. Of course, any presentation of strength
figures must be evaluated in light of improved
working conditions which have reduced weekly
working hours and improved vacation and benefits.
Basically, however, the strength of the department
has grown since World War II, in terms of the
need expressed by the successive police commis-
sioners and .mayors, to improve the quantity of
police service in response to increasing crime and
public concern with safety and the maintenance of
law and order. With the growth in uniformed
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force strength the number of superior officers has
increased, but not proportionately, in all categories.
The ranks of sergeant, lieutenant, and capain are
achieved through competitive civil service examina-

dons. Ranks above captain are achieved by desig-
nation of the police commissioner. In all cases
budgetary factors impact upon the numbers in each
rank.

Uniformed force-New York City Police Department, 1939-58

Year
Total,

department Sergeant Lieutenant Captain Above captain
Patrolman/

policewoman

1939 18,360 1,065 606 196 67 16,490
1940 . 13,177 1,049 623 107 68 16,397
1941 17,926 1,054 637 115 73 16,021
1942 17,582 1,039 658 96 .76 15,686
1943 17,210 1,056 627 117 77 15,311
1944 .. 15,579 1,047 628 117 77 13,684
1945 15,068 1,047 628 135 86 13,146
1946 16,973 1,941 627 135 86 15,057
1947 17,492 881 703 127 94 15,662
1948 18,116 830 681 137 92 16,349
1949 18,563 986 729 135 93 16,598
1950 19,016 1,993 720 161 96 16,924
1951 18,451 1,104 625 145 89 11%459

1952 18,762 1,144 654 172 102 16,661
1953 19,840 1,392 654 185 124 17,456
1952 20,080 1,391 699 185 124 17,652
1955 22,460 1,595 789 185 124 19,743
1956 23,193 1,594 788 211 122 29,451
1959 24,112 1,609 794 222 127 21,330
1958 23,636 1,621 807 226 130 29,823
1959 23,805 1,625 856 238 129 20,929
1960 23,515 1,574 939 241 128 20,606
1961 24,374 1,647 936 250 149 21,364
1962 24,827 1,645 935 262 152 21,805
1963 25,432 1,914 977 277 153 22,283
1964 25,897 1,600 994 266 154 22,863
1965 27,030 1,796 984 278 161 23,780
1966 27,429 1,942 986 270 158 24,941
1967 27,457 1,896 976 298 164 24,139
1968 29,906 1,918 974 277 160 26,579

Norc.-Figures exclude surgeons and assistant superintendent of telegraph.
Source: New York City Police Department.
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The current strength of the police department
reflects the number of appointments and manpower
losses. The following table shows the number of
appointments for the period 1945-68:

Nu ber of appointments to the New York City
Police Department, 1945-68

Year Number appointed

1945 372

1946 3,094

/947 1,598

1948 . 1,269

1949 834

1950 1,275

1951 1,659

1952 1,356

1953 2.005

1954 921

1955 3,095

1956 1,794

1957 ... ...... . ....... 2.012

1958 508

1959 .. . _ . . .. .... . . 1,081

1960 663

1961 1,672

1962 1,340

1963 1,683

1964 . . .. ........ . ... . .. 1,288

1965 1,821

1966 1,929

1967 1,058

1369 3,229

Source; Personnel Records unit. Ne
Department.

York City Police

These data are shown graphically on the chart
on page 6. The erratic history of the number of
appointments is clearly evident. In 1946, 1955,
and 1968, over 3,000 were appointed. In 1945,
1949, 1954, 1958, and 1960 less than 1,000 were ap-
pointed. The impact of this erratic pattern of
appointments is of major significanc-; in the opera-
tion of recruit training. Manpower losses arise
from retirements, deaths, and a variety of other
causes. The following table and the chart on page 6
sl..,w ii< data. Since, in general, retirement is pos-
sihie 20 years of service in the uniformed force,
then is a tendency for the overwhelming majority of
persons appointed to the department to serve for at

Manpower losses-New York City Police Depart-
ment, retirement, death, and other causes, 1915-68

Year Retirement Death
All other

causes Total

1945 730 107 48 885

1946 . 856 81 259 1,196

1949 596 100 151 847

1946 480 94 84 658

1949 255 90 54 399

1950 647 98 79 824

1951 ..... 1,923 82 229 2,234
1952 765 88 210 1,065

1953 547 78 227 952
1954 .--, 506 64 144 714

1955 378 72 279 729

1956 725 77 255 1,057

1957 .. 683 66 353 1,102

1958 699 68 242 1,009

1959 4.48 79 403 930

1960 . .... .. 534 78 400 1,012

19-51 525 66 249 838

1962 503 68 344 915

1963 ........ ... . 790 61 304 1,135

1964 569 79 201 849

1965 486 59 254 749

1966 . .... .. . 1,324 71 240 1,635

1967 . . . . 85; 73 256 1,186

1968 . . 747 95 378 1,220

Source: New York City Police Depart n_

least this period of time. Consequently, waves of
retirements can be related to peaks in appointments.
The relationship is not, however, a simple one be-
cause it is affected by special legislation and other
conditions which impact upon the attractiveness of
retiremeut.

Data developed by the personnel records unit in
July of 1968 indicated the following average num-
ber of years for the majority of the force to reach
superior rank status-

To attain the rank of sergeant, 11.6 years;
To attain the rank of lieutenant, 15.9 years;
To attain the rank of captain, 19.2 years; and
To attain the rank of inspector, 26.7 years.

As is evident from the table on uniformed force
on page 3. most of the patrolmen will serve in that
rank during their entire career in the police
department.
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NUMBER OF APPOINTMENTS AND MANPOWER LOSSES
THOUS. NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT 1945-19694

2

0

(IN THOUSANDS)

egm#
4

1

MANPOWER LOSSES

1945 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Thus, in 1968, only 3,329 members of the uni-
rmed force out of 29,906 were serving in superior

officer ranks. The iglications of this fact for the
training process are evident.

As of November 1968, the age of members of the
uniformed force was as follows:

4uerage age group of all members of the force

Total 29,186
21 to 25 4,493
26 to 30 5,615
31 to 35 4,458
36 to 40 5,084
41 to 45 4,932
46 to 50 3,095
51 to 55 1,150
56 to 60 ...... 274
61 to 62 85

Under current regulations of the department,
members of the uniformed force may reside in
certain designated counties outside of the five
counties which make up the city of New York.

56 57 59 59 90 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 66

The distribution by place of residence as of Novem-
ber 1968 was as follows:

Distribution by county of residence

In New York City:
Bronx 3,542
Kings 5,632
New York 1,144
Queens 7,743
Richmond 2,332

Total ........ . . 20,393
Outside New York City:

Nassau 4,573
Orange ........ ..... 131
Putnam 71

Rockland 1,063
Suffolk ..... ... 2,370
Westchester 855

Total 9,063

While projections of total strength of the uni-
.formed force can be made only on the basis of
certain arbitrary assumptions, it is nonetheless
useful to have a projection to use as a frame of



reference in this project.
our projections.

Projections of polic

The following represents

strength 1968-73

Year
Manpower

Losses
Recruit
input

Total strength
uniformed

Net growth force

1968 1,220 3,229 2,109 29,909
1969 1,383 2,500 1,117 31,023
1971) 1,566 2,500 934 31,957
1971 1,749 2,500 751 32,708
1972 1,932 2,500 568 33,268
1973 2,1:5 2,500 385 33,653
1974 2,298 2,500 202 35,855
1975 2,500 2,500 35,855

L3 Development of Police Training in
New York City

The Early Days

There is some evidence that the city of New
York had developed at least rudimentary formal
training as early as 1853. However, reservations
have been voiced about the use of the term
-school." After referring to the New York Police
Training School as the first to be established as an
independent unit of the police department and the
greatest in scope, Raymond Fosdick commented in
1920:

Because of the varied use of the term "school" it is difficult
to determine when the New York institution was first inaugur-
ated. If a single instructor, a number of students, and a cer-
tain amount of time devoted to instruction constitute a school,
then the New York department has been equipped with a
school for half a century. In early times, however, the in-
struction was of the most elementary kind. Police recruits
were taught for a period of thirty days by a sergeant specially
detailed for that purpose, and in addition the students were
sent out on patrol during certain hours of the day and night.'

Training was limited in the school to drill of
the soldier, mental instruction based on local ordi-
nances, penal law, and the rules and regulations
of the Department.

Thus, the New York City police training program
represents the culmination of over 100 years of
development, a century during which the develop-
mental process was not always in a forward
direction. As Fosdick said:

Fosdick, Raymond, American Police Systems, New York:
the Century Co., 1920, p. 299.

The development of these educa%ional activit es in New
York has been irregular and uncertain, dependent upon the
interest and enthusiasm of the changing police commissioners.
AC times the teaching corps has been enlarged and the in-
struction broadened only to be reduced by succeeding com-
missioners. The elementary prepar:ztory instruction in laws,
ordinances and rules has for the most part remained fairly
constant, and has never been discarded altogether, although
considerable fluctuation has occurred in the amount and
variety of physical drill."

Bruce Smith, writing as late as 1940, further
elaborates on the fluctuations in training efficiency
and adds the additional explanation of irregular
appointments, a phenomenon over which police
commissioners have little control.

Even today entire States are without a single police training
unit worthy of the name, and others with police schools con-
ducted on such a casual basis, and for such brief uncerta:::
periods, as to have tittle influence in raising the general level

of police service. In most instances the fault lies in the fact
that small forces cannot support training facilities of any
kind, and that even in some of the larger establishments police
are inducted at irregular and unpredictable intervals. With
the facilities Inoperative for long periods they are either dis-

mantled or neglected.1

The early New York City training school was
known as the school of instruction and included a
system of on-the-job training in its 30-day curricu-
lum. By 1914 the need for refresher training be-

came apparent and older members were retrained
and acquainted with changes in the regulations,
procedures, laws, and ordinances to keep them
current with their duties. At that time the school
of instruction was retitled "The Police Training
School." Additionally, to prepare them for their
anticipated duties, courses were conducted for cap-
tains, lieutenants, and sergeants who were on the

list for promotion. Specialized training was con-
ducted for patrolmen assigned to bicycle, motor-
cycle, and traffic duty. A special refresher training
course, consisting of 20 days of training in subjects
similar to those given recruits, was administered to
senior patrolmen. Thus, as early as 1914, New
York police training had been divided into several
currently accepted branches; namely, recruit, re-
fresher, specialized, and prepromotion. Moreover,
it included a concept, not too widely practiced
today, of a very special kind of training for senior

'2 Fosdick, op. cit, p. 300.
" Smith, Bruce, "Police Systems in the United States," New

York: Harper, 1960, p. 282.
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patrolmen. At the same time, recruit training wa
increased from 30 days to 6 weeks and, shortly
thereafter, to 12 weeks. Notwithstanding the
limited nature of the early New York program, it
was probably ti e best offered by any police depart-
ment in the United States.

Fosdick stressed the importance of training and,
again, employed the example of the New York City
experience.

Surely the experience not only of New Yolk but of odic,-
large citieslike London and Parisamply demonstrates the
fact that a properly equipped and administered school is per-
haps the most indispensable single feature of th t. police force
of a modern community. For it must be repeated that the
primary problem in police administration is the problem of
personnel. The establishment of reporting systems and the
building up of organizational schemes cannot wisely be dis-
regarded or slighted, for they are important and have a definite
place in regulating the daily work of the force. But they are
aids and means, not ends. The heart of police work is the
contact of the individual policeman with the citizen * *
Nearly all pt;lice activity is initiated in the field away from
headquarters and stationhouses. The action that is first Witco
by the policeman of lower rank, operating independently,
must, in each case, remain the foundation of the department's
action.'

During the period between 1914 and 1919, the
World War 1 years, a special emphasis was placed
upon departrnentwide physical training, and gym-
nasiuMs financed by the members themselves were
installed in strategically located precincts. Physical
training instructors from the training school were
assigned to visit these glmnasiums and to instruct
the members of the force in the use of equipment,
wrestling, boxing, handball, jiu jitsu, and other
physical exercises. The departmentwide fitness
program did not survive.

The title "Police Academy" was first adopted in
1924 and the training program continued to ex-
pand in both recruit and refresher areas. In 1928
it was felt that a more modernized training pro-
gram in all branches of police work was necessary
in order to enhance the police career and make it
a scientific vocation. The program was put into
operation, employing the most advanced methods
and most capable instructors, both trained educa-
tors from other professions and police officials. For
a brief period of 6 years the academy was known as
the police college and during that period new spe-
cialized schools were established within its struc-

Fosdick, op. cit., pp. 305-506.
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tore. Some of these were the school of horseman-
ship, the officers training school, patrolman's and
policewoman's school, and specialized training
school.

An innovation of the 1930s was the establish-
ment of an advisory board to guide the educational
policies and training techniques of the academy.
The board consisted of prominent personages from
the field of education, whicl, included the State and
city boards of education, various educators from
the colleges and universities of New York City and
administrative officials of the department. Both
the departmentwide fitness program and te police
academy advisory board will be the subject of dis-
cussion and recommendation in later chapters of
this report.

The police instructors were superior officers who
were assigned to teaching duties after having re-
ceived a short course in public speaking and pres-
entation of subject matter, apparently a forerun-
ner of present-day methods of instruction courses.
aelection was based upon knowledge, experience,
ability, and the power of imparting their knowl-
edge to others. To require college degrees or other
formal educational credentials would have been
unrealistic at that time. Few policemen had grad-
uated from college during the early thirties. It
was not until the economic depression had made
its impact on the various professions that the se-
curity and substantial police salary of New York
City attracted any large number of collegians. The
incoming police class of June 1940 is legendary for
its large proportion of degree holders, and its mem
bership flourished careerwise. One of them actually
achieved the ultimate level, that of police commis-
sioner.

The Post-World War II Period

Subsequent to termination of World War II,
there was a sharp rise in the appointment of police-
men. The force had fallen far below quota while
most of the eligible young men were in the service,
and the return of many who had already passed the
entrance examination permitted the department to
bring its Fe.rsonnel back to full strength. More-
over, the wartime increase in crime had not di-
minished with the cessation of hostilities. As a
matter of fact, aime continued to rise, and there
was citizen pressure to increase police quotas to off-
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set the street violence of the forties. During Sep-
tember 1946 some 2,100 men, the largest number of
recruits ever to he appointed in one month in the
history of the police department, joined the ranks.

The training facilities were overtaxed by the vast
influx and this necessitated the acquisition of an
entire building to house the operation. An aban-
doned public school on Hubert Street (the former
Public School 44) was requisitioned and renovated,
to become the Police Academy of the City of New
York. (In several of the cities visited during the
course of this research, police training is even now
being conducted in this type of substandard, run-
down structure.) In addition to the school build-
ing, ( an armory some distance from the academy
provided an improvised physical training arena.
The distance between these two major training fa-

lities a travel time problem and many
hours were lost in daily transit from academic to
physical training.

The increased recruit influx also demanded a
considerably greater number of faculty. In 1952
a new selection system for instructors was instituted
based upon academic background and experience
in teaching. Most of the new teachers held at least
a baccalaureate degree. An affiliation with the
City University of New York developed a short
time later (1955) , and all the instructors were
screened and approved by a joint committee, on
which the police department and City University
were represented. Recruits completing the train-
ing program were awarded 10 college credits which
could be applied toward a B.B.A. degree at the
Baruch School of Business and Public Administra-
tion of the City University.

The college affiliation was a major step on the
road to police professionalization, for it provided a
motivation for many of the New York City police
to continue, and to complete the degree require-
ments. It was this program which provided the
foundation for the College of Police Science, now
the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, a senior
college of the City University which is principally
populated by policemen. (At the present time
there are some 2,000 undergraduate students en-
rolled at the college, of whom approximately 1,800
are policemen.) Since the beginning of the police
education program, 815 degrees have been earned,
about 765 by policemen and the remainder by
other law enforcement officers.

The reorganization of the academy in 1952 in.
volved considerably more than instructor selection.
The character investigation of applicants was for-
malized and later expanded to a point where it
could be completed in almost all cases prior to en-
trance into the. department. The task was accom-
plished by the assignment of a sufficient number of
investigators, a procedure which has been some-
what diminished by recent emergency street needs.
Besides the stepped-up character investigations and
raised standards for instructors, ancillary services
were expanded. A visual aids unit, complete in all
respects, was organized, and a reproductions unit,
including photo-offset equipment, stenofax, and
modernized mimeographing equipment, was es-

tablished. Instructional material was thus made
more readily available. A film library was added
later. In the courtyard of the academy, a simu-
lated street scene was created, with traffic lights,
fire hydrants, police signal box, fire alarm box, and
equipment demonstrating the use of two-way radio.
To standardize instruction in classes of multiple
sections, the present lesson plan program was ini-
tiated. As that time (1954) it was stated that

Al! courses of training at the police academy emphasize
human and public relations. Nearly all police work involves
people and in order to effectively accomplish the aims of the
police department it is necessary to win the cooperation of the
public. An important training objective is to understand
human inhibitions, emotions, reactions and attitudes, and to
develop techniques that will promote a favorable relationship
between the police and the public.

The New Academy Building

The Hubert Street structure became inadequate
to house the facilities for the training of such large
numben of eatrolmen, thus making imperative the
acquisition of a new purpose-built edifice. On
April 18, 1960, the ground was broken for a mod-
ern police academy on East 20th Street, a location
central to transportation and to the Baruch School
on 23d Street. Completion of the building became
all the more urgent because of the rapid growth of
the college program, which was holding classes at
various borrowed locations through the city. The
additional problem of a remotely located physical
training center, as previously mentioned, had cre-
ated the complication of lost travel time and de-
centralized administration.

The new Police Academy is a 10-story building,



eight of which are :Wove ground, with a basement
and subbasement below ground level. It is of steel
frame construction with exterior walls of alumi-
num, gray glazed brick, and pilasters of black gran-
ite. It is air conditioned and serviced by four ele-
vators. The building is built in two wings, one
fronting south on East 20t1 Street, the other north
on East 21st Street. The south wing is the academy
proper; the north houses the 13th precinct and

other police units on its hist three floors. Above
the third floor, the academy takes over both north
and south wings. The westerly part of the acad-
emy proper rises only three stories above the ground
and accommodates the physical training and mus-
ter deck. The easterly part, eight stories tail, is
built on columns over an open campus. Occu-
pancy of tho building and its effect on police train-
ing arc discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.
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Chapter 2_ What Does a Policeman Do a d What are His A ttitudes

2.1 Functional Research
For an effective police training program to be

formulated on anything approaching a rational and
scientific basis it is obvious thlt as much informa-
tion as possible relating to the policeman's job
must be collected. In addition, it would be helpful
to know how the policeman views his role as a
policeman in society and how the community views
the role of the police.

When we know accurately what it is that a po.
liceman does during his tour of duty it will become
a much easier matter, than it is now, to make de-
cisions relative to what a policeman should be
trained to do. Then the relative importance of
each component of the training program can be
determined as well as the amount of time to be
devoted to each component.

The very basic questions of what does a policeman do, and
what skills and knowledge does the policeman need to do his
job effectively, need to be answered. The methods used to
find these answers must meet the standarth of scientific re-
search and must he rigorously tested at every step.'

However, a word of caution must be interjected
at this point. The amount of time that an officer
expends in doing a job cannot be directly corre-
lated with the need for training time for that job
without accounting, subjectively perhaps, for the
importance of that job. For example, the New
York City Police Department now expends 10 per-
cent of its total basic training time in firearms
training, while it is obvious that the officer in the
field expends only a minute percentage of his work-
ing time in the use of firearms (periodic inservice
training excluded). So some sort of value judg-
ment is necessary. Questions will have to be asked.
Is it necessary for the police to be armed? If so,

"'Proposal For a Basic Polite Training Curriculum Study
Project," (undated report of the Police Training Commission,
Department of Law and Public Safety, State of New Jersey),
p. 4.
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how well trained must the police be in the use of
firearms? Since most police officers will never fire
their weapons except M a training situation, how
important is it that they be skilled in their use?
Because of a lack of skills, which can be acquired
through training, can the chance be taken of hav-
ing officers injure or kill innocent bystanders dur-
ing one of the infrequent uses of their firearms?

'The police administrator, weighing these ques,
tions, will conclude that police use of firearms, one
of the most sensitive of areas in the broad spectrum
of police training, is one area where training time
and actual job performance time cannot be I-;or-
related. He will conclude that the time allotted
to training policemen in the use .of firearms will
simply be determined by the time required to as-
sure necessary skills.

Conversely, in denrmining what a police officer
does, we may find that he spends more time than
was previously thought in interacting with people.
How important is this? What sort of training ef-
fort is presently being applied toward the area of
dealing with and handling people?

In addition to making a determination as to what .
the duties of the police are, an attempt has been
made in this report to determine what the police-
man thinks his role should be. A high degree of
correlation may not be essential in this area but
certainly an attempt should be made to explain
any substantial differences between the former and
the latter. Community expectations will also be
noted and analyzed. Does the community expect
from the police a different role than the analysis
of the police task has indicated? Does the corn=
munity expect a different role of the policeman
than the policeman himself expects? 2 Once again,

Ralph Lee Smith, "The Tarnished Badge," (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., p. 93, and Paul Chevigny,
"Police Power," (New York: Pantheon Books, 1969), p. 134.
Chevigny states: "* * * the police reflect, with suprising sen-
sitivity, the attitudes of the larger society."



it may not he necessary to demonstrate exact re-
lationships but marked differences should be ex-
plained.

If the duties described by the police training
curriculums, the policeman, and the community
correspond, relating community concepts to the
police curriculum will be relatively simple. If,
however, inconsistencies are uncovered it will be-
come possible to identify them and determine the
magnitude of the inconsistency.

A New Jersey Police Training Commission report
of January 1969 listed 32 specific police activities.3
This police activity scale comprised the following:

Control traffic
Stop and question
Issue traffic tickets
Interview victims

and witnesses
First aid
Search crime scenes
Inspect places
Arrest
Good relations in

community
Testify
Give directions
Search and question

prisoners
Escort parades
Preserve evidence
Mentally disturbed

persons
Give information

Family disputes
Guard visitors,

property
Rescue lost persons
Help people who nave

lost keys
Advise, warn, or

arrest youngsters
Control crowds
Assist motorists
Drunks and alcoholics
School crossings
Make written reports
Pick up stray dogs
Check business licen
Refer citizens'

complaints
Pubde niisances
Election day
Recover property

Although the purpose of the above study was to
rank activities by the community's attitude toward
their importance (and will be referred to again in
that context) , it provides a useful starting point in
the listing of police activities.

In outlining the job description for patrolmen,
Allen Z. Gammage identifies 16 activities and de-
scribes the training needs under ea.ch of the 16
categories as follows:4

3 Ralph Green, Geraldine Schaeffer, and James O. Finck-
enauer, "Law Enforcement Training ProjectSurvey of Com-
munity Expectations of Police Service; A Pilot StudyTirst
Report.- (The New Jersey Police Training Commission,
January 1969), pp. 16-17.

Allen Z. Gammage, "Police Training in the United States,"
(Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, publisher, 1963), pp. 157-162.
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1. PATROLS ASSIGNED BEAT OR POST

Care and operation of departmental equipment
Care and operation of departmental vehicles
Cit) and county ordinances
Penal code
Departme:ntal rules and regulations
General and special orders
Discipline and deportment
Principles of beat patrol and observations
Human relations
Public relations
Geography of the city, district, and beat
Techniques of arrest, search, and seizure
Law of arrest, search, and seizure
Military drill
Gymnasium and calisthenics
Defensive driving

2. AnvisEs, DIRECTS, AND GIVES INFORMATION TO THE
GENERAL PUBLIC

Geography of the city, district, and beat
Departmental procedures in handling lost children
Location and use of emergency health and medical

facilities
Human relations
Public relations

3. RESPONDS To AND HANDLES EMERGENCY CALLS

Geography of the city, district, and beat
Care and operation of departmental equipment

and vehicles
City and county ordinances
Penal code
Law of arrest, search, and seizure
First aid
Life saving
Departmental procedure in handling catastrophes,

disasters,.and fires
Departmental procedure in handling juveniles

and lost children
Departmental procedures in handling sick, injured,

and insane persons
Self defense
Firearms
Vehicle code
City and country tratfiic ordinances
Traffiic accident procedure
Gymnasium and calisthenics
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4. ENFORCES STATE LAWS,
CITY AND COUNTY ORDINANCES

City and country ordinances
Law of arrest, search, and seizure
Law of evidence
Criminal procedure
Philosophy of law enforcement
Civil rights guarantees)
Self defense
Firearms
Juvenile law
Traffic law

5. MAKES ARRESTS AND SEARCHES

Penal code
City and county ordinances
Civil rights
Techniques of arrest, search, and seizure
Departmental procedure in the transportation of

prisoners
Departmental procedure in stopping suspicious

vehicles
Departmental rules and regulations
Law of arrest, search, and seizure
Law of evidence
Sel klefense
Firearms
Gymnasium and calisthenics

6. INVESTIGATES CITIZENS COMPLAINTS AND MARES
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS OF MAJOR CRIMES

Penal code
City and county ordinances
Laws of evidence, arrest, search, and seizure
Civil rights
Departmental procedure relating to civil com-

plaints, domestic complaints, mental illness, dog
bite cases, ambulance reports, trespass complaints,
prowler complaints, drunk and drunk driving
complaints, and the like

Conduct preliminary investigations of auto thefts,
burglaries, robberies, assaults, rapes, and other
sex cases

Crime scene protection and investigation
Collection and preservation of physical evidence
Crime laboratory services
Scientific investigation techniques
Departmental records and forms
Report writing
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Conduct field interrogations
Conduct general interrogations and intervIews

7. INTERROGATES AND INTERVIEWS VICTIMS,
COMPLAINTS, WITNESSES, AND SUSPECTS

Civil rights
Departmental procedure in taking statements,

admissions, and confessions
Field notetaking
Departmental rcords and forms
Rvort writing
Depal.tmental rules and regulations
Penal code
Techniques of interviewing and interrogati n

8. MAKES NECESSARY REPORTS AND RECORDS

Organization and functions of the police records
division

Departmental rules and regulations
Departmental reports, records, and forms
Basic records procedures
Field notetaking and principles of report writing

9. SAFEGUARDING PROPERTY

Organization and function of the police property
section

Departmental procedure in handling lost, stolen,
and recovered property

Departmental procedure in haw-Bing of impounded
vehicles

Departmental procedure in hantning prisoner's
property

Police duties at catastrophes, disasters, and fires
Departmental procedure in protectin,,,- property at

scenes of crimes, public gatherings, and recrea-
tional facilities

10. COLLECTS, PRESERVES, AND SAFEGUARDS EVIDENCE

Patrolman's duties at crime scenes
Collection and preservation of physical eviderce
Basic principles in scientific investigations
Laws of evidence, arrest, search, and seizure
Principles of criminal identification
Principles of criminal investigation

11. TESTIFIES IN COURT

Organization of State and local courts
Organization and functions of the coroner's office
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Departmental rules and regulations
Criminal procedure
Jurisdiction and venue
Law of evidence
Court demeanor and testimony

12. REGULATES AND CONTROLS TRAFFIC

General traffic procedure
Philosophy of traffic law enforcement
Depar-nental procedure in handling traffic

violators and traffic summonses
Traffic accident investigation
Traffic direction and control
Traffic engineering
Traffic safety education
Scientific techniques for drunk driving control
Traffic law

: COOPERATES WITH OTHER POLICE UNITS AND
ALLIED AGENCIES

Federal law enforcement agencies and principal
areas of cooperation

Local law enforcement agencies and principal
areas of cooperation

State law enforcement agencies and principal
areas of cooperation

Organization and administration of the city gov-
ernment, police department, and of local allied
agencies

14. OPERATES AND CARES FOR DEPARTMENTAL AND
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

Care and operation of departmental equipment,
vehicles, emergency equipment, and weapons

Departmental rules and regulations
Traffic laws
Organization and functions of the police property

section
Departmental procedure in purchasing equipment

15. PERFoams MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES AND
PROvIDES SERVICES

Handling of bombs and explosives
Police procedures in emergencies and disasters,

procedures in handling strikes, mobs, racial
disturbances, and the like

Election duties
Licensing bicycles and taxicabs
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Specialized duties including the work of jailor,
warrant clerk, information clerk, complaint clerk

16. MAINTams A PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE

History of law enforcement
Philosophy of law enforcement
Career opportunities in law enforcement
Law enforcement as a profession
Police ethics
Civil rights
Departmental rules and regulations
Civil service rules and regulations
Discipline and deportment
Introduction to professional police associations
Introduction to professional police publications
,troduction to police education programs
Human relations
Public relations

Although at first glance it appears that there is
unnecessary dupliceion in the above training recom-
mendations, close scrutiny reveals that the duplica-
tion serves a real purpose. For example, knowl-
edge of the geography of the beat, district, and city
is requ;red not only of category I (patrol), but
also of categories 2 (advises, directs, and gives in-
formation to the general public) , and 3 (response
to and handling of emergency calls) . Further, care
of equipment and vehicles is required not only in
category 14 but also in categories 1 and 3.

Twentieth Precinct Project

The 20th precinct, on New York's West Side is
a moderately active precinct which experiences a
variety of police problems associated with neigh-
borhoods ranging from the high-income area of
Central Park West to ghetto areas. As a represen-
tative precinct the 20th has been periodically as-
signed the status of a laboratory where various ex-
periments have been undertaken. One of the ex-
periments involved a study of what a policeman
does, frequency of occurrence of incidents, total
time spent in each activity, and average time spent
per incident.

Forty-five incidents or police duties were isolated.
Total time spent on each activity, frequency of oc-
currence, and average time spent per incident, is
shown for each type of incident in the followitig
tables:
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Incidents in the 20th precinct, New York City
Police Department, ranked in order of total time

spent per incident, 1967-68
Incident type Number of Total time Average time

incidents (in minutes) (in minutes)

1. Sick 4.552 202,143 44 4
2. Other 5.629 162,310 28.8
3. Other misdemz anors 1,190 106,034 89.1
4. Dispute 3,582 106,016 29.6
5. Burglary 2,518 104,881 41.7
6 Unfounded 5,132 102,881 20.7
7. Dead on arrival 402 60,126 149.8
8. Injured 1,190 46,063 41.1
9. Intoxicated person 1,555 41,830 25.9

10. Disorderly groups .. 1,693 37,780 22.3
11. Robbery 512 33,476 65.4
12. Auto accident 547 32,943 60.2
13, Alarm of fire 1,013 30,483 30.0
14, Felonious assault 309 26,982 89.3
15. Auto accident-injury . 286 25,334 88.6
16. Larceny from auto 514 17,599 34.2
17. Malicious mischief 435 16,261 37.4
18. Utility trouble ..__ _.... 378 14,502 38.4
19. Narcotics 59 13,582 230 2
20. Auto larceny 104 12,556 120.7
21. Grand larceny 235 11,598 49.4
22. Other felonies 64 9,559 149,4

..23. Motor vehicle
recovered 73 7,221 98.8

24. Traffic violation ....... 270 7,201 27.1
25. Vehicles mechanical

trouble 201 7,201 35.8
26. Accidental alarm . 264 6,873 26.0
27. Grand larceny-

pocketbook snatch 130 6,306 48.9
28- Auto safety check 126 4,175 33.1
29- Prowler 121 3,549 29.3
30. Dangerous condition 81 3,510 43.0
31. Found persons 46 2,802 60.9
32. Auto acciden t-

serious injury
or death 13 2,587

33. Arrest-serving
summons 81 2,480 30.6

34, False alarm of fire 86 1,865 21.7
35. Property recovered ..... 35 1,848 52.8
36. Homicide 6 1,744 290.6
37. Rape 29 1,622 55.9
38, Weapons 9 1,298 144.2
39. Missing persons .. ... 24 1,096 45.7
40, Prostitution 7 1,090 155.7
41, Attempted suicide 13 1,056 81.2
42, Gambling 7 813
45. Traffic court warrants . 40 713 17.8
44. Suicide . 6 607 101.2
45. ARC violation . . 5 160 32 0

Incidents in the 20th precinct, New York City
Police Department, ranked in order of frequency

of occurrence, 1967-68

Incident type Number of Total time Average time
incidents (in minutes) (in minutes)

1. Other 5,629 162,310 28.8
2 Unfounded 5,132 102,881 20.0
3, Sick 4,552 202,143 44.4
4. Dispute . ... 3,592 106,016 29.6
5 Burglary 2,518 104,881 41.7
6, Disorderly groups 1,693 37,780 22.3
7. Intoxicated person 1,555 41,830 25.9
8. Other misdemeanors 1,190 106,034 89.1
9. Injured 1,170 46,063 41.1
10. Alarm of fire 1 013 30,483 30.0
I 1. Auto accident 547 32,943 50.2
12. Larceny from auto 514 L7,579 34.2
13. Robbery 512 33,476 65.4
14, Malicious mischief 435 16,261 39.4
15. Dead on arrival . 402 60,46 149.8
16. Utility trouble 378 14,502 38.4
17. Felonious assault .... 309 26,982 87.3
18. Auto accident injury 286 25,834 88.6
19. Traffic violation 270 7,201 27.1
20. Accidental alarm . 264 6,873 26.0
21 Grand larceny . 235 11,598 49.4
22. Vehicle mechanical

trouble . ..... ....... 201 7,201 35.8
23. Grand larceny-

pocketbook snatch .. 130 6,366 48.9
24. Auto safety check 126 4,175 33.1
25. Prowler 121 3,549 29.3
26. Auto larceny 104 12,556 120-7

27. False alarm of fire 86 1,865 21.9
28. Arrest-serving

stIllaIMODS 81 2,480 30.6
29. Dangerous condition _. 81 3,510 43.0
30- Motor vehicle

recovered ..., 73 7,211 98,8
31. Other felonies ..... 64 9,559 149,4

32. Narcotics . ..... . 59 13,582 230.2
33. Found person 46 2,802 60.9
34. Traffic warrants 40 713 17.8

35. Property recovered ...., 35 1,848 52.8
36. Rape .... .. . . .. . . 29 1,622 55.9
37. Missing persons 24 1,096 45.9
38. Auto accident-serious

injury or death 13 2,587 199.0
39. Attempted suicide 13 1,056 81.2
40. Weapons 9 1,298 144.2
41. Prostitution 1,090 155.7

42 Gambling 7 813 116.1

43. Homicide 6 1,744 290.6
44. Suicide 6 607 101.2
45 ARC violation 5 160 32.0
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As would be exp, Led, homicides accounted for
the largest average time spent per incident (290.6
minutes) , followed by narcotics investigations and
auto accidents with serious injury or death. It is
apparent that ordering incidents by average time
spent per incident provides a possible ranking of
tasks in order of complexity of task. This should
provide an indication of complexity of the training
task with at least a clue as to necessary training
time. Strangely, the "other" category appears as
No. 1 in frequency of occurrence and as No. 2 in
total hours devoted to the incident. However, it
ranks 38th in average time per incident. This
indicates that although the category was frequently
recorded, relatively little time (28.8 minutes) was
expended per incident. The "other" category was
used as a catchall for services which did not fit
exactly into one of the other 44 categories. It is
probably safe to assume that if a police officer
doubted just how to classify an event he dropped
it into the "other" category. Some examples of

'the "other" potpourri follow:
Utility trouble. Electricity, telePhone.
Persons locked out of, or in, apartments, cars.
Calls for help. Often involving a report of a woman

screaming; however, the responding officers were
unable to locate trouble.

Meet city marshal. Police stand by at eviction
scenes to prevent trouble between the tenant and
landlord from developing into violence.

Stuck elevator.
Notifications of arrest, injury, or death.
Meet complainant. Sometimes results from a

jumbled call where the officers are not certain of
the nature of the call.

Licensed premises check.
Smoke conditions from chimneys and smoke stacks

in violation of air pollution regulations.
Meet another unit.
Auto alarms sounding.
Stuck auto horn.
Stray or injured animal.
Runaway horse, and so on.

Another 6-month study in the 20th precinct dis-
closed that 85 percent of a patrolman's time is
spent on preventive patrol while the remaining
15 percent is devoted to answering calls for serv-
ices.5 Of the time devoted to calls for services, 119
percent is associated with crime while 70 percent
is noncriminal in nature. Of the -criminal" can:-
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gory, crimes against property consumed the most
time while, in the -noncriminal" category, aid to
sick and injured consumed the most time.° The
data also reflected that during 1964 and 1965 about
1,300 man-hours were required to guard the Presi-
dent of the United States during his visits; and that
58 men are required year round to guard foreign
missions and consulates mainly located in other
precincts.

In his 1969 study of a South Bronx precinct,
Capt. John F. Skelly analyzed the job of the patrol-
man and wrote:

* * * the foot patrolman rarely snakes notations about the
legitimate but minor jobs that he performsi.e., the visits to
business premises, the door and glass checks, the advice and
directions given to citizens in distress, the information given
to other members of the department or the members of other
agencies, the settling of minor disputes on his post, the official
reports that he prepares, etc.unless he is worried about the
presence of a shoo-fly.

Skelly divided the tasks of the patrolman (foot
patrol and motorized patrol were examined sepa-
rately) into the following ten categories:

Patrol and observation.Tasks included building
checks, preventive patrol, foot patrol by motorized
patrolmen, and special area patrol. They are best
described as "routine" patrol to which foot patrol-
men devoted 55 percent and car crews over 35
percent of their time. Beat men on thc late tour
(midnight to 8 a.m.) did little else.

Public service.This task covered time spent on
escorts, aid to sick and injured, referrals and notifi-
cations, school and church crossings, aid to stranded
motorists, and aid to distressed residents and pedes-
trians.

Patrol investigations.Components of this task
included action taken in burglaries and burglar
alarms, licensed clubs, assault and robbery, stolen
cars, suspicious cars and persons, gambling opera-
tions, youth crimes and cases, and conferences with
detectives.

Disputes.Disputes included family fights, land-
lord-tenant arguments, taxicab fare disagreements,
and disorderly groups.

John F. Skelly, "Portrait of a Precinct- (Master's thesis,
John Jay College of Criminal Justice, the City University of
New York, January 1969) , p. 115.

Sorrel Wildhorn, "Research on New York City's Police
Problems" (report by the Rand Corp., November 1, l966).
1). 7.
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Aid to other agencies.This service included as-
sistance given to employees of municipal agencies
and other law enforcement groups.

Miscellaneous field services,Services included
transport members of the force, assist members of
the force, pick up and deliver material, carry the
mail, transport supervisors to and from the pre-
cinct, division, and borough commands, and guard
crime scenes.

Enforcement action.Enforcerncnt included mak-
ing arrests, and issuing summonses and warnings.

Reporting..The preparation of reports and
forms, memorandum book entries, and telephone
reports to the station house comprised the bulk of
reporting.

Community relations.This item was included
under category 2, "Public Service."

Other activity.This category was a catchall for
miscellaneous activities such as car maintenance,
unit training, coffee breaks, and meal periods.

The following table presents a time-study made of
these tasks. Foot patrol and motorized patrol are
treated separately and are listed by hours expended
on the task and by the percentage of total time
consumed by each task. This study involved only
18 patrolmen, three sergeants, and one lieutenant.
The work of the officers was tabulated by 15-minute
intervals for 3 weeks and was supplemented by
personal interviews. Due to the brevity of the
study no attempt is made to evaluate its represen-
tative character. Hopefully, the study adds knowl-
edge in an area where valid information is scarcc.

A 1963 study of the functions of the- foot patrol-
man in the 30th precinct revealed a series of anach-

Job assignments for patrolmen in 1 pr c nct
New York City, 1969

Foot patrol Motorised patrol
Job category Hours Percent Hours Percent

Patrol and observation 42 53 342 36
Public service 14 17 166 17
Investigations 3 4 118 12
Disputes 1 1 34 4
Assist other agencies 0 0 28 3

Miscellaneous services 0 0 90 9
Enforcement 1 1 32 3

Reporting 2 2 34 4
Community r lations 4 5 10 1

Other 13 16 106 11

Total 80 100 960 100

Source: John F. Skelly, master's thesis, 1969,
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ronistic duties and rules and procedures related
to these duties. In performing his duties in the
well-known broad general categories of preventing
crime, arresting offenders, enforcing laws, preserv-
ing the peace, and protecting life and property, the
foot patrolman carries out the following duties:

School crossing duty.-3 to 5 hours per day, even
though the department employed 1,250 civilian
school crossing guards who were paid $1.90 per
hour in 1963.

Bank sovices.Banks are guarded for 1 hour
before opening to opening. This practice was ini-
tiated in 1955 after robbers entered a bank with
employees who were reporting for work. The plan
fails to account for the remainder of the day when
the bank remains unguarded by police. Nor does
it consider businesses other dian banks which, it
would seem, should be entitled to equal protection.

Messenger services.The foot patrolman is used
for a variety of messenger services, including mail
delivery, and transportation of fingerprint cards
from the precinct to the identification center.
Transportation for the latter is by public convey-
ance.

Details for public gatherings.The foot patrol-
man is utilized for extra details such as parades,
strikes, political meetings, public assemblies, sport-
ing events, state visits, and a multitude of other
events which require specialized police coverage.

Caretaker for dead human bodies.Foot patrol-
men must guard dead human bodies in cases that
require the attention of th, medical ernminer.
Even under nonsuspicious circumstares, where
competent family members are present, the patrol-
man must remain with the body until it is re-
moved to the morgue or released to a mortician.
The time involved in this duty can range from 2
to 8 or more hours.

Caretaker of the mentally disturbed.Foot pa-
trolmen guard mentally distrubed persons from
the time they come to their attention to the time
they are either admitted or refuted admittance to
the psychiatric ward. In many cases where the
subject exhibits violent tendencies this is a legiti-
mate duty. In many other instances where the sub-
ject is nonviolent, senile, or disoriented other po-

Alfted E. Doran, "The Foot Patrol Concept in the New
York City Police Department?' (Master's thesis, Bernaid M.
Baruch School of Business and Public Administration, thc
City University of New York, June 1963) , ch. III.
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lice services suffer while the police officer remains
with the patient.

Property protection.The foot patrolman guar
recovered stolen vehicles until a tow truck arrives,
ostensibly to prevent the vehicle from being re-
stolen. It would appear that other preventive
measures could be adopted which would free the
patrolman to return Lo his general patrol duties.

A psychological study carried out for the Chicago
Police Department isolated 20 behavioral require-
ments in a job analysis for patrolmen that was ad-
mittedly not all inclusive.8 However, the study
was thought "* * * to contain many of the at-
tributes which are crucial to the successful per-
formance of the patrolman's job." These essen-
tial requirements are

The ability to react instantly after long peri-
ods of monotony.

The ability LO exhibit initiative, to use judg-
ment and imagination in problem solving, in
other words to exhibit "st.eet sense.-

The ability to know the patrol area, to know
the normal routine events as well as the un-
usual behavior patterns of its residents.

The ability to make the right decision
quickly.

The ability to demonstrate mature judgment.
The ability to judge out-of-the-ordinary situ-

ations.
Good psychomotor skills, e.g., ability to drive

a vehicle, fire a weapon, and handle himself
physically.

The ability to communica e, orally and in
writing.

The ability to act "effectively in extremely
divergent interpersonal situations." In other
words, the ability to deal with people ranging
from criminal to noncriminal.

The ability to endure physical and verbal
abuse.

Exhibit a professional and self-confident
manner.

The ability to restore equilibrium to social
groups; that is, the ability to restore order
from disorder.

melany E. Baehr. John E. Furcon, and Ernest C. Froemel,
"Psychological Assessment o Patrolman Qualifications in Re-
lation to Field Performance,- ( Washington: Superintendent
of Documents. November 5, 1968) pp. 7-11.

The ability to skillfully question partici-
pants of, as well as witnesses to, a crime or
incident.

The ability to take charge of situations, par-
ticularly emergency situations such as a crime
or accident.

The ability to work under loose supervision.
The ability to tolerate stress in its many

forms.
The ability to exhibit courage.
The ability to remain objective.
The ability to maintain a balanced perspec-

tive even though being constantly exposed to
the worst in human behavior

The ability to maintain the highest personal
integrity.

These 20 personal characteristics pose some in-
teresting questions for the police trainer and the
academician. Can a trainee be instructed in such
a way as to be made competent in all of these abili-
ties? Certainly it is possible to train a patrolman
in the physical geography of his heat and district
although it would appear mainly to be a case of
self-education conducted in the field. However,
how is one trained to exhibit mature judgment?
An individual can be taught communication skills
and questioning skills but how is one taught per-
sonal courage or a balanced perspective? This is
not to imply that these skills or attributes cannot
be taught but only that they are much more ab-
stract than the usually dthned pollee rOle. As-
sistance from professionals will be required to for-
mulate curriculums and teach in many of these
abstract areas.

Generally speaking, the police training curric-
ulum has been skills oriented. It is, perhaps, time
to give attention to intangibles such as problem
solving, use of discretion, use of authority and
learning the proper role of police in society.

In his study of the role of the patrolman James
Q. Wilson stated that his, "* * * role is defined
more by his responsibility for maintaining order
than by his responsibility, fur enforcing the law." 0
A patrolman does more than simply prevent crime
and apprehend criminals. He recovers stolen prop-
erty, directs traffic, provides emergency medical aid,
gets cats out of trees, checks on tf.le homes of fami-

°
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James Q. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior (Cambridge.
a .: Harvard University Press, 1968) , p. 16.
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lies on vacation, and helps little old ladies who
have locked themselves out of their apartments.

A sample of citizens' complaint calls to the Syra-
cuse Police Department during the wecif of June 3
through 9, 1966 (based on a 20-percent sample of
a week's calls) illustrates this point as shown in
the following table:

Citizens' complaint calls, Syracuse, N.Y., Police
Department, Pine 3-9, 1966

Type of call Number reent

information gathering 69 22.1
Hook and check 2

Get a report 67
Service 117 7.5

Accidents, illness, and
ambulance calls 42

Animals ...... . ... .. 8
Assist a person
Drunk pei son 8

Escort vehicle 3

Fire, powerline or tree down 26
Lost or found person

or property 23
Property damage 6

Order maintenance ................ 94 30.1

Gang disturbance 50
Family trouble 23
Assault, fight 9
Irn.-stigation 8
Neighbor trouhle 4

Law enforcement 32 10.3
Burglary in progress 9
Check a car 5

Open door, window 8 0
Prowler 6
Make an arrest 4

Totals 312 100,0

Source: James Q. Wilson, "Varieties of Police Behavior,"
Harvard University Press, 1968.

Approximately 20 percent of these calls required
the officer to get information, about one-third of
the calls were for service, and only about one-tenth
pertained to law enforcement as such.

Characteristics Common to Police Duties

Whether the police function is divided into 32,
16, 45, or x number of specific duties, an analysis
of these duties will reveal that most involve a
whole series of common incidents. This fact has
an important bearing on police training as it re-
lates to police work.
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A patt-olman learns of an incident, requiring his
services in one of two ways. He either witnesses
the incident ot he is called to the incident. Patrol-
men, detectives, plainclothesmen, and supervisors
all face exactly the same problem in responding
to calls, to get there as fast and safely as possible.
Here then is a phase of training that applies to all
policemen no matter what role he is performing
at the time. Policemen who drive or operate ve-
hicles (cars, scooters, trucks, motorcycles, and even
helicopters) must be trained in their use. The
foot patrolman must be trained in his approach
to a specific action. As an example, he must be
told not to run up six flights of stairs to quell a
disturbance. The winded patrolman will be in-
effecti ve in cases where additional physical de-
mands are encountered.

What other elements do most of the patrolman's
duties have in common? How can training be ap-
plied to these similar duties?

Once the patrolman arrives at the scene of the
incident, be it a homicide or a traffic .eollision, he
must

Protect the scene;
Detain participants and witnesses;
Seach for and recover evidence;
Take required reports;
Possibly effect an arrest;
Aid injured; and
Clear the scene.

From what would the scene be protected? Peo-
ple, including other officersso training in how to
deal with people is indicated. Detention of par-
ticipants and witnesses also requires the ability to
deal with people. Witnesses often must be per-
suaded of their value as witnesses. Interviewing
requires listening. There are techniques which can
be learned which will increase a person's effective-
ness as a listener. The successful search and re-
covery of evidence nct onl;' requires training in
criminalistics but also in the ruies of evidence.
The preparation of required leports requires abili-
ties that can be improved by training; abilities such
as penmanship, spelling, composition. Ability to
deal with people also is required in the taking of
reports since much of what an officer reports is
what he has been told by witnesses and participants.
Effecting the arrest, again, requires the ability to
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deal with people. Aiding injured requires first-aid
training and also requires some understanding of
psychology. Finally, clearing the scene involves
leaving the area so that the people using it will
be inconvenienced as little as possible. Almost
every duty, job, role of the policeman involves in-
teraction with other people. The need for train-
ing in human interaction cannot be stressed enough.

2.2 Attitudinal Research

The Community View of the Police Role

A 1968 Vera Institute study of the New York
City Police Department revealed that none of the
14 police-community relations activities studied re-
ceived a great amount of acceptance. Neither did
they receive outright rejection by the community.
Interestingly, a majority of patrolmen who work
in areas which utilize the community council pro-
gram believe that the program is fairly well ac-
cepted by the public, with organized sports activi-
ties for youth receiving the most acceptance.10

The fact that the police are more optimistic
about their community relations progratns than
the study indicates that they should be, is probably
explained by the natural lack of objectivity that
one has of one's own efforts. However, an im-
provement in communications between the police
and the community would probably remedy the
difficulty. The correlation between police and com-
munity attitudes in this field must necessarily be
high. Anything else would indicate that the police
are giving to the community something that the
community does not want. New York City Police
are aware of the importance of the community
relations problem within their city and they v ish
to do something about it.

A recent public opinion survey in Hamilton
Township, Mercer County, N. J., asked two rele-
vant questions. What do people believe the police
should do and what do people consider important
in police service? According to the survey, police
functions ranked in the following order of im-
portance:"

'Tolice-Cornrnunity RelationsA Survey Among New
York City Patrolmen"A study for the New York City Police
Department and Vera Institute of Justice. (Report of Opinion
Research Corp., Princeton, N.J., August 1968) p. vi.

" Ralph Green, op. cit., pp. 15-17.
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Advise, warn, or a,rest
youngsters

Preserve evi6ence
Stop and question
Arrest
Good community

relations
Crowd control
Search crime scenes
Interview victims and

:itnesses
Issue traffic tickets
Search and question

prisoners
Make written reports
Testify
Inspect places
Firs- aid
Give information
Mentally disturbed

persons

Drunks and alcoholics
Rescue lost persons
Recover property
Control traffic
Assist motorists
Give directions
Guard visitors,

property
Refer citizen's

complaints
Public nuisances
Election day
Escort parades
School crossings
Check business licenses
Help people who lost

keys
Family disputes
Pick up stray dogs

Naturally, any generalization based on the above
listing outside of Hamilton Township, should be
made with care. However, this effort should be
considered as a sta7rt toward a more complete com-
pilation of community attitudes toward police, and,
supplemented by studies of communities through-
out the Nation, a pattern of community expecta-
tions should emerge which will aid the police
trainer in developing meaningful and useful police
training curriculums.
The Policeman's View of His Role

The Vera Institute of Justice study in New York
City indicates that patrolmen feel that leniency on
the part of the courts has damaged their effective-
ness. The Mapp decision and the Miranda deci-
sion are particularly resented. "Half the patrol-
men also say the Civilian Complaint Review Board
has impaired the efficient performance of their
duties a great deal." 12

The stop and frisk law and the Patrolmen's
Benevolent Association are regarded favorably by
the policeman. However, he has little confidence
in established grievance systems.

By and large patrolmen are dissatisfied with the
amount of backing they receive from the depart-
ment. They feel they lack the authority to do
their job as the community would have them do

" "Police-Community Relations," op. rit., p. vii.
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it, The patia)lman sees general trend toward
permissiveness in society which results in leniency
in the administration of justice. He sees this atti-
tude as the opposite to the aggressive ,iction he be-
lieves will do a better job of prevention of serious
crimes. hi general, p;ttrolmen believe that the pub-
lic wants more aggressive law enforcement and they
believe police-community reiations would improve
if more police protection could be provided, par-
ticularly by foot patrols.

Patrolmen feel that the end result of a police-
community relations program is to develop better
public understanding of the police role in the
maintenance of law and order. ft wol et/ seem,
however, just as important for the police to develop
a better understanding of the community and its
attitudes toward the police role in the maintenance
of law and order.

In black and Puerto Rican areas thc opinion of
patrolmen is divided on whether or not the public
wants greater minority representation among the
patrolmen assigned to the minority areas.

Although a majority of patrolmen feel that peo-
ple in their area have at least "a fair amount" of
respect for the police, 43 percent of police polled
felt thai people in their arca have little or no re-
spect for the police. Many patrolmen think that
the police vocation receives less public respect than
other public service occupations. Of nine )ccu-
pations listed, 46 percent of the police polled felt
that none were less respected than the police. The
vast majority of patrolmen feel that the public
does not understand the job of the police. This
lack of understanding leads the public to place un-
realistic demands upon the police.

Police believe that the public is critical of the
slowness of police action; the public wants less at-
tention paid to minor violations; the public favors
legalized gambling but does not favor legalized
marijuana or homosexuality; the public is satisfied
with police aid tf) sick and injured; the public
wants more policemen assigned to their communi-
ties; and the public's chief criticism of the police
concerns the alleged police failure to prevent seri-
ous crime.

Nearly half of the policemen interviewed believe
that, the public thinks that policen.en should be
of the same racial and ethnic background as the
public they serve. However, the majority believe

'3 However, for a different viewpoint cL Skelly, p. 123.
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that the public is satisfied with the proportions of
blacks and Puerto Ricans now on the force. The
majority also believe that the public is satisfied
with the way citizen complaints against the police
are now handled. Additionally, no public criticism
of the actions of off-duty policemen is seen. The
police believe they are unjustly blamed by the pub-
lic for the failures of other city departments. These
criticisms are concentrated pri,,arily :n low social-
income areas:

Policemen cite a variety of reasons for public
hostility toward the police, mong the cited rea-
sons are

The public feeling that it can get away with
being hostile toward police;

General hostility toward authority of any
kind;

A tendency to blame 1)011cc for many of so-
ciety's problems;

Past unhappy experiences with police;

The communication of unhappy experiences
that others have had with the police;

Outside agitators;

People who take their troubles out on
lice;

The results of drinking;

The results of drugs or narcotics;

Police inability to reduce crime; and

Police inability to solve a greater percentage
of crimes.

PC-

Approximately one-half of the patrolmen intet-
viewed believe that the public understands their
problems; few patrolmen, however, believe that the
public is enthusiastic about police-community re-
lations programs, youth sports activities excepted.

Three out of four patrolmen believe that the
public has reason to commend the police for the
job they a:e doing and furthermore most patrolmen
feet little or no reason for public criticism.
Strangely, however, most patrolmen feel they would
receive little or no help from the public if their
lives were in danger. Patrolmen see less permissive-
ness toward lawbreakers as the most helpful step
toward improved police-community relations. The
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table be!ow 1s a compilation of police answers to
the question; "In view of the altitudes you have de-
scribed and your own experience as a policeman,
how helpfUl do you think each of the ideas listed
below would be in improving relations between
the police and the people in your arca?"

Less leniency on the part
of the courts

Educz ting the public on
the .-ole of the police

Stricter :lnforce,nent of
the law hy tii police

Longer assignments in
one area so the police
call get La know the
people better

Assigning more police
to the area

Having policemen of the
same racial and ethnic
background as the
people in their area

Community relations
programs

Giving police more
training in human
relations and
psychology

More police involvement
in housing and
%anitation problems

Use of name plates
identifying the police

Total patrolmen
(percent)

Very
helpful

Fairly
telpful

Nut
too

helpful

ot at
all

helpful

2 8

60 24 5

60 20 12 5

49 25 13 10

34 29 20 13

23 27 22

21 49 19 8

16 28 17

4 30 56

2 16 76

Source: Vera Institute of justice.

Not only do patrolmen believe that court leni-
ency has reduced their job effectiveness, they also
believe it has caused a deterioration in their rela-
tionslUps with the community. The following
compilation signifies the police attitude to the
question: "In your opinion, to what extent, if any,
does each of the following impair the efficient per
formance of your duties?"

Percent expressing no opinion is not shown .
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Total patrolnien
(percent

A great
deal

A fair
amount

Vesy
little

Not at
all

it tendency toward
leniency on the part
of the courts 84 2 2

The mapp decision which
forbids the use of
illegally obtained
evidence; i.e., evidence
secured during all illegal
search or seized under
illegal circumstances 52 94 13 6

The Civilian Complaint
Review Board 52 21 15

The Miranda decision
which requires police to
advise those in custody
of their right to remain
silent and to have an
attorney 41 2 18 11

Source: Vera Institute of Justice.

The stop and frisk law and the PBA were seen,
by patrolmen, as being more helpful than depart-
ment grievance procedures. To the question "How
helpful do you think each of the following is in-re-
ducing the pressures of your work?" the police
replied as follows:

helpful

Total patrolmen
(percent)

Very
Not Not at

Fairly too all
helpful helpful _helpful

The stop and frisk law 42 28 16 8
Representation by your

line organization
(PRA) 41 29 17

The informal means
afforded of discussing
your problems with
your supervisors and
conunanding officer 24 31 21 19

The formal departmental
grievance machines," . 19 20 0 25

source: Vera Institute of Justice.

In his classic 1951 study of department X,
William Westley described the police perception of
how the public regards the police as follows:

The policeman divides the public into five general categor-
ies, according to the way he thinks they feel about him, the
stay in which he must approach them in order to obtain
respect, their political power, d their reference to his aims.

Percent expressing no opinion is not shown.
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The groups then form a rough Conti' mum ranging from the
child who is thought to like the police, to react to kindness,
to have political power, and to have reference to the aims of
the police only in his status as a future citizen, through the
better class of pmplc, the slum dwellers and the Negroes, to
the criminal who is thought to hate the police. to have no
political power, to whom force is the only intelligible lan-
guage, and who is useful to the police as he is apprehended
and convicted."

Further, William Westley found that the police
regard "respect for the police" as so important they
are willing to exert their power to preserve it, even
if the use of this power itself approaches the unlaw-
ful. In fact, the "maintenance of respect for the
police" is characterized as one of the two "major
occupational norms of the police."

Seventy-four patrolmen in department X were
asked by Westley to define incidents where they
would feel justified in "roughing a man up."
Thirty-nine percent felt that this procedure would
be proper in cases of disrespect for the police. This
"* * supports the thesis that the maintenance of
respect for the police is a major orientation of the
police."

The symbol, to the patrolman of departmern. X,
of disrespect to the police is the "wise guy." A
method of handling this individual is described in
the following response:

0 (or exampte when you stop a fellow for routine
questioning. Say a wise guy, and he starts talking back to you
and telling you you arc no good and that sort of thing. You
know you can take a man in on a disordeAy conduct charge
but you can practically never make it stick. So ichat you do
in a case like that is to egg the guy on until he makes a
remark where you can justifiably slap him and then if he
fights back you can call it resisting arrest.

William Westley points Out that the policeman
feels the need to punish this individual. Although

the officer knows he cannot legally do a thing to
the man, he determires a wa,, to punish him and
still keep himself out of trouble.

Although the police in department X seemed
sensitive to public opinion concerning the use of
force, they exhibited lack of sensitivity in their
method of achieving respect. Their attitude was
one of demanding resoect. Respect would be
taught to those who fail( I to exhibit proper respect.

Violence was also condoned when the police were
sure of the guilt of the suspLct, particularly if the
alleged crime was a sex crime. This attitude can
be summed up as follows: "The offender had used
violence and it was 7iolence that he deserved in
return." The policeman is a cyn:c living irk a
hostile world, according to this st7id) of depart-
ment X. To protect himself, the policeman lives

a secret world of police solidarity. He feels de-
graded and inferior (70 percent of department X
members interviewed stated they would not want
their sons to become policemen) , looks for the
selfish motive, feels rejected, and consequently in-
tensifies his need for self-assertion, which becomes
articulate as a need for maintaining respect for the
police.

Another study, however, develops information
from a different perspective which tends to counter-
balance Westley's excessively "force oriented"
police. New York City patrolmen tested in a re-
cent study did not strongly concur that disrespect
shown to the police is justification, by itself, for the
use of force.1 The following table shows the re-
sponses' M this area. A recapitulation of answers
to the question, "Most officers agree that some force
is necessary and justified when a citizen insults and
curses a police officer," is as follows:

Strongly
agree

Year in academy and time teste >erect
Agree

percent)
Uncertain
(percent)

Disagree
(percent)

Strongly
disagree
(percent) Total

1961: End of training 5 6 100.0
2 yearr in field 4 44 10 39 3 100.0

1962: Start of training 2 15 50 100.0
End of training 3 23 18 49 7 100.0

1963: 1 year in field 1 34 lb 45 4 100.0
3t1 month of training 2 30 15 46 7 100.0
4th month of training 4 31 19 43 3 100.0

Source: John H. McNamara in "The Police: Six Sociological Essays

" William Westley, "The Police: A Sociological Study of Law,
Custom and Morality- (doctoral dissertation, Department of
Sociology, the University of Chicago, 1951), pp. 175-179.

23

ed. by David J. Bordua (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967).

" John H. McNamara, "The Police: Six Sociological
Essays," ed. by David J. Bordua (New York: John Wiley Se
Sons, 1967) p, 213.
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The l:,c1 tli;i a olicemans a titude to%sarcl his
role can change over timecarl vary with his experi-
ence anti backgroundis illustrated by Arthur
NIt 'erhoRer's study of police cynicismIe The
police recruit will be less cyntcal than the experi-
enced patrolman. The new recruit will be less
cynical than the mare seasoned recruIt. Superior
officers will be less cynical than patrolmen (cyni-
cism being a defense against frustration) Patrol-
men with a college education will be more cynical
than those without. Patrolmen with preferred
details will be less cynical than those without. Foot
patrolmen will be more cyaical than those who arc
assigned to other duties. Patrolmen who receive
awards will be less cynical than those who do not.
Jewish pzttrolriien will be mare cynical than non-
Jewish patrolmen (the assumption being that the
Jewish traclit ion stresses success in the professions)
Members of the youth division will be less cynical
than members of the vice division. Finally, middle-
class j)atrolmen will be less cynical than patrolmen
coming from the working class.

The degree of cynicism that a patrolman feels
toward his work will increase In proportion to his
length of service up to about 5 years. From 5 to
10 years it will level off and, fimally, at l or 18
years çapproaching retirement) cynicism will be
reduced. Arthur Niederhoffer defines the prelimi-
nary stages of cynIcism, at the recruit level, as
'pseudocynicism.' His second stage, "romantic

cynicism,'' reached in the first 5 years. is particu-
larly damaging because the most idealistic members
of the force are most susceptible to this cynicism.
The third stage, "aggressive cynicIsm," occurs near
the 10-year point and is marked by resentment aiitl
hostility. Finally, in the last few years of his careers

resigned cynicism" replaces the former, more
blatant type. This detachment may be passive and
apathetic or express itself as a form of mellow, ii
mild, good will. It accepts and comes to terms
with the flaws of the system.

Another study analyzes the trait images that are
defined by police recruits (in three stages of train-
ing) , Police Academy instructors, detective cancli-
dates, and superior officers. Forty desirable
personality traits were selected. These traits were
those expressed by (30 randomly selected New York
City PolIce Department sergeants. The traits were

Artiur Niederhoffer, "Behind Tue Shield' (Gaiden City:
Doubleday & Co. Jnc., 19fl7).
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expressed as those personal qualities constituting
a good' policeman.

The following is taken ti-oni a ait Image
Stirvey questionnaire

TRAIT 1MAOE SURVEY

Tills cliiesuoiilialie is part of a larger research project in
which we hope to find out what qualities disttngush the best
possible policeman.

Your answers will hi regarded as confidential Tliauik you
lot yolul cooperation

Please fill in the following background information

None:

A.

I. Date of appointuse t_ 2. Rank__.
3. Years of service: Pt1...... Sgt. Lt.. Capt...._ Higher

4. Present assignment: How Lommg:....._

5. Any coiuplaints? . HOW maiiy?_

6. Ally awards -

7 Major previous occusatiom1S_. 1-low long? -

B.

S. Sex 9. Agv_ 10, Social Status____
(single or married)

11- Number of years in

12. Ethnic backgrottud

15. College graduate__ Major field

Type of Degee _ -

14. Graduate work Major fie1cL__

Type of Degrec..__

' William Wetteroth, Variations in Trait Images of Oc-
cupational Choice Among Police Rercruits Before and After
Basic Training Experience." (master's thesis. Psychology De-
partmnent. Brooklyn College, 1964), "The Center for Law En-
forcement Research Information," Washington, D.C.: Inter-
national Association of Chiefs of Police, (vol. 1. No. B,
autumn, 1955) , p. 2-9.
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IsisTaocrioNs
1. Read over the following list completely.
2- Select 10 qualities which you believe to be essential in a

good policeman.
3. Indicate the order of importance by placing a number

(1-10) in the space next to the quality selected. #1 is most
important, #2 is next in importance, etc. Finally, at the end of the 9-month probationary

4. If you think some quality of importance has been omitted, period, 5 months of which had been devoted to
write it in one of the spaces provided under "Other", and field experience, the test was again administered.
indicate its numerical order as above. Two important changes took place. Job knowledge

was added to the list; and courage was dropped,
Dedication Alertness indicating, perhaps, that a period of field training
Air of authority Self reliance had emphasized the importance of occupational
Even tempered Initiative information. Concomitantly, exposure to the

danger involved in actual job performance had,
Efficient Cooperation evidently, reduced its perceived importance, thus
Good health Appearance relegating courage to a position of lesser selection
Common Sense Courtesy frequency.

The study made in connection with this prusent
_Emotional maturity research project examines the change that takes

Respect for superiors Sense of humor place in the occupational image of the same group
Patience over a lengthy period of some 10 years of practical

experience. As in most longitudinal studies, the
Honesty Tolerance effect of social change over the intervening period

_Knowledge of the Courage must be separated from the effect of occupational
police job

Compassion experience, the variable under evaluation. This
Leadership is particularly true of a study which purports to

Discretion measure the police image. The past decade, with
its civil rights upheaval has seen major changes in
the role of the police officer. His tact, discretion,
and human relations expertise have supplanted his
law enforcement functions to the extent that schol-
arly civilian students of police science now describe
him as primarily a "peace keeper" rather than a
"law enforcer." It would be reasonable to expect
that, with this variation in public perception, the
current police applicant would view his anticipated
occupational role much as does the public of which

Other he is a member and, to a lesser extent, in terms of
his anticipated police career. Similarly, but to a

Before the actual beginning of training, recruits lesser extent, it would be expected that the occupa-
selected the following traits ranked in order of 'tional image of the experienced police officer, since
importance: he has interacted with the public over the period of

social change, would be affected by the role the
public has created for him.

Thus, two major questions are raised in the pres-
ent study: Does a lengthy period of police experi-
ence alter the early opinions of an individual about

At the end of their formal academy training the the personal qualities required for effective job
recruits were tested again and the traits were performance? If so, to what extent is the change
ranked as follows: attributable to an altered public image of the func-

1. Alertness
2. Honesty
3. Courage
4. Common sense

5. Intelligence
6. Appearance
7. Well trained

_ Physic-A strenatl,

Religious

Friendly

Well trained

Practical

Not naive

Studious

Reliability

Well educated

Good family
background

Sobriety

_Integrity

Morality

Responsibility

Pleasant personality

Industrious

1. Alertness
2. Honesty
3. Job knowledge
4. Common sense

5. Intelligence
6. Dedication
7. Appearance
8. Wel! trained
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tion rather than c ational experience? The
answer to the first ,ion is sought by analyzing
responses to the checklist administered now, for
the fourth time, to 10-year veterans and observing
variations between their present responses and
those on the three administrations during their
earlier police careers. The second question relat-
ing to the effect of social factors is answered by
testing a current recruit group at time of entrance
to the academy. To the extent that differences in
the veterans' present choices vary in concordance
with those of the current neophytes, the change
may be attributable to a general public change in
attitude. Changes in veterans' responses in a lash-
Ion discordant with those of the new group may be
attributed to occupational experience.

Survey Methodology

Several refinements in the statistical methodology
were employed in the present study. The sensitiv-
ity of the scale was enhanced by awarding differ-
ential values to the various ranks selected in the
summary scoring. The previous method had sim-
ply scored the trait a value of one if selected and a
zero if not selected. The rank value differentiation,
too, :reated a myriad of fine discriminations in the
statistical expectancies for cach choice. Therefore,
the <hi square formula, which depends upon the
difference between expected and observed frequen-
cies,la was discarded and a model utilizing the
normal distribution was substituted. This method
simply compared the differences between the arith-
metic mean selection frequency of each trait, after
allowing for appropriate rank values. Thus, the
trait selected as first choice received a value of 40,
second choice 39, and so on to the lOth choice,
which received a value of 31.

After summing and averaging the scores, those
traits which had beer selected with significant fre-
criency; i.e. greater than chance probability, were
identified and discussed. The differences between
administrations were determined by a statistical
formula known as the "t" test which, similarly,
indicates those which changed to a degree greater
than chance.

" The chi square rationale is explained in considerable
detail in most texts on statistical methodology. The reader
is rderred to Edwards, Allen L., "Emperimen.al Design in
Psychological Research," New York, Rinehart & Co., 1950.
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One difference in the recruit subject population
should be noted. In the earlier study there were
40 who had taken all three previous tests. During
the intervening decade, nine had left the depart-
ment for various reasons; thus, only 31 remained
available for testing on this, the fourth adminis-
tration. In ordei that the observed change might
reflect a precise measure of difference between iden-
tical individuals, the choices of the nine missing
subjects were eliminated from all four administra-
tions. Thus, two changes in methodology are
incorporated into the present study, which might
alter the previous resuits es well as affect the pres-
ent findings; namely, the differential values for
rank order of choice and the exclusion of nine
subjects responses previously included.

Results of Survey

The first comparison in the tabulation of survey
results concerns the answer to the second question;
namely, the effect of the social changes during the
past decade on the choices of present day police
recruits. An entering class of 246 recruits was
tested, that of jnly 1, 1968. The following table
lists the 10 traits most frequently selected by this
group and, for comparison, the 10 most popular
choices of the 1959 group at the time of their en-
trance into the department. The data are calcu-
lated by the revised methodolcgy previously
described and the numerical values awarded the
traits represent the arithmetic mean average at-
tained out of a maximum of 40.

10 traits most frequently chosen by recruits o
1959 and July 1968

1959
Trait Average

July 1968
Trait Average

Alertness 3032 rtness 32.24
Job knowledge 30.19 Joh knowledge 29.19
Honesty 27.73 Honesty 27.07
Common sense 27.44 Well trained 26.54
Dedication 26.87 Dedication . 26.08
Intelligence 26.10 Common sense 25.53
Respect superiors 25.45 Intelligence 2433
Well trained 24.63 Responsibility . 24.18
Appearance 24.29 Courage 24.14
Reliability 22.52 Appearance 22.99

The traits selected at entrance by the two groups,
appointed 10 years apart, show a remarkable simi-
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larity, almost identical. True, the rank order shows
a trifling variation, but none of the changes in rank
have statistical significance.lo If rehability and re-
sponsibility are regarded as similar in definition,
they may have been in terchanged without altering
the overall intent of the subjects. "Courage," too,
was omitted from thc 1959 recruits' selections, hav-
ing averaged only 21.29; however, the difference
here, as in the above case, was also below the 5-
percent level, the 1 score L:ing 1.52.° The values
of these traits are not given in the table on page 26
for the group which did not accord them prefer-
ence. "Responsibility" averaged 21.29 in the 1959
group. This differed from the 1968 value at the
1.54 level. "Reliability" with the 1968 group av-
eraged 22.83 and the significance of the difference
was only 0.178. Therefore, even without according
the traits similar definition, neither difference
reached the 1.96 value required for the 5-percent
confidence level.

One difference is significant, however. "Respect
Superiors," which received a value of 25.45 with

the earlier group, was accorded an average of only
21.28 by the 1968 recruits. This difference was
significant at the 5-percent level, the t score being
2.38. This may reflect a genera' trend among pres-
ent day youth to regard persons in authority with
a tinge of contempt, or, perhaps, the philosophy of
a generation ago which may have accorded auto.
matic respect to age and authority. The test for
the effect of social change, then, showed a minimal
influence on the occupational image of entering
policemen, it being limited to the current problem
of youth with authority figures. A later test, not
reported here, following 8 months' field experience,
resulted in a ..ignificant increase in "respect for
superiors" (t = 2.54), tht, average choice being
23.43, a value which would have included the trait
in the select 10. They learned.

The primary objective of this study is, of course,
to answer the first question posed; namely, does a
relatively lengthy 10-year period of occupational
experience serve to change the opinion of police-
men about their ideal occupational image as ex-

The term, "Statistical Significance" refers w a difference
of sufficient magnitude to rule out, for the most part, the
probability that it could hay:. occurred by chance.

" An explanation of 't' scores and their values will be found
in Criffin, John I "Statistics: Methods and Applications,"
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1962.
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pressed by trait preferences? As indicated previ-
ously, the expct imental group of recruits appointed
in 1959, their number now reduced to 31, were
tested at the time of entering the occupation; again,
at the termination of their 4 months of training at
the academy, and a third time, after 9 months
tenure, following their first 5 months of field experi-
ence. The change observed was considerably smaller
than previous experimental evidence on the effects
of the intake of additional occupational informa-
tion would have led us to expect. One possible
explanation of the relative durability of the occu-
pational stereotype may be found in the notion
that the lifetime careers, such as doctor, lawyer,
policeman, nurse, and the ?ike, frequently form the
basis of child] en's games. As such, they become so
familiar to individuals at an early age th....t their
occupational image becomes stereotyped and may
persist even under a forced reappraisal such as the
trait checklist, and in spite of some actual job ex-
perience. Obviously, a year of police experience,
including both early training and field work,
failed to alter the early impressions of the police
recruits under study to any appreciable extent.
The effects of 10 years' experience, however, are
delineated in the table on the following page.

The differences between the three different tests
given the 1959 class are not identical with the re-
sults reported earlier in this chapter owing to
changes in statistical methodology and the differ-
ence in the content of the group. Only one sig-
nificant change occurred between the first two
administrations of the test. "Dedication" was re-
duced in value from 26.9 to 21.6 and does not even
appear among the hi,t,hest 10 traits on the results
of the past administration. This difference is
significant at the 5-percent level (t=1.99). Other
changes were decreases in -respect for superiors"
(t = 1.66) and "job knowledge" (t = 1.84). Both

of the latter changes, although substantial, did not
reach the 5.percent level of statistical significance.
An increase was noted in the choice of -courtesy,"
but, as in the case of the previous two traits, it did
not reach the required level of significance.
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10 most frequently selected tra ts recruits appointed October 1959)
Test 1

(at appointment)
Test 2

(after academic training)
Test 3

(5 months in held)
Test 4

(after 10 years' experience)
Trait Average Trait Average ait Average Trait Average

Alertness 30.32 Alertness 32.76 Alertness 31.86 Honesty 51.95
J--ffi knowledge 30.1 9 Intelligence 29.82 Common sense 30.69 Common seme 31.02
Honesty 27.73 Honesty 27.44 Honesty 28.50 Dedication .. . . 28.29
Common sense 27.44 Well trained 27.24 Intelligence 27.23 Job knowledge 27:71
Dedication
Intelligence

26.87
26.10

Common sense
Courtesy

26.98
25.19

Job knowledge
Weil trained

27.19
26.37

Alertness
Integrity 26245.369

Respect superiors 25.45 Job knowledge 25.15 Appearance 25 00 Emotional maturity 24.26
Well trained 24.63 Appearance 25.00 Courage 24.17 Well trained 24.16

upearance 24.30 Courage 24.65 courtesy 24.15 Intelligence 24
22.52 Efficiency 23.02 Reliability 23.71 Initiative

23..0488

No trait changed significantly between tests two
and three, the period ot field service. "Coopera-
tion" (1=1.66) and "physical strength" (t -= 1.80),
neither of which appear among the top 10, showed
substantial decreases, but since neither had received
a high degree of acceptance on either test, the sg-
nificance of the change must be conjectural.

The differences, of course, which are of primary
concern are those which appear on the fourth test
after 10 years police experience. A striking change
took place in the popularity of "alertness." After
having maintained a consistent first place on all
previous tests and having been chosen at a statisti-
cally significant level in all three cases, "alertness"
was relegated to fifth choice by the veterans and
not even accorded acceptance at the 5-percent level.
Similarly important is the emergence of "emotional
maturity" to a position of prominence. The trait,
which had averaged only 18.5 on the administration
following early field experience, was accorded a
value of 24.2 by the veteran patrolmen, not quite
enough to reach a statistically significant level, but,
being chosen seventh, it was within the highest 10
choices. "Dedication,- whieb had failed to reach
visible popularity in the two tests subsequent to
entrance, reappeared strongly in third place, its
28.3 average being significant at the 10percent
level. The change between test 3 and test 4
(t = 1.73) approached significance.

Two changes occurred in traits which did not
reach a significant popularity level on any previous
test, "even tempered" (t = 1.96) and "compassion"
(t 2.50) . The latter changes are important be-

cause their increase in choice frequency is signifi-
cant and they are in the direction which would be
expected in the light of changing times.
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"Integrity" was included in the top 10, but fell
slightly short of the required significance level.
The importance of the en :rgence of "integrity" as
a choice is underlined by the selection of "honesty"
for first place and at the 1-percent level of choice,
and by the return to favor of "dedication," a qual-
it) which had been relatively neglected since the
preappointment test. It is worth mentioning, how-
ever, that "dedication" was also selected by the
recruits in 1968.

A trend towaid more humanitarian traits is ob-
servable in the changes between test 3 and test 4
and this trend is clearly evident in the table iat
follows:

Variattons in choice frequency
between test 3 and test 4

Increase Decrease

Honesty Appearance.
Dedication Alertness.'
Integrity intelligence,
Emotional maturity' Well trained.
Compassion' 2 Reliability.
Even tempered' 2 Courage.'

It is apparent that the decreases occurred in
traits which reflect the police officer's image pre-
dominantly as that of a law enforcement officer-
These are the action oriented variables, the so-
called "practical" qualities. The "alert,- -well-
trained," -courageous," "reliable" police officer who
presents a natty appearance is a thing of secondary
importance to the veteran police officer of today.

Significant difference.
2 Not selected within 1st 10 on either test.
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On the contrary, the present-day officer, experienc-
ing as he does, a daily confrontation with pathetic
situations of a nonlaw enforcement nature, is more
an "agent of social control" than the "frontier
marshal." As such, he perceives himself as embody-
ing the qualiti?s of "emotional maturity," "integ-
rity," "honesty," and "dedication." The movement
toward "even temper" may reflect his need for
restraint in the face of the .1-isu1t and abuse which
have been his lot of recent years. The trend
toward "compassion," too, is compatible with the
officers' awareness, ,iow, of their role with the sick,
the injured, and the emotionally disturbed people
with whom they are so often thrown in contact.

Implications for Training

One question that appears most reasonable to
ask at this point is, why did it take so long for our
experimental grOup to come to these realizations?
One would have expected this awareness to have
been present at the termination of academic train-

or at the very latest, the conclusion of their
early field training. One possible explanation for
the lengthy interval could be offered in terms of
the social change which has occurred and has pro-
duced the present condition which resul ts Ai a
revised occupational role image for policemen;
that the previously expressed images were appro-
priate to the times. If this argument is true, how-
ever, how does one explain the fact that present day
recruits have essentially the same choices as those
of 1959? It would appear from the findings that
the altered image is a result of occupational experi-
ence rather than changing times.

The effective performance of police functions
demands that the officer have a realistic self-image.
The academic training period and early field ex-
perience apparently had little effect on the initial
preconceptions of New York City recruits, although
James W. Sterling found that the police of other
cities did, indeed, alter their preconceptions during
the early training period. Perhaps the New York
City recruit is unique in that he clings to his
original occupational image until experience finally
compels him to face the reality of the situation. It
may also be that the training program at the acad.
emy has not been successful in converting the re-
cruit to the desired attitudes. In either case, the
necessity for an intensive human relations training
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program in New York is obvious. Regardless of
what efforts in this direction have been made to
date and notwithstanding the extraordinary num-
ber of hours which have been devoted to this area,
the end product, the attitudes of the recruit show
little trend in the desired direction. Recommenda-
tions to alleviate this difficulty appear in later
chapters of this report.

2.3 Who Are the Recruits

Entrance Procedure

Young men who apply for employment in the
New York City Police Department do so by sub-
mitting a brief preliminary application to the city
department of personnel, the central hiring agency.
They must be high school graduates or possess a
high school equivalency diploma or acceptable
GED certificate. There are no preemployment resi-
dency requirements, but at the .time of appoint-
ment they must live in New York City or one of
six adjacent counties in New York State. They
must be U.S. citizens and possess a valid New York
State motor vehicle operator's license.

Physically, their height must be at least 5 feet
7 inches, a figure recently reduced from 5 feet
8 inches in the hope of qualifying some of the many
shorter Puerto Rican residents. Vision must be
20/30 in each eye without glasses and they must be
otherwise in good physical condition without a
history of any permanently debilitating disease.
They must be 21 years of age at time of appoint-
ment and less than 29 at date of filing application.
Thus, no member of the incoming class may be
under 21, but, depending on the interval between
filing and appointment, may be somewhat over 29.
Years spent in the armed services may also be de-
ducted from the maximum age limit.

Th, must pass a written examination similar to
an intelligence test and a physical exam which tests
agility and strength. The grade achieved on the
written exam establishes the place on the eligibles'
list; the physical is merely qualifying.

There is some statistical evidence that the ex-
amination passing grade of 75 percent is scaled to
accommodate recruiting needs. The fact that the
department of personnel, the agency respon3ib1e
for recruiting, is also the examining agency, pro-
vides some rationale for the implication. The



following table shows the proportion of persons
passing the extrance exam since 1946. Assuming
that the exam from year Lo year has a similar diffi-
culty level and that there is no reason to believe
that the applicants vary much in intellectual cali-
ber, one would expc,:t a f '.1y similar proportion
of applicants to pass from one year to another.
Yet, over the 22-year period between 1946 and
1968 the range of those passing varied from 22.0
percent in 1953 to 79.04 i)ercent in 1968. It is

apparent from these data that some resealing may
have been effected on the passing grade. This
lowering of standards is refiected in the mental
ability scores shown in the table on page 31 and the
chart on page 32. The 1968 test was successfully
passed by six out of seven candidates and two-thirds
of those also passed the physical. In 1969, for the
class of May 16, the IQ average plummdned to a new
low of 93.19.

Numoer taking exarriiation for patrolmanlpolicezvoina,.
number passing and number on list, 1945-68

Year
Patrolman

Took exam Passed exam On list
Policewoman

Took am Passed exam On list

1945 1 . .

1946 18,295 5,403 3,000
1947 16,274 6,160 4,488 695 244 215
1948 '
1949 2
1950 3
1951 21,736 10,196 6,993
1952 ' .. .. 934 167 144
1953 10,323 2,272 1,337
1954 10,631 6,073 3,684
1955 14,512 4,827 -1,827 1,072 349 242
1936 11,413 6,177 6,177
1957 8492 2,926 1,875
1958 ' .........
1959 . .... . ... ..... .. ..... 8.771 5,109 3831
1960 8,630 ?,670 2,361 1,110 421 421
1961 7,005 1 158 2,283
1962 13,306 6, H 6,101
1963 . ...... .... ......... .. ... 11,935 5,675 5,676
1964 5,866 2,598 2,598
1965 23,347 10,814 10,744 876 441 268
1966 6,453 2,416 2,240
1967 25,139 13,639 7,960
1968 7,776 6,146 4,547

1 No records.
2 No exam.
3 Exam held in 1950; list established 1951.
Source: New York City Police Department.
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-cores of recruit classes, New York Pollee
Academy, 7962-69

Class Number

Fehr_ ai 1969 239 107.99

April 92 107.84

June 147 105.14

October 335 108.55

December 385 105.83

February 1963 448 106.96

June 709 105.65

October 577 107.98

January 1964 548 105.57

April 475 105.05

October 14! 109.55

December 156 108.93
February 1965 379 104.51

April 376 105.60

Jaly 362 105.64
September 264 103.84
December 403 105.42
March 1966 304 100.66
March 24 111.-1
June 619 10r,

Augt.t 423
September 568 102.88
March 1967 605 105.38

May 249 106.12
February 1968 362 105.00
July 239 99.50
March 1969 527 90.30
May 358 93.19
June 699 99.20

1 Policewomen_
Source: New York Police Academy.

The Character Investigation

The final and very critical requirement, "proof
of good character- is defined in the notice of ex-
amination as follows:

Proof of good character will be an absolute prerequisite to
appointnemt. The following are among the factors which
would ordim,rily be cause for disqualification: (a) conviction
of a misclemeanot or an offense, the nature of which indicates
lack of good moral character or disposition toward violence
or disorder; (b) repeated conviction of an offense, where
such convictions indicate a disrespect for the law; (c) re-
peated discharge from employment where such discharge
indicates poor performance or inability to adjust to disci-
pline; (d) addiction to narcoti or excessive use of alcoholic
beverages; (e) discharge from the Armed Forces other than
the standard honorable discharge. In accordance with the
provisions of the administrative code, persons convicted of
a f&ony are not eligible for positions in the uniformed forces

of the police department. In addition, the rules of the city
civil service commis:ion provide that no person convicted of
petty larecay, or who has been dishonorably discharged by
the Armed wres shall be examined, certified or appointed
as a patroln

After passing the written ank.1 physical exams, the
candidate prepares a detailed 12-page application
form for the personnel screening unit of the police
department where a police investigator is assigned
to the case. A sample of this form appears at the
end on pages 40 to 51. In the past the investigating
staff was able to complete all the investigations
prior to the date of appointment. Manpower de-
mands have reduced the complement of investiga-
tors so that relatively few cases are completed prior
to the applicant's attendance at t1-1! police academy
and some are even outstanding beyond his assign-
ment to a field command.

The incomplete investigation may later prove to
be a disqualifying one and, if so, it is then neces-
sary to discharge an employed police officer, whose
conduct on the force may have been exemplary,
for causes completely unrelated to his employment
record. This inequity operates against both the
recruits and the department. The many recruits
whose investigations are incomplete are uneasy
about the final result, 2 damaging factor to their
morale and one whith may distract them from
their studies during their ttaining period. The
employed patrolman who is later discharged has
lost a considerable financial investment in uniforms
and equipment. He has given up his previous
employment and may now have difficulty obtain-
ing another job with the police discharge on his
record. The department, too, suffers because, al-
though it may be argued that the applicant thould
have known he was disqualified, it may also be that
he did not. In any event, it would seem that the
human sympathy of hearing board members, later
to be described, would incline them to be more
lenient with the employed policeman than to a
preemployment candidate with no investment at
stake. Moreover, the policeman, ultimately dis-
charged in this manner, may bear a lasting grudge
at the apparent unfairness, a grudge which may
create problems for other policemen who come
in contact with him in the future.

The results of the character investigation may
be exemplified by the data on those candidates
passing the test in January 1967. Of the total
number investigated, only 2 percent were scored as
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IQ SCORES OF RECRUIT CLASSES
NEW YORK POLICE ACADEMY 1962-1969
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"excellent" by the investigators, 22 percent were
marked "good,- 3: percent -questionable" and 45
percent closed out because of withdrawals or un-
cooperativeness. Thus, only 24 percent were ac-
cepted unequivocally. Thirty-one percent were re-
quired to go before at least one hearing board
(there are two) . The candidate hearing board,

sometimes known as the "prime" board is staffed
by three superior officers of the department. 1.'or

the group in question, this board approved 82
percent of the cases coming before it and disap-
proved 18 percent. The disapproved persons then
had the orportunity to appeal to the principal
hearing board, which is staffed by two deputy com-
missioners, the chief clerk of the department and
five high-tanking police officers. This board ap-
proved 53 percent of the appeals and disapproved
47 percent. Although it is not possible to cal-
culate the ultimate.disapprovals exactly because in-
dividuals involved in some cases may have ceased

,1!

CLASS

32

to
CO a;
O to

r-

further efforts at any one of the levels at which
disqualification occurred, interviews with investi-
gators indicate that about percent of the original
-questionables" are finally rejected. The propor-
tion may be even smaller. However, it must be
remembered that 15 percent of the original list was
closed out for various reasons.

The Otis Higher Test of Mental Ability is ad-
ministered to all can,!idates prior to entrance into
the department. This not a qualifying test, since
it is administered by the department, not the test-
ing agency, and no candidate is rejected as a re-
sult of a low score. Those scoring below 90 are
retested and if they repeat below 90 are given a
nonverbal paper and pencil test, the "Revised
Beta.- So much criticism has been levcled against
the validity of IQ tests as a measure of intelligence
for those with language barriers or the culturally
deprived that the performance test, the Beta, being
relatively independent of English reading ability,
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was added in order to gain some reasonably valid
measure for the groups in question:

In order to test minority group criticism of the
validity of IQ scores for incoming police candi-
dates, the results of the July 1968 class were ana-
lyzed by ethnic groups and no significant differences
were found between the average of the class as
whole (71=245) and those of the black (n=30)
and Puerto Rican (it,...17) minority groups. In
the latter case, the variation within the group was
so small that only one of the 17 scored below 90,
whereas 31 of the total class were below that level.
It would appen- that, for police candidates at
least, the IQ score does not discriminate to any ap-
preciable extent between ethnic groups (see table
below).

As indicated, the mental ability test is not a
screening device. It was initiated in 1956 as a check
on the level of passing grades ad-sitted by the De-
partment of Personnel. Over the years the average
has remained close to 105, a relatively acceptable
level, although a higher one would be desirable.
In the years 1956-62, for which data are not avail-
able, lists were considerably longer than at present
and it was possible to observe differences between
classes appointed from the top one-third of the
list, the middle, and the lowest one-third. These
usually ranged from 110 to 105 to 102: Current
lists being smaller and more frement, this kind of
analysis- is more difficult because there is some over-
lapping of lists within classes. Thus, the lowest
part of one list tnight be found in the same acad-
emy class as the top of the immediately subsequent
list.

Class of July 1968, et .nic background analysis and
mental ability scores

Ethnic backgr Number Percent

White
Black
Puerto Rican . . .....

198

30
17

81
12

7

Total 1!45 100
Mental ability score:

70 to 79 2 1

80 to 89 29 12

90 to 99 .. 102 43
100 to 'n9 79 53

110 to 1 i9 20 8

120 to 129 7

Total 239 100

Average 99.5; standard deviation 9.4; 0 scores were not
available.
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A sharp drop off in intelligence occurred in the
class of July 1968. In analyzing the list position
of this class, it was found that the bulk of the class
(80 percent) had taken Department of Personnel

examination No. 8046 and that no member of the
class had scored well enough to be placed above
No. 1914 on the eligibles list. The remaining 20
percent 1- d also placed in the lower parts of other
lists. The dropolf has continued through the
classes of March 1969 and Mav 1969. the latter
class having reached an all '-ne low of 93.19. Even
though the class of June 19e9 made some recovery,
its average was only 99.20, a consitkrable distance
from the scores of earlier year-. The data in the
table on page 31 indicates a difference between the
first 1,000 recruits appointed in 1962, the earliest
group for whom IQ data is available, and the last
1,000 appointed in 1969 of 3.51 points on the arith-
metic mean. This difference is significant at the
1-percent probability level, indicating that it is
highly unlikely to have been a chance occurrence.
This reduction in intelligence level poses training
problems, for, regasdless of whether the test meas-
ures something called "true" intelligence, it is re-
lated to the ability to read, write, and, in general,
to academic aehievel sent. Deciencies in this arca
demand tremendous motivation for academic suc-
cess and it is debatable whether learning under
such a high drive results in the same performance
as similar learning by those with greater academic
aptitude. Revisions in instructional methodology
required to suit the new type recruit being at-
tracted to the department will be outlined in later
sections of this report.

Notwithstanding the altel ed training techniques
available to adapt to the new situation, there are
minimum levels beyond which it is not safe to drop
if the department is to employ men who are ca-
pable of solving problem situaeions and reacting
quickly and effectively when such situations appear
suddenly. Certai sly, a class average of 93.19 must,
at least, approach this minimum.

This city is not alone with respect to the appar-
ent declining quality of incoming police-recruits.
Whatever the reason, the same phenomenon is tak-
ing place in most parts of the country. In project
staff discussions with police administrators and
training personnel in the various police agencies
visited, many of these persons were frank to con-
fess problems of a similar nature.



In arty case, the trend shmild be reversed. It _ is

therfore recommended that the police deparunent
take up this matter with the City Dertrtment oh
Personnel. That agent v does not have access to
police IC), data and may be unaware of develop-
Meats. Togethei, steps can be taken to regulate
the quality of intellect succeeding on the entrance
examination.

Age of Entering Recruits

Three classes of recruits were studied, the class
of February 196E (n.== 350) , July 1968 (n=229)
and March 1969 (n :=,111) . The arithmetic mean
age of the February class was 25; however, the
greatest proportion of the group (22 percent) was
24. Eleven had re zhed age 30 (3 percent) . Not
a single member of the class was only 21. How-
ever, the February class was tested later than the
other two groups because of lengthy field experi-
ence, which added about 8 months to the age
average as well. If this delay is taken into ac-
count, the average age would be reduced to 24.24.

The age of the class of July 1968 averat d 24.97,
about 8 months older than the other two classes.
It will be recalled from the discussion of IQ that
this class was drawn from the bottom of eligibles

lists and their appointment was, therefore, delayed.
Thus, not only (lo those who bring up the rear on
the entrance exam tend to be of lower mental
ability but also they would tend to be older.
Therefore, the two factors should not be confused
as casual relationships. The bulk of the class (21
percent) were at the 25-year level.

The March 1969 class, like the February class,
averaged 24.21 years at time of entrance. Of this
Jass 18 pet-cent was at the 25-year level.

The grand total of the three classes (n=990)
averaged 24.24 years of age with the hulk of the
population (75 percent) between the ages of 22
and 26. Certain inference,s can be drawn from
these data: Most of the men can retire at a fairly
early age, somewhere between 42 and 46, for this
is a comparativel- youthful group. In one respect
it is to the advantage of the Department to recruit
young men because they are less set in their ways
and more susceptible to adapting to the established
norms. However, if the established norms are
other than those which the department wishes to
p -petuate, some training measures need to be
taken to interrupt the traditional process. The
training escort program, described in a later section
of this report, is designed precisely for that purpose.

It is encouraging to see younger people interested

Ages ering recruits, New York City Police Department, 1968-1969

Age

Clas:, of February 1968 Class of July 1968 Class of March 1969 Total of all classes
Number Percent Number Percent :slumber Percent Number Percent

21 0 20 9 29 7 411 5

22 41 12 24 10 82 20 147 15

23 49 14 24 10 71 1 7 144 15

24 , 76 22 24 10 3 15 163 16

25 62 18 49 21 6 16 177 18

26 44 13 26 11 39 9 109 11

27 23 7 23 10 26 6 72 7

28 22 6 19 8 21 5 62 6
29 22 6 11 5 9 2 42 4
30 11 3 9 4 5 1 25 3

Total 350 101 229 98 411 98 990 100

Average 25.00 24.97 24.14 24.24
Standard deviaticm 2.21 2.50 2.18 242

in a polix career. Older men may be motivated
to become policemen because they have failed at
other occupational efforts and are fleeing to the
protection of civil service, There is some reason to
believe that those under 25 assume the occupation

with a more )ositive attitude. Additionally, polic-
ing is an occupation that makes considerable
physical demands upon the individual, arid
younger people are more likely to respond to these
demands successfully over the 20 years or more that



they spend in the police job. Ii must be admitted.
however, that the more mature judgment of thr!
older person may offset some of the advantages of
youth. Nonetheless, the advantage of a youthful
police force is not negated by the argument of
maturity.

Domestic Stains of Recruits
Of the 1,036 recruits in the three classes tested,

366, or 35 percent, were single; 664, or 64 percent,

married; and 6, or 1 percent, divorced. (See the
following table.) Since the average age of the
group was 24.2, it would appear that police appli-
cants tend to marry rather early, a tendency which
may indicate their interest in security and stability.
These are characteristics of the police job as well as
marriage. Perhaps they will also fill these needs
occupationally. Arthur Niederhoffer has indicated
that security is the "foremost lure for the typical
candidate."

Domestic status of recruIts, New York City Police Department, 1968-1969

Single
Married
Divorced

Total .......... . ..........

Class of February 1908 Class of July 1968 Class of March 1969= Total of all classes
Number Percent 'umber Percent Number Percent Number Percent

125 34 84 35 157 37 366 35
241 66 65 264 62 664 64

0 0 0 6

366 100 243 100 427 100 1,036 100

Father's Occupation
As indicate( in the table below, the bulk of re-

cruits were reared in lower socioeconomic sur-
roundings, if we assume that unskilled workers are
at the lower end of the wage spectrum. A rela-
tively small percentage of the recruits did not
respond and were relegated to the unskilled cate-
gory. A Iota! of 616 were polled on the question.

An appreciable proportion (22 percent), however,
come from families whose principal bieadwianer
was a skilled wcp ker and another 13 percent were
fathered by a professional, proprietor, or manager.
Thus, a total of 35 percent of the current classes
of recruits conic from, at least, an upper middle
class background. Another 17 percent are from
what are probably lower middle class homes.

Recruits, New York City Police Department, father's occupation,

Class of July 1968 Class of March 1969 Total of all classes
Number Percent Number . cent Number Percent

Professional or proprietor 3 5 27 7 40 6
Manager . 5 10 20 5 45 7
Skilled worker 50 21 87 23 137 22
unknownunskilled 115 48 171 45 286 46
Military ..) 0 2 1 2 0
Servir., clerical 37 15 69 18 106 19

Total . 240 99 376 99 616 98

Information not available for class of February 1968.

These data are somewhat at variance with those
of Arthur Niederhoffer and J. H. McNamara who
made shnilar studies of police recruits.about 1964
and 1961, respectively.'" With due consideration

'2 Eilbert, L, R., J. H. McNamara, and V. L. Haven, "Re-
search on Selection and Training for Police R ,cruits," First
Annual Repoli., Pittsburgh, Pa. (American Institute for Re-
searc,b, 1961) , p. 193.
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for certain errors resulting from combining cate-
gories in order to compare the two earlier studies,
it would appear that the present gioup far exceeds
the earlier groups studied in the proportion coming
from lower class, unskilled labor type homes. The
table on father's occupation shows that 46 percent
of the present recruits' fathers were unskilled
workers. Niederhoffer's results showed only 9.3



percent and McNamara's only 10.1 percent of the
fathers to be unskilled workers. Although Nieder-
holfer classifies all categories from clerical worker
to unskilled farmworker as the working classes,
there are undoubtedly levels of working class occu-
pations considered substantially higher than others.
It would appear from the data that the early socio-
economic background of recruits has declined con-
siderably in the relatively few years intervening
between the earlier researchers studies and the
present one.

Another interesting difference appears in the
prop Ilion of recruits whose fathers were police-
men. McNamara reports that one-third of the 28.1
percent who were service-household workers were
police officers or had police-type duties. A special
study of 1,226 men in the May and June 1969
classes of recruits found only 27, or 2.2 percent,
whose fa,hers were policemen. This difference is
so striking that it appears to bear interesting im-
plications, which must, of et arse, be speculative in
nature. It cannot he explained by the increase in
black and Puerto Rican recruitmentincreases
which, while they are high percentagewise as com-
pared with previous intake, do not represent a
large number of persons. However, this iacrease
may be a partial explanation. The r,,a,-! likely
explanation may be related to the decline in socio-
economic status of the home background, Police-
men are oriented toward improving their own
educational status and that of their families. As-
suming that they have been successful in encourag-
ing their sons to complete college, these young men
may now be seeking p:ofessional careers of a more
traditional sort than that of the uniformed police-
man. Perhaps some enter the Government law
enforcement services, like the FBI and the Treas-
ury agencies, However, it does not augur welt for
police recruitment of college graduates if the sons
of policemen seek other employment.

The proportion, in the present stud, whose
parent wa.s a professional or manager is almost
identical with the findings of Niederhoffer, namely
about 13 percent. It differs considerably from the
22 percent found by McNamara. This is consistent
with the findings in other areas indicating a move-
ment in father's occupation in the past 8 or 9 years
from skilled workers, managers, and professionals
to unskilled and service workers. Niederhoffer's
study was more recent.
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The table wi pages 38 and 39, Previous occupa-
tions of recruits," indicates that the bulk of the
recruits center about the service-clerical area (36
percent). The skilled workers (30 percent) com-
pare favorably with this group, and the unskilled
category is 22 percent, sony..what lower than the
other two. McNamara found a somewhat different
relationship in 1961. namely 52 percent service, 36
percent skilled, and nly 3 percent unskilled. It is
the last category that shows a striking difference
and it is concordant with the finding in the previ-
ous paragraph concerning the trend in father's
occupation. A far greater proportion of present-
day recruits were previously unskilled laborers
than was the case in 1961. Only a few years have
ltervened, which makes the difference significant

and provides an indication of the occupational
areas from which recruits will continue to come in
the next few years.

The average time spent by the recruits in their
previous occupations was 4.02 years, Considering
that the average age was only 24.2, it would appear
that most have had only ene previous employment
and have been rather stew at it, a promising sign
for their tenure as policemen.

Educational Levels of New York City Policemen

The table on page 37 depicts the educational
levels achieved by New York City police. In analyz-
ing these data one must '-e aware that for the
earlier years the figures on college degrees may not
reflect the entering status oi the individuals con-
c':frned. Many policemen have earned degrees
after their appointment, the largest proportion at
the Bernard M. Baruch College and the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice of the City University
of New York. The figures for more recent years,
however, probably are a fairly valid reflection of
the college degree level at the time of appointment.
Assuming that a few recruits appointed since'196!;
have completed degree requirements and ignoring
the earlier years, the data would indicate that there
has been no appreciable decline in the number of
entrants with either the associate or bachelor's
degree. Notwithstanding the stability of the data,
the proportion of entrants who are college gradu-
ates is extremely low and has been for many years.
Arthur Niederhoffer has stated that during the
years 1953 to 1963, of 15,000 policemen appointed,



only 320 (just over 2 percent ) were college grad-
uates. If the associate degree were included, the
figure might be somewhat higher, but even at its
highest point the total of all degrees would be only
slightly higher than 5 percent. For the later years,
with more accurate data, the high point is 1.1 per-
cent in 1965 (and some of these degrees may be
subsequent to appointment) . The lower propor-
tions for the years 1968 and 1969 are too small and
too recent to indicate an adverse trend. Nonethe-
less, in the educational area, as in the areas previ-
ously discussed, there is no reason for optimism
concerning an improvement in recruit standards
which would contribute toward professionalization.
The one hopeful sign is in the numbers of incum-
hems who are presently attending college, a fair
yoportion of whom should ultimately earn degrees.

There has been considerable speculation that
increasing numbers of entering recruits are estab-

fishing their eligibiln through the equivalency
diploma rath, titan high school graduation. The
concern of the adtninktrators is in the possible
hnver academic ability of the equivalency diploma
holders. Although, for 1968, this group reached a
level of 20.2 percent, this is not a cause for disquiet.
During 1960, of the 555 appointed, 34 percent
entered by the equivalency option, and between
1961 and 1965 the proportion was consistently Over
19 percent. True, the 1966 percentage was 16.6
percent and during 1967 and 1968 the proportion
has rise!: about 2 percentage points a year; perhaps
a trend is being established. The proportion, how-
ever, is still far below the years 1957-60, when
there was no particular uneasiness about the ability
of such diplomates. Notwithstanding this reassur-
ance., the performance of these individuals should
be evaluated for pos,,ible inadequacies which might
make it advisable to discontinue the option.

Educattonal achievemen s of 1969 of members of the New York Police Force, appointed between
1955 and 1969

Year of
appt

Total
appt'd

Less than
high school

High school
equivalency

High school
graduate

Som e
college study

Associate
degree'

Bachelor's
degree'

Master's
degree'

No. No. % N . % No. No. % No. No. %
1955. 2,944 504 17.1 512 17.4 1928 65.5 446 15A 60 2.0 78 2.6 5 .2
1956..... 1,486 134 9.0 337 22.7 1015 68.3 322 21.7 40 2.7 41 2.8 3 .2
19;7 1.636 5 3 537 32.8 1094 66.9 290 17.7 33 2.0 49 n l) 3 .2
1958 419 1 .2 117 27.9 301 7L8 87 20.8 3 .7 14 3.3 4 1.0
1959 863 1 .1 237 27.5 625 72.4 172 19.9 15 1.7 38 4.4 5 .6
1960...... . . 555 191 344 364 65.6 85 15,3 7 1.3 10 1.8 - -
1961 1,401 277 19.8 1124 80.2 368 26.3 29 2.1 43 3.1 2 .1

1962. ..... 1,120 215 19.2 905 80.8 316 28.2 24 2.1 XI 2.7 3 .3
1963 1,479 292 19.7 1187 80.2 369 24.9 31 2.3 27 1.8 2 A

1954. ..... 1,171 224 19.1 947 80.9 284 24.2 24 2.0 22 1,9 -
1965 1,690 333 19,7 1357 80.3 130 25.4 29 1.7 41 2.4 1

1966 1,977 0 329 16.6 1648 83.3 489 24.7 38 1.9 58 2.9 2 .1

1967 1,090 199 18.3 891 81.7 267 24.5 11 1.0 24 2.2 - -
1968 3,239 655 20.2 2584 79.8 431 14.8 45 1.4 44 1.4

1969......__ . 1,1962 263 22.0 933 78.0 224 18,7 15 1.2 12 1.0 1 .1

'Last 4 iolumns are included within the "High school graduate" category.
Th June 30.

Note.-As of 1969 doctoral degrees v-ere held by 5 ',embers of the uniformed force.
Source.-New York City Police Department.
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Previous occupations of recruits

Professional proprietor Manager Skilled Service-clerieal

February July
No. ot 1968 1968

March
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

March
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

Maras
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

years No. % No. o No. No. No. Nc,. -0 No. Sb No. % No. % No. No. %

1 3 2 i 2 20 3 50 8 27 2 18 5 24 7 17 3 4 7 9 14 14 24 9 12 9 -7 18
2 3 21 2 20 I 17 6 20 1 9 5 56 9 43 15 37 10 12 11 14 15 15 36 14 27 21 vl 21

3 3 21 2 20 1 17 6 20 3 27 2 10 5 12 13 15 9 11 14 14 36 14 27 21 11 16

1 7 1 10 I 17 3 10 3 27 2 10 6 15 15 '8 14 18 17 17 46 17 21 16 5 22
1 7 1 3 1 5 1 2 14 16 6 8 15 15 35 13 15 11 6 9

6 1 7 1 3 9 31 8 10 6 6 23 9 16 12 6 9
1 7 1 10 2 7 3 33 3 7 6 7 3 4 4 4 13 5 2 2 2 3

8 1 10 1 3 1 9 . . 1 5 2 5 9 11 6 8 3 3 18 7 3 2 1 1

9 1 7 1 10 2 7 t 9 ..... . 5 2 5 2 2 6 8 4 4 12 5 4 3 1 1

Over 9 4 5 9 11 7 7 20 8 4 3

Total 14 5 10 5 6 2 30 3 11 4 9 4 21 6 41 5 85 28 79 99 27 263 30 131 43 68 31

Average No.
of years 4.0 2.0 3.4 3.8 3.9 2.8 4.9 51 4 4.7 3.9 3.4
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New York City Police Depar

Service-clerical Unknownunskilled Military Sum of row

March
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

March
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

Mardi
1969 Total

February
1968

July
1968

March
1969 Total

No. ge No. % NO. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.% No. % No. % No. % No. %

31 26 55 17 9 18 7 16 26 25 42 21 - ...... ... 1 6 1 3 29 10 28 13 80 22 137 15

29 24 70 22 7 14 11 24 15 15 33 17 3 2! 3 17 6 16 51 17 43 20 72 20 166 19

20 17 58 le 8 16 5 11 14 14 27 14 2 14 1 6 3 8 56 IS 27 13 52 14 135 15

14 12 50 16 4 8 6 13 13 33 23 12 6 43 4 80 8 44 18 49 50 16 41 19 55 15 146 16

10 8 31 10 7 14 3 7 12 12 22 11 77 12 15 7 38 10 90 10

4 3 26 8 2 4 2 4 5 5 9 5 17 3 8 28 9 16 7 18 5 62 7

5 4 9 3 5 10 3 7 5 4 12 6 1 20 1 3 14 5 13 6 13 4 40 4
4 3 8 3 1 2 4 9 7 7 17 6 I 7 1 3 15 5 12 6 15 4 42 5

3 2 8 3 2 4 1 2 3 3 6 3 2 11 2 5 10 3 9 4 13 4 32 4
1 1 5 2 4 8 3 7 4 4 11 6 2 14 2 5 14 5 12 6 12 3 38 4

12133 320 36 49 16 45 20 103 28 197 22 14 5 5 2 18 5 37 4 304 100 216 100 368 100 888 10.7

3.2 3.5 4.3 4.2 3.8 4.0 4.6 4.6 4.3 4,5 4.28 4. 3.66 4.0
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CITY OF NEW YORK

POLICE DEPARTMENT

INSTRUCTIONS

List Number
Examination
Niunber

Failure to rourn this (iuestionnaire, properly completed, within ten days, will result in removal of your
name from the eligible list.

Answer every question. Leave no blank SPacm If a question does not apply to you, write N/A (Not
Applicable). Where tm answer box is provided. enter YES or NO.

Section 50, Civil Service Law states that a candidate may be rejected "Who has intentionally made a
false statement of a material fact or practiced, or attenmted to practice, any deeeption or fraud in his appli-
cation, in his examination, or in securing his eligibility for appointment."

New York City Administrative Code, Section 1151-9,0 states: "Any person who shall knowingly make
a false statement or who shall knowingly falsify or allow to be falsified any certificate, form, signed statement,
application or report required under the provisions of this code or any rule or regulation of any aL:ency pro-
mulgated thereunder, shall be guilty of an offense and upon conviction thereof shall be punishable by a tine of not
more than $500 or imprisonment of a term of not more than CO days or both."

Pcrsonally typewrite or print this form: (1) legibly, (2) in blue or black ink only, and ( in duplicate.
(Carbon copy permitted.) See oath on last page.

Where you a-re directed to give further details on a separate s

1. Use ONLY 8112 x 11 inch paper.
a Submit it in duplicate. (Carbon copy permitted.)
3. Put your name and list number at the top of each sheet
4. Precede each answer with the number of the question being answered. More than one answ

put on a sheet.
y be

1. SURNAME Fiasr NAME MIDDLK NAME LIST OTHER NAMES you NAVE PEEN KNOWN BY A
STATEMENT GIVING REASONS THEREFOR

D ATTACH

2. BIRTH RECORD

MONTH DAY YEAR PLACE OF PIRTH (City. County. State. Country)

3. CITIZENSHIP RECORD

If a naturalized citizen, check below if you are a citizen by virtue of a naturalizatior certificate issued to:

0 Self 0 Parent 0 Spouse

INVESTIGATION OF APRICA TQUESTIONNAIRE
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4. RESIDENCES SINCE LEAVING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(Start with earliest address and include pre. nt one)

TO
MONTH - YEAR NUMUER AND STRELT

VOST OI:ICI,
i AND ZONE NO, CITY STATE

5. DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT RESIDENCE
NAME WITH WHOM PRESENTLY RE RELATI N E NO. APT, NO. EL E3 FRONT

0 NORTH
SOUTH

0 REAR
0 EAST

WEST

6. LIST ALL ARRESTS AND ANY POLICE INVESTIGATIONS NOT RESULTING IN ARRESY
(Include Juvenile Delinquency, Youthful Offender, Wayward Minor and Family Ct. Proceedings)

DATE CITY OR TOWN
OF OCCUIDIENCE AND STATE DIS POSITION

7. SUMMONS RECORD
(List ALL summonses served on you or your vehicle by a police officer, court or other authority, in any
state, for violations of parking regulations, traffic regulations, vehicle and traffic laws ov any other crim-
inal law. ALSO list court summonses in civil matters )

OF vlioli,TT ION
CITY OR TOWN

AND STATE VIOLATION COURT DISPQSITI N AND DATE

8. COMPLAINT, COURT AND HEARING RECORD
(List ALL incid,2nces in which you were ti complainant or witness in a criminal case, except 116 listed in
question 6 ; :1ministrative hearings, or investigative hearings by a city, state, federal agency or grmicl
jury )

DATE
TOWN COURT Oil

INVESTIGATIVE BODY
WHO WAS DEFENDANT AND WHAT WAS

THE PURPOSE OF THE HEARING ?
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9. MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERSHIP RECORD
(List ALL motor vehicles ever owned by you, together with all license plate numbers ever issued to you.
Also list vehicles for ,vhich you: generally had permission to drive, e.g., owned by parent, wife, husband
or other relative, business partner, etc.)

IiCR-N&E FLATE Nfl USED IN WHAT Y5AJtS KS OF VEHICLE YEAR lIE NEIL OWNER OF VEHIcLE

10. UNPAID SUMMONSES
Do you now hay?, ANY unpaid summonses outstan ing against you for parking or any other violation
in vije use of the above vehiele (s) ? if YES, give details on 6eparate sheet.

Answer F

11. REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION OF VEHICLE REGISTRATION
Have you ever had your motor vehicle registration revoked or suspended? If YES, give detai s on sepa-
rate sheet.

Answer

12. PISTOL AND REVOLVER RECORD
(List ALL pistols and revolvers presently possessed or possessed in the past. If possessed under a license,
or other authorit , give necessary information )

PERIOD COVERED
MAKE MODEL SERIAL GO. CALIBRE

LICENsE NO.
(OR Atrr-nomyy

TO CARRY) ISSUING AGENCYFROM TO

LOYALTY

INSTRUCTIONS:

The words "subversive organization" as used here means any group or organization which supportY fol7
lows, or which is in sympathy with the principles of Communism or :my other subv.arsive doctrine or is listed
by the U.S. Attonow General as subversive.

Answer YES or NO to each question. If YES, explain details on separate sheet.

13. Have you ever by word of mouth or in writing advocated, advised, or taught the doctrine that the gov-
ernment of the United States of America, or of any state, or of any political subdivision thereof should be over-
thrown or overturned by force, violence, or any unlawful means?

Answer r

14. Are you now or have you ever been a rn mber of any subversive organization?
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15. Have you ever paid, coiitrihuted, collected or solicited any mu ey .3r dues to, for or in behalf of any
subversive orgenization?

Answer

16. Have you ever been connected or affiliated in any manner with or have you ever attended any meetings
of any subversive organization?

Answer

17. Do you belong to a religious sect, or hold any belief, which would prevent you from vowing allegiance to
the 11 ig and constifAition of the United States of America or from taking, a life in the carrying out of your duties ?

An --v -r

1 8. Have you ever participated in any parade, picket line, delegation or demonstration sponsored or organ-
ized by any subversive organization?

Answer

19. Have you ever been a member of or attended any school, camp, class or forum sponsored by any sub-
versive organization?

Answer

20. Have you ever signed or solicited others to sign any petition sponsored or issued by any subversive or-
ganization, or any petition which has as its purpose the akiinz of any person, cause or program connected with
any subversive organization?

Answer

21. FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH
(If a member of your immediate family has been treated or examined for a mental disorder, list the fol
lowing information

DATE NAME OF PERSON RELATIONSHIP
NSTITUTION OR

DOCITOR WHO TREATED
ADDR OF INSTITUTION

R DOCTOR

22. VETERAN DISABILITY CLAIM RECORD
List all ap lications filed for disability with the Veterans Admini ration)

DATE CLAIM NO, REASON
GRANTED

OR DENIED
% rusAumrry

GRANTED
% PRESENT
DISABILITY

23. WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION RECORD
(I. it all claims made for injuries, or illnes -, re ived in connection ith e-

DATE COMPANY AND ADDRESS
DIAGNOSIS
OP INJURY

p oyment)
DISABILITY AWARD

GRANTED



24. EDUCA N RECORD
(List i-11 scli and colleges von hay, led)

FR0M - To
!. BNAMOOL mAILING ADDIWSS

(JAY OR
EVLNINO

DIPLOMA OR DECREE
RECEIVE() il'ES OR NO)MONTI{ A YEA R -

25. EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT rcECORDSOCIAL SECURITY NO
(List ALL employments and peiiods of unemployment over 30 days, including part-time jobs, account-
ing for all time since leaving high school, tip to the present )
Do ou ob ect to your present employer being contacted ? n Yes 0 No

FROM - TO NAME AND MAMING ADDRESS or EMPLOYER 0
UNEMPLOYMENT msunANcE OFFICE IVILEItE

YOU FILED FOR BENEFITS

FORITION FIELD
(INDICATE IF OFFICER

OF COMPANY)

REASON
FOR

LEAVINGMONTH & YEAR

26. EMPLOYMENT DISCIPLINARY RECORD
(List those employers who either (1) disciplined you, (2) discharged you, or (3) requested you to resign.
Give details on separate sheet )

EMPLOYEWS NAME NAME OF SUPERIOR I VOL.VED



27. LICENSE RECORD--(OTHER THAN DRIVIFR, VEHICLE CR PISTOL)
(List every license you, or any emporation CT )artnership of Which you were an Officer, director or part-
ner, either (1) hied for, (2) possessed, or (3) ridr which you acted as spon2or. vouche), character witness.
Include profeitsional licenses )

INDICATE SELF Of!
visT COMPANY jr ADDREI_IS

KIND OF
LICENSE

DAT?. DE
FILING

GRANTED
OR DEN IED

COVEDNMENTAL
AGENCY'

IO:FR «EVOKED
WI GusPENDED

k YES OR NO)
,-._

-

CIVIL SERVICE RECORD
(List every application you have made with a governmental or qua -governmental agency or authority,
eg N Y C Depaitmentof Personnel, N . Port Authority , etc.)

_

DATE

NAME THE CITY, STATE OR
FEDERAL AGENCY OR

OTHER AUTRORITY
POSITION

FILED FOR

INDICATE IF 1
ACCEPTED, REJECTED. OR ON

ELIGIBLE LIST

REASON FOR REJECTIDN.
WITHDRAWAL OR
NON-ACCEPTANCE

..---
29. SOCIAL STATUS

(List all marriages you have had and the present status thereof ; if divorced, annulled or separated give
details of date, court, offending party as decreed by law and reason therefor on separate sheet. Begin with
first marriage. If single, write SINGLE on first line )

DATE
HUSBAND'S NAME OR
WIPE'S MAIDEN NAME

DATE OF
BIRTI-/

NAME AND ADDRESS OP AGENCY
ISSUING MARRIAGE GERT/FICATE

INDICATE PRESENT STATES
OF MARRIAGE (LIVING

WITH SPOUSE. DIVORCED.
WIDOWED, ANNULLED. ETC.)

30. RECORD OF PARENTHOOD
(List every child born to you)

DATE OF
BIRTH

PLACE OF
BIRT/1

NAME OF
CHIL D

WHO IS MOTHER
OR FATHER?

CHILD SUPPORTED
HBY WOM ?

(INDICATE IF DEAD)

WITH WHOM
DOES CHILD

RESIDE?

45
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31. PATERN1TY PROCEEDINGS
Have you ever been involved as plaintiff or defendant in paternity proceedings or accused of causing the
pregnae., of any female not your wife ? If YES, give details on separate sheet.

Answer 1711

32. DIVORCE ACTION
Have you ever been named as co-respondent in a divorce action? If YES, give details on separate sheet.

Answer
I 1

33. ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY RECORD
(If service for a foreign gove ment, indicate country under serial number)

DATES
FROM TO BRANCH OF SERVICE

SERVICE
SERIAL 1,10 BANK

TYPE OF DISCHARGE
RECEIVED

REASON FOR
DISCHARGE

34. CHANGE OF DISCHARGE OR SEPARATION NOTICE
Has your discharge or separation notice ever been corrected or changed? If YES, indicate details below.

Changed From To Authority

Answer

35. MILITARY DISCIPLINARY RECORD
(List ALL disciplinary actions against you, including formal charges as well as company punishments,
whether found guilty or not )

DATE CHARGE AGAINST YOU
TYPE COURT MARTIAL OR OTHER

DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS DISPOSITION OP CHARGES

36. RESERVE AND/OR NATIONAL GUARD RECORD
(List present or past service in any Reserve or National Guard

INDICATE
RESERVE OR

NATIONAL GUARD
FEIUOD

FROM TO

BRANCH OF
RESERVE OR

NATIONAL GUARD UNIT
FRE:SENT oft
LAST RANK

MAILING ADDRESS
OV UNIT
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37. RESERVE. AND/OR NATION.AL GUARD DISCIPLINARY RECORD
(List all disciplinary actions against yon in ItescrTe or National Cuard Service, inch 'rig company pun-

hment )

DATE :1 .0E AcA!NsT You
corp, IAL Ou 0'11IER
:IPLINA itY PDOCEEDIED

38. SELECTIVE SERVICE RECORD
(List presellt classification and a 1,, past I T-F, I 't I A 0 Tn or I W classification

DATE SLAssiFICA TRIES
LOOAD WARD NO.

AND ADDRESS
REASON con ('LA ssIPWATION IF

1V-F. 1-5, 1-0, LA-0 OR I-W

39. DEBTS
(List all outstandiug debts or judgments against you or your spouse or for which von are a co-maker )

PRESENT
ORIGINAL AMOUNT

Datum I! AMOUNT I OWED

AMOUNT AND
PERIOD OF
PAYMENT

AMOUNT OF
ARREARS,

IP ANY
PURPOSE OF LOAN OR

REASON FOR JUDOMENT

1

1

1

I

I

40. CIVIL ACTION
Were you, or your use, ever involved in a lawsuit or settlement for any purpose; cr could such a pos-
sibility ensuc as a result of a recent occurrence or trtrasaction? If yes, give details on separate sheet.

Answer

4L BONDING RECORD
I is all appli

IE AN

42. SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
(List Savings, Checking, Postal Savings, Building & Loan, Brokerage and Other accounts maintained by
you or by your spouse )

NAME AND ADDRESS OE INST,TLITION
NAME IN WHICH

ACCOUNT IS HELD TYPE ermsEbrr BALANCE
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43. STOCKS AND BONDS
(List all securities, rights, '7arran wai Tants stc-tk options owned or controlled by you or y pou

Di.:(.:EIPTION 01,
M;I410111,,t4

i NO. in,
I SUAltES

0.',.TE OF
PURCHASE INITIAL COST

VP:ABLY INCOME.
THEREFROM

_

44. REAL ESTATE
(List all real estate holdings or inve its -vholly or partially owned by you or your spouse )

DESCRIPTION LOCATION
DATE OFplumiA$E INITIAL

COST

AMOUNT OF
MORT() ACE
on LIEN

YRA RIX INCOME
THEREFROM

45, LOANS RECEIVABLE
(LiA all loari you or your spou ve made to others and the inco ther

TO WHOM MACE ADDR ESS DATE DA LA NCE DUE
INTEREST
ItECEAVFO

46. MOTOR VEHICLES AND/OR BOATS OWNED
(List all motor vehicles and/or boats pr.sently owned by you or by your spouse)

MAiZE asnisTr..\-iioN suminat COST DATF, OP CURCIIASE

47. OTHER ASSETS
(Have you or your spouse cash holdings or other assets not listed valued over $1,000? If yes, list on
separate sheet )

Answer

48. INHERITANCE BENEFITS
(List 11 insurance policies, estates. rust funds, etc. or which you or your spouse re henenci ies.

INSURED OR MAIZEII OF WILL, ETC. A PIDIES, AMOUNT )F BENEFIT'S

48
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49.
0,1)4t. any 111,;nc):,5 or your spouml have a financial iiitei ost in--other than li:Ate 'n ne--tion
)111i )

111;.5151 INTEREST
YP:A/,!(:1

NAME AND

50. MOTOR WHiCEP OPERATOR PI7COP.0
(List ; II chardlecr or operator licensc.,1 presently held from this state or any othet r territory )

CIIE.CE
Ora. cl-U,TIF. N UM IIFII ,-;-; rzIc-ri,)Ns,

ISSUING
STATE

LICE IR . IMIT EVER RI. EEO ok
SUSPENDED I yrs/No), IF Y SF GIVE

DI.:TAILS ON SEPARATE Fill .'F'r

LICENSE

1V 5 ,

51. OTHER DRIVERS' LICENSES
Have you held driver's llcense in the past from any other state? If y s, give details on separate s eet.

Answer

52. MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT RECORD
(List every accident you have ever been involved in as a driver, passenger or pedestrian)

DATE
CITY AND STATE OK
LOCATION IS N.Y.C.

INDICATE INJURIES
-ro YOU OR OTIIERS

NIJIIIMONC RECEIVED
(YES/NO/

53. FAMILY RECORD
(List alphabetically, by last name, spouse (maiden or premarriage name), father, mother (maiden name),
siste1 s. brothers. aunts and unclesLIVIN( OR DECEASED. Include relatives by marriage )

REIATIOSSHII SIIIISAIN. 1,11:AT, MIDDLE
ADDRESS

(STATE DECEASED, IF 501 OCCUPATION
DATE OF DIRTI1

OR AGE
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54. ARRESTS
Has any member of your immediate family (father, mother, sister, brother, husband or wife) ever been
arrested ? If yes, give details on separate sheet.

Answer

55. OTHER ARRESTS
Tc the best of your knowledge has any other relative, associate or person residing with you, although
not reisted, ever been arrested If yes, give details on separate sheet,

Answer

56. FINGERPRINT RECORD
(List information about fingerprin

REWHEN

ken, except for this application)
PURPOSE

57. LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES
(List all life insurance policies for which you have applied)

DATE COMPANY AND ADDRESS RESIDENCE WHEN APPLIRD
ACCEPTED OR REJEC TED. (GIVE REASON FOR

REJECTION ON SEPARATE SHEET)

58. ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP RECORD
(List every social or fraternal organisation of which you are or have ever been a member)

FPOM TO IE OF ORGAN14ATITIN ADDRESS TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

59. LABOR UNION
Has your name ever been submitted or used as II trustee, officer in any official capacity, in any labor,
trade union, etc., organizat;on or affiliate? If yes, give details on separate sheet,

Answer 1111111

60. ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Do you have any knowledge or information, in addition to that specifically called for in the preceding
questions, which is or which may be relevant, directly or indirectly, in connection with an investit4ation
of your eligibility or fit-aess for the position applied for; including but not limited to knowledge or infor-
mation concerning your eliaracter, physical or mental condition, temperance, habits, employment, edu-
cation, subversive activities, family, associations, criminal record, traffic violations, residence or otherwise?
If yes, give details on separate sheet.

Answer

PENALTY FOR FALSIFICATION: Knowingly falsifying any statement made herein is an offense punishable by a fine or i i-
prieenment or both. (N.Y.C. Administrative Code 1151-9.0)

Signature of Applicant
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STATE OF

CITY OF

COUNTY OF

85.:

being duly sworn depose and say that I am the above named person. i signed the foregoing statement. I person-
ally read the answers to each and every question therein and I do solemnly swear that each and every answer
is full, true an:: correct in every respect.

Sworn to before me his

day of 19

(Candidate sign here)

(Notary Public or Commissioner of Dee

DO NOT SIGN BELOW UNTIL DIRECTED

(Candidate ,aiga here) Date

(st.snature of Investigating Officer)

2,4 Constraints imp ased by Personnel Selec-
tion Polick a

In order for the proposed training and education
program to be implemented effectively, it is impera-
ive that recruits be appointed at regular 10-week

intervals in groups of about 500. This premise is
basic to the program recommended in this report.
One of the principal obstacles to the proper train-
ing of policemen in the New York City Police
Department has been the irregular nature of ap-
pointments. The anticipation of continuously ex-
panding numbers of entering recruits poses
logistical problems for the administrator of the
training function.

In the first place, the intake in New York City
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has occurred at sporadic intervals, affording little
opportunity for providing a systematic and con-
tinuous training program. Recruits in varying
numbers are appointed 1, 2, and 3 months apart
and then long periods elapse without any appoint-
ments. These appointments cause an ovo-lap rn
the training program and the accumulation of
recruits at varying stages of the training cycle
creates classroom scheduling problems, forces the
program into overtime hours and creates a perma-
nent emergency in the assignment and separation
of instructors. The following table depicts the
most recent workload situation at the academy.
It is not atypical of the usual fluctuations during
other periods.



Recent work load in recruit training,
New York City Police Department

Probationary
patrolmen

Month and policewomen
Police

trainees Total

December 1968 1,452 446 1,898
January 1969 1,776 189 1,965
February 1969 . . . 2,178 124 2,302
March 1969 1,949 159 2,108
April 1969 1,949 119 2,068
May 1969......... . 1,299 163 1,452
June 1969 941 79 1,020

At the present time recruit companies have had
to be expanded to 40 men each, twiee as large as
the 20 the proposed program recommends. It can
be seen from the table tha t the recruit training
facilities are also taxed by the use of the same class-
room by the police trainees. The gymnasium and
pool are also shared by the cadet program (man-
power development training program) . Programs
other than recruits which share the presently avail-
able classrooms at the academy are as follows:

The John Jay College of Criminal Justice
uses 14 classrooms during the regular college
semesters from 9 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Mondays to
Fridays, and uses six classrooms during the sum-
mer session 3 days a week.

The cadet program (MDTP) uses four class-
rooms at various times from 3:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.

The advanced and specialized training section
uses classrooms at various times for the following:

Criminal investigation courses
Patrolman-detective refresher courses
Command courses

Executive management courses
Career development courses (auditorium)
Personnel testing
Other inservice programs

Other department units use classrooms for
various training programs, including:

1Wotorcycle district
Fingerprint technicians
Narcotics division
Detective bureau
Medical section
School crossing guards
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In order to accommodate the recent exception-
ally large re nithers of zecruits, it has been necessary
for the training program to adopt a 7-day. 8 a.m. to
12 midnight t.chedule, hardly an ideal learning
situation.

The classroom space logistics are sell-evident.
Not so obvious is the personnel and morale problem
of the constantly rotating assignments of the
younger instructors. The recruiting of instructors
to meet the fluctuating population has become a
major chore for the administrator of the academy
and understandably so when one comiders the
disruption caused by irregular assigmnents. Popu-
lation explosions demand abrupt increases in fac-
ulty strength and intervening slack periods require
the return of instructors to regular precinct assign-
ments. This poses problems for both the officers
themselves and for the precinct commanders con-
cerned. The commanders, not knowing when they
will have the officers available, do not plan on
having them at all. Thus, being unscheduled for
duty, they are relegated to such outside assignments
and other emergency duties as may arise. The
latter are regarded as unpleasant tasks. Many
instructors have refused to seek a return to academy
assignment when the training program is renewed,
and others who do return are uncertain as to how
long the reassignment will continue.

There is a dual problem created thereby for the
commanding officer of the Police Academy (here-
after referred to as COPA) . It is difficult for him
to recruit sufficient qualified faculty when the
emergency need arises, and the morale of his pres-
ent instructional staff is damaged by the knowledge
that their return to precinct tasks may occur at any
time subsequent to the completion of academy
training by any single recruit class, thereby shifting
the remaining corps of senior instructors to other
recruit classes. This morale deterioration is inevi-
tably reflected in job attitudes. The instructors,
knowing their tenure is limited, take a rather
dispirited view toward their assignment, a phe-
nomenon which adversely affects their enthusiasm
and dedication, factors so essential to the effective
teacher. The recruits, for their part, are subject
to a constantly rotating series of instructors appar-
ently assigned to them randomly, for they are not
aware of the seniority considerations. Thus, even
the precinct command is affected by the irregular
appointment of recruits. If civilian instructors of
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professional rank are to be employed, they will not
be subject to such reassignment when their need
ceases. It will be utterly impossible to avoid reg-
ular scheduling of appointments under the pro-
posed program without creating periods of idleness
for the nonpolice instructors.

Thc process for the appointments of probation-
ary patrolmen is subject to a tel of bookkeeping
rules which are generally applicable to ail city
departments. IL is understandable that in a city
as large as New York, where annual expenditures
reach astronomical proportions, there would have
to be fiscal policies and procedures, controls, checks
and balances. However, in any large bureaucracy
of lengthy tenure many such rules become tradi-
tionalized beyond the period of their usefulness.
Moreover, practices on the part of subordinate
administrators, sometimes dilatory, which may
operate to relieve pressures on their office, become
entrenched to a point at which they assume the
aspect of policy and are accepted as essential by
transacting agencies. There is a good deal of room
for such unofficial delays in the procedure for the
appointments of probationary patrolmen.

Appointments to the depa.rtment are initiated by
the chief clerk, police department, as follows:

In the first instance, vacancies (based on estab-
lished quota) for the rank of probationary
patrolmen must exist.

Request to fill vacancies is forwarded to the
vacancy control board, mayor's office, for verift-
cation that vacancies do exist.

Thc request in turn is forwarded to the budget
director, who issues a certificate of approval
which is valid for 30 calendar days.

Simultaneously, a request is forwarded to the
New York City Department of Personnel to
certify a sufficient number of eligibles to fill the
vacancies requested. It takes 1 to 2 weeks to
receive the certificate list. The certificate list is
also forwarded to the medical unit and personnel
investigation section.

The chief clerk designates an appointment
date.

Prior to appointment date, the medical unit
conducts medical examinations and the personnel
investigation section checks the list for eligibles
who have been rated disapproved.

Appointments of approved eligibles are made
on the appointment date.
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The first step indicates that vacancies must exist.
It would appear that anticipated vacancies, even
where the probability of their existe»ce is virtually
a certainty, would not fulfill this requirement. In
view of the fact that the current proposal envisions
appointments of about 500 in each increment, the
first requirement has a built-in provision that the
department, from time to time, would have to be
at least 500 below quota before the procedure could
even be initiated. Whatever vacancies occur during
the period required to fulfill the subsequent six
steps may be added to the base figure of 500.

The ensuing three steps are outside the control
of the operating agencyin this case the police
department. It is evident, however, that the procoss
consumes more than the 2 weeks involved in pre-
paring a certificate list. The probabilities are that,
excepting in emergency cases (riots and the like),
the time elapsed would approximate 1 month dur-
ing which period on the average another 150
policemen would retire, thus increasing the quota
shortage. The final three steps, even if expedited,
would add another 2 weeks to the quota lag.

With all the complications involved in the above
process, there is an additional obstacie to appoint-
ments in the form of a mandatory accrual fund
which may further delay approv..i. Budget appro-
priations for the fiscal year provide for the salary
requirements for department personnel, based on
established quotas. Frequently, the budget director
directs that appointments and promotions to vacant
positions be deferred for the pqrpose of creating an
accrual fund to meet anticipated department ex-
penditures which are not provided for in the cur-
rent budget. This may delay a request as long as 6
months. It can be readily seen that the process of
deferring appointments to vacant positions can
have a serious effect on any planned program of
making organized and regulated appointments.

2.5 Influence of Line Attitudes
A reward system operates within the New York

City Police Department, as it does in all law en-
forcement agencies. As will be noted, one aspect of
the total reward picture, rewarding the "good"
policeman, the one who prevents crime on his post,
assumes a postioe of outstanding importance.
Identifying preventive patrol an`, measuring its
actual effectiveness in the performance of each
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individual patrolman has long been thought -

possible. A suggested method for the accomplish
ment of this -impossible" evaluation will be
offered.

The rewards fall into three broad categories:
Official departmentwide awards; official precinct
awards; ald informal precinct awards.

The first class is clearly defined in the rules and
procedures and consists of the various levels ,

department recognition. These are awarded for
heroic acts or meritorious acts indicating extra-
ordinary courage, ingenuity or intelligence. Brav-
ery, intelligence, and merit are unquestionably
important attributes of good police performance.
However, the awards included in this category
carry with them promotional credit which may be
inappropriate to the act of bravery in question
unless one associates the trait with supervisory or
administrative potential_ This is a relatively minor
consideration, though, and may be relegated to a
position of secondary consideration in the light of
more important issues.

Official depa, mental recognition awards, in
order of importance. are as follows:22

Department Medal of Honor
Police Combat Cross
Medal for Merit
Honorable Mention
Exceptional Merit
Commendation

These are awarded only for acts of bravery in
various degrees; the first two only for gunfights,
the rest for more routine acts of courage.

Meritorious Police Duty
Excellent Police Duty

These two are awarded both for minor acts of
bravery and for major accomplishments of an
admir istrative nature.

Achievement Citation
This is awarded only for the successful comple-

tion of an academic year of study in a recognized
institution of higher education.

A number of awards are given to recruits com-
pleting the police academy training program.
Some of these awards are provided through gifts
from outstanding citizens, others are provided by
the police commissioner and the chief inspector.
It has been traditional that these awards or trophies
consist of a revolver. It has been suggested that

22 Rules and Procedures" ch. 26, par. 7.0.
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awards might take other forms, particularly the
awards for academic achievement, where scholar-
ships or books might be appropriate. Currently,
the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association and other
groups do provide scholarships to recruits. It is
anticipated that a diversified type of award would
help to reduce the emphasis upon the firearms
aspect of the policeman's role.

In addition to heroic and intelligent acts, de-
partment recognition may also be granted for
clusters of arrests. Three arrests for driving intoxi-
cated, two arrests for automobile grand larceny, or
two felony arrests for narcotics laws violations
within l year quality an officer for the award "Ex-
cellent Police Doty." The donation of 8 pints of
blood over any period of time warrants the same
award. In recent years there are about three times
as many awards distributed as previously, :udicat-
ing, perhaps, some increasing awareness of the
importance of positive motivation. Art extrauidi-
narily high perceotage oi these cluster arrests result
in conviction, thus negating a possible criticism of
"bounty bunting.-

Official precinct awards are usually the function
of the precinct commander. He is authorized by
regulation to permit a patrolman who makes a
good arrest to be excused from one tour of duty.
The nature of the good arrest is frequently related
to the precinct crime problem and the captain will
consider arrest activity in recommending appropri-
ate officers for plainclothes and cl.:tective duty.

The final categor) of award, the informal p_a-
cinct type, is probably the strongest immediate
motivator of behavior because it is activated at the
patrolman level of execution and has a profound
influence on tile day-to-day occupational existence
of the individual officer. These informal awards
are more frequently available because opportunities
for them are more numerous. Normal personnel
turnover creates openings more often than the more
stable, higher level detective and plainclothes
assignments.

The informal reward system, with its unstruc-
tured approach, permits the precinct commander
and other superior officers an excellent opportunity
to demonstrate their ingenuity in devising motiva-
tional techniques. It also allows considerable dis-
cretion in their choice of commendable behavior,
the criterion measure for reward. Notwithstand-
ing the available latitude, there is surprisingly little



variation from precinct to precinct, either in the
choice of reward or in specific job performance
selected for it. An unwritten program has devel-
oped by a process of trial, error, and experience.
Its homogeneity is further reinforced by the cross-
pollination process of periodic transfer which
rotates captains from precinct to precinct and
probably encourages the simplest and most im-
mediately effective techniques to be perpetuated.
However, there is little intent to create any long-
term improvement in job performance on the part
of the superiors who employ the informal devices
in point. They are content to produce an immedi-
ate and necessary result in the individuals directly
concerned and to generate imitative behavior on
the part of the other patrolmen.

Informal rewards are exemplified by (but not
limited to)

Special favorable assignmentsRadio motor pa-
trol; hospital, ballpark, beach, or other preferred
assignments; choice patrol posts.

Preferred duties.Clerical; verification of election
registry; station house assignment, such as safety,
pistol licenses, plainclothes, and the like.

Preferred hours of work.Day toursday squad;
switching of tours of duty.

Exemption from unpleasant assignments.Spe-
cial posts"fixers-; out-of-precinct details"flying";
posts with extended school crossings.

Frequently, undesirable behavior is discouraged
at the precinct level by informal devices of less
impact than official disciplinary charges. The de-
vices employed to effect this result are, in general,
the reverse of the positive measures mentioned,
such as assignment to an unfavorable post, special
duty, and the like. It is unnecessary to recite an
extended list of the possible negative motivators_

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the pre-
cinct reward system is the criterion measures se-
lected for the favored treatment. Essentially,
behavior similar to that which warrants formal
recognition but in lesser degree could provide a
basis for precinct reward. This would consist of
arrests of a kind of second magnitude, less spectacu-
lar and requiring routine perseverance as contrasted
with the exceptional intelligence and heroism re-
quired for department recognition. A willing
attitude and competence in performing certain
unpleasant tasl.s might also receive favorable pre-
cinct attention. Thus, rewa ds are reserved for
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those who i.orform outstanding acts, anti these
acts, because they are reinforced by reward, are
repeated and repeated and rewarded and rewarded
until the point is reached where the individual
policeman on patrol is hardly regarded as perform-
ir.g police duty at all unless he is in the process ol
performing one of the rewarded acts or is doing
something leading up to some presently measured
function.

Lost in the policeman's preoccupation with hero-
ism, arrests, and law enforcement is that aspect of
police work which provides the essence of what
the public wants and for which it needs the police
crime prevention. It would not be unreasonable
to estimate that little more than 1 percent of the
average New York City policeman's Lime is occu-
pied in the actual process of enforcing the law.
"Ti his estimate includes the issuance of summonses.
Anotner 2 or 3 percent of his time may be spent in
miscellaneous duties, such as aiding sick and in-
jured persons, giving directions, assisting at acci-
dents. Being conservative, we might say that all
items of police hazard and service activity occupy
less than 10 percent of the patrolman's working
hours. The remaining 90 percent of his time is
spent in what has been termal "preventive patrol."

It may be inferred from the proportion of his
time spent in crime prevention that this is by far
the major function and purpose of the police officer
in this city and probably in all cities. An informal
survey among a cross section of ranking members
of the department leaves doubt that the pre-
vention of crime is their overwhelming choice as
the primary function of the police. It is logical to
assume that if effective crime prevention patrol
follows the accepted pattern of human behavior,
some policemen must be better at it than others.
Some, too, must be trying a little harder and
treating the task with more intelligence than
others. There are no formal or informal awards
of any kind for effective crime prevention patrol
in itself. Notwithstanding the allocation of much
patrol time, crimes which could have been pre-
vented by proper patrol do occur and they occur
with more frequency on some posts than on others.
What is the degree to which patrol performance is
responsible for this failure, and the extent to which
performance in the field can be improved?

Although there is a program for evaluating
superior officers in the New York City Police De-
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partment, there is presently no such formal process
for assessing the work performance of the patrol-
men. It is impore.nt that there be a performance
evaluation of the patrol officer at the level of exe-
cution for many reasons. Primary among those is,
of course, the inevitable improvement in the qual-
ity of the service delivered by personnel who are
aware that their behavior is being observed and
advantages that would accrue to the department in
the process of setting up the means for evaluation_

First of all, there is no clearly defined concept of
the effective police officer or "good cop/' as he is
known to his fellow officers. It may be reasonably
inferred that the "good cop" is the one who per-
forms his tasks in, at least, an acceptable manner
or better. This definition, to be implemented,
would require the spelling out of its two elements,
the nature and identification of the police tasks (a
job analysis) and the criteria for arriving at an
evaluation of acceptable or better performance.

At this time a system of official and unofficial
rewards operates within the department both at
the local level and departmentwide. Except for a
few department-sanctioned awards, provided by
local newspapers, the department awards carry no
financial benefit for the recipient. These rewards,
and comparable disciplinary actions, are the only
evaluative criteria presently available to the supe-
rior who has had little or no direct contact with an
individual officer. Suffice it to say, there are no
periodic evaluations of patrolmen from the time
they complete their probationary period to the

me they leave that rank for one reason or another.
The inadequacies of the rewards system as an

evaluative and motivational device have been dis-
cussed. The objection most often raised by knowl-
edgeable superiors is that the most important
police function, the prevention of crime, goes un-
rewarded because there are no means for measur-
ing the performance of preventive patrol. It
should not be inferred from this emphasis on
preventive patrol that it is regarded as important
to the exclusion of other police factors. There can
be no meaningful evaluation of the patrolman's
performance without a full consideration of his
effectiveness in the prevention of crime.

The following factors are suggested as being
integral to effective police patrol:

The prevention of crime.Speedy dispersal of
disorder.
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The arrest or mmmonsing of offenders under
immediate circumstances, their long-range investi-
gation being primarily a detective function) .
Above includes lesser law enforcement activity.

Protection of human life and properiy.Recovery
of stolen property under immediate circumstances
not involving detective investigation. Reporting
relevant criminal information for detectives. Re-
porting of post conditions.

Relations with the public in routine r-
personal contact.Diplornatic solution of famib
trouble calls, neighbor difficulty and other similar
type altercwions.

Additional factors not previously mentioned.
These factors, in order to provide a meaningful,
objective evaluation, must be set up in measur-
able terms. Quantifiable criteria must be estab-
lished. Each factor must be analyzed and its rele-
vant elements detailed separately.

Factor: The prevention of crim

The effectiveness of the patrolman in preventing
crime on his post is assumed to be a function of the
dedication, intelligence, and natural aptitude he
devotes to his routine patrol job. Extraneous
factors such as chance unquestionably enter into
the frequency and nature of crime occurrence, but,
as will be seen, the resultant error can be mini-
mized by the application of statistical probability
theory. The foot patrolman could be the subject
for initial experimentation in evaluating preven-
tive patrol. Although he is a fast disappearing
phenomenon in scientific police patrol, the foot
patrolman still operat.''A in considerable numbers
in New York City. In 1969, almost one-third of
the 16,200 precinct-assigned patrolmen fall into the
foot patrol category. He is the smallest individual
patrol unit and once a method has been devised
for evaluating his performance it may be applicable
as a basis for a similar evaluation of radio motor
patrol and other forms of preventive patrol. Some
neighborhoods, because of their nature, are more
prone to the incidence of crime than others. What
is more interesting is the likelihood that, regard-
less of the quantity of post hazards, crimes occur
more frequently when some patrolmen are working
than others.

Patrol procedures can be detailed and patrolmen
can be ordered to follow them. It might even be
possible to provide such close supervision that every



element of the procedures would be execute& But
even with such a formalized approach, the human
element would still be tl.2 largest faaor in preven-
tive patrol. Routir attention can amount almost
to indifference. Dedication and maintained inter-
est, the opposite end of the scale, can produce an
alert, sustained patrol that should be effective in
preventing crime. One means for attaining these
would be to reward patrolmen for their exercise.
In order to reward dedication and intei est it would
be necessary to evaluate their operational manifes-
tation, the effectiveness of preventive patrol.

How does one evaluate the effectiveness of patrol-
men in preventing crime? No such measure is
presently available. The principal obstacl7s to
such an evaluation are in the variant nature of the
crime picture from post to post. Crime fluctuates
not only between posts but within the same post
from hour to hour, day to day, season to season.
If the same patrolman were assigned to the same
post every clay, it would be manifestly difficult to
compare his performance with that of other patrol-
men assigned to other posts which vary from the
first in activity. Although the "steady" post prob.
abily would be the ideal patrol situation, the
practice of such assignment is not a general one in
New York City. Patrolmen are rotated from post
to post on an irregular basis. It is possible how-
ever, to evaluate the performance of men by corn-
paring the crime activity on each poat during each
officer's patrol period. Comparisons between a
variation of performance on "steady- posts where
they exist will also be feasible by the same method.

Such a study would be primarily statistically
oriented and would involve the extensive use of
computers. Posts would be studied in terms of
crime incidence by time of day, day of week, and
season as measured by complaints received, U.F. 45
(public morals complaint) forms prepared, and

Y.D. l's (juvenile report) submitted. Included in
the factors for post evaluation would be such in-
fluences as trends, nationwide, citywide, borough,
division, and precinctwide. Probability estimates
could be computed for the various chronological
classifications previously enumerated, not only for
the incidence of crime in general, but even for
spec:fic type crime incidence to be expected for Pny
given time interval.

Once having established statistical norms by post
and time, it would be a 7elatively simple matter to
measure deviations from the expectation. Minus
variance, indicating less crime incidence than sta-
tistical expectation, would reflect favorably upon
patrol performance. Plus variance would i ave to
be carefully studied to determine the extent to
which job related absence of the patrolman at
time of occurrence reduced his responsibility.
Absences might be a result of performance of
called-tor services of various sorts, meal period, or
some other authorized act. The time of occur-
rence might present a problem at times. Genuine
doubts about patrol responsibility would have to
be resolved in favor of the officer.

Once having identified the effective patrol officer
by the foregoing method, his reward could be
measured in terms of his effectiveness. For ex-
ample, a patrolman whose performance variance
over the 6-month period was minus could be paid
a salary bonus for the succeeding 6 months corn-
tnensurate with the magnitude of the minus figure.
If this favorable performance were continued for
the succeeding 6-month period, the bonus might be
continued in the same measure as his performance
score might warrant.

The monetary bonus is considered the most
appropriate type of award because it reinforces the
rewarded act in the same terms as the basic moti-
vator, salary. Furthermore, it does not affect
irrelevant aspects of the occupational career such
as promotional credit for nonsupervisory excellence,
as has been previously discussed. To reward the
effective performer with time off is paradoxical in
that the administrator thus reduces his own total
patrol effectiveness by depriving the department
of the services of its best man during the reward
period. Other awards, such 25 medals, ribbons,
achievements citations, and the like, do not have
universal appeal as motivators, particularly to the
financially pressed heads of families. The mone-
tary reward has the additional feature of flexibility
in that it can be adjusted to fit the degree of patrol
proficiency demonstrated. It would also bf,° appro-
priate by the same rationale to attach a monetary
consideration of a suitable sort to the present cita-
tions for heroism and other presently recognized
aspects of unusually effective performance.
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Chaper 3. Training and Education of the New York City Policeman

3.1 Departmental Policy in Respect to
Training and Education

The New York City Police Department, by far
the Nation's largest, is an organization of almost
35,000 police and civilian personnel. Its budget is
about one-balf billion dollars a year of which about
95 percent is spent for salaries and fringe benefits.
Clearly, the department is an organization which,
by any standard, is equivalent to a laige business
enterprise and, by itself, is larger than the entire
public employment in many of the Nation's cities.
The responsibilities of the department are stated
in general terms as the protection of life and prop-
el ty, the preservation of the public peace, the
prevention of crime, the detection and arrest of
offenders and the enforcement of all laws, ordi-
nances, and provisions of the New York City Ad-
ministrative Code over which the department has
jurisdiction. In lie general statement of these
responsibilities, as broad as they are, there is no
reference to the type of services which, as has been
seen in chapter 2, occupy most of the time of the
policethe type of services which include aided
cases, assistance to the public and the like.

In the development of a force of sworn and
civilian personnel to carry out the responsibilities
of the department, it is policy to maintain a struc-
ture of training and education which will take
civilians and make them into patrolmen, take
patrolmen and make them into superior officers
and maintain the level of competence of the force
on a continuing basis. This involves a funda-
mental commitment to training and education.
Paragraph 1.0 of chapter 20 of the rules and pro-
cedures of the department states:

A vigorous and continuous training program for all mem-
bers of the force is essential for effective operation. Training
must be adapted to changing conditions. This imposes a
serious responsibility on every superior officer to thoroughly
train members under his supervision by instruction and per-
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sonal example. Emphasis must be placed on ethical conduct
and the police officer's responsibility to the community.

To a major degree, the implementation of this
general policy statement has been assigned to the
Police Academy. Weaknesses in the inservice train-
ing and field training processes at considered in
chapter 5 and chapter 12 and a restructuring of the
resources available to the academy in these areas
is recommended. In a more fundamental sense,
however, the effective implementation of the com-
mitment to training and education depends upon
policies adopted at the highest level in the depart-
ment. The commanding officer of the Police Acad-
emy has no control, at the present time, over the
numbers and sequence of inputs of recruits. The
erratic character of appointment policy has been
discussed at several points in this report and rep-
resents a fundamental constraint on the effective-
ness with which the commitment to training can
be implemented. Another aspect which calls for
a high level policy decision is tne need to maintain
uninterrupted training for recruits. In response
to a series of crises over the past 2 years recruit
training has, on occasion, been interrupted by send-
ing the recruit classes into the field as an additional
reserve force of uniformed personnel. Unfortu-
nately, such field duty under crisis conditions is not
structured as an educational experience and, in any
case, the effectiveness of the recruit forces under
these circumstances may be questioned. Following
a period of interrupted training, Police Commis-
sioner Howard R.. Leary stated in a memorandum
to the chief inspector dated November 6, 1968,
that

It is of the utmost importance that the balanc of training,
interrupted for various reasons, be completed ir. full without
further interruption. I have directed the chief of personnel
to that effect, and he will immediately institute such training
schedules as will carry out this policy.

Hopefully, the increased strength of the depart-
ment and the alleviation of social conditions con-



tributing to recent crises will make unnecessary
emergency measures which adversely affect recruit
training. It was felt appropriate by the staff of
this project to recommend a basic policy commit-
ment, explicitly embodied in a departmental di-
rective, LO assure the priority of uninterrupted
training for recruits. The new curriculum, which
is discussed in detail in chapter 5, requires such an
uninterrupted training process because of the in-
teractive phases of the curriculum, the use of a
police-civilian instructional staff and the fact that
the arming oi recruits will be postponed until the
completion of the introductory phases of training.
Policies within the department in respect to stand-
ards of proficiency in the recruit training process
are spclled out in paragraph 3.0 through 3.5 of the
rules and procedures. It is stated that a recwit's
failure to attain a grade of 70 percent in the aca-
demic, firearms, and physical instruction "shall be
considered an indication of unfitness and incom-
petency.- In the case of such a failure by a recruit
the commanding officer of tlie Police Academy "shall
make recommendation to the police commissioner
that the services of such probationer be immediate-
ly terminated." While these sections of the rules
and procedures are quite specific there is some
doubt that the standards of proficiency and the
recommendation to terminate recruits who do not
meet these standards have been applied rigorously
with recent recruit classes. For eYample, in 1968
only one recruit was dropped by the department
for academic reasons. Ten others who failed to
measure up scholastically were given remedial as-
sistance and were retested; all eventually passed
and were appointed. The staff of this project feels
that reasonable standards of proficiency should be
consistently req:nree of all recruits and that those
who cannot qualify after an extra period of special
help should be terminated. Recommendations dis-
cussed in chapter 6 in respect to support services at
the academy, particularly in terms of counseling
and remedial education,should assist the command-
ing officer of the Police Academy in more effectively
identifying recruits for whom a recommendation
to terminate services is appropriate.

'The effectiveness of the recruhrnent process for
the department, in terms of the educational level
of recruits upon appointment, depends upon the
state of the labor market and the number of per-
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sons in ihe New York City community with specific
levels of educational achievement. Thus, even
though high school graduation was not required in
earlicr years, certain classes of recruits were notable
for the proportion of members with college educa-
tion. The recruit class of 1940 is remembered as
a fabulous class with an exceptional number of
men with colloge background. The greater com-
parative attractiveness of the police job at that
time, in terms of labor market c.mditions, accounts
in large measure for the high quality of that class.

The table on page 37 shows the educational
achievement as of 1969, of members of recruit
classes appointed between 1955 and 1969. It will
be noted that the group with less than high school
education disappeared completely as a consequence
of the introduction of the requirement that all
persons be high school graduates or have a high
school equivalency diploma. In general, the num-
ber of persons holding college degrees in recent
recruit classes has been a very srriall fraction of the
class, and only a' few have had any college study.
Essentially, therefore, it seems unrealistic to antici-
pate any significant improvement in the education-
al background of recruit classes in the next few
years. The development of higher standards of
education will depend on departmental policies
which will impact upon the members of the force
after appointment. It is for this reason that the
staff of this project has recommended an intensified
program of postrecruit education and, in the longer
term, mandatory standards of college education for
superior officers. In conclusion, the education level
of the department will depend or: the policies of
the department.

Experience in the early years of the police sci-
ence program at the Bernard M. Baruch School of
Business and Public Administration indicated that
a majority of the members of the force enrolled
in the program were simply completing college edu-
cation which had been interrupted when they
joined the departthent, primarily because of the
limitations on college attendance imposed by de-
partmental work schedules. More recent experi-
ence at the John Jay College of Criminal justice
suggests that more members of the department are
beginning their collegiate education through the
facilities available at that college. New incentives,
as recommended in this report, will be necessary,
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Lowever, to sui)stantially increase the percentage
of the force titling advantage of existing colkge
educational facilities and opportunities.

3.2 Police AcgdernyPresent and Proposed
Structu,-e

The principal agency for carrying out the eluca-
don and training function within the department
is the Police Academy. There are certain specialized
unit training functions carried out within com-
mands, but essentially the academy is the focus of
all training efforts. The present organization of
the academy is shown on the chart below. This
organization chart reflects the most recent re-
organization of the academy, which became effec-
tive in July 1969. The commanding officer of the
Police Academy, currently a deputy inspector, has
an executive officer who reports to him and who is
in tharge of the COPA office, Also, there is a

"college office" which currently is inactive because
of the changed relationship between the academy
and the John Jay College of Criminal Justice. The
two agencies are no longer officially affiliated.

The work of the academy is organized into five
sections: Recruit training section; advanced and
specialized training section; firearms section; train-
ing services section; and administrative section.
The key units are the first three. The recruit
training section conducts all recruit and preentry
training (cadet and trainee programs) except fire-
arms training. The advanced and specializcd train-
ing section conducts academic inservice training for
every rank and level. The firearms section is re-
sponsible for i:11 training in that specialized area.
The training sn-vices section and the administra-
tive section provide essential support functions.
The organization chart also shows the various units
within the several sections and their major missions.

ORGANIZATION CIAART
Tilt_POLICE_ACADEMY C.OPA.

E. UTNE OFFICER COLLEGE OFFICE

If TRAINING-
SECTION

ADVANCED
SPECIALIZED
TRAINING GEC

FIREARMS
SECTION

TRAINING anvicts
SECTION

ADMINISTRATiON
SECTION

RECRUIT ACADEMIC LArf r SUPERVISORY COMMAND RECRUIT FIREARMS TRAINING AuDIOAnsuAL AIDS UNIT RECORDO UNIT INCLUDING
PiwAICAL TRAINING UNIT TRAINING UNIT UNIT REPRODuCT IONS uNIT DECK OFFICER)

WATER CATETy UNIT NON- SupERvIDORy TRAINING CyCLIC TIREARMG TRAINING PUSLICATIONG UNIT CUSTODIAL SERVICES UNIT
MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT UNIT UNIT .POLICE MUSEuM PERSOMTEL TE4TiNG Liter
TRAINING UNIT SPECIALIZED TRAINING UNIT *APECIALIRED FIREARMS PGLIcE ACADEMY LIBRARY PERSONNEL GAFETV UNIT
POLICE ADMINIGTRAINE DISORDER CONTROL TRAIN- TRAINING UNIT puILDING ggcuRIT-f UNIT
AIDE UNIT ING UNIT REPEARON TESTING UNIT

SCLIOL =SHIP UNIT MOBILE SECcarry UNIT
SUPPLY 0 MAINTENE :W UNIT

MAJOR MISSION

CONDUCT ALL BASIC AND CONDUCT ALL ACADEMIC CONDUCT BASIC ADVANCED. PROVIDE TRAINING SUPPORT PERFORM ALL MANAGEMENT
PRE-ENTRY TRAINING EXCEPT
FIREARmG

IN-SERvicE TRAINING FOR
EVERY RANK AND LEVEL

AND REFRESF-IER FIREARNI0
TRAINING FOR ALL RANKS;

sERvicES FGR ALE poucE
ACADEMY SECTIONS

TASHs FOR INE COMMANDING°mem.
CARRY OUT RESEARCH PER-
TAINING TO FIREARMS
SARIN AND APPLv THE
RESULTS oF THAT RESEARCH;
TEST FIREARMS AND RELATED
EQUIPMENT 7/69
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The work of the IciLdcrny is zonducted at the
Police Academy building 235 East 20th Street, New
York City, which was completed in 1964. This
building, the largest physical facility devoted to
police training in the United States, was a dramatic
improvement over the temporary and completely
inadequate facilities occupied in succession by the
academy at the 84th precinct in Brooklyn, and 400
Broome Street and 7 Hubert Street in Manhattan.

Occupancy of the new Police Academy building
at the present time is as follows: Starting from the
top, the eighth door is devoted to the police labora-
tory, ballistics unit, and bomb squad, and the
seventh is shared by the medical unit and person-
nel screening unit, which screens incoming recruits.
The sixth tbor is occupied by the library, admin-
istrative offices, a conference room, and a faculty
lounge and locker room. The fifth floor is princi-
pally devoted to classrooms, which are shared with
the Joira Jay College of Criminal Justice. There
are 13 regular classrooms, one seminar room, a lec-
ture hall, and simulated station house muster room.
The fourth floor houses the recruit administrative
offices, visual aids unit, the elactronic data proc-
essing unit, eight classrooms, one seminar room and
a lecture hall. The data processing unit is a rela-
tively recent occupant, having been forced to ex-
pand out of its original housing at the headquar-
ters annex because of space limitations and a need
for electric power of a greater capacity than pro-
vided in the less modem building. This unit oc-
cupies about one-half of the north wing. On the
third floor there are locker rooms, a proposed cafe-
teria, and the muster deck.

The auditorium, with 495 seats, the police mu-
seum and a recruit muster deck share the second
floor, and the first floor is occupied by the gymnasi-
um and open campus. Tbe pool is located in the
basement, as are the pay/sit:al school offices, and a
garage with accommodation fix 38 cars. The sub-
basement is occupied by the firearms range and
reproduction unit.

One of the major logistical problems for the
training administrator has been a space shortage,
which of late has forced the training into a two-
platoon system. A relatively small proportion of
the space in the police academy is devoted to class-
rooms, part of the fourth and the major part of
the fifth floors.

Unfortunately, as can be seen from the descrip-
don above, the Police Academy building now houses
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a number of units which arc not part of the acad-
emy and not related to training. Over the years
the academy itself has had less and less space in
which to work. It is the recommendation of the
staff of this project that most univ not concerned
wi the basic functions of the academy should
vacate the academy building. It is important to
recognize that the many recommendations of this
project, when implemented, will require substantial
additional space for support services, instructors'
facilities, laboratories, study areas, and othei spe-
cialized space uses, It may no longer be possible
to give the academy the use of rooms 430 through
434, pmesently occupied by the elect' onic data proc-
essing division because of the extensive computer
installation there. But rooms 750, 752 through 757,
759 through 763, being used by the personnel
screening unit, and the balance of the seventh
floor, now used by the medical unit, impinge on
he training facilities. The use of office space and
classrooms by the John Jay College will hopefully
be terminated in the near future when that college
obtains space for which arrangements are now
being made. That space will solve only the short
term needs of the academy, however. Despite the
pressure for office space felt by all units of the de-
partment, it is recommended that the original com-
mitment made to the academy when its present
building was designed should be honored. Relo-
cation of the units mentioned above will substan-
tially alleviate the critical pressure on the educa-
tion and training facilities.

The chart on page 62 shows the proposed or-
ganization of the police academy which would re-
sult from the implementation of the recommenda-
tions of this r-port. In this structure COPA would
have five units reporting directly to him. One of
these is the administrative section, which, in turn,
would have reporting to it the remedial education
unit and the educational materials development
unit, The remedial education unit, as discussed
in section 11.2 of chapter 11, would essentially be
an administrative unit which would control recruits
for whom remedial education has been determined
to be necessary and would insure that this educa-
tion is received. (It is contemplated that the
remedial work would actually take Flace outside
of the academy in existent educational agencies
especially designed for this purpose. The agencies
are not a part of the department.) In section 11.3
of chapter 11 the functions of the educational ma-
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terials development unit are outlined. Again, this
unit would be essentially administrative, control-
ling and directing development Ivork, such as pro-
ceduu made possible through outside funding.
Reporting to the educational materials develop-
ment unit would Le the reproductions unit, library,
and the audiovisual aids service of the academy.
Reporting directly to COPA would be the new pro-
fessional counseling support service, discussed in
section 11.1 of chapter 11: The field evaluation
unit, discussed in section 12.5 of chapter 12, would
perform an essential function for COPA by advis-
ing him on a continuing basis of the effectiveness
of training in relationship to field experience. In
addition, the academic section and the training
section would report directly to COPA.

The academic section would include four units,
the behavioral and social sciences unit, humai . skiPs
training unit, legal education unit and the policc
science education unit. These units would be re-
spon6ble for the respective components of the cur-
riculum and, in effect, would form "academic de-
partments for the police and civilian instructors
assigned to the academy, with the exception of
those in firearms and physical training. In the ±irst
three units within the academic section there would

be civiliz:n as well as police instructors. The be-
havioral and social sciences unit would include the

nnel assigned to teach courses in criminology,
social psychology, and aspects of the urban environ-
ment. 'The human skills training unit would in-
clude instructional staff working in the areas of
ethics, human behavior, and dramatizations. This
latter ,unit would interact closely with the staff of
the counseling 0 ter. The legal education unit
would include the civilian and police personnel
teaching the law units, and the rilice science edu-
cation unit would include the police instructors
assigned to teach course units in the police science
area. Included in the training section would be
four units: firearms training unit, physical train-
ing unit, recruit class leaders unit and escort offi-
cers unit. The first two of these units have self-
evident functions. The recruit class leaders unit
would include all those instructors in the academy
functioning as group leaders in the recruit pro-
gram. The escort officers unit would include mem-
bers of the department assigned to function as es-
cort officers. The concepts of this unit and the
escot t function are described in section 5.3 of chap-
ter 5 and represent a major innovative recommen-
dation of this _report.

PROPOSED ORGANIZATION-POLICE ACADEMY
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3.3 Goals and Research Procedures of the
Present Study

The research staff of this project believes the
goals of the project to require a comprehensive re-
view of all training and educational programs with-
in the department, in terms of their adequacy in
meeting the requirements of the police service in
the present New York City community. As a con-
sequence, attainment of the goals required the
structuring of a new curriculum for recruit train-
ing to make possible the introduction of genuinely
-elevant educational experiences. The structuring
of curriculum, in turn, indicated the need for an
instructional staff mix through the introduction
of civilian instructors to the academy teaching staff.
The recommendations which are presented in this
report should be viewed as an interrelated matrix.
In large measure, the implemenzation of the rec-
omm-ndations requires the acceptance of a new
philosophy of education and training within the
department. As a byproduct of the new philosophy
not only will civilian expertise be introduced into
the teaching of recruits, but provision is made for
a civilian director of education and training who
will be responsible for the establishment and main-
tenance of an educational orientation throughout
the department. In this way, without eliminating
the essential role of COPA, the desirable aspects
of civilian specialization, competence, and attitudes
will be introduced.

Research Procedures

This project ha; drawn upon the resources of
kr,owledge and expertise within the department.
The -in-house" nature of this project has been
fundamental in permitting a realistic and effective
review of present practices, recommended changes,
and individual reactions.

A variety of research procedures were used in this
study. One of the first steps was to publish a de-
partmental notice (T.O.P. 245, 1968) , the con-
tents of which appear on pages 64 and 65, de-
scribing the project and its objectives to all mem-
bers of the department, and inviting them to make
criticisms of current training programs, policies,
and methods, and to submit suggestions for im-
provement. The 529 responses contained 1,015
suggestions which were grouped into categories to
facilitate study. The breakdown was:
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i3asc or tecruit training . .. 343
Inscrvice or refresher training ... . _388
Specialized or technical training 284

Letters Is. cre sent out to every American police
department in cities over 50,000 population, to a
10 percent sampling of departments in cities from
25,000 to 50,000 population, and to a 5 percent
sampling of police agencies in cities under 25,000.
A total of 360 letters were mailed asking for copies
of curriculums, syllabuses, and training materials.
Responses were received from approximately 120
agencies. A firearms training survey of 72 police
agencies resulted in 48 replies.

Lesson plans, curriculums, and various training
materials of the New York City Police Academy
were obtained, along with quantities of data con-
cerning the history and growth of police training
in this city. Current statistical data on recruit in-
put, instructors, noninstructional staff, testing, and
other matters were gathered. Organization charts
of the department and of the academy were re-
viewed. A nutr',er of prior training studies, both
of this department and others, were examined in
detail.

Incident reports and cu aulative printouts of the
20th precinct (an experimental "laboratory" pre-
cinct) were studied in the effort to relate perform-
ance to training. The literature in the field of
police training was surveyed in depth. "Public
opinion" and "trait image" surveys of recruits, in-
structors, and experienced officers were adminis-
tered. Staff members t the project sat in and par-
ticipated with several recruit and inservice classes
engaged in academic, physical, and firearms train-
ing to observe techniques and to get the "feel" of
the various programs. A job analysis was under-
taken to learn the various tasks performed by po-
licemen and to identify training needs. Many re-
cruits. instructors, academy staff, and experienced
officers were personally interviewed by staff mem-
bers.

A training advisory panel was organized by the
project staff early in the study. The panel con-
sisted of nine members of the force, representing all
ranks up to captain, and a cross section of police
assignments and ethnic groups (one patrolman,
one policewoman, one detective sergeant, one patrol
sergeant, one headquarters sergeant: one patrol
lieutenant, one headquarters lieutenant, one lieu-
tenant instructor, and one Police Academy captain).
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Meeting on five occasions with the full research
staff of the project, a variety of imam were con-
sidered, among them the role of the policeman,
recruitment, selection, motivation, training needs,
standards, instructor qualifications and selection,
curriculum content, identification of problem areas,
centralized versus decentralized training, an escort
training program, civilian versus uniformed in-
structors, discipline as a function of training train-
ing techniques, and policies.

Meetings were held with training directors of
private corporations, such as the New York Tele-
phone Co., IBM Corp., Macy's Department Store,
and J. C. Penney Co. in order to learn what the
private sector was doing in employee training pro-
grams, particularly in teaching techniques. These
inquiries led to studies of programed instruction
(PI) , computer-assisted instruction (CAI) , gaining
techniques, film loops and strips; and additional
meetings were arranged with manufacturers of these
devices. Conferences were arranged with military
training officials in the provost marshal general's
office, and with training direcwrs in Federal agen-
cies, such as the Agency for International Develop-
ment (International Police Academy) , the Treasury
Department (Law Enforcement Training School)
and the FBI (National Academy, Washington,
D.C., and New York).

Meetings, conferences, and interviews were also
held with such agencies or representatives as the
New York State Police, the Quaker Project on
Community Conflict, executives of the Interna-
tional Association of Chiefs of Police, the Guard-
ians Association of the New York City Police
Department, Glenn Carpenter of Sterling Institute,
the VERA Institute of Justice, faculty members of
the John Jay College of Criminal Justice of The City
University of New York, the advisory committee
of the New Haven Police Department project
(LEAA No. 171) , and other agencies doing re-

search or conducting experimental programs in the
field of police training.

Staff members made visits to several police agen-
cies in the metropolitan area and to such cities as
Chicago, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Philadel-
phia, Boston, St. Louis, Cleveland, San Juan, New
Orleans, San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, and Los
Angeles to interview police chiefs, training officers
and staff, and to observe firsthand the techniques
and inncreations being used. In addition, a trip
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was made to London and Rome ponce departments
for the same purpose.

Specific tasks in problem areas were assigned to
12 paid consultants, all experts in their fields. A
list of the consultants and abstracts of their re-
ports is found in appendix E of this report. Ex-
perts from within the department rendered inval-
uable assistance to the project staff, but were not
insmunerated as consultants.

POLICE DEPARTMENT, CITY OF NEW YORK,

May 31, 1968.
To all commands:
Subject: Training and educational study project

under grant from the Office of Law Enforce-
ment Assistane-.

1. This department has received a grant in the
amount of $77,485 from the Office of Law Enforce-
ment Assistance of the Department of Justice, which
will permit us to undertake a comprehensive study
of our training and educational programs. The
polic commissioner has designated the chief of
personnel as project director.

2. The objective of the proiect study will be to
determine the adequacy of current curriculums to
meet the service requirements of a modern-day, ur-
ban police agency.

3. Every resource in the field of police training
and education be probed in the course of the
project study, including the vast knowledge and
experience possessed by members of this depart-
ment. It is important that the broadest possible
participation by members of the department be en-
couraged, since it is recognized that they will con-
tribute the most objective criticism of our programs
through their experience with them.

4. Commanding officers are therefore requested
to bring the intent and purpose of the study to the
attention of all members of their commands and
to solica suggestions for improvement of depart-
mental training and education in all its aspects,
including, but not limited to, the recruit, inservice
and other command levels. Roll call announce-
ments, unit training sessions and the posting of this
TOP on all department bulletin boards, among
other means, will be utilized to publicize the study
project.

5. Commanding officers shall request all mem-
bers of their commands to submit reports in writ-
ing, setting forth their comments and suggestions.
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Reports submitted by individual members shall be
forwarded by commanding officers as indicated in
paragraph 7.

6. In addition, each commanding officer and su-
pervisory head, after consulting with his staff, shall
submit a report giving his suggestions for the im-
provement of departmental training and educa-
tion.

7. The reports of subordinate conwands (if there
is nothing to offer, a negative report will be made)
along with any individual reports submitted, shall
be forwarded to the next higher command. Re-
ports will be processed through channels to the
following units who shall forward them together
with their own report by fly-sheet to the chief ot
personnel, room 115, police headquarters, to ar-
rive no later than June 17, 1968:
Each deputy commissioner's office
Each patrol borough command
Each detective borough command
Planning division
Operations division
Technical services bureau
Chief inspector's investigating unit
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Personnel investigation section
Personnel services division
Police Academy
Narcotics bureau
Burglary-larceny bureau
Chief of detectives for C.I.B., B.S.S.,

D.A.N.Y., Riv. Sq.
Chief of patrol for S.E.D., T.P.F., gc

Reports will not be consolidated. Commanding
officers and supervisory heads will be responsible
that a report is forwarded for cach subordinate
uni

8. Reports received from individual members
shall be personally acknowledged and in outstand-
ing cases note will be made in the personal folder
of the member concerned. In exceptional cases,
and where appropriate, individual members will
be considered for an award of excellent police
duty.

By direction of the police commt sioner.
SANFORD D. GARELIK,

Chief Inspector.
Distribution: To all commands.
Inactive dale: June 18, 1968.
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Chapter 4. How And What Recruits Are Now Taught

4.1 Present Educational Pract es in t
Police Academy

In meeting its commitments to prepare recruits
for their duties as patrolmen and in conducting in-
service training courses, the Police Academy has re-
lied upon a corp:; of police officer instructors, usu-
ally from the ranks of sergeant and lieutenant.
(Patrolmen instructors are used for the most part
in the firearms and physical training programs.)
The members of the teaching staff apply for as-
signment to the academy and are accepted on the
basis of rather informal selection procedures. When
assigned to the academy, instructors, particularly
those assigned to the recruit school, are required to
carry a workload which is excessive when com-
pared to the workload of instructors in other in-
stitutions.

The basic education procedure currently used in
the recruit school is a standardized lesson plan.
Under this system, introduced in 1954, a standard
lesson plan is mimeographed for each hour of aca-
demic instruction. When an instructor is scheduled
to teach a particular subject, he takes the appro-
priate lesson pian front a central file. The recruit
is also provided with mimeographed material cov-
ering the many individual topics in the recruit
curriculum- The lesson plans were developed by
recruit instructors following a format used by the
U.S. Army in its training programs. The instruc-
tors carry out the necessary research for the de-
velopment and updating of all lesson plans, as well
as the preparation of a number of test questions.
With the exception of a copy of the rules and pro-
cedures of the department and a few items of out-
side reading in connection with the discussion of
human relations and race relations, the recruit re-
ceives no materials other than the mimeographed
lesson materials. No textbook materials are used
or referred to by way of outside readings.

II is essential in any evaluation of current edu-
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acLices Liic-iiCadEffiy-to iet-cignize usa
each police instructor teaches all of the academic
curriculum to his class. The usual routine con-
sists of 3 hours per clay of physical training for the
recruit and 4 hours per day of academic training.
This means that the police academic instructor
must prepare four 40-minute lectures and be ready
to answer questions in the remaining 10 minutes
of the 50-minute class period. With few exceptions
the predominant instructional method is the lec-
ture. The educational effect of this system is not
satisfactory. There are grave doubts that the lec-
ture method is appropriate for the kind of student
population found in the recruit classes. The ma-
jority of persons in the age bracket of the younger
recruits who might have benefited from lectures
have probably gone on to college and have not
chosen to enter the department. Most of the re-
cruits are young men who are action oriented; they
need to do rather than to listen. Even under the
best of circumstances, effective lecturing is a skill
possessed by few teachers. As one of the consultants
to this project has phrased it: "In the hands of the
inept or the dull, lectures can be one of the most
stultifying experiences known to man."

Members of the reseach staff of this project have
observed a number of instructors teaching a variety
of subjects to recruits. The range of competence
was from excellent to mediocre, from exciting lec-
tures to mere reading of the lesson plan with an
inability to successfully field recruits questions.
Almost inevitably existing educational practices
produce this kind of result. The theory that any
superior officer is able to effectively teach all sub-
jects in the recruit curriculum is a naive point of
view. In fact, the theory is unfair to the instructor
and is one of the factors contributing to the de-
cline of the attractiveness of an assignment as an
academy instructor. The practice of placing an in-
structor in charge of a class (32 to 35 recruits prior
to 1967 and 40 in a class since then ), and having
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him work with that class through the entire aca-
demic curriculum has been justified on the ground
that in this fashion the instructor gets to know his
students. The factor, however, does not offset the
educa tional disadvantages.

A number of outside observers who have had
the opportunity to review educational practices at
the academy have focused their criticism upon the
way in which the instructional staff is utilized and,
more basically, upon the unrealistic demands placed
on the individual instructor. It is easy to undr
stand the difficulties faced by conscientious rut
hers of the teaching staff who try to instruct under
conditions in which recruit training is occasionally
interrupted and instructors are sent out to field as-
signments. Prior to 1960, instructors taught a max-
imum of 12 hours a week and were scheduled for
one free day for research and lesson prepatation. In
1960, the free day was eliminated. The number
of hours the instructor was required to teach was
increased to four a day in 1964. From 1960 to the
present time, therefore, a recruit instructor's basic
hours of teaching were increased from 12 hours
a week to 20 hours. During this period the par-
ticipation by instructors in curriculum develop-
ment, testing, and research dropped to a minimum.
These deteriorations of working conditions were
caused by factors beyond the control of COPA
which is one reason why higher rank is recom-
mended for COPA in this report. Other sections
of this report have emphasized the crucial need of
a commitment to uninterrupted training and also
to a stabilization of the input of recruits to the
academy. The personal devotion and dedication
of the staff of the academy in the face of the ob-
stacles to the training process have been commend-
able. In net, the department has received better
trained recruits than it had a right to expect.
However, the time is overdue for a correction and
modernization of these practices. The present
COPA has moved to establish a curriculum com-
mittee which is now actively involving members
of the teaching staff, It is believed that, with the
implementation of the recommendations of this
report, the academy will be the outstanding train-
ing and educational institution among law enforce-
ment agencies in the United States.

4.2 The Current Curriculum
The current academic program in the recruit
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training curriculum is divided into five divisions
and provides a total of 312 hours of academic in-
struction. There are, in addition, 192 hours of
physical instruction and 56 hours in firearms, mak-
ing a total recruit program of 560 hours. The
following is an outline of the present curriculum
with a statement of the objectives of each com-
ponent, as incorporated in the syllabus prepared by
the academy.

PRESENT CURRICULUMPOLICE ACADEMY RECRUIT TRAINING
PROGRAM, NEW YORK CITY PolICK DEPARTMENT

DIVISION I

Mtn luction to a police career
This division is designed to indoctrinate the recruit in the

mission, functions and organization of the police department,
and with the ethics and standards with which he will be ex=
pected to comply while a member of the department.

Hours
Orientation and indoctrination 9
Ethics and conduct 8

Equipment and department property 3

Department organization 3

Reports, records, orders 3

Total 26

DIVISION It

Police procedziles and techniques
In this division of the recruit syllabus the procedures to be

followed in carrying out specific duties are presented to the
student. The methods and techniques employed are explained
and are coupled with practical exercises and demonstrations.

lio7urs
Aided and accident cases
Patrol procedures ..... ..... . .. . . ... .... 18

Traffic procedures 14
Investigations 3

Summons procedures 8
Arrest procedures . .. . 12
PrisonerS 5

Police emergencies, disasters, and civil defense .... 5

Total 72

ERVISION ill

The police, the government, the law
This division is organized so that the recruit will be

acquainted with the development of legal process in society.
Included in this division will be found a discussion of the civil
and Grbilinal courts of the city, State, and Federal Government
in which a policeman is likely to be required to appear. The
largest number of hours in the division are devoted to present-
ing the elements of criminal and municipal laws with which
the patrolman should be familiar. Evidence is also discussed.
Description of the various types of evidence is included as well
as specific steps taken to identify, handle, mark, and safeguard
the several types.



Hours
City government and cooperation with

governmental agencies
The courts
Criminal law and modus operandi 32
Municipal law 12
Evi fence 2
Public morals 15

Total .................. 66

DIVISION iv
The police role in human and race relations

It is essential that police recruit training include subject mat-
ter which will provide a better understanding of human be-
havior and which will develop proper attitudes on the part of
police and which are consistent with the human relations con-
cepts of professional police performance. Towards that end,
this division is specifically oriented towards developing a profes-
sional police officer who can adopt proper attitudes toward
himself and the public he serves. In order to increase the
scope of understanding of police-human relations concepts,
various instructional teehnioues are utilized. Through the
media of lectures, discussions, films, workshops, required read-
ings, and research projects, the recruit is exposed to those ideas,
opinions, points of viaw, and conclusions which arc basic to the
formulation and adoption of desirable attitudes.

Hours
Psychology and the police ........... .... 6
Human relations 5
Race relations and civil rights 5
Crime and delinquency causation 17

The Constitution and due process . .. 3

Assemblages 3
Police ethics (chaplains) 5

Workshops on human relations 8
Critique term paper 1

Guest lecturers 5
History of Negro in America . 4
Puerto Rican culture and customs 3

Total 65

DIVISION v
Demonstrations and exercises

Five objectives exist in the presentation of this division. The
first of these is to augment the lecture and home study exer-
cises by actual demonstrations of techniques and methods and
by field trips to appropriate courts, the morgue, and police
headquarters. The second objective is to afford the student an
opportunity to apply the knowledge imparted to him by the
performance of practical exercises. The third intent of the di-
vision is to set aside time for adequate review of important
principles. The fourth objective is to test the student's knowl-
edge during, and at the end of the school term. The fifth aim
is to make certain that all recruits are indoctrinated in the
facets of careful driving so as to minimize personal injury and
property damage
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Hours
Demonstrations 17
Field trips and duty 23
Practical exercises 17
Review and testing
Driver training 9

Total 83

Tot al academic 312

FIREARMS PROGRAM

Probationary patrolmen receive 56 hours of firearms training,
during which time each member fires a minimum of 340 rounds
of ammunition with his .38 calibre special Service revolver.
Firearms training is held at an outdoor range, with firing at the
7-, 15,, and 25-yard target distances, or, during the winter
months, at an indoor range at a distance of 20 yards. The New
York City Police Department silhouette and bull's 'eye targets
are used. Probationary policewomen, with minor exceptions,
receive the same training. Training sessions are divided into
range classroom instruction in firearms-related subjects, and
range firing. A full presentation of the firearms programs is
found in chapter 9.

Hours
Firearms training 56

PHYSICAL TRAINING PROGRAM

The physical training program is designed to develop a high
degree of strength, endin-anee, agility, coordination, and skill in
the police recruit. The developutent and maintenance of a
sound physique, siipplemeoting the academic and firearms
training, will produce a highly efficient, well-trained police-
man, capable of performing a wide variety of duties and meet-
ing emergency situations. The physical program consists of
training in such subjects as infantry drill, calisthenics, baton
drill, search and frisk, boxing, unarmed defense, riot control,
and first aid. Sessions are held 4 days each week for a period of
3 hours each. A total of 192 hours of training is scheduled over
the 4-month period.

Hours
Physical training 192

Total, recruit training curriculum 560

4.3 The Present Teaching Staff
The reasons for the recent low morale of in-

structors aasigned to the academy are easy to docu-
ment. They arise from the fact that assignment as
an instructor does not presently have advantages
over assignment to a field command. In fact, as-
signment to the academy has disadvantages. The
workload, as indicated in section 4.1, is excessive for
a teaching assignment; classes of 40 recruits are too
large. As previously described in chapter 2, section
2.4, there remains the continuing possibility of
assignment to the field for a day, a week, or longer
period between recruit classes or as crises occur;
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and, there is a lack of full involvement of instruc-
tors in educational development and planning at
the academy. Despite these drawbacks, there arc
many members of the department who like to
teach, are competent, and have a commitment to
training. But the superior officer concerned with
the practical aspects of his own career in the depart-
ment often believes that his interests will be beau-
served through a field assignment. As a result,
unfortunately, conviction is lacking within the
department that assignment to the Police Academy
as an instructor carries any prestige. This outlook
produces the prevalent low morale among instruc-
tors. The several recommendations in this report
should have the effect of correcting the present
weakness and making the assignment to the Police
Academy one to be sought after and retained only
by those exhibiting excellence.

Insofar as the recruit training curriculum cart be
made increasingly relevant to field experience, the
prestige of teaching the curriculum will be en-
hanced. There can be no more devastating factc-
from the point of view of academy instructors, than
the attitude referred to by Arthur Niederhoffer,
himself a former academy instructor, when he ob-
served "Recruits tend to see their training at the
Academy as being irrelevant to their actual work."
The interaction between the academy and field
experience provided in the new curriculum should
largely overcome this problem. The curriculum
committee recently established by COPA has rec-
ommended that "an attempt be made to obtain
feedback from the line units relative to the ade-
quacy of recent academy graduates. This would
eliminate the 'isolned' state of current recruit
training while, at the same time, develop a sense
of participation and responsibility on the part of
the field commands."

The number of academy personnel assigned to
instructional duties varied from a high of 69 in
February 1969, to a low of 27 in October of 1969.
The number of assigned personnel has historically
been based upon a ratio of one instructor for each
class, which, as indicated previously, was 32 to 35
recruits but was increased to 40 early in 1967. In
addition, an available cadre of one instructor for
each six assigned instructors has been maintained
in order to cover absences and special instructional
requirements. In the physical training program
the number of instructors varied from 22 to 10 in
1969, with an average of 16 for the year. In Oc-
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tober 1969 the number of physical training instruc-
tors will be reduced from 20 to 14 because there
will be fewer recruits in training. In the firearms
training area, 48 instructors are presently assigned.
There were 55 earlier in the year. This number
does not vary greatly since the size of the firearms
staff does not depend primarily on the number of
recruits in training, but upon the inservice training
of members of the department in the ranks. The
advanced and specialized training section at the
academy currently includes 25 instructors. There
is some fluctuation in this area depending on the
current training programs, but it is not as large as
in the recruit area. The manpower development
training program uses two instructors and two addi-
tional instructors aro assigned to the training of
police administrative aides. In summary, the total
instructional strength at the academy during 1969
consisted of about 140 instructors in all of the pro-
grams. This is a large enough group to permit
effective implementation of new recruitment and
training policies.

Police instructors, like teachers in any subject
matter area, should possess several qualities: Sub-
ject matter competence, mastery of teaching tech-
niques, creativeness and resourcefulness, the habit
of evaluation, a desire to teach and the ability to
develop good personal relationships with students
and fellow staff. Those exercising supervision crs..r
instructional staff should be able to diagnos,- il,:c-
tiveness, and evaluate experience and current weak-
nesses. The present practices at the academy do
not assure that the best possible teaching talent is
identified in the ranks of the department and
assigned to the academy. Some instructors regard
an academy assignment as one of low prestige,
which militates against effective selection. Rigidi-
ties in terms of rank introduce unnecessary limita-
tions in the selection process. There is, for exam-
ple, no real reason why police instructors in charge
of recruit classes necd to be sergeants and lieuten-
ants. Experienced and qualified patrolmen could
function just as well. Under special circumstances
officers of higher rank should also be assigned as
instructors. An infusion of higher ranks on a
rotating basis would do much to add to the effec-
tiveness of the police instructional staff. In general,
an effective recruiting program for instructors fol-
lowed by successful completion of a methods of
instruction course should lead to reasonably perma-
nent assignment to the academy.
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In order to bring the most effective skills to bear
in a methods of instruction course it is recom-
mended that an outside agency provide this train-
ing. For example, the 3-week course which the
Traffic Institute of Northwestern University offers
for police itrtructors is generally recognized as
excellent. Groups of newly appointed instructors
could be scheduled to take this type of course
taught under contract by the professional staff from
the traffic institute. Such courses wctid be taught
at the academy. Perhaps two cycles of the 3-week
course during the year could be scheduled in such
a way as to expose all new instructors to this type
of training. A 3- or 4-year tour of duty for academy
instructors, analogous to procedures followed in
the Armed Forces, would make sense and provide
a sufficiently long-term involvement to motivate
the instructor without, however, removing him
permanently from the mainspring of field experi-
ence within the department.
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The present high rate of turnover has meant
that many poMce instructors have had only a few
months at the academy. Thus, of a group of 12
instructors assigned to recruit training in January
1969, six had instructional experience of less than
1 year. The average instructional experience of all
personnel assigned to instructional duties esti-
mated to be under 3 years with a much lower figure
for instructors assigned to recruit training. The
total job experience in the department, however,
varied from a low of 10 years with this group to a
high of 22 years. In addition, of the 55 instructors
at the academy reflecting this weak experience fac-
tor in 1968, only 19 held bachelor's degrees. Of
the 19, only nine had taken work beyond the
bachelor's degree and three had attained the
master's degree. Of the 36 who had less than the
bachelor's degree 12 had an associate degree and
24 had some college credits.
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Chapter 3. New Responses to New Requirements

5.1 A New Curriculum for Recruits
The review of existing educational practices at

the police academy has revealed two major prac-
tices which reduce the effectiveness of recruit
training and, to a degree, make is impossible to
develop an effective program. The first practice
is the erratic input of recruits to the academy. The
statistical data in the previous chapters has docu-
mented the "feast or famine" experience in the
academy. It is not possible to maintain an effective
teaching staff nor to implement an educationally
sound curricultun when the number of students to
be taught varies as widely as has been the case in
successive recruit classes. This report makes a
basic policy recommendation that there be stability
in the recruit training cycle. Obviously, this wii
require a commitment by the budgetary authorities
of the city of New York to provide funds on a
reasonably stable basis for new recruits. The
second practice concerns the traditional policy
whereby a recruit instructor teaches essentially the
entire academic curriculum to his class3 As a
result, recruits are not exposed to a number of in-
structors 2. -id diversified expertise is not brought
into the classroom. A consequence of both the
erratic input of students and the traditional in-
structional staff policies is that civilian instructors
have not been introduced into the recruit training
process except as occasional guest lecturers. The
staff of this research project agrees with the con-
clusions of the President's Commission and the
Task Force on Police that such a,police-civilian in-
structional staff mix is desirable. The details of
this concept will be presented in the next section.
With a reasonable stability in the appointing
process for new recruit classes established and, as a
consequence, a real possibility of using civilian in-
structors, the academy's administraws could de-
velop a new curriculum to provide a total
educational experience for the recruits. A major

portion of the resources of this project has been
devoted to the structuring of a new curriculum
because of the conviction of the research stiff that
the first educational and training experience will
have a critical effect on the entire career of the
police officer. The educational rationale behind
the several phases of the new curriculum are ex-
amined in section 6.2 of chapter 6. The proposed
curriculum is divided into five phases and runs for
18 weeks, 40 hours a week (8-hour instructional
days) , for a total of 720 hours. A summary of the
new recruit curriculum follows:

SUMMARY OF THE NEW RECRUIT CURRICULUM

Phases of the recommended curriculumAdmin-
istrative processes (10 hours) .

Phase 1 (4 weeks, 150 hours).--During phase I the
recruit will continue to wear civilian clothing and
will not be issued firearms. The educational ob-
jective is to prepare the recruits for the achieve-
ment of professionalization in phase IL

Phase .11 (8 weeks, 320 hours).The basic educa-
tional objective of phase II is intensive professional
training. Firearms will be issued in either the
fourth, fifth, or sixth week, and a week of field duty
will take place in either the fifth, sixth, or seventh
week. The recruit will return for continued pro-
fessional training after his basic patrol experience
under supervision of his group leader and escort
officer.

Phase 111 (2 wecks, 80 hours).-1ntensive field
experience, again under supervision, intended to
expose the recruit to the duties of a probationary
patrolman. The recruit will have field duty with
specialized units of the department during this
period.

Phase 1V (3 weeks, 120 hotrts).--This final acad-
emy phase involves an innovative concept in police
training. Essentially, its purpose is to evaluate, on
an individual and group basis, the field duty of the
recruit as experienced by the recruit himself and
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observed and evaluated by the group leader and
the escort officer. Opportunity is provided in this
phase for a variety of decisionmaking drills.

Phase V (1 week, 40 hours).This phase involves
orientation to the recruit's permanent command.
Again, the escort officer plays a key role under the
supervision of the group leader.

The individual ourse units within the new
recruit curriculum are as follows:

COURSE UNITS IN THE NEW RECRUIT CURRICULUM
(ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING, 10 HOURS)

PHASE IEDUCATIONAL ORIENTATION AND PREPARATION
(4 WEEKS, 150 HOURS) Hours

Comse 1h-di A. Testing of the new fecruit: In terms of
speech, reading, written English, quantitative skills,
critical thinking and other relevant measures of pres-
ent level of achievement and possible remedial need-. 5

Course Unit B. Individual and interpersonal human
skills development:

Moral principles governing human behavior 4
The urban environment, historical, social, political

aspects of democracy, with specific reference to
New York City 20

Orientation to the behavioral and social sciences
as applied to law enforcementPart I:

Introduction to criminology, narure of crime and
criminals 15

Principles of social psychology 20
Course Unit C. Introduction to the criminal justice

proeessa law unit 20
Course Unit D. Selected aspects of the New York penal

lawa law unit 20
Course 'Unit E. New York City Police Department, func-

tions and structurea police science unit , 10

Course Unit F. Physical conditioningcalisth'enics, box-
ing, first aid (3 hours a day on alternate days for 3
days a week) ... . . .. . ....... _....... ... ... . . . .... 36

PHASE IIPROFESSIONALIZATION (8 WEEKS, 520 HOURS)
Course Unit A. Police Science unit:

Part 1: Techniques in patrol, traffic, summons, and
arrest procedures, emergency and related areas of
police practice; departmental rules and procedures 50
Part 2: This unit is presented after the completion
of course unit Gbasie patrol experience; reviews
and amplifies topics considered in part 1

Course Unit B. Orientation to the behavioral and social
sciences as applied to law enfaccementPart II;

Applied criminology, crime and criminals as en-
countered "on the street"

Applied social psychology, with attention to ethical
relationships and intergroup tensions

Course Unit C. Criminalistics unit, crime scene opera-
tions and practical criminalisties

Course Unit D. Law units: Including "mini:courses" in
Constitutional law, civil rights law, traffic law, and
other relevant phases of law, together with moot court
and kgal seminars

Course Unit E. Physical training and police techniques:
Calisthenics, infantry drill, unarmed defense, search
and frisk, baton drill, and control (3 hours a day
for 4 days a week-6 weeks)

rse Unit F. Firearms training: Recruits to be uni-
formed and issued firearms after successful compktion
of firearms training in the fourth, fifth or sixth week
of their training

Course Unit G. Basic Patrol Experience: Recruits to
perform field duty in the week immediately following
completion of firearms training. (This field duty unit
to be conducted in groups of approximately 175 re-
cruits assigned to selected precincts.) This unit will be
completed in the fifth, sixth, or seventh week of the
recruit's training

mime IIIFIELD EXPERIENCE (2 WEEKS, 80 Howls)
Recruits will perform the duties of a probationary pa-

trolman in patrol precincts and also in selected special-
ized units under supervision of the .oup leaders and
escort officers
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40

40

80

PHASE IVTRAINING EVALUATION .,ND DECISIONMAKINC
DRILLS (3 WEEKS, 12 nouas)

Course Unit A. The moral imperative, an ethics unit 6
Course Unit B. Human Lehavior and civil rights: A

sociopsychological view of social forces impacting
upon law enforcement in the New York City commu-
nity 30

Course Unit C. Individualized interaction with field sit-
uations portrayed through dramatizations: The indi-
vidual recruit will be led through decisionmaking
situations and drilled in appropriate discretionary
decisions 52

Course Unit D. Free discussion seminar and self-critique
of training and field experience: This course will be
led by recruits on a rotating basis and will provide a
self-evaluation of curriculum, instruction, and field
experience 6

COUrce Unit E. Reviqy of combat firing (1 day on the
firing range) ..,....

Course Unit F. Review of unarmed defense techniques:
Reinforcement of established physical fitness habits (3
hours a day for 2 days a week)

PHASE VORIENTATION TO PERMANENT COMMAND
(1 WEEK, 40 HouRs)

This phase will involve recruits after completion of
training and will be the responsibility of the group

10 leaders and the escort officers assigned to the precinct
where the recruit will assume his normal assignment.
During this week the recruit will learn the geography
of the precinct, policies peculiar to the locale, sociol-

10 ogy of the population, and local crime patterns

The new curriculum requires 18 weeks or
10

hours.
18

40

720

5.1 Police-Chilian Instructional Staff Itlix
On the assumption that the budgetary authorities

70 of the city will assure a distribution of funds
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throughout the year for the appointment of new
patrolmen such that reasonable stability in tnning
and size of the classes can be assured, then it will
become possible to introduce civilian instructors
into the police academy staff. Clearly, competent
civilian personnel will not be attracted to a teach-
ing situation which compares unfavorably in terms
of professional status, salary, and working condi-
tions to those offered by academic institutions. To
be specific, the civilian instructional staff recruited
for the academy should meet the qualifications that
are currently applied for appointments to the
teaching staff of the City University of New York.
There is reason to hope that the implementation
of the several interrelated recommendations made
by this project in respect to the educational and
training activities in the department will make
service with the Department as a civilian instructor
attractive, challenging and professionally reward-
ing. The "standard" teaching load of members of
the City University of New York faculty varies
between 9 and 12 hours a week of actual classroom
instruction for a period which, during the calendar
year, consists of approximately 30 weeks organized
into two semesters of 15 weeks each. Of course,
faculty responsibilities do not end in the classroom;
they embrace service on faculty committees, con,
sultations with students, professional research,
publication of books and papers, activity in
professional societies, and service to the commu-
nity. It is hard to measure the total number of
hours a week which this complex of serviccs re-
quires, but it is sufficient to say that it exceeds the
average workweek in the police service. However,
this is a complex of services rendered by the fac-
ulty member within a flexible schedule rather than
a rigid work timetable. In fact, the nature of
academic service requires a "self-starting" type of
individual. Competent instructors will, for ex-
ample, prepare course outlines for their courses
rather than rely on lesson plans. Under the
assumption that similar standards would apply to
the civilian instructional staff at the academy, this
means that the sequence of classes must be such
that the instructor will be able to work for ap-
proximately 30 weeks in the year and do on a
reasonably predetermined basis. The question of
scheduling is considered in greater detail, in the
following paragraph.

In order to be competitive, it is .assumed that
the salary schedule of the city university will apply
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to the civilian teaching staff of the academy. The
current salary schedule for the several academic
ranks is as follows:

Salary range
Professor . $10,620 to $27,900
Associate professor S15,180 to $22,620
Assistant professor $12,380 to $18,380
Instructor . _ _ $11,005 to $14855

A reasonable total input of recruits to the de-
partment during a year is approximately 2,500.
The statistical data presented in earlier chapters
indicates that at this level the department will be
able to maintain itself at an appropriate level of
strength. With an annual input of 2,500 recruits,
five classes can be scheduled during the calendar
year. The chart on page 74 shows the yew train-
ing cycle for recruits. Each complete curriculum
is IS weeks, of which a total of 5 weeks is spent in
the field (1 week on patrol in phase II and 1 week
in firearms training, 2 weeks on patrol in phase III
and a final field training week in phase V). Of the
remaining 1 a weeks the bulk of the subjects tc- be
taught by the civilian stall falls within the first 10
weeks. Therefore, classes of new recruits can come
into the academy at intervals of 10 weeks as indi-
cated on the chart. The civilian instructors can
therefore be scheduled quite easily and have an
option, subject to reasonable administrative con-
trol, of teaching any three out of five class units of
10 weeks each. This design is analogous to operat-
ing a college on a trimester.

Some estimates of the budget support necessary
to' develop a group of competent civilian instruc-
tors may be made on a preliminary basis. It is well
to keep in mind that the salary costs for the esti-
mated 2,500 recruits to be processed through the
academy is itself almost $25 million per year. At
the present time (see sec. 4.3 of ch. 4) approxi-
mately 150 members of the department are on the
teaching staff of the academy. In other words, the
operation is a large scale and costly one. Assume
now that the average annual salary of a civilian
instructor would be $15,000 and that the average
teaching load per week would be 10 hours. On
the basis of the proposed organization of the recruit
class, there would be about 13 groups of 40 each
for instrucdon by the civilian teaching staff. In
phase I the civilian teaching staff would handle 75
hours of the curriculum, teaching the courses:
urban environment unit (20 hours), introduction



to criminology (15 hours) , principles of social psy-
chology (20 hours) , and course unit C, introduc-
tion to the criminal justice process (20 hours
With 13 groups to be instructed, this plan would
amount to approximately 1,000 instructional hours
spread over 4 weeks, or 250 instructional hours per
week. This schedule would require 25 civilian
instructors, of which number approximately five
would be instructing in law. The cost of 25
civilian instructors for the entire year would be
about $375,000. Since each ir.,tructor would teach
three out of five classes during the year, the cost
for each class would be approximately $125,000 for
the civilian teaching component of phase I and the
annual cost would be about $625,000 for all civilian
instructors for the year. In phase II civilian in-

structors would handle the units of applied crimi-
nology (10 hours) , applied social psychology (10
hours) and 20 of the 70 hours in course unit D,
the law units. This work load would be spread
over approximately 5 weeks, amounting, therefore,
to 100 hours of insi ruction per week. In phase IV
civilian instructors would handle approximately
one-third of the 50 hours in course unit B on
human behavior and civil rights. This would
amount to 130 hours of instruction f, he 13 class
groups and could be handled in 1 v K. In addi-
tion, the civilian teaching staff would be involved
in many aspects of the curriculum beyond the
areas in which they have full responsibility.

Each recruit increment of 500 would be organ-
ized into 25 groups of 20 each. Each group would

NEW TRAINING CYCLE FOR RECRUITS
EACH INCREMENT CONSISTS OF 500 RECRUITS)

F-Fri
LL.LJ

st. WEEK

FIRST CLASS

L L .J SECOND CLASS

II th. WEEK

THIRD CLASS

21sI. WEEK
LLL

FOURTH CLASS I

31 st. WEEK

Note: Boxes ore weeks in the field and on the range.
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41st. WEEK
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be in charge of a group leader, who would be a
sergeant or an experienced pa trolman. The group
leader role would he a required rotating assign-
ment for every unit training officer in the depart-
ment. With any one class, 25 group leaders would
be required. Since classes overlap and run con-
tinuously during the year, about 40 different group
leaders would be needed during the year. As under
present policies, the group leader would be re-
sponsible for the command relationship to the
recruits, subject to the authority of the command-
ing of the Police Academy. He would not
teach the enure curriculum to the group, but only
police science subjects. The group leader would
be responsible on a continuing basis, throughout
the recruit training cycle, for his group and would
join them in the field training phases. Civilian
instructors would teach their specialties in units of
two groups, that is, with approximately 40 stu-
dents in each class, Specialties in police science,
physical and firearms training would be handled
by police Officers, without any limitations on the
rank of the assigned instructor. The philosophy
of this new recruit school organization is to expose
the recruit to a maximum of varied instructional
talent while at the same time preserving the neces-
sary command control through the group leader.
Each day during the recruit curriculum, one recruit
would function as student group leader in order to
give all recruits experience with the duties of the
first echelon of supervision.

5.3 Out of the Classroom and Into the Field,
Escort Training

The most critical period in the career of a police-
man must be the one immediately following train-
ing, when he first assumes his duties as a full-
fledged patrolman. Unfortunately, there is a
dearth of experimental evidence to support this
statement. However, 100 policemen of various
ranks were interviewed informally in cir.mection
with the present study and 94 selected their first
field assignment as the most important of all periods
in establishing the direction of their fature job
performance. The training advisory panel con-
curred with this opinion. This conclusion seems
logical from the learning theory premise which
i Is that early learning has remarkable durability.

slthough early job experience is probably an
influential factor in most occupations, it is particu-
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larly crucial to the career of a policeman. For one
thing, he is set apart from the rest of the commu-
nity by his uniforni. Most policern,n would agree
that the experience of moving among the public
in a new and unfamiliar role can be traumatic.
His role is cast by society, but his lines and be-
havior remain for him to improvise. A consultant
to this project has referred to this moment of reali .
zation as "reality shock." How long this momeni
of embarrassed, self-conscious insecurity survives is
conjectural and probably varies among individuals.
It is not the duration of the discomfort that inter-
ests the trainer, but rather the measures available
to the recruit to reduce his anxiety and, moreover,
the altet natives he selects. Not only is he fully
identifiable by his dress, but his equipmentshield,
gun, handcuffs, and summons booklabels him a
person of latent, unlimited power. He feels this
and, to a large extent, the public expects this power
to be wielded in appropriate emergencies. Over-
whelmed by his new responsibilities, he may seek
refuge in concealment, in rendering himself as in-
conspicuous as possible in some doorway store or
other shelter which reduces his public exposure
and, hence, his self-conscious sense of inadequacy.
Conversely, he may elect to mask his feelings of
imperfection under a guise of braggadocio. He
may swagger boldly down his beat, assuming the
air of a bully and by his very demeanor mreatening
all who pass him. Between these two extremes lies
a vast range of intervening choices of behavior.

Compounding the problem of occupational ad-
justment is a second type of shock, namely that of
"cultural shock." All large American cities include
areas populated by ethnic minority groups. This
is particularly true of New York, the so-called melt-
ing pot of the Nation. Here are found large
neighborhoods of Puerto Rican, Negro, Hebraic,
and first generation Italian culture, to name a few.
Notwithstanding diligent tecruiting efforts, the
New York City department has been unable to staff
these areas with policemen indigenous to the locale
and it is doubtful that this would be desirable even
if it were feasible. As the analysis of entering per-
sonnel indicates, the vast majority of recruits has
its origin in the lower-middle and upper-lower
classes and the blue collar occupations. There is
a reasonable probability that, being catapulted into
a new and unfamiliar lower class ethnic culture
the reaction of the patrolman may be defensive.



The ethnic areas in New York are, in general
lower class slum areas. The kinds of services this
public expects crf the police may be quite different
from those with which he is familiar and he may
interpret these demands as impositions. Instead of
learning these strange customs, the police neophyte
may adopt a contemptuous attitude toward them,
particularly since they are often set in a context of
misery and squalor, and he may treat the people
accordingly. That this reaction does indeed occur
is attested by the records of complaints to the
civilian review board and to the local communica-
tions media. Older patrolmen may encourage the
development of this scornful attitude by derisive
comments of their own, thus perpetuating a police-
public relationship of contempt and hostility.

Another factor adding to the recruit's sense of
inadequacy is the gap which occurs between theo-
retical learning and actual practice. The academy
may teach the procedures of the job and may even,
using a systems approach, set up terminal objec-
tives and criteria. Confronted with the need to
implement the procedure in a field situation, how-
ever, academic objectivity is complicated by emo-
tional reactions and the laboratory training of the
academy is, thus, confused by anxiety in actual
performance. This factor has led many of the
policemen interviewed to indicate that "the real
learning begins on the street.- It is understandable
that under stress of emotion the officer may feel
that he is learning his job all over again.

There is another "hitch" between academic
learning and actual performance, namely, that of
procedural "gaps." Gaps are those elements of job
performance regarded by the instructor as either
too trivial to mention or so generally known that
he assumes the student knows them. In either case
the recruit is assumed to understand them. On the
part of the recruit, the gap is a step in job perform-
ance which he erroneously assumes he understands
or a new element demanded by a variation from
the learned situation. Gaps operate to short circuit
job performance; that is, to interrupt the continu-
ity of the various steps required to complete a total
job function. Sometimes the blank area is so
essential to the completion of a task that it cannot
be continued without advice from a superior or
some improvisation to bridge the gap. The former
case is time-consuming and may be embarrassing;
the latter may result in the development of an
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erroneous pattern of behavior. The "crutcii"
which the learner improvises may become a part
of his permanent repertoire and, without some
accidental observation on the part of a superior,
may never again be subjected to reevaluation. The
existence of these gaps and their subsequent dis-
covery and repair may be one of the causes for
belief that "real" learning begins in the field.

The initial uncertainty of the rookie is well
known to the seasoned patrohnen in his new com-
mand, who often observe, advise and assist the
recruit during the first few weeks of his field
career. After that he develops a confidence which
discourages assistance, and whatever attitudes and
behavioral patterns have been developed up to
that point are reinforced by repeated perform-
ances to a point at which they become his occupa-
tional "life style." The fellow officers who lend
their help during this critical period are usually
determined by the proximity of their beat and
their willingness to help. This is indeed unfortu-
nate for the recruit. Proximity and willingness,
the two primary determinants of who the recruit's
counselor will be, have little relationship to integ-
rity and dedication, the qualities so desirable in
the choice of a counselor for the new policeman.
Characteristically, the police have defended public
revelations of various instances of scandalous be-
havior with the plea that such aberrations may be
attributed to a relatively small proportion of their
membership. At least one author, James
Wilson, has suggested that perhaps the proportion
may not be as minimal as the defenders allege.
The truth probably lies somewhere between the
two views. The vast majority of policemen are
relatively honest, being the normal human combi-
nation of saint and sinner. Notwithstanding this
rather pedestrian evaluation of police integrity, ex-
perience has demonstrated that there are certain
policemen who distinguish themselves repeatedly
by outstanding arrests, rescue.. extraordinary pub-
lic services and acts evincing the exercise of above
average intelligence. Some have demonstrated a
dedication to their profession by pursuing ad-
vanced educational programs designed to improve
their capacity as police officers. The important
task of training the recruit should be assigned to
men who have demonstrated their ability, dedica-
tion, and integrity.

One traditional method of training recruits has
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been to send them into the field in the company
of an experienced patrolman. In many cases, the
escort hps been an unwilling victim of his beat
location and mode of patrol. Usually he has been
a foot patrolman. His reluctance frequently arose
from the disruption to his habitual occupational
format caused by the presence of a second party,
an observing neophyte whose idealism may bc
shocked by some of the veteran's practices. It was
not unusual to hear tales of a recruit's being
shunted into a movie house for the greater part of
the tour of duty, while his assigned escort pursued
his own pattern. Many present day veterans who
were trained by this system will attest to the
authenticity of these remarks.

To strrimarize, then, the newly assigned recruit
is an insecure person. His new uniform, with its
significance for the role he is to play, is an un-
comfortable appendage, distinguishing him from
his familiar role, that of the citilen. He adopts a
variety of adaptive behavior patterns, many of
which do not exemplify ideal police performance.
This problem may be complicated by an assign-
ment to an unfamiliar cultural area which may
lead to further inappropriate adaptive techniques.
His job performance is handicapped by emotionally
charged situations which disrupt his academically
learned procedures. Shortcomings in the latter
emerge in the form of "gaps" in the continuity of
procedural steps. The entire training process is
climaxed by the guidance of a veteran officer either
randomly assigned or, if unassigned, informally
selected by the proximity of his post and his will-
ingness to help.

Possible Solutions

One method of overcoming some of the field
experience shortcomings enumerated might consist
of setting up a model recinct staffed solely by
recruits and commanded by idealistic superior
officers. Such an arrangement would avoid the
contaminating influence of the cynical veteran. It
might also permit a continued training process
subsequent to academy graduation because the
superiors could be selected with a special consid-
eration for their teaching ability. This plan, in
effect, would set up a laboratory situation and has
been proposed in New York City on numerous
occasions over the past 15 years. The model pre-

cinct idea has had experimental exposure in scmle
American cities. One notable example was con-
ducted in St. Louis, Mo. The experiment had to
be discontinued because of complaints by con-.
cerned citizens about the possible inadequacy of a
police service in the hands of relatively inexperi-
enced neophytes.

The rationale of the model p:ecinct plan has
another major shortcoming. It presupposes that a
large proportion of the veterans have a corrupting
influence upon young, idealistic recruits and that
the proportion which is not corrupt is indistin.
guishable from the main body and impossible to
scr, ,11. If this ivere not true, proponents of the
program would populate :heir model precinct with
a mix of select veterans and recruits, tlicis answer,
ing the citizen complaints and resetting the
experiment.

Notwithstanding this possible method for salvag-
ing the model precinct notion, this research team_
rejects the plan for other reasons. For one thing,
limiting the recruits to a single precinct restricts
the scope of experience they would be likely to
obtain were they assigned over a broader territorial
range; for another, the so-called cynical veterans
might benefit from an interaction with the more
idealistic young people. Department morale, too,
would suffer from this concentrated assignment of
manpower at a single moment because such an
assignment demands the mass transfer of men from
the experimental precinct, many of whom have
devoted a dedicated service to their job, These
latter might justifiably feel that their efforts had
received small 'reward and consideration from the
hierarchy. Role playing, dramas and systems ap-
proach lessons arc all useful tools in the training
of policemen, bus, in each case, some aspects of the
field problem are left unsolved. It is difficult to
present real life problems exactly as they exist in
other than an actual real life situation. For the
policeman this would be the beat 'patrol.

Recommended Solution

Each recruit will be accompanied during his
three field training periods, established in the new
curriculum, by an experienced patrolman carefully
selected for his dedication and for other personal
attributes as specified below. In selecting the offi-
cers to provide such role models for trainees, it
would be manifestly unwise to proceed randomly
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and to risk assigning one of the disillusioned cynics.
Even the selection of the "average" patrolman
might involve the risk of less than exemplary be-
havior. It would be of considerable advantage to
the effectiveness of the program to single out the
outstanding', patrolmen previously mentioned to
provide the occupational ideal upon which the re-
cruit might model his own behavior and attitude.
The painstaking selection of the training "escort"
would represent an important difference between
thc proposcid program and similar plans which
have been employed in New York and other cities.
The evils of the unwilling, randomly selected
trainer-coach method have been frequently de-
scribed, The Task Force on the Police has recom-
mended a field training program in the following
terms:

Ideally, a recruit should initially receive classroom orienta-
tion on the nature of the police task and law enforcement
responsibility. The remainder of the training program should
be balanced between closely supervised field training experi-
ence and classroom sessions devoted to problem solving situ .
dons which closely parallel actual street problems. Under such

training program, classroom instruction and field experience
could be interspersed over a period not exceeding 6 months.

The Task Force Report further states:
The benefit of these programs is that a recruit can better

assimilate classroom instruction that is related to actual inci-
dents in the field. Through exposure to actual field problems,
investigations and crime incidents the need and value of class-
room training becomes vividly apparent to the trainee. In
summary, formal training programs for recruits in all depart-
ments large and small, should consist of an absolute minimum
of 400 hours of classroom work spread over a 4- to 6-mouth
period so that it can be combined with carefully selected and
supervised field training.

Selection of Escort Officers

Recruit escort officers would be selected on the
basis of the following criteria:

Intelligence, as measured by standardized
tests;

Job attitude, as inferred from personnel record
and evaluated by personal interview, including
self-respect and respeot for occupation;

Emotional maturity, as appraised by test and
personal interview;

Motivation for assignment, as appraised by
personal interview;

Appearance, neatness, dress, as indicated by
observation,
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Commanding officer's recommendation;
Department record: Educational achievement,

particularly during police department tenure;
other indications of job interest, such as being
on an eligible list for promotion.

Tintilementation of Program

On a particular day :n New York City (August
12, 1969) , there were about 6,129 patrolmen on
active patrol duty. Of this number about 1,000
were assigned to duty at strikes and demonstra-
tions. The selection of escort officers will be made
from a manpower pool of this size, although not
necessarily from this particular group. A sizable
number of men are excused for vacation, regular
days off, sick report and the like, and these will
also be available for selection as trainers. How-
ever, since about 500 trainers will be needed at the
peak field training period, a conservative estimate
of the proportion of selentees to the total active
patrol force would be about one of 12. There is
no question that at least one-twelfth of our police-
men operate at the ideal level sought in the escort
officer.

Schedule

After completion of firearms training, which will
occur at the end of the fourth, fifth, or sixth week
of training, the recruits will begin their first field
experience. Fieldwork will continue for a period
of I week, during which time a program planned
and designed to establish the relevance of the al-
ready experienced academic !training will be car-
ried out. The academic 'lessons to be given imme-
diately succeeding the fieldwork will be known to
the escort and anticipatory relevancies will be de-
veloped to enhance the significance of the material
to be taught in ;he following academic period.

The second field training period, phase III of
the recruit curriculum, will last 2 weeks and will
occur some 4 weeks ofter the first period. Similarly,
this period of field training will be designed to
bridge two gaps; namely, the relevance of academic
learning to actual practice, and the continuity be-
tween the first academic training period and the
second.

At the termination of academic training, recruits
will be assigned to their permanent field commands.
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Familiarization with their new surroundings and
the population, learning the geography and critical
areas and particular local situations must be ac-
complished with the same forward-thinking atti-
tude that characterized the earlier field training.
Therefore, for a period of 1 week, phase V of the
recruit curriculum, the newly assigned recruit will
be accompanied by an escort officer. It will be the
function of the escort officer at this phase to estab-
lish a practical relevance between the academy
training program and the actual work situation, as
well as orientation to the locale. One attractive
aspect of the escort program is that, to implement
it, the department does not deplete the patrol
force in any way. Quite the contrary, the program
amplifies the total function. The escort officer
remains on patrol and, having been indoctrinated
with the importance of his role-model status, he
would probably, in order to provide a good ex-
ample, perform more conscientiously than under
ordinary circumstances. The presence of the ac-
companying recruit would double the physical
strength of the team, possibly discouraging some
citizen resistance in special cases of violent
behavior.

Content of Training Program

The keynote of the escort training program is
"total 'training." This will be accomplished not
only by the exposure to actual work situations and
the example of the escort officer in demonstrating
correct technical methodology, but also by afford-
ing the trainee an opportunity to view many as-
pects of the police function. In addition to ordi-
nary patrol, such a rationale involves a schedule
of rotating assignments through the several special-
ized divisions, bureaus, and squads engaged in the
various police tasks. Some secondary, and especially
administrative, functions will be omitted. Thus,
there will be a need for escort officers in special-
ized units, such as the youth aid division, the
emergency service division, the tactical patrol
force, and the special events squad. The content
of the program will require some structure in order
to relate it to each phase of the academy lessons.
However, it would be manifestly impractical to set
up a 'tightly structured, lecture type plan that
would extend over the 8-hour workday. One tech-
nique for accomplishing this purpose.would be to
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thoroughly familiarize the trainers with the aca-
demic program so that they will be constantly
aware of the level the recruit has reached. Such
awareness vill enable the escort officer to set his
instruction at a pace which will coordinate with
the recruit's attainments in the academy.

Training the Escort Officer

The specially selected officers who express an
interest in the escort officer assignmern must be
given an intensive training course to fit them for
their new role. This course should not only pro-
vide a thorough refresher in the academic recruit
program, but also a course in methods of instruc-
tion and other instructional techniques. In addi-
tion, seminars should be conducted designed. to
enhance leadership qualities, ocatpational morale,
and interpersonal sensitivity.

Evalzmtion

The research team has developed an evaluation
instrument (see pages 81 to 86) a checklist to
be used by the escort to indicate the areas in
which his trainee required instruction, with par-
ticular emphasis upon those functions which were
covered in the previous academic training. Short-
comings in covered areas would provide the acad-
emy staff with some knowledge of those training
areas which were not adequate in preparing the
student for his job. It is expected that 'necessary
revisions in academy training format would be
made to remedy the failure. The evaluation would
be applied during each phase of the escort training
program.

No tic bt the escort and his trainee will develop
a friendly relationship. More than likely, the
escort will not be inclined to give his "buddy- an
unfavorable report. The evaluation objective of
this report is the training program, not the trainee.
Therefore, the reports woukl be submitted without
identifying the trainee, a feature which should
make for a more reliable measure of the effective-
ness of the academic program. Similarly, the re-

its will be provided with a form which will
evaluate the effectiveness of their trainers. Such
information will be tabulated and consistent defi-
ciencies in the behavior or expertise of the escort
officer will provide subject matter for future train-
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ing sess ons. As in the earlier case, this latter
checklist would be submitted without identifying
the escort officer.

Organizatioa;11 Status of Escort OfJicess

Escort officers will be officially assigned to field
commands and will, therefore, be responsible to
their commanding officers. However, since the
program is a training program, the academy would
exercise staff supervision through the precinct unit
training sergeant. This arrangement would make
the escorts available to the training center for
purposes of refresher and morale training. Addi.
tionally, the selection of a larger number of escorts,
should they be required, would be feasible for the
commanding officer of the Police Academy.

A central office for the collation, analysis, and
interpretation of the evaluations should be set up
a. the academy and adequately staffed by qualified
personnel. This office would also be available for
direct service to the held people should problems
arise. Academy instructors would be relieved of
instructional duties and assigned by the central
office to field supervision and evaluation on a
rotating basis which would enable all instructors
to acquaint themselves with the field programs.
The central field training office, obviously, would
need to be a 24-hour operation and the instructor
supervisors assigned on a round-the-clock schedule.

Motivating the Escort Officer

There will be considerable sacrifice on the part
of the escort officer in terms of individuality and,
perhaps, limited precinct acceptance, at least in fae
beginning. The study effort involved in learnit v,

the academy program will also make considerable
demand on his personal time. There may be a
reluctance on the part of the experienced patrol-
man to accept a role which infringes upon his in-
dependence. The plan of regt.ar appointments
and systematic training curriculum proposed in
this report would provide for continuous service
as an escort officer. It may be argued that the truly
dedicated patrolman, the ideal type for the assign-
ment, would welcome this opportunity to be of
service to the police profession. Some, indeed, will
display this attitude. It would be too much to
expect, however, that these idealists will be in
sufficient numbers to staff a program of the magni.
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tuck of the one proposed. Moreover, if the status
of training is to be elevated, if icleahsin is to be
recognized by the department, those involved in
directing such a movement must be awarded some
ecognition for their role in its furtherance.

several methods might be employed to achieve
both ends; namely, that of individual motivation
and collective status as role models. One induce-
ment to attract patrolmen to the new assignment
might be additional compensation. There is a
provision n the department rules at present to
add a bonus of several hundred dollars to the
annual salary of patrolmen performing tasks of an
exceptional nature requiring unusual skills and an
extra investment of time. As has been indicated,
the proposed position of escort officer would
both of 'these requirements. A second incentive
might be found in an elevated status or rank.
Presently, the lowest 2romotional rank in New
York is that of sergeant and this is attained through
competitive civil service examination. The selec-
tion process suggeste6 for the escort officers is a
demanding one and, although noncompetitive in
the civil service sense, definitely stamps the selectee
as above the average. The exempt rank of corporal
might be created outside the civil service system in
a manner similar to that of detective. Some uni-
form identification might be employed, such as two
stripes on the sleeve, similar to the three of the
sergeant. This would be in addition to the bonus
proposed. A third, and less desirable, inducement
might lie in additional excusal time. Although
this is probably the most feasible technique pres-
ently available, it has at least one major shortcom-
ing. The inen selected would be the very best,
most effective, intelligent officers. Additional
excusal time for them would deprive the depaz t-
ment of the services of these men, the very officers
most useful in ivaintaining the high quality of
the police service.

It. is recommended, the.efore, that the escort
officers be elevated to the rank of corporal and
awarded additional compensation.

Summary

In summary, the most critical features of the
proposed program lie in the careful selection,
training, and Motivation of the escort officers. The
success of the entire plan rests upon their integrity,
dedication, and instructional ability. There can



be little doubt that many of the 30 behavioral re-
quirements for effective police performance listed
by Baehr, Furcon, and Froemel are only minimally
susceptible to classroom training alone. Even the
escort officer will have limited success in inculcat-
ing such qualities as bravery and emotional ma-
turity, but, ;it least, his example will provide an
operational model of such qualities that the trainee
can later follow on his own. The recruit and his
trainer will meet as peers, an ideal learning
situation.

First Field Evaluation Report on Recruits

The training escort program . designed to bridge
the gap between academic training in the academy
and actual police work on the city streets. In addi-
Lion, the program seeks to provide on-the-job train-
ing for the recruit. Both of these objectives, if
achieved, will greatly benefit the new officer and
develop his self-confidence. The escort officer is
the key to the success of the program. Not only
is he for the recruit the role model of a professional
police officer, but also a colleague, one who must
welcome as well as train. Further, he functions as
the evaluator of the department's recruit training
program because he is in the best position to ob-
serve the fruits of it in the actual police work of
new officers.

The first field evaluation will be prepared by the
escort officer during the recruit's first week of field
duty. It is important for the trainer to remember
that the recruit has at this time completed approxi-
mately 100 hours of academic instruction in the
police academy. The evaluation checklist is de-
signed to encompass only material covered during
these 100 hours. The main purpose of the evalu-
ation is to assess the effectiveness of the recruit
training program, so that remedial action may be
taken in appropriate areas. Therefore, the recruit
will not be identified by name on the form. The
evaluation report also serves as a guide for the
trainer to follow in training new officers.

In order that the evaluation be as objective as
possible, the trainer should use the form on -1 daily
basis rather than wait until the end of the field
training period. Ideally, the trainer should ascer-
tain various ratings after observing the recruit
handling an actual police incident. However,
some entries may require the trainer to directly
question he recruit. It is not necessary to follow
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the numerical order on the rating form. The
escort is free tO rate as he obtains the information.
However, all entries must be made by the end of
the 1-week training period.

The evaluation instrument consists of a series of
captions, each one identifying a salient area of the
curriculum which the recruit has just completed.
Instances of performance which relate to the caption
will provide a basis for evaluating both the adequacy
of the study program and the probationer's assimi-
lation. Each item is accompanied by a scaled line,
the numerical designations of which signify the fol-
lowing ratings.

1 2

I. Performance excellent.Probationer appears
to have 'Learned the subject matter and shows
ability to apply learning to practical job situation.
No additional training needed.

2. Per ormance good.?robationer has learned
subject matter but has some trouble relating it to
practice. No additional academic training needed.
Additional fi'eld training is indicated.

3. Performance fair.Probationer shows some
weakness in subject matter. Academic training
may have been underemphasized.

4. Performance poor.Probationer delOnstrates
liLtie knowledge of subject matter. His capacity
and/or attitude may be at fault, but this area in
program should be reexamined.

5. Performance inadeqmate.Recruit is relatively
ignorant of subject matter but has the capacity and
attitude to have learned the material if it were
properly presented. Training program may require
some 1-,2vision.

The evaluator is instructed to circle the number
which best describes the recruit's performa.nce in
terms of the above definitions.

1. Appearance and equipment:
Neatness and cleanliness of person (beard, hair.

and so forth) ; of equipment.
Behavior (expectorating, shouting, profanity, and

so forth) .
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Posture (slouching, nnmilitary, and so forth) ,
Revolversafety consciousness.

Appearance and equipment

1 2

II. Discipline:
Appears sufficiently self-disciplined.
Knows and conforms to department regulations

on personal conduct.
Appreciates need for discipline in police depart-

ment.
Ethical (no gratuities; importance of not accept-

ing free coffee, and so forth) .
Punctual=

Discipline

1 2

V. Department buildings and equipment:
Demonstrates knowledge of equipment.
Properly uses equipment (lockers, precinct library,

and so forth) .
Knows and obeys rules and procedures on build.

ings and equipment (who is allowed in station
house, female cells, and so forth) =

Keeps rules and procedures up to date.
Uses rules and procedures to look up procedures.

Department buildings & equipment

2 3 4 5

wledge of police department in general:
Knows duties of department.
Knows order of ranks.
Knows organization of department.
Knows procedures for disciplinary charges and

civilian complaints.
Knows reports,
Knows orders,

Knowledge of police department

III. Courtesy:
Military (salutes, proper address to superiors, and

so forth) =
Public:

Respects people's dignity. VII.
Answers questions properly.

4

Knowledge of law:
A. Defini ions:

Avoids anger, sarcasm, and so forth.
Telephone manners.

1. Offenses, crime, misdemeanor, felony,
possession.

Courteous driver. 2. Assault.
flandles a complainant 3. Deadly weapon and dangerous instrument.

4. Menacing.
Courtesy 5. Aiding and abetting suicide attempt.

6. Miscellaneous offenses,
7. Unlawful gratuities.
8. Obstructing government officer.
9. Refusing to aid police officer.

3 4 5 10. Obstructing firefighter.
11. Criminal impersonations.
12. Resisting arrest.

TV. Sitting room activity: 13. Bribery and bribe receiving.
Proper knowledge of activities. 14. Disorderly conduct.
Proper performance (alarms, post information, and 15. Disorderly house.

so forth) . 16. Public intoxication.
Able to read duty chart correctly. 17. False report of police incident.

Sitting room activity
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B. Law of arrest:
Miranda warnings.

2. Use of force in making arrest.
3. Authority for making arrest (misdemeanor,

felony)
4. Authority under warrant, order of pro-

tection. certificate of warrant.
5. Authority of private person to make

arrest.
6. Diplomatic immunity.
7. Y. D. 1 referral card.
8. Justifiable use of force.
9. Use of ordinary force; deadly force by

peace officer, by private person.
10. Search and seizure, warrants.
11. Stop a n d frisk, U. F. 250.
12. Department policy re arrests fo l. petty

crimes.

Law of arrest

2 3 4

C. Traffic control:
1. Preliminary knowledge of vehicle traffic

law and traffic regulations.
2. General understanding of the objectives

of traffic control (prevent accidents,
relieve congestion, and so forth) .

S. Responsibility of members of force.
4. Selective enforcement.
5. Intoxicated drivers; procedures, arrests.
6. Preservation of evidence at accident cases,

safety precautions, and so forth.

Traffiic control

4

VIII. Aided cases:
1. Definition.
2. Response (speed, care, and so forth) .
3. Reporting and recording (U. F. 6)
4. Handling sick persons, dead bodies, psychos,

neglected children, accident cases.
5. Other reports connected with aided cases, acci-

dent cases (U. F. 18, M. T. 6, M. V. 104,
and so forth) .

Aided cases

4 5
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IX. Summons procedures:
1. Definition of summons and purpose.
2. Which violations are summonsable.
S. Persons eligible and ineligible to receive a

summons.
4. Safeguarding the summons book.
5. Preparing the summons.

Summons procedures

1 2 4

Interpersonsl human skills:
1. Appreciates effects of diverse subcultures on

behavior.
2. Appreciates importance of public cooperadon

in witness testimony, jury duty, assisting
patrolmen, and so forth.

3. Follows accepted prineiples of good public
relations: politeness, spa :lathy, helpfulness,
and so forth.

4. Does not display prejudicial attitude toward
minorIty groups or ethnic groups other than
his own.

5. Cooperates with representatives of the press.
6. Avoids abrastve contacts with minority group

members and other members of the public.

Interpersonal human skills

1 3 4 5

XI. Miscellaneous department practices:
1. Knows proper procedure for reporting sick.
2. Knows proper procedure tegarding injtry to

member of force (U.F. 6A, witness, aod so
forth) .

3- Knows who are permitted in department
automobiles.

5. Knows procedure for reporting lamp outages
damage to traffic equipment, damage to De-
partment vehicles, and so forth.

Miscellaneous department practices
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XII. Patrol techniques:
I. Proper observation of persons. places, traffic

violations, post conditions, and sh forth (see
memo book insert).

2. Proper notifications to desk officer, telephone
switchboard operator, superior oh patrol.

C. Proper m crno book entries.
4. Obeys regulations regarding leaving post.
5. Properly investigates suspicious persons.
6. Checks stores and businesses properly.

Patrol techniques

2 3 4 5

The evaluation instrument proposed must, itself,
be subject to continuous reevaluation. Course
content will change over a period of tirne and the
areas of field evaluation must be altered to suit the

.w situation. Moreover, the instrument proposed
is a tentative one, an experimental model. Al-
though it covers all the salient features likely to be
embodied in the anticipated program, other items
may be shifted into the first field experience phase
and otheys transferred to later periods of instruc-
tion and evaluation to suit needs as they arise.
The model proposed merely covers the first field
training experience. After the program has been
implemented and the content of each phase spelled
out in detail, similar instruments can be developed
for the succeeding field training pehods,

54 Traditional Teaching Methods Supported
by New Methods

In general, the teaching methods used in the
Police Academy have been the traditional lecture
system with a limited use of audiovisual aids such
as motion pictures and transparencies used on
overhead projectors. The effectiveness of the
lecture system has been widely questioned in edu-
cational circles and certainly is inappropriate as
the basic and almost exclusive teaching device in
academy courses. There are several reasons for this
judgment. Effective lecturing is a skill requiring
special abilities not possessed by many members of
any teaching staff. The academy instructor is at a
special disadvantage when using the lecture medi-
um. The attention Tan of recruits tends to be
short, and the lecturer cannot, in most cases, assure
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continued interest and involvement, Again, stu-
dents with educational deficiencies find the lecture.
system quite troublesome. It seems desirable, there-
fore, to deemphasize lectures as much as possible.
The recommended new curriculum will encourage
the use of varied instructional methods. It is hoped
that the infusion of civilian stall and a more pre-
cise selection and more meaningful orientation pro-
cedure for police instructors Will raise the level of
instructional skills. The range of educational ex-
periences provided by the new curriculum will as-
sist in the process of diversification. Only in cer-
tain subjects and with certain instructors will the
lecture method be effective.

The staff of this research project has examined
instructional methods currently used in colleges,

vice academies, and business and industrial train-
ing programs. Three new techniques used by these
agencies were examined in rsoMe der.hprogramed
instruction, computer-assisted instruction, and film
loops. The development of instructional materials
for these three teaching methods is presently be-
yond the budget resources of the department, and
it is not recommended that funds be appropriated
for these techniques at this time. Their develop-
ment would be more appropriately accomplished
through outside funding by government agencies
and/or private foundations. Perhaps develop-
mental work can be undertaken cooperatively be-
tween several major police departments under a
joint grant or other type of financial support ar
rangemenit. Any such project should be assigned
to the educational materials development unit, one
of the new support services recommended for the
academy. One of the major responsibilities of this
unit would be to plan, research, and institute proj-
ects in the area of new instructional methods, meth-
ods which ultimately may permit accelerated learn-
ing both within the recruit curriculum and in the
inservice curriculum. Meanwhile, the present serv-
ices provided by The visual aids unit at 'the acad-
emy should be extended and strengthened so as to
provide more use of motion pictures, slides, and
transparencies suitable for the overhead type of
projector.

Programed Instruction

Programed instruCtion (PI) as a teaching meth-
od has been developed during the past decade and



has been applied to a growing variety of subjects
and skills. PI courses are available in school sub
jects like arithmetic and algebra, in shorthand, con-
tract bridge, management training, computer pro-
graming, and the operation of machines. Retail
organizations, such as J. C. Penney and R. H. Macy,
have a significant in-house capability for writing
and testing PI materials to train salesclerks and
other personnel. PI includes three basic elements:
stimulus, response, and reinforcement. PI requires
a clear specification of what the student can do
before training and what he must be able to do
after training. A special technique is used for the
presentation of instruction in steps which challenge
the student but do not exceed his ability to master
the subject. It requires frequent responses from
the student, informs him of the adequacy of each
response and adapts the instruction to his needs
and abilities. Therefore, PI is a self-administered
method of teaching which allows a person to work
at his own pace. Information is presented in small
steps, called frames, through which the student
must reason one step at a time. An important as-
pect of PI is that the student is immediately "rein-
forced" aftev he has made a written response. This
is accomplished by providing the correct response
for each frame. An obvious advantage of the tech-
nique, in addition to the individual pace for com-
pletion, is that Pi materials are packaged so that
little guidance is required from an instructor, and
the student, therefore, can use them at his con-
venience. The result is a substantial saving in
classroom utilization and instructional time.

In preparing a programed text, the information
to be learn,?.d is broken down into consecutive bits
of information. A frame consists of an information

the stimulus, in the form of the question or
problem; the response in the form of a provision
for giving an answer; and the reinforcement in the
form of the correct answer. When the programed
text is studied, the correct answer is mechanically
obscured until the response is made, after which
it is immediately revealed. PI materials range from
simple mimeographed booklets through complex
"teaching machines." Essentially all of these de-
vices have the same basic function.

The feasibility of developing PI materials can be
determined only when the behavioral objectives of
the education or training have been defined; that
is, after clear, concise statements have been written
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that describe terminal behavioi what the student
must be able to do after completing the course.
Basically, PI materials are most effective when
there is a specific body of information or behavior
which needs to be taughtthat is, the "how-to-do-"
type of information. In November 1968, the In-
stiurte for Defense Analyses submitted a proposed
national program of research on law enforcement
and criminal justice to the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration. The report, prepared un-
der the direction of Alfred Blumstein, stated:

A project that might be undertaken in police, courts, cor-
rections, .ar all three is the application of programed learning
techniques and the development of the material content for
courses using these techniques. Computerized and non-
computerized programed learning techniques have been
established and are currently in wide use throughout industry
and the academic world. The major research task involves
the development of course content material and method of
presentation. These must be tested, evaluated, and compared
with alternative teaching techniques in terms of time, money,
and final levels of achievement attained. An inyortant
question that should be addressed when considering these
techniques throughout the criminal justice system is the
potential universality of such courses. How generally ap-
plicable, for example, would a police course in con-munity
relations be, and how much supplemental material would
have to be added for specific regional areas and population
groups?

The Armed Forces have made extensive use of
PI materials. The diagraill on page 86 repre-
senting programing procedures, has been taken
from Air Force Manual No. 50-1, January 1967.

On February 14, 1966, the commanding officer
of the Police Academy forwarded a proposal for a
Federal grant to train academy staff in the tech-
niques of producing PI materials. This memo
pointed out the applicability of self-instructional
programed material to law enforcement training
and education. In the judgment of the research
staff of this project, this is a proposal which is
quite relevant and one which should be followed up.
The 1966 proposal correctly suggested that mem-
bers of the academy staff could be trained to do
the necessary programing and testiug under the
professional direction of an expert in PI methods.
Business agencies with whom discussions have taken
place in regard to their use of PI have emphasized
the importance of developing an in-house staff tO
do the programing. Not only are costs thus held
down, but a greater competence in subject matter
relevance exists in-house than with consultant staffs.
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The success of the data nrocessing unit of the de-
partment in developing police officers profession-
ally competent in computer programing suggests
that no special problem should be anticipated in
developing a Pi competence at the academy.

The development of an adequately funded proj-
ect for the preparation of PI materials in thc law
enforcement area would have many benefits. In
order to program, it is necessary to identify a stand-
ard body of materials to bc learned. Thus the rules
and procedures of the department would lend them-
selves to PI units. Procedures in the use of fire-
arms, self-defense ski/ds in physical training, car
and person stops, and recordkeeping are tonics

which are sufficiently clear cut to lend themselves
to PI programing. In net, PI requires the develop-
ment of distinct progtaming models for a repre-
sentative range of behavioral tasks that occur in
police training.

Cornputer-Assist d Instruction

The development of high-speed modern digital
computers st.ggests that a second new approach is
possible for the instructional process, Course ma-
terial and course logic may be stored in the com-
puter memory, Students can communicate with
such a system through a variety of instruments, one

IMPLEMENT

The materials are published and used.

PREPARE AN INSTRUCTOR
GUIDE OR MANUAL

This guide is prepared to provide information
about the materials and how to use them.

TRYOUT AND REi;ISE

The material is tried out on selected students
and revised as a result of tryouts.

PREPARE THE PROGRAMMED MATERIALS

The steps and sequences that teach the subject matter
are prepared, and the materials are edited,

DET _ ENCE AND STRATEGY

The subject rnat.er is sequenced to facilitate -earning, and the
teaching strategy is determined.

PREPARE THE CRITERION TEST

This test, based upon the objectives, is used to determine how
well the programmed ,naterials teach and how well the student
learns.

DEVf.LOP EEFLAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

The terminal behavior required is defined and apecitied.
are stated in behavioral, measurable terms.

DECIDE THE FEASIBILITY

The objectives

An administrative decision is made to determine the feasibility of applying pro-
grammed instruction techniques; this step precedes the actual programming
activity. The decision is based upon the number and kind of students to
trained, their needs, and subject matter io be covered.
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of which is a console with a keyboard like that of
an electric typewriter. Unlike many teaching aids,
:he computer is a very llexible instrument, since
its instructional lojc may be shaped toward a
variety of teaching objectives. The computer is a
device which can provide immediate knowledge of
this correctness, partial correctness, or incorrectness
of responses to each student as he works through
a sequence of questions. Because of the growing
use of computers in the instructional process, a
consultant was commissioned by this research proj-
ect to survey the present status of CAI work (see
footnote at bottom of page) . As with programed
instruction and teaching machines, there is an in-
teraction of scholarly research, applied develop-
mem. and engineering progress in CAI. Members
of the research staff of this project observed CAI
instructional procedures used by International Busi
ness Machines Corp. in training their own person-
nel. It is possible that a suitably structured ex-
periment with CAI in police training would win a
favorable reaction from IBM, and perhaps other
manufacturers, in the form of technical assistance,
hardware, and software support. At this time there
is no excess computer capacity within the electronic
data processing division of the police department,
which has two IBM 360/40 computers and one
IBM 1401 computer. With the implementation of
Project SPRINT (Special Police Radio Inquiry
Networka computer-based communication sys-
tem), the computer time of the two 360 computers
is completel/ committed. The 1401 computer is
in full use Ln the preparation of current reports
for the department. Thus, there is no existing com-
puter time within the department for an experi-
mental CAI program. This means that a time-
sharing tie-in with other computers would be nec-
essary. With the development of a specific project
proposal for experimentation with CAI, officials of
IBM could be approached for assistance in tieing
into the computer network.

Instructiona/ uses of computers have been under
investigation for more than 10 years and the field
continues to change rapidly from year to year. The
first projects in computer teaching were begun in
1958 at IBM's Watson Research Center, System

Development Corp., and Bolt, Beronek 8c Newman.
By 1961, five major projects were under way and
this number quadrupled by 1965. At present, more
than 100 projects of all sizes and levels are being
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conducted on research, development, and actual
use of interactive computer systems.

Teaching by computer is known by many names:
Computer-based instruction (CBI) , computer-as-
sisted learning (CAL) computer-aided teaching
(CAT) or computer-assisted instruction (CAI) .
Although CAI is the more popular and common
name used, a single underlying idea persists among
all these names, that is, "the computer is used to
aid and abet both teacher and student in the edu-
cational process." Ill addition, -CAI encompasses
only those situations in which the computer ap-
pears as surrogate for a human instructor * * * as
an umbrella for all teaching/learning contexts in
which the student is obrgated, or chooses, to use
the computer."4 The complexity and detail of the
CAI application will have an important bearinL
on the hardware and software needs to support the
CA1 effort. T ne major projects, to date, in the
universities are Government funded. Several spe-
cial-purpose CAI systems have been officially an-
nounced and many more are be1ng developed. The
one major conclusion that can be made at this
point, disregarding the pros and cons of CAI and
the many controversies that have rageo ;,nd have
yet to rage, is that CAI is here to stay.

The single most powerful argument presented
for using CAI is the concept of individualized in-
struction. Throughout the years, it has been shown
that more successful learning is experienced when
the educational curriculum is adapted to the indi-
vidual learner. The computer allows each student
to proceed accolding to his own capability with
his performance constantly monitored. According
to Patrick Suppes, "the principal obstacles to com-
puter-assisted instruction are not technological but
pedagogical: how to devise ways of individualizing
instruction and of designing a curriculum that is
suited to individuals instead of groups."

A second feature of CAI is its capability to col-
lect systematic data on how students succeed or
fail in the process of learning given material.
Achievement tests given once a term do not usually
indicate clearly how to improve the curriculums.
The computer, however, can provide daily per-
formance records, which will allow evaluation of
any aspect of the curriculum, even of individual
pages and/or individual exercises.

°Report by Dr. Israel Pressman, consultant to the police
training and performance study.
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In addition, CAI programs offer the opportunity
to multiply the effect of the best teachers by repeti-
tive use of prpgrams generated by their talents and
refined by thi'ir experience. CAI permits teach-
ing of material in areas where either no qualified
instructors are available, the students are con-
strained to the location, or students are available
only at irregular hours.

A student can interact with the computer in
three separate ways. He can use the computer for
drill and practice sessions which would supplement
the regular teaching process. This work is particu-
larly suitable for the skill subjects. A second ap-
plication for the student is the tutorial system.
Here a system is designed to help the student un-
derstand a concept and develop skill in using it.
The aim is to approximate the interaction between
a patient tutor and an individual student. In the
final instance, the student would engage in a dia-
logue with the computer. Although drill-and-prac-
tice and tutorial systems are already in operation
on an experimental basi , the dialogue system is
some years away because of technical problems.

CAI can be used to indoctrinate new employees
and update senior employees as to the current views
and requirements of the employer. The computer
can be used to simulate real situations and train
the employees to react properly when confronted
with the actual situation. CAI can be ued to
evaluate new plans or to provide a variety of in-
house education programs_ In fact, CAI can be
adapted to almost any application that makes use
of the combination of a contirol console, a display
and a computer interface.

A variety of modes are used for the man-machine
interaction in CAI systems. These various modes
arise because of the need to display different kinds
of material to the learners: text, audio, and graph-
ics. At the present time probably no operating
CAI system is capable of presenting effectively all
the above materials to the learner. Most CAI sys-.
tems use a typewriter as their interface with the
learner. These typewriters are usually the key-
boards of teletypewriters connected by telephone
lines to the computer. Input/output is performed
on continuous rolls of paper usually at a speed too
slow for college level reading_ This mode of in-
teraction greatly limits the kind of text that ca n
be used. In addition, maps, graphs, or diagrams
cannot be displayed.
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Some systems include a computer-controlled slide
priojector to allow presentation of any material not
suitable for teletype display. However, the set of
slides is predetermined and fixed for any program.
In addition, a tape recorder under computer con-
trol to supplement the slides and typewriter can
bc included. Another mode of interaction is via
the cathode ray tube (CRT) display panel which
can be inputed either by typewriter or light pen.
Here no hard copy for retention is available, a
serious problem in some situations. CRT systems
may be also constrained in size and total cable
length_ Since no general system is available for
all situations, researchers must improvise to meet
total CAI objectives.

A number of major experiments with CAI have
taken place in recent years. At Stanford University
a system has been developed for teaching ( iildren
on the elementary school level in both the "drill
and practice" area and the "tutorial" area. The
mode of man-machine interaction is a visual dis-
play with the use of a light pen for direct com-
munication with the questions. At the University
of California on the Irvine Campus, a computer
and 21 terminals are in use. By June 1968 the
system provided about 15 minutes per week of
terminal time for each student on the campus_
Considerable efforts have been made to prepare
suitable software as an interdisciplinary project
with subject matter experts, instructional program-
ers and computer programers. CAI was introduced
into the New York City public schools in Septem-
ber of 1968. The system now serves some 3,600
pupils and consists of 192 terminals connected by
telephone lines to a computer. At the present time
an arithmetic program of drill and practice is avail-
able for students from the second to the sixth
grades. The terminals consist of teletypes with
input/output via printing on a roll of paper. The
computer not only drills the students but provides
the teacher with a daily printout of each student's
performance. Since 1960, at the University of
Illinois, a computer-based teaching system called
Plato has been in use. There are now 20 graphic
pictorial terminals connected to this computer.
Experiments have been conducted with a variety
of subjects in drill and practice form and by stu-
dent-directed inquiry. At Brooklyn College of the
City University of New York experiments have
been conducted with a CAI system utilizing a com-



puter connected by teletype with a paper roll in-
put/output and a second system which is a self-
contained one with CRT displays and a constraint
of 2,000 feet of cable from tlle terminals to the
processing unit. This system serves both the regu-
lar college students and the SEEK students. An-
other example of recent experimental work is a
CAI teletype project with 17 terminals and 12 CRT
display terminals at the U.S. Naval Academy.

CAl systems can he classified in three basic groups.
The first is the strict teletype input/output such as
used at Dartmouth College and in the New York
City public schools. The number of terminals de-
pends basically on the size of the computer with
no restriction as to location of the terminals. The
second class of systems is the self-contained CRT
display system. This system is limited in number
of terminals and is constrained by a rn iximum cable
length. The third class of systems are the large
scale systems like the Plato system of the University
of Illinois. This system is designed to handle
4,000 terminals with flat panel displays. Many
variations of these three system types are either
being experimented with, developed or planned.

The number of CAI languages in various stages
of development is more than 20 and still growing.
In general, the languages can be placed in one of
four general groups. The advantages and/or dis-
advantages of the various languages must be eval-
uated with respect to which characteristics the user
desires. The aspects which are included when con=
sicleying the merits of a language are lesson han-
dling, record handling, user orientation, condi-
tional branching, answer matching service routines,
calculation provisions, communication devices.

Effectiveness of C4I Systems

Although resesrch is moving along rapidly in the
CAI field, very little has been published concern-
ing the effectiveness of using CAI in its various ap-
plications. One study claims that CAI was effective
in teaching electrical engineering. Students taught
by the inquiry method showed greater problem-
solving ability than those taught by the tutorial
method. Students gained some insight into the
learning process, thereby improving the material
presented in both inquiry and tutorial modes.
This study concluded that the PLATO CAI sys-
tem can both leach and explore physical and be-
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havioral experiments; thus the system is described
as "versatile- and -flexible."

At Stanford, study of the results of the experi-
ment with elementary school children, previously
discussed, showed an improvement in learning
from the drill and practice routines. Students were
presented 24 questions each day for 6 days. The
percentage correct improved from 53 percent to
more than 90 percent, while the response time
diminished from an average of 630 seconds to 279
seconds. The analysis also showed that every child
in the group had improved.

CAI has been used for clinical nursing instruc-
tion. A control group and a PLATO group were
compared before and after some nursing material
was presented using the ordinary means, and the
CAI approach. While the results for the pretest
indicated no significant difference between the two
groups, post-test results showed a significant dif-
ference at the 9-percent level wit11 the PLATO group
scoring higher.

IBM has conducted an experiment where three
experimental groups were to learn a portion of a
FORTRAN course by three methodscomputer,
programed text, and conventional text. Achieve-
ment tests indicated that the computer group had
achieved a mean score significantly higher than
either of the other two gmups. However, despite
!the extra assistance provided them, the less able
students did not outperform the more able stu-
dents.

A study was undertaken to test the feasibility of
CAI for industrial training. Seventy-nine students
of data processing principles received instruction
through programed texts and 25 equivalent stu-
dents received training through a computer system.
No significant difference in examination scores was
obtained. However, about a 10-percent saving in
time to complete the course was achieved. Both
groups rated their respective methods of instruction
as approximately equal to the regular classroom
techniques in terms of effectiveness and desirability.

The Cost Factor in CAI

One of the most important factors affecting the
decision to implement an operating CAI system is
the cost factor. At present the cost of the system
has played a minor role in the experimental phase.
Almost all funds for CAI projects have been sup-
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plied by research grants. The one major excep-
tion is the PLATO project at the University of Illi-
nois, which is designing its system so that the cost
of the CAI system should be comparable with the
cost of teaching using ronventional methods. The
goal is to achieve a cost of 25 to 30 cents per
terminal hour for the use of the computer and
terminal. The PLATO project hopes to be imple-
mented with 4,000 remote terminals by 1972-73.

Costs for lesson material is based on the concept
that the CAI material would be produced at a cost
equivalent to a good textbook, with royalties going
to the author for each use of the material, The
general consensus is that CAI should be further in-
vestigated and the cost factor examined closely.
The major warning is to limit the acceleration
with which CAI is promoted so that professional
educators do not lose control of the concept, giving
way to the marketers of CAI equipment, programs,
displays, and gimmicks.

Two major areas exist where CAI might be ap-
plied either to present activities in the police de-
partment or to some new activities that might be
generated. The first area is in the academy. Al-
though only part of the time at the academy is
spent in classroom training, it is possible that some
material might be presented via a CAI mode. Many
recruits, because of their background and previous
training, have difficulty in the classroom. Thus, in
addition to regular class usage of CAI, those stu-
dents who need extra help could be drilled or tu-
tored via CAI. The possible advantage to the CAI
approach is that students could use the facilities
whenever it was convenient for them. Since the
training period at the academy is very short, the
computer via several CAI courses could, in addi-
tion, assist in the evaluation of the recruits.

The second area of interest, one which probably
offers a greLder variety of applications, is the in-
service training program. It is necessary from time
to time, as in other occupations, for police person-
nel to review various subjects and/or procedures.
In addition, as new laws come into existence, new
procedures are instituted and new information is
constantly being generated. For this application
it would be necessary to have a terminal in each
of the 80 precincts connected to some central com-
puter. Personnel would use the terminal at their
convenience, signing in to any program that was
not being used at that time. By suitable program-
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ing, several terminals could use the same program
at the same time. In addition to reviewing, up-
dating, and procedure practice, personnei could
prepare for promotion examinations via suitable
CAI programs.

One possibility that could make CAI a feasible
experiment in the police department would be a
project structured for outside funding, possibly in
cooperation with the John Jay College of Criminal
Justice and Brooklyn College. On the other hand,
a Dartmouth-type time.sharing system with typed
output only may be feasible at the academy and
at selected precincts. This system would be the
most inexpensive because terminals can be rented
on a monthly basis and computer time is paid as
service is used. Thus, experiments could be per-
formed with as many terminals as was seen to be
practical and useful.

At present course material necessary for a police
CAI system is not available. While it is true that
some available material might be arlapted for po-
lice usage, as a general rule the required ptograms
would have to be generated. The level or sophis-
tication of programing ability for generating this
material will depend on the kind of system used.
Discussions with the programing group in the de-
partment indicate that they neither have the man-
power nor; the time to devote to developing CAI
material. It would thus be necessary to hire out-
side consultants to prepare the CAI programs.
These consultants, together with academy instruc-
tors and police administrators, would comprise a
team capable of producing good CAI material.

Film Loops

The third new instructional method investigated
by members of the research staff of this project is
film loops. Again, as in the case of programed in-
struction and Computer-assisted instruction, the
film loop technique lends itself to specific "know-
how" types of knowledge. In law enforcement
training, a number of topics would lend themselves
to film loop methods. The preparation of film
loop-, should, like programed instruction, be an in-
house operation, with members of the academy in-
structional staff preparing the film loop material
for camera and film processing.

The academy now has a 16-millimeter film li-
brary, with projection and production equipment



which is superior in quantity and quality to most
echicational institutions. However, 8-millimeter
film in the form of a cartridge finn loop has dis.
tinct advantages over the 16-millimeter motion pic-
ture film as an instructional medium. Until re-
cently 8-millimeter film has been thought of as an
amateur's medium and 16-millimeter has been the
standard in education and training for over 30
years. Technical indecision, centering particularly
on the kind of soundtrack to use on 8-millimeter
film, has deterred the more rapid development of
this miniature gauge of film. Beginning in the fall
of 1969, new projectors and other elements of a full
8-millimeter system will make pcssible a truly
viable growth of this medium in police training
at all levels. The 8-millimeter film loop uses or-
dinary 8 millimeter color movie film with the end
connected to the beginning to form an endless loop
of about 4 minutes running time .This loop is
placed inside a plastic cartridge and the cartridge
may be iosertecl into a slot in a projector which
automatically turns on the machine, providing a
TV.type 14-inch picture on a built-in screen. Some
film loops have already been made experimentally
in the police academy. The academy has the
equipment and know-how necessary for production.
Only the film duplication and placing in cartridges
needs to be done commercially.

An examination of the broad characteristics of
motion pictures is required to properly understand
the nature and special characteristics of 8-milli-
meter film loops. Films can compress or expand
time or space, eliminate unnecessary details and
focus the viewer's attention on significant details.
Actions and ongoing processes involving motion
are best observed through films. The viewer is at-
tracted to moving images. Appropriate editing of
films can dramatize reality and eliminate distract-
ing elements. From t h e teaching point of view, a
film can present a model performance superior to
that of many classroom instructors. Films can ef-
ficiently present problem situations which the in-
structor can integrate with other materials to guide
the reaction of the viewers into useful channels
of discussion.

The rapid growth of 8-millimeter film loops as
instructional materials is due to the greater ease
and accessibility and lower cost of the loops as com-
pared with standard 16-millimeter motion pictures.
Compared to 16 millimeter, the. 8-millimeter film
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is one-fourth the site and mass of 16-millimeter
film and moves at one-half the speed through the
projector. These physical characteristics make it
possible to put 8-millimeter film in simple, inex-
pensive cartridges, to increase the life of prints,
and to reduce processing and printing costs. A
production group to develop film loops requires
a subject expert to determine .the need and techni-
cal accuracy of film coi au, a producer to coor-
dinate the operation, a writer to prepare the shoot.
ing script, a director to direct the film according
to the script, a cinematographer to photograph the
material, an editor to cut the photographed ma-
terial into a usab1e film, and a soundman to record
sound. It is clear that the level at which the pro-
duttion group functions will determine the neces-
sary sophistication of the staff.

It is recommended that as many of these func-
tions as possible be performed by qualified acad-
emy staff and as few as possible be performed under
contract with outside commercial organizations.
The reason for this recommendation is not pri-
marily to reduce cost but to emphasize the impoi-
tance of producing a viable product which meets
the needs of the department in the most effective
manner. Experience suggests that the products pro-
duced by outside agencies under contract frequent-
ly do not prove completely successful when used
in a police training program..

While he was a member of the academy staff,
the consultant to this project in the area of film
loops produced experimental 8-millimeter film
loops. He has suggested the following guidelines
and costs as reasonable in connection with the pro-
duction of loops:

Each film loop will be abou 'A minutes in
length. (It is not good policy to put the maximum
of 4 minutes in a cartridge. Experience shows a
sharp rise in malfunction between 3 and 4 minutes.)

Photographing will be done in Eastman Kodak
7255 Ektrachrome (16 millimeter).

No special or optical effects will be used.
The academy will deliver to the lab the edited

original film material "single strand" (or in one
continuous strip) .

A shooting ratio of 4 to I (400 feet of exposed
film to obtain 90-100 feet of edited film) .

44 feet Ektrachrorne, standard 16 mm $32
Processing at $0.05 a foot 20
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After editing there will be 90-100 feet of film

(16 millimeter).
Direct printing from the 16 !mu original to 8 m. loaded
into cartridge, quantity 1 dozen, each 56 50

Or
Printing 16 nun. internegative from the Ili min.

original . $20.00- 25.00
Answer print, 8 mm. in cartridge 6.50- 7.00
Release prints, 8 tom. in cartridge:

Quantity, dozen .. 5,00- 7.00
Quantity, 100 each 0- 4.00

Therefore, i t can be expected that processing and
printing costs will run from about $11 per car-
tridged print (for 1 dozen qu ntity) to about
$4.50-45 per print 1/4)r 100 quantity). These are
minimum costs and represent a compromise with
the best quality in release prints. In order to ob-
tain the best quality in release prints (which would
be desirable for public sale) , it is recommended
that a "work print" be made from the original
film. Editing decisions can be made on the work
print and then the original can be clat to match.
This procedure, which is usual in commercial film
production, will increase the costs of the film by
the extra cost of a work print and the extra edit-
ing time as follows: one light color work print at
$0.083 per foot (400 feet), $33.20.

It is recommended .that, until academy person-
nel acquire the required skills, a professional edit-
ing service be used. Processing laboratories pro-
vide such services for $15$20 per hour. A free-
lance editor might be hired at a lower rate and
this alternative would be advised if substantial
amounts of work were to be done. The careful
scheduling of production, so that the amounts of
work e.elivered to the laboratories are within the
limits for bulk processing costs, will reduce the
final film processing-and printing co9ts.

Estimates have been received from various pro-
ducers for the production of special-purpose-built
projection equipment for use with the 8-millimeter
cartridge film loops. The estimates range from
$250 to $300 per unit. The final cost will vary
depending upon ,the exact specifications requested.
The cost of the regular rearview technicolor pro-
jectors Nos. 600 or 610 will be somewhat less. The
exact cost will be determined by the usual con-
tract bidding procedure.

In order to structure a valid experimental pro-
gram in the use- of film loops it is recommended
that this program be based in the educational ma-
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terials development unit at the academy. Since one
of the most promising uses of film loopsa conse-
quence of their technical characteristicsis the pos-
sibility of placing loops and viewing equipment at
several loc;, dons, the experiment should be con-
ducted in a number of precincts. Ultimately a
film loop library might be made available in the
sitting room at each precinct so that members of
the force could, at their own initiative, place a
film loop in the projector and view the material.
This would, in effect, be a brief "refresher" in the
topic of the film loop.

Two groups of five precincts representative of
the entire department should be selected for a total
of 10 test areas. Film loop projectors would be in-
stalled in each of the 10 precincts and a spare in
the academy for quick maintenance and for acad-
emy use in preparing materials. A film loop li-
brary would be set up in each test precinct and
at the academy consisting of a quantity of car-
tridged film loops on a variety of subjects. A list
of titles would be posted in the sitting room. The
loops could be issued by the desk officer on request
or be specifically assigned to individual patrolmen.
Records would be maintained in a book for that
purpose by the unit training sergeant (or by the
desk officer in his absence), who would also ad-
minister pre-tests and post-tests to evaluate the
study variableslearning, motivation, and interest.

Films would be available at all hours, before,
after, and during a tour of duty for those who
would avail themselves of them. Some of the loops
might be accompanied by printed training memos
to provide a "package" approach. For economy
during the experimental period, film loops could
be rotated from precinct to precinct rather than
provide all precincts with duplicate copies.

Subjects suitable for film cartridges are:

Patrol:
Techniques of foot patrol.
Techniques of radio motor patrol.
Recognition of violations (ordinances,

regulations) .
Recognition of street conditions.
Use and care of equipment and uniforms.
Techniques of observation.
Accident sceneinvestigation and protection

of.
Crime scene -investigation and protection of.
Stop and frisktechniques.
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Arrestprocedures and techniques .
Searching and handling of prisoners.
Handling of evidencepreservation and

marking.
Reponse tactics.
Stopsautomobile and p _-ons.
Use of handcuffs.
Use of the baton.
Use of the daystick.
RMP inspection.
Report writing.

Traffic:
Principles of control.
Gestures.
Inspection of vehicles and trucks.

Criminal investigation:
MO of burglaries.
MO of gamblers, bookmakers, etc.
Recognition of policy slips, bookmakers' slips.
Recognition of narcotics, drugs, marihuana.
MO of auto theft, burglaries from.
Recognition of contraband materials.
Fingerprinting.
Moulage.
Crime scene sketching.
Recognition of evidence.

Crowd control:
Tactical formations and maneuvers.
Use of weapons.
Use of batons, helmets, shields.
Gas:

Types and uses.
Situations requiringoutdoors and nse.
Situations requiringindoors and use.
Firing gas gun.
Grenadesuse.
Smoke grenadesuse.
Containers and precautions.
Use of masks.

Small unit tactics.
Search of buildings.
Sniper attacks.

Firearms and weapons:
Care, cleaning, and maintenance of firearms.
Proper wearing and adjustment of holster and

cartridge belt.
Combat loading.
Combat firing positions.

Firing techniques.
Handling automatic pistols.
Handling dangerous weapons.

Fire bombs:
Types and descriptions.
Handling.
Defense against.
Extinguisl,:ng.
Person on fire.

Firearms safetypersonal weapons.
Presenting revolver for inspections.

Physical skills:
Sell-defense tactics.
Swimming and rescue.
General healthexercises.
Come-along holds.

General:
First aid techniques.
Two-way radio operation.
Equipmentused by special units (e.g., emer-

gency service squads ) a-.d available for
special situations.

Problem solvingopen end.

5.5 Criminaliglies Training
In phase II of the new recruit curriculum, course

unit C is a unit on criminalistics, crime scene opera-
tions, and practical criminalistics. This unit of 18
hours has been introduced because of the need to
expose all members of the department to some
basic knowledge of criminalistics and the require-
ments for the preservation of evidence at a crime
scene. Thirty years ago recruits were required to
study criminalistics, and one of the four required
texts in the then academy course was devoted al-
most entirely to scientific methods in crime
detection. During the years since that time the
amount of attention given to criminalistics has
varied in accordance with the personal interest in
the subject on the part of administrators and in-
structors. Because of developments within the
department making necessary a greater amount of
knowledge in this area on the part of all police-
men, a consultant was retained to examine appro-
priate materials in the criminalistics area for
introduction into the new recruit curriculum.

Looking back over the history of this subject at
the academy, the consultant commented "in the
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fluctuating process of criminalistics training one
factor has been constant: The subject has always
been treated as a mystique to be employed only
through the agency of its own ordained priesthood,
the 1:.,!ioratory technician." Many officers studying
for the Department of Personnel promotion ex-
aminations to superior officer rank have obtained
a substantial knowledge of the theory of criminal-
istics. The reason for this is quite simple. Ques-
tions on the subjc-a appear on promotional
examinations. Unfortunately, the emphasis has
been on theoretical crirninalistics, whereas the need
is for the type of applied criminalistics required in
the field. In 1969, two procedural changes were
introduced within the New York City Police De-
partment. One, the equipping and training of
precinct detective squads to do fingerprint process-
ing and photographing; the second, the institution
of an experimental project in six precincts where
"run-of-the-mill" burglaries are investigated by
members of the patrol force. Progress reports
indicate the advisability of extending both these
practices. In terms of training this means that, in
the near future, members of the force, both patrol-
men and detectives, are to be involved in crime
scene activity and the handling and development
of physical evidence. The logical place for the
needed basic training in criminalistics and the
techniques concerned lies within the recruit cur-
riculum. Whatever additional specialization may
be indicated for certain assignments it seems plain
that every graduate of the academy should have a
knowledge of practical criminalistics. This ar-
rangement ultimately would equip all members of
the force to perform preliminary crime scene in-
vestigations and the simpler procedures for ex-
ploitation of physical evidence. In this connection
it is most significant that a very high percentage
of fruitful evidence is developed from the simpler
procedures involving fingerprints, footprints, tool-
marks, and the location of traces left by the
perpetrator of a crime.

Behind the procedural changes which introduce
heretofore uninvolved personnel to the area of
criminalistics are two major factors. The first is
the greatly increasing premium on nonsubjective
evidence, brought about by changed legal require-
ments. The second is the increase in crime, or
more particularly as it applies here, the volume of
crime_
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In the new recruit curriculum the criminalistics
unit comes in phase II, which is the professionaliza-
tion phase. It is in this phase that the recruit
receives his first exposure to field duty. The
criminalistics unit needs to be realist tnd rele-
vant. It is proposed that the recruits, Toups of
20, should be given three consecutive days (18
hours) training organized as follows:

Lecture, slide, and exhibit survey
Lecture, slide, thmonstrations
Demonstration practice and critique covering print

development, toolinarks, footprints, preliminary blood
tests, ultraviolet examinations, and others

Simulated crime scene search, evidence development
tests, ultraviole,' examinations, and others

Hours
4
3

5

Students should keep some notes, but on a very
limited basis to avoid preoccupation. Handouts
covering key area;; should be distributed, with some
excellent material available from Police Academy
training bulletins, and the FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin.

During the 18-hour training program, straight
lecturing should be kept to a minimum. It will be
necessary to survey the basics through lectures,
supplemented by blackboard illustration. Beyond
that point the keynote should be demonstration
and student practice. This is in keeping with the
thrust of the course towards action rather than
theory. The modei to be followed is a science
laboratory course format where individual students
or groups of two cei: three copy the procedures
exemplified by the instructor, and are checked and
corrected by a roving laboratory assistant. This
routine would apply to the simple testing and
developing techniques as well as to the lifting,
packaging, and marking of physical evidence.

Crime scene search and recording procedures
should be demonstrated and practiced with some
of the class participating and the others playing an
observer role. At all stages of these activities ques-
tions and suggestions should be encouraged and
generated. As a final exercise, simulated crime
scene situations should be set up by the staff.
Solutions to problems at the scene should be sought
by one group of students whose efforts would then
be critiqued by the others. An outdoor crime
scene at the outdoor range facilities would be most
useful for this final exercise. Serious consideration
should be given to the feasibility of holding the
course entirely ai the outdoor range facility.
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There, a rough laboratory setting might be more
easily arranged than at the academy building, and
the cleanup and storage problems might be more
easily handled. The advantages of outdoor area
crime scene practice would introduce valuable
training in plaster-cast work, soil sampling, plant
sampling, and other procedures which could be
limited by an exclusively indoor setting. The
survey of practical criminalistics will cover the
following elements:

Problem of identity
Class
Individual

Tool impressions
Pressure
Friction

Prints
Rules of dactyloscopy
Basic classification patterns
Latent prints:

Development
Dusting
AgNO3
Iodine
Ninhydrin

Poroscopy

Body materials
Blood Test:

Preliminary
Chemical (confirmatory

serological)
Semen tests
Secretors:

Semen) Tears
Saliva) Sweat

Bile
Milk

Ultraviolet and infrared
Firearms evidence
CaliberLand to land
Identifying weapon:

Bullet
Cartridge case
Muzzle distance

Hair
Cuticle
Cortex
Medulla
Medullary Index

Instrumental analysis
vs. (wet chemistry)
Spectrophotometer
Spectrograph
Gas Chromatograph
X-ray diffraction

spectrometer
Neutron activation analysis
Electron microscope

Trace examinations
Soil
Metal
Glass:

Refractive index
Density (gradient)

5.6 Departmentwide Staff Responsibility for
Education and Training

One of the fundamental recommendations of
this project is that a new position be created in the
department, designated "Director of Education and
Training." An intensive study of the history of
the educational effort within the department sug-
gests that a weakness has been the absence of direct
responsibility for education at all levels. Some
students of police organization have suggested a
civilian head for a police academy and a few
departments have appointed civilian directors.
The advantages of the civilian head are claimed to
be a broader perspective, more professional outlook
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and generally a liberal point of view toward the
requirements of education and training. It is the
consensus of the research staff of this project,
however, that the nature of the police service and
particularly the requirements in recruit training
call for the continuation of a police commander as
head of the academy. The need to maintain a
command posture in the police service is difficult
to question. Working with recruits and members
of the force in general, the maintenance of disci-
pline and the establishment of the habits of re-
sponse to command are necessary. Within the
hierarchy of a police department the command
structure is one which is natural, well understood
and accepted. There is, however, no inconsistency
between a member of the force commanding the
academy and the maintenance of standards of ex-
cellence. It is recommended that the commanding
officer of the Police Academy continue to be a
uniformed officer. However, with the increased
responsibilities and in particular with the in-
creased number of staff reporting to or assigned to
him through the implementation of the escort
training concept and the unit training revisions, it
is recommended that the rank of COPA be higher
than Deputy Inspector, which is the current rank.

Having assured the commaud relationship, there
does remain a real concern with departmentwide
educational responsibilities. It is recommended,
therefore, that a civilian be appointed director of
education and training. Specifically, this position
should be filled by a distinguished educator with
academic credentials equivalent to those required
for appointment as a full professor in the City
University of New York. Such a civilian, in addi-
tion to his academic credentials, should bring to
this position a sympathetic understanding of the
police role in society and a leadership attitude in
his relationship to both the community and the
department. The director will report directly to
the chief of personnel and sen'e as his advisor on
education matters. The director will be re-
sponsible for all matters affecting the development
and maintenance of educational standards through-
out the department, curriculum development,
teaching methods, recruitment and supervision of
the civilian instructional staff and civilian staff of
the support services at the academy. In net, there-
fore, the director will have overall responsibility
for educational work at all levels in the depart-
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ment: He will be 'be representative of the chief
of personnel in a nacts with educational insti-
tutions such as those involved in the implement-
ing of the remedial education programs recom-
mended in this report, and will coordinate all
programs conducted in cooperation with other
agencies, such as the John Jay College and depart-
ment of personnel: It is anticipated that the
personal qualities of the director and his profes-
sional reputation will be a key factor in attracting

^

civilian instructors of outstanding qualifications to
the academy. In accomplishing his mission, the
director will work on a basis of mutual respect
with COPA and other unit commanders in the
department, subject to broad policy guidelines laid
down by the police commissioner and implemented
by the chief inspector and the chief of personnel:
The organizational chart shows the recommended
relationship between the chief of personnel, the
director of education and training, and COPA.
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Chapter 6. Critical Aspects of the Total Education Experience
for the Recruits

6.1 Education of the Recruit To Respond to
Modern Crises

The staff of this research project has accepted
the premise that the 'training process for recruits
must become much more than a training process
it must become a total educational experience. To
this end, the new recruit curriculum has been
structured as a series of varied educational situa-
tions through which the recruit is effectively pre-
pared for the type of crises in which he will be
involved as a law enforcement officer. The term
crisis should not be taken in a narrow sense of
major riot-type situations, but more as a descrip-
tion of the variety of continuing small crises
encountered on the street. Some of these may
escalate but most will not. Whether they escalate
or not will depend, in part, upon the kind of edu-
cation and training the recruit and his more
experienoed fellow officers have received. The
Kerner Commission, after reviewing the recent
experiences in America with largeseale disorders,
called attention to the basic causes which were
seen to have both historical and contemporary
dimensions. In the discussion by the Commission
of "what can be done" attention was focused on
the police in the community. The Commission
eloquently described the problems faced by the
policeman in the modern urban community when
it said:

His role is already one of the most difficult in our society.
He must deal directly with a range of problems and people
that test his patience, ingenuity, character and courage in
ways that few of us are ever tested. Without positive leader-
ship, goals, operational guidance and public support the
individual policeman can only feel victimized.

The Commission recommended police-training
guidelines in a number of areas, such as handling
of domestic disputes, when to arrest, the use of
"stop and frisk" techniques, safeguarding of con-,
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stitutional rights, and justifiable use of force. The
Commission also insisted that training must in-
clude all levels of personnel within the police
agency, especially commanders, and that training
should be a continuing process. In this regard the
Kerner Commission reinforced the training recom-
mendations made by the President's Commission a
year earlier where similar emphasis was placed
upon the need to prepare recruits to exercise dis-
cretion properly and to understand the community
and the role of the police. Particular emphasis
was placed on the use of teaching techniques such
as problem-solving seminars. The new curriculum
for recruits, presented in section 5.1 of chapter 5,
provides implementation of these recommendations.

The police training system, faced with the neces-
sity to prepare recruits to cope with the unique
complexities outlined above, finds itself working
with an in-put of young men and women who are
themselves creatures of the urban crisis. Just as
colleges have been forced to adopt new concepts of
admissions and new educational policies in order
to continue to perform their appropriate role in
urban society, so the police training system should
respond in an analogous manner. The sensitivities
and insensitivities of minority and majority groups
are carried into the recruit school by the recruits.
To weld a recruit group into a body capable and
willing to respond to command is no longer attain-
able through a program of close order drill and
physical training. The rea-uit school of the New
York City Police Department has long been dis-
tinguished for the excellence of its technical curricu-
lum. This project has sought to add an excellence
in the total educational process. To do this requires
an interacting system of curriculum, instructional
staff, support services and continuing commitment
by the department itself to the goals of the educa-
tional process.
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6.2 Significance of the Five Phases of the New
Curriculum

The new curriculum, as outlined in section 5.1
of chapter 5, provides for five phases during the 18
weeks of the course. Some comrnerus on the sig-
nificance of the phases as distinguished from the
operational aspects considered in the previous
chapter are in order. Again, the importance of the
conceptual framework of the curriculum must be
emphasized. The curriculum is a whole; it is inter
related, and interacts with other aspects of the
recommendations of this project. The new cur-
riculum is an instrument designed to provide the
total educational experience which the recruit now
requires. It is an instrument which, like many
educational instruments, depends in the first in-
stance upon the competence and dedication of the
teaching staff for its success. It is for this reason
that the previous chapter stressed the importance
of further dignifying, and, in a practical sense, mak-
ing the assignment to the instructional function of
members of the department more attractive. This
is also the reason why the police-civilian staff mix
has been so strongly recommended. This recom-
mendation is not merely because of specialized
competence possessed by civilians, but because
interaction is necessary. The implementation of
this interaction, as outlined in section 5.5 of the
previous chapter, will be facilitated by specific re-
sponsibilities assigned to the director of education
and training.

It should be noted that in phase I, consisting of
4 weeks, the recruit will continue to wear civilian
clothing and will not be issued firearms. This
procedure will assist in identifying phase I as an
educational orientation and preparation phase in
which the transition from civilian to law enforce-
ment officer will begin. At the present time, there
is no transition; there is little preparation; the
young man or woman is issued a uniform and
firearm almost immediately after appointment.
This is not a very perceptive procedure. In phase
I the educational level of the recruit wilI be de-
termined through appropriate tests. It is explicit
in the recommendations of this project that some-
thing will be "done about- the results of such
tests. They are not merely for statistical purposes.
If the tests reveal remedial needs are in order, then
the support services at the Police Academy will take
a hand. On the one side, it makes good sense to
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-save" for the police serv ce as many recruits as
possible by bringiog them up to minimum stand-
ards through remedial work, if need be. On the
other hand, it makes equally good sense to separate
from the police services those recruits who cannot
-make it," even with reasonable remedial support.

While still working within the essentially educa-
tional atmosphere of phase I, the recruit will oe
introduced to knowledge which will assist in devel-
oping individual and interpersonal human skills.
These areas of knowledge are three: moral prin-
ciples, urban environment, and the behavioral and
social sciences. The discussion of moral principles
governing human behavior will orient the recruit
to the basic ethical underpinning of organized
society.

The urban environment unit will focus upon the
historical, social, and political aspects of democracy
as exemplified in the development of New York
City. This unit will provide the opportunity to
lay the essential foundation for respect for all
people and to make vital for the recruit the his-
torical perspective necessary for an understanding
of contemporary urban problems. Such a founda-
tion will provide a base for the other aspects of the
curriculum which focus on civil rights.

The behavioral and social sciences unit will show
the recruit that modern scientific thought has rele-
vance to law enforcement. The recruit will be
introduced to criminology and social psychology.
There are two aspects of the behavioral and social
sciences unit which are critical and demand its
introduction early in the recruits' training process.
In the first place, the concept of professionalization
of police, a concept to which much lip service has
been given, calls for the usc of professional knowl-
edge; that is, scientific knowledge The recruit
should see that scientific knowledv has relevance
to law enforcement. Second, a thoroughly practical
consideration is involved. Many recruits will wish
to take advantage of higher educational opportuni-
ties for which certain aspects of the recruit cur-
riculum may be accepted for collegiate credit. For
example, the John Jay College of Criminal Justice
of the City University of New York, continuing a
policy initiated with the affiliation, for educational
purposes, of the police academy with the city col-
lege in 1954, grants up to 10 college credits for
successful completion of the recruit training school
curriculum. The strengthening and professionali-



zation of this curriculum will continue to provide
justification for this educational policy. It is ob-
vious that any deterioration in the quality of the
curriculum will bring into jeopardy the granting of
academic credit. Again, this is an example of the
interaction between components of this project's
recommendations. In section 12.4 of chapter 12 a
set of recommendations is made in respect to man-
datory collegiate educational requirements for
members of the department. The 10 credits earned
by virtue of successful completion of the recruit
training curriculum is an important leg up on the
64 credits required for the associate degree and the
128 for the baccalaureate degree.

In phase I the recruit is introduced to two basic
law units; one concerned with the entire criminal
justice process and the other with aspects of the
New York penal law. These are essentially orien-
tation units. The last academic unit is an orienta-
tion to the New York City Police Department in
terms of its functions and structure. The last unit
in phase I is physical conditioning. The need for
this, in light of the current policies governing the
physical standards qualifying an individual for
appointment to the department, is considered in
section 10.1 of chapter 10. For an increasing
number of recruits it would appear that, along
with their fellow Americans, their muscles are
underdeveloped and their weight is overdeveloped.
Hence, the first course unit in physical training is
essentially calisthenics, boxing, and first aid. In net,
therefore, during 150 hours of phase I, the recruit is
prepared to begin his work as a professional.

In phase II the bulk of the traditional compo-
nents of a curriculum are introduced. Hence,
phase II is called professionalization. It lasts 8
weeks or 320 hours. During this phase the recruit
is uniformed and is issued firearms after successful
completion of firearms training in the fourth, fifth,
or sixth week of the training cycle. He is also
introduced to the basic police techniques and is
sent into the field for 40 hours to perform basic
patrol under supervision of the group leaders and
escort training officers. The operational aspects
of the innovative concept of escort training have
been discussed in section 5.3 of chapter 5. Phase
II introduces a unit in criminalistics focusing
upon crime scene operations and the responsibility
of the patrolman in the safeguarding of evidence.
A 70-hour unit in law is included with moot court

and legal seminars. The orientation to the be-
havioral and social sciences in phase II is at the
applied level, consisting of applied criminology
and applied social psychology. These units are
built upon the principles developed in phase I.
Ethical relationships and intergroup tensions will
be examined as aspects of applied social psychology.
In phase 11 the characteristics of the physical edu-
cation unit changes; it is now physical training and
police techniques. An intensive block of 72 hours
is devoted to calisthenics, infantry drill, unarmed
defense, search and frisk, baton drill, and riot con-
trol. This physical training prepares the recruit
to function in the field. Throughout phase II the
emphasis is upon intensive professionalization with,
however, continuing emphasis upon the scientific
base and with continued utilization of police-
civilian instructional mix.

Phase III is 2 weeks, 80 hours, of field experi-
ence; the rc,ruit will perform the duties of a pro-
bationary patrolman in patrol. precincts, and also
in specialized units. It should be noted that this
field experience is subsequent to the earlier 1 week
in the field. Thus, the 2 weeks' experience would
normally come during the 12th to 14th weeks of
the curriculum. The uniquely difficult problem
of carrying out a meaningful field experience unit
is solved by employing an escort training technique.
Again, interaction is the key word. Not only does
the recruit work together with a selected escort
officer, thereby assuring his exposure to the "best
of the force," but in turn a cadre of training patrol-
men is developed. It is anticipated that such a
cadre will provide a much-needed reservoir of new
personnel for the more advanced training assign-
ments within the department.

An unusual feature of the new recruit curriculum
is the concept embodied in phase IV, a phase con-
sisting of 3 weeks, 120 hours. The staff of the
research project has been deeply impressed by the
need to bring the recruits back into the Police
Academy after the 3 weeks in toe field (the I week
in basic patrol and the 2 weeks in phase III) . If
the recruit curriculum is to be a total educational
experience, then the experiences of the recruits in
the field must be evaluated. The street is the
great learning laboratory, but unless the recruit
comes back from the laboratory he can learn the
wrong things. It is a regrettable fact that the re-
cruit under present policies often is deeply influ-



enced by the attitudes of the poorest representatives
of the department. Testimony suggests that re-
cruits frequently are urged in the field to -unlearn"
what the academy has taught them. This does not
suggest so much that they ha:,3 learned the wrong
things but rather that some field practices and
attitudes are wrong. It is the desire of the research
staff to assure the recruits a period of retraining,
reevaluation, and thoughtful review of their ex-
periences in the field.

The educational issues here are twofoldon the
one hand, to guarantee feedback to the teaching
staff of the academy so as to "force" them to con-
firm their teachings and justify them and, on the
other hand, to allow the recruit tb wink and talk
about his personal reaction to the job to which he
has committed the next 20 years or more of his
life. Therefore, phase IV includes an ethics unit,
a civil rights unit, a set of dramatizations, a free
discussion seminar and, at the more earthy level,
a review of combat firing and unarmed defense
techniques. The relevance of dramatization tech-
niques as an educational device is considered in
detail in section 7.3 of chapter 7. The department
has experimented with dramatizations and they
have proven themselves. The free discussion
seminar is an innovative concept. This unit of 6
hours will be conducted by the recruits themselves
for themselves and involves a self-critique of the
training and field experiences. In the desire to
provide the maximum of interaction the recom-
mended new curriculum includes this seminar as
a device to remain sensitive to recruit reactions.
Phase V at the very end, (1 week, 40 hours) , will
involve orientation to permanent command. Here
the group leaders, in cooperation with escort offi-
cers assigned to lie precinct where the recruit will
assume his normal assignment, will ease the final
maturing process for the recruit. (Evidence sug-
gests that the majority of probationary policemen
will serve for many years at the precinct of initial
assignment.)

6.3 Remedial and Accelerated Learning
Procemes for the Recruit

Traditionally, policy in the Police Academy has
been to dismiss from the department those proba-
tionary policemen whose academic averages in the
recruit training program fall below the currently
established minimcm average. Th;3 average has
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varied from time to time. In the iml-flementation
of this policy, some recruits with a marginal per-
formance record have been required to repeat parts
of the curriculum and, therefore, to remain in the
academy for a longer period before being gradu-
ated. Most recently, however, no recruits have
been dropped for academic weakness. This does
not necessarily suggest that there has been a quality
improvement In fact, the evidence presented in
chapter 2 suggests that there has been a quality
deterioration. From the educational point of view,
it is undesirable to have a policy which does not
maintain academic standards of ACI ,evement. The
value of competitive accomplishment on the part
of recruits would be lost if it should become evident
that it may be possible to pass through the recruit
curriculum with little effort.

Minimum passing grades in the academic sub-
jects should be established and enforced. These
would be standards similar to those applied in a
commut,ity college, that is, a minimum passing
grade of 70 percent, in the academic tests, all of
which would require acceptable levels of communi-
cation skills. For flexibility, a brief period of
special tutoring might be given to recruits who fail
to attain the minimum academic grade (providing
they are acceptable in all other respects) after
which they would be retested. In the firearms and
physical training components of the curriculum
appropriate standards would be enforced. It is
w,71 to bear in mind that the effective recruitment
am professional development of an instructional
staff with a police-civilian mix will require the
maintenance of standards of academic achievement.
It will not be possible to attract the kind of civilian
teaching staff which the proposed new educational
system for the department requires unless standards
are maintained. A perfunctory procedure whereby
recruits ix:e; through course units without an
achievement challenge will not attract good teach-
ers. At the same time, this report has recom-
mended a support service at the police academy to
provide remedial education resources. Section 11.2
of chapter 11 outlines the remedial education
services and indicates that the direction of this
resource is to be one of the responsibilities of the
director of education and training. It is felt, on
the basis of a somewhat analogous experience in
the City University of New York with the SEEK
program and the college discovery program, that



lost all recruits should respond effectively to
aedial education. Of course, limits must be

placed on the amount of such remedkd education
and the degre-T to which graduation from the
academy may be delayed because of remedial needs.
In general, it is anticipated that the remedial edu-
cation can he prov:cled during hours beyond those .
of the recruit Curriculum, for example, in late
afternoon, early evening, or on Saturdays.

In the evaluation of new methods of teae.hing
discussed in section 5.4 of chapter 5, one of the
major considermions was the relevance of such new
teaching methods in the structuring of an accel-
erated learning process. At the same time that
provision mu,,t_ be macie for those reek nits requir-
ing remedial education there should be provision
for those capable of moving more rapidly through
selected topics in the curriculum. Such an acceh
crated learning process can be implemented
through the new programed instructional methods
(PI), film loops, and the use of compute: assisted
instructional methods (CAI). As suggesc,..0 in
chapter 5, PI and CAI are methods which iend
themselves to teaching situations calling for specific
faccual knowledge and a how-to-do type of under-
standing. There are many aspects of recruit in-
struction which require the imparting of this type
of knowledge, and film loops, PI, and CAI tech-
niques are appropriate. For example, depart-
mental organization, procedures, certain aspects of
the law, certain accepted field practices and the
like, are sufficiently clear cut to lend themselves to
fixed formats. It is one of the major recommenda-
tions of this report that funding be obtained from
governmental agencies and/or private foundati ns
to develop training materials of these three types.
Clearly, this would be a major effort to be under-
taken experimentally in limited areas and to be
introduced progressively throughout the curricu-
lum as the experiment justifies itself. The super-
vision and development of such materials would
be a major function of the educational materials
development unit at the academy. This proposed
new unit is discussed in section 11.3 of chapter 11.

In net, therefore, it will be some time, even
under favorable conditions, before an accelerated
learning process can be really effective since the
assumption is made that acceleration will be ac-
complished primarily through the availability to
the recruit of PI, CAI, and film loop materials. It
is recommended, however, that a commitment be

made to seek resources for the development of these
materials. Obviously, the availability of such ma-
terials will require rooms at the Poliee Academy to
be set at e for the use of CAI equipment and film
loops. In the case of PI, these materials can, of
course, be loaned to the students through the
existing Police Academy library. it is premature
to specify what degree of acceleration would be
possible, but scattered evidence, which has been
examined by members of this research staff, would
suggest a saving ot about 10 percent or 72 hours
maximum for the most competent recruits- This
would permit experimental work with a selected
group in terms of field problems, greater depth in
group discussion, and the assignment of special
tasks. It is felt that this kind of potential would
enhance the competithe spirit within the recruit
classes and upgrade the entire educational
atmosphere.

6.4 Humanistic Aspects of the Training
Process

The report of the Task Force on the Police empha-
sized that their calt for major changes in police
leadership, personnel, training, and organization
did not mean the current leadership is not capable,
but rather "that the traditional attitude of the
police leadership toward their own function will
have to be altered." It is in this spirit that this
chapter has examined critical aspects of the total
educational experience for the recruit. One final
aspect of this experience may be designated per-
sonal, This is a far broader concept than the mere
instruction in "human relationships" or "inter-
group relationships." The personal aspect stresses
what the educational experience does for the recruit
as a persnn. Essentially, the difference between
training and education is to be found in the recog-
nition of training as a skill and attitude develop.
ment process needed to make it possible for a
person to perform a task of varying complexity.
In other words, training is task oriented. Many
aspects of what a police officer needs to know
involve the training for tasks concept. On the
other hand, an educated man, as has been said,
"has developed his capacity to judge the worth, the
performance, and the excellence of human action."
It would appear that the future of law enforce-
ment and the kind of leadership required for com-
mand during the years to come necessitate
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exposure of the recruit from the very beginning
to the kind of educational experience on which he
can build and which will make him an "educated
man.- It has long since been recognized that there
is no dichotomy between being an educated man
and a good police officer. The distinguished record
of literally hundreds of members of the department
with educational achievement of the highest quality
demonstrates this point. In section 12.5 of chapter
12 the need to maintain educational momentum is
stressed. The concern in this chapter has been to
emphasize the need to begin correctly so that the
recruit will be pointed down the road that his
career will require for success in the highest com-
mand levels that lie ahead.

One of the consultants to this project has pointed
out that "despite the hue and cry for the structur-
ing of model lessons, police administrators charged
with training would probably be better advised to
turn their efforts to the major need for the more
desirable goal of restructuring the curriculum con-
tent and training technology." As the Task Force
on the Police phrased it.

Training will have to reflect the importance of trying to
deal in an adequate way with the function ef the police
officer in sensitive situations and do so in a way which
stir ports his professional identity. Current training
program.s, for the most part, prepare an officer to perform
police work mechanically, but do not prepare him to under-
stand his community, the police role. or the imperfections of
th criminal justice system. " No person, regardless of
his individual qualifications, is prepared to perform police
work on pative ability alone.

The traditional educational practices at the
academy, and at most police training facilities
throughout the country, require a police officer
assigned to the academy to teach many subjects,
perhaps the entire academic curricuium, to a class
of recruits. This pattern has been discussed in
chapter 4 where it was recognized that frequent
changes in police personnel assigned as instructors
and the pervasive influence of the lesson plan
concept have resulted In an unsatisfactory c..luca-
aortal situation. The personal values implicit in
education are lost. Observation by members of the
research staff of this project has confirmed the
uneven quality of the teaching process which is a
natural consequence of the varying competence of
the instructors in specific topics. It is naive to
assume that the provision of a lesson plan will
meet these inadequacies. In practice, what hap-
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pens is that the instructor will simply lead the
recruits point by point through the lesson plan in
a mechanical fashion. However, in areas where
the inraructor has specific competence or interest
nis lectur es will come alive. The concept that one
police instructor will teach his recruit class all of
the academic subjects is reminiscent of the cue
room schoolhouse. The concept of identifying the
polire instructor as a group leader who will co-
ordinate, icad and instruct in selected areas of the
curriculum will produce a happier instructor and
overcome much of the present reluctance to accept
an insti assignment to the academy.

The existing recruit program, as discussed in
chapter 4, provides the recruit with a huge pile of
mimeographed course materials which is supple-
mented by four required readings in matters deal-
ing essentialiy with race relationships. It is hoped
that with the implementation of the recommended
new educational structure that a substantial por-
tion of the mimeographed materials can be replaced
by traditional textbooks in certain of the academic
subjects and that members of the police eivilian
instroctional staff will prepare additional texts in
their own specialties. Considerable stress should
be placed on this point as a device to enhance the
status of the instructional staff and to provide in-
centives for individual instructors similar to those
experienced in collegiate education.-1 institutions.
Certainly as far as the civilian instructional staff is
concerned, publication will be a requirement in
terms of their retention and promotion. Histori-
cally, police instru-tors assigned to the academy
have not felt encouraged to contribute personal
effort in the area of writing and publication. This
has arisen from two major identifiable causes; one,
a workload substantially heavier than the tradi-
tional academic workload and also a feeling,
whether justified or not, that such scholarly activity
is not encouraged. It is perhaps relevant to point
out that several former members of the academy
instructional staff have, upon retirement, contrib-
uted to the literature in a distinguished fashion.
These talents should not be Lost while the officee
is a member of the department. It is not unreason-
able to hope that the interaction between recruits
and instructors, together with positive encourage-
ment for scholarly research and publication, will
produce a variety of instructional materials for rase
in the recruit curriculum.



Chapter 7. Behavioral ana Social Sciences
in the Education and Training Programs

7.1 The Relationship of "How To Do" to
"Why" Knowledge for a Policeman

The President's Commission recommended that
"all training programs should provide instruction
on subjects that prepare recruits to exercise discre-
tion properly, and to understand the community,
the role of the police, and what t e criminal justice
system can and cannot do." It is generally recog-
nized that police training, particularly at the recruit
level, has been dominated by the teaching of "how
to do" and that the "why" has not been taught as
effectively. Of course, instruction in "how to do"
presents less of a teaching challenge and is handled
more easily by the personnel traditionally assigned
to the instruction process in a police academy. One
of the most difficult problems in .:be development
of a new curriculum for recruit training is a proper
balance between the detailed complex of "how to
do" knowledge required by the police officer and a
depth of understanding on the "why" level needed
for the effective implementation of the first type
of knowledge. As the nature of the police task in
contemporary society has been intensively studied,
the dichotomy between these two types of knowl-
edge has been sharpened. The new curriculum for
recruits presented in chapter 5 is designed to bal-
ance appropriate attention to techniques, regula-
tions, and procedures with an undersu,nding of
the role of law enforcement, intergroup relations
and human behavior such as will be encountered
by the police officer on the street.

The Task Force on the Police of the President's
Commission has identified the wide range of activi-
ties carried out by the police in modern society.
Consistent with the Task Force findings, chapter 3
of this present report has documented the fact
that an overwhelming proportion of all the "work"
performed by the police officer does not relate to
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crimes, but rather to "services." The increasing
recognition of this fact by police administrators
has meant that modern curriculum design, es-

pecially in the recruit school, requires substantial
units in the behavioral and social sciences. It is in
these area.,. that the President's Commission has rec-
ommended the use of professional educators and
civilian experts to teach specialized courses, In ad-
dition the Commission has written: "recognized
teaching techniques, such as problem-solving sem-
inars, should be incorporated into training pro-
grants." Essentially, these recommendations, as
well as the new recruit curriculum proposed by the
staff of this project, make senr.e on two fronts. In
the first place, the police officer needs to know the
-why'. of social structure, behavior patterns, and
community responses. In the second place, exper-
tise for teaching in these areas generally rests with
police instructors, but requires the infuqion of civil-
ian instructors with specialized knowledge and
teaching abilities. Thus, as discussed in section 5.2
of chapter 5, specific recommendations have been
made for the introduction of behavioral and social
science specialists into the teaching staff of the
Police Academy.

None of the efforts discussed above can be any-
thing but a firs', attempt to assist the new police
officer in structuring appropriate responses to the
vast complex of situaLions which will face him when
working in the field. The Task Force on the Police
has said:

It is obviously difficult and often impossible for police
officers to respond in an appropriate manner to the numerous
intidents called to their attention. They are under constant
pressure to handle a volume of cases that is beyond
their capacity * *. They lack adequate training with re-
spect to some of the more complex social problems. And
there has been little effort to provide individual officers with
the guidelines which they require if they are expected to
make more effective and judicious decisions in disposing of



the incidents which come to their attention. In the absence
of adequate resources, training, and guidance, the tendency
is for individual police officers to attempt to meet largely by
improvisation the varied demands made upon them,

7.2 Effective Teaching and Learning Respect
for All People

One of the critical aspects of the role of the po-
lice in the contemporary urban society has been de-
scribed as "human relations" or "intergroup rela-
tions." These terms a,-e too restrictive in the sense
that they have been, in most police training cur-
riculums, merely inserted components rather than
a continuing thread in the entire training process.
Thus division IV of the present recruit training
curriculum at the New York City Police Academy
consists of 65 iours of instruction in the general
topic "The Police Role in Human and Race Re-
lations." This unit is made up of 12 components
ranging from psychology of the police, crime and
delinquency ,...auses, the Constitution and due proc-
ess, through police ethics and the history of the
Negro in America and Puerto Rica culture and
customs. Two consultants to the project who re-
viewed the present curriculum in the area of hu-
man and race relations have recognized that it is
essentially aimed at influencing attitudes. There
is a need, therefore, to bring to bear a more or-
ganized approach to the subject so that the Police
Academy role is not limited, circumscribed, and
routine, but rather becomes exploratory and cre-
ative.

As the most visible representative of the syseni
from which minority groups are demanding fair
treatment and equal opportunity, a police agency
requires the achievement aod maintenance of good
police-community relations. In the New York
Police Department outstanding efforts in this di-
rection have long been made and the continuation
and strengthening of these programs is a commit-
ment on the part of the police department. It is
clearly recognized that, in the words of the Task
Force on the Police

Police-community relationships have a direct bearing on
the character of life in our cities and on the community's
ability to maintain stability and to solve its problems. At the
same time, the police department's capacity to deal with
crime depends to a large extent upon its relationship with
the citizenry.

The aspect of these issue._ :iich has been ad-
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dressed in this project is ;he education of the re-
cruit, an e1,..ation which should attempt to en-
gender respect for all people. To successfully in-
still that respect, two goals must be attained: (1)
a sound grounding in behavioral and social sciences
which will provide a historical, psychological, and
sociological understanding of the people of the city
of New York and, (2) the conceptualization of a
direct relationship between this understanding and
the 1,,,,ilations, procedures and policies of :he de-
partment as implemented in the field. The rec-
ommended new curriculum addresses itself to the
first goal in phase I, with a course unit of 20 hours
devoted to the urban environment and a course
uoit of 35 hours providing an introduction to
criminology and social psychology. At the same
time, the recruit will be exposed to a 4-hour unit
on the moral principles governing human behavior.
These educational units, taught by civilian special-
ists and police department chaplains, will assist in
orienting and pteparing the recruit for phase H,
the professionalization phase. In this phase the be-
havioral and social sciences are viewed in their ap-
plied conzext. Thus, 10 hours are devoted to ap-
plied criminology and 10 hours to applied social,
psychological. 'and ethical relationships, and inter:
group tensions. Following the recruit's experience
in the field, where the specific significance of inter-
personal relationships should become clear, he is
given 6 hours in phase IV devoted to the moral
imperative, an ethics unit, as well as a course unit
of 30 houts in human behavior and civil rights,
which is intended as a sociopsychological view of
social forces impacting upon law enforcement in
the New York City community, In addition, and
this is a critical point (the significance of which
is discussed below), the teaching process in this
area involves individualized interaction with field
situations. As one of the consultants has recom-
mended

if a fellow could come back with his hands dirty from an
experience in the field and sit down in a permissive sort of
situation zhis would turn the teaching process around,
so that then you're helping to answer the problems that he
has drummed up rather than providing him with answers
before he even knows what the problems are.

With the projected ethnic mix in New York City
suggested by the statistics included in chapter 1,
the intergroup relations problem takes on both an
interaal and external aspect. That is to say, not
only must the new police officer be exposed to in-
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structional unis which will deepen his understand-
ing of the people with whom he will interact, nut
also the police department itself must facilitate the
entrance of police candidates from the several mi-
nority group in the community. (Of course, the
deparunent cloes not control the selection process
itself which is under the jurisdiction of the depart,-
inept of personnel.) This is a twofold problem,
therefore, because the perception of police attitudes
by members of the minority groups in the com-
munity will affect their willingness to join the po-
lice service. In New York City major and success-
ful efforts have been made to recruit from minority
groups. While, because of legal limitations, no
pre e statistics on ethnicity are available, about
20 percent of tccCfli recruit classes would appear
to be drawn from the black and Puerto Rican com-
munities. Given the statistical trends in New York
City, it may be anticipated that this percentage
could reasonably double within the next 5 years.
The consultant to this project in the area of mi-
nority group attitodes has commented:

The transition from ghetto to police training facility does
not at mice erase the negative impressions of the minority
group member toward the police establishment.

There is a very brief history of black and Puerto
Rican involvement in the law enforcement func-
tion, with only a few "police families" from these
groups. As a consequence, many minority group
members joining the police department tend to
lose their "identity shelter." It is anticipated that
the new curriculum, together with the recommended
supp.rt services at the Police Academy discussed
in chapter 11, will do much to assist the minority
group member in making the transition from ghet-
to experience to the police service.

It is well to beat in mind that difficulties ex-
perienced by some minority group recrt!its do not
arise entirely from educational deficiencies, but
from the more subtle inadequacies of the present
curriculum. The recommendation that during the
4 weeks of phase I of the recruit curriculum the

'For example, of the 7.328 candidates who took the test
for patrolman oa Jan. 18. 1969, it is estimated that almost
19 percent were black and about 6 percent were of 1-11:,panic
background. Fifteen percent of the candidates said they
learned of the examination from a friend or relative in the
police department.
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recruit will continue to wear civilian clothing and
will not be issued ,rearms cannot but be helpful
in bridging the transition period. In fact, thc suc-
cessful achievement of the educational objectives
of phase I will reinforce the recruits in their de.
cision LJ become law enforcement officers. The
traditional emphasis upon uniforming and equip-
ping imposes an unnecessary strain on the recruit
at a particularly difficult period.

Extended research during the work of the Presi-
dent's Commission and the National Advisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Report) has
thrown considerable light upon the attitudes of
thc community toward police. In particular, these
reports have documented the suspicions and sen-
sitivities felt in ghetto areas. While it is not pos-
sible, from the viewpoint of this project, to assess
the relative significance of these attitudes in terms
of creating or contributing to civil disturbance, it
is accepted policy of the police department and
elected public officials, in general, to seek to lessen
tensions by positive programs. An indirect indi-
cation of attitudes in New York City may be ob-
tained from the work of the civilian complaint re-
view board of the police department. The activities
of this board during 1968 showed that the number
of Hispanic and Negro complainants was 795, as
compared with 716 white complainants. Of the
1,549 complaints, 839 concerned the use of unnec-
essary force, 211 abuse of authority, 434 discourtesy,
and 65 ethnic slur. These data suggest that major
emphasis should be given in recruit training to
these areas oi conflict with the civilian community.
The complaints of unnecessary force include such
types of force as beating, hitting, hit with stick,
kick, punch, twist arm, and pointed gun. The
records of the civilian complaint review board in
1968 showed that of the 1,549 complaints received,
845 were found to be unsubstantiated. Nonethe-
less, the bringing of such charges does suggest an
area of interaction witl, the community for which
the new police officer should be prepared. Unfor-
tunately, the mission of police service is one which
cannot be carried out to the satisfaction of all mem .
hers of the community and tl-ere are limits to the
"teaching away" of these problems. The thrust of
the proposed new curriculum for recruits is to con-
tribute to the reduction in the number of incidents
where truly improper police behavior has con-
tributed to community tension.
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7.3 Techniques for Personal Involvement in
Intergroup Relations

2o1ice work is concerned with ;people and if
police training is properly carried out effectiveness
in interpersonal situa tions will be enhanced. inter-
penonal skills cannot be developed through tech-
niques which rely mainly on verbal, didactic, and
traditional classroom methodology. At the recruit
training level the need for innovative teaching
methods is underscored and some of these have
been discussed in section 5.4 of chapter 5. With re-
cruits of somewhat lower IQ now entering the
police Iepartment and with educational experiences
in many cases less than optimum,it becomes doubly
important to develop the emotional maturity of
the recruit.

A number of major experiments in introducing
new techniques in intergroup relationship training
have been conducted throughout the country. For
example, in the Buffalo, N.Y., Police Department,
an experimental police-cornmonity action program
was undcrtaken in the Quaker Project on Com-
munity Conflict. Role playing and critical inci-
dent techniques were utilized to identify and dra-
matize some of the actions and practices which .43-
peared to be provocative in the community. Tra-
ditional lecture methods have been founi: to pro-
duce "more resistant heat than instructive light-
among the police officers required to attend the
lectures. A new approach was tested in which a
number of situations of police-community conflict
were acted out and evaluated. These included do-
mestic complaints, tavern calls, party brawls, pub-
lic vulgarity, car stops, accident investigations, and
encounters with suspicious loiterers. In all cases
these conflict situations were described in a realistic
on-the-street context and role-playing situations
were developed to simulate police responses.

In New York City's 30th precinct, a project for
training police in family crisis intervention has
been conducted and has formed the basi for a
newly instituted departrnentwide training program.
The department has issued a training manual on
family crisis intervention to guide a program which
will introduce this type of training into the recruit
curriculum, into unit training for field officers and
into certain inservice training courses. The 2-year
experimental project conducted in the 30th pre-
cinct resulted in more effective police handling of
family disputes with increased public confidence
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in the police and in increased capacity to resolve
sensitive problems without resorting to arrest. This
program upon which the department is now em-
barking is not intended to produce specialists in
the complex area of family disputes, but rather to
"enhance the effectiveness of the general patrol
officer by providing him with pe 'tive guidelines
which will assist him in the ex le of his dis-
cretion."

In the experiment in the 30th precinct, three
10-minute scripts based on actual occurrences were
prepared by a professional playwright. At the mo-
ment in each script which corresponded with the
calling in of the police in the original life-event,
a pair of officers participating in the training proj-
ect entered on the stage. From this point on there
was no sci ipt, but the actors remained in character
and improvised their responses to the -intervening
officers.- Different pairs of officers interacted with
the Last on an independent basis and at the end
of the practice interventions, all the participants
and the audience participated in a structured dis-
cussion. under the direction of an experienced psy-
chologist. These techniqi -s of professional dra-
matizations will be applied m the new department-
wide training program in family crisis intervention
techniques. While the use of dramatizations, role-
playing and discussion groups was initiated in the
Police Academy as early as 1953, a combination of
circumstances resulted in abandonment of these
techniques. In phase IV of the new recruit curricu-
lum dramatizations will pvide a major portion
of the training evaluation and decisionrnaking
drills included in this part of the curriculum.

Other aspects of the search for anore effective
personal involvement in intergroup relations train-
ing include the use of film materials. For exam-
ple, in the production of "The Man in the Middle"
under the sponsorship of the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice of the City University of New
York and the New York Police Academy, major
attention was given to interaction with the film
and followup through small group discussions.
This film argues that people will respond to the
police in a crisis situation according to the kind
of treatment they have come to expect in noncrisis
circumstances. The police officer protects people;
he aids people in distress; he advises people; he
comforts people; he does his job through people.
In short, polict work means dealing with people

On a more sophisticated level, appropriate for
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inservice training, gaming t?chniques have been
applied in the police field. One example is the
civil disorder gaming component of the Interna-
tional Police Academy curriculum conducted by
the U.S. Department of State for high-ranking for-
eign police officers Gaming techniques, as applied at
the International Police Academy in Washington,
D.C., are an application Qf methods which have
been found effective in military training. All of
these educational techniques involve personal in-
volvement of the participant and problem-solving
situations.2 Beyond the scope of this present proj-
ect are additional techniques of police-community
involvement, such as thc maintenance of storefront
centers manned by specially trained police officers.
One example of this is the police-community rela-
tion centers operated by the Baltimore, Md., Police
Department, which has established four storefront
centers manned by the staff of the community re-
lations division.

The implementation of these new educational
techniques will require budget support for spe-
cialized personnel and resources not now available
on the staff of the Police Academy. In part, some of
these resources will become available as a conse-
quence of the development of a police-civilian in-
structional staff with behavioral and social scien-
tists as a part of the full-time teaching staff of the
Police Academy. In addition, the staff psycholo-
gists in the counseling service as well as the director
of education and training will be able to assist.
However, with the use of dramatizations, it will be
necessary to develop inhouse, or to contract for,

play-acting capabilities. In order to test the pes-
sibilities of dramatization in the police setting, the
staff of ons project arranged to have the play "The
Man Nobody Saw" presented on May 14, 1969, to
a gro p of commanding officers, police academy
instructors, and recruits. This play, based or the
findings of the Kerner Commission, was written for
general audiences, and not specifically for police.
Despite this important limitation and the contro-
versial nature of the subject matter (the charge
of white racism) , the play was found to be a useful
device. Almost without exception, the audience
at the experimental presentation judged the play
to be an effective method for training for all ranks.
Personnel attending the showing of the play were
asked zi respond to a questionnaire. The sum-
mary of responses for the invitect guests and for
recruits is shown in the following two tables.

"THE MAN NOBODY SAW"-INV1TED GUESTS

(67 QUES-HONNAIRES RETURNED), MAY 14, 1969

Questionnaire

L How do you ideAtify yourself? (circle one) : (a) Black,
9; (b) Puerto Rican, 3; (c) White, 53; (d) Other, 2.

2- Indicate your rank or status (check one)
(a) Above the rank of captain 6

(b) Captain, lieutenant, or sergeant 40

(c) Detective. plainclothesman, patrolman, or
policewoman 11

(d) Probationary patrolm.vi or r once trainee
(e) Civilian member of the Police Department
(f) Other (indicate)

0

2

8

Strongly
Agree A

Percent
Agreeing

Strongly Percent
Disagree Disagree Disagreeing

3. In general, the performance held the interest of the audience
and seemed effective in presenting the issues to them 52 15 100 0 0 0

4. The performance showed real people in real situations 22 40 93 5 0 7
5. The message was clear and understandable 28 35 94 2 2 6
6. The play had more impact thai the same material on film 36 24 90 7 0 10
7. More impact than a seminar discus., ln 36 28 96 3 0 4
8. I recommend file play for training;

(a) Superior officers 30 19 73 4 1 7
(b) Experienced patrolmen 30 24 81 3 1 5
(c) Recruits 34 25 88 5 0 7
(d) Noneit was unsuitable 2 3 7 3 4 11

Consult, Ralph J. Butcher, "Civil Disorder Gaming,"
Research Analysis Corp., 1968.
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9, Of the following subjects, circle those which you believe
are particularly suitable for plays or playlets as a training
device:
(a) Arrests/summonses (61 percent)
(1.) Search and frisk (54 percent) ............... .
(c) Aided cases/DOA's (40 percent)
(d) Strikes, demonstrations (5,1 percent)
(e) Fain ily disputes (70 percent)
(f) Landlord-tenant/other di?putes (54 percent)
(g) Arraignment!trial (52 percent)
(h) Other (specify (15 percent); Human relations,

juvenile problems, conflict situation,:

36

27
36

36
85

10

10, Briefly, fiat did you observe of the general emotional
reaction of the audience? 50 (75 percent) madc a comment;
17 (25 pelacnt) lko comment. 44 continents (88 percent)
were favorable. 6 (12 percent) were unfavorable.

11. Please indicate additional observations, comments, and
suggestions on tile reverse side. 50 comments were made; 17,
no comment,

General Observations on fnzitcd Guests Questianneire
I. The recruit monitors reported that an estimated 10-15

guests handed in a blank questionnaire or none. A few said
they would return the questionnaire by snail.

2. Most chance comments overheard by instructors, supe-
riors, and monitors were very favorable. Only one report
cause back of an overheard remark by a superior officer (guest)
which was derogatory.
Estimated attendance (seating capacity, 480) :

Recruits
Others

Total

379
89

468

"THE MAN NOHOW,' SAW"---RECRurrs
(329 QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED); MAY 14, 1969

Questthnnaire
1. How do you identify yourself? (Circle one); (a) Black,

54; (0) Puerto Rican, 21: (e) White, 236; (d) other. 18.
2. Indicate your rank or status (check one) : Proba-

tionary patrolman or police traim,e, 529.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Percent
Agreeing

Strongly Percent
Disagree Disagree Disagreeing

3. In general, the performance held the interest of the audience
and seemed eductive in presenting the issues to them 160 154 96 14 0 4

4. The performance showed real people in real situations 119 l56 87 42 6 13
5. The message was clear and understandable 119 165 86 20 4 7

6. The play had more impact than the same material on film 108 145 76 33 2 10
7. More imp:.z t than a seminar discussion 116 144 79 41 7 12
8. I recommend toe play for t. fining:

(a) Superior officers 66 93 48 20 12 10

(0) Experienced patrolmen . 63 95 48 17 8 8

(c) Recruits 109 112 67 14 6 6
(d) Noneit was unsuitable 12 22 18 19 27 11

9. Of the following subjects, circle those which you believe
are particularly suitable for plays or playlets as a training
device:
(a) Arrests/summonses (27 percent)
(b) Search and frisk (22 percent)
(c) Aided cases/DOA's (26 percent)
(d) Strikes, demonstrations (47 percent) 121
(e) Family disputes (81 percent) 225
(1) Landlord-tenant/other disputes (29 percent) 95
(g) Arraignment/trial (27 percent) 88
(h) Other (specify) (4 percent: Human relations,

narcotic addiction, racial problems, handling
psychos, walking a post, how a patrolman can
be respected again 12

10. Briefly, what did you observe of the general emotional
reaction of the audience? 251 (76 percent) made a comment;
78 (24 percent) made no comment; 212 (84 percent) made
favorable comments; 39 (16 percent) made unfavorable
comnients.

11. Please indicate additional observations, comments and
suggestions on the leverse side. 249 comments were made:
80, no comments.

90
73
70
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Gesserat Observations on Recruits Questionnaire
1. The monitors reported that an estimated 10 percent of

the recruits did not submit their questionnaires (10 com-
paniesapproximately 400 recruitspresent).

2. While most chance comments overheard by instructors,
superiors, and monitors were favorable, a goodly percent
(perhaps 25 percent) made comments like -what

"propaganda," -overdone," "one-sided,- etc.
3 Chief of Personnel Elmer C. Cone indicated that this

technique is becoming increasingly necessary for recruits and
patrolmen; sees less of a need for superiors.

4. Capt. Malvin Boland discussed the exercise with many
of the Police Academy instructional staff. While their corn-
ments were all favorable, they feel that generally recruits
either didn't get the message of this particular play or refused
to accept it. They feel that the recruit response was negative
in about 40 percent of caws.

Following the play experimentation was con-
ducted with discussion groups in order to test out
the techniques which had been found effective in
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the faml!y crisis intervention project. Thel
emerged a consensus that dramatizations may be
recommended as effective teaching devices in such
subject areas as family disputes, arrests and sum-
monses, search and fri, strikes, and demonstra-
tions, landlord-tenant disputes, arraignm, It and
trial, and aided cases. On the basis of the experi-
ment with this particular play, the project con-
sultant in this area wrote:

The recruits had more difficulty (than the superior officers)
in understand:og the issues hi the play, but the discussion
helped clarify che issues . In the hands of unskilled
group leaders, the danger of polarization of attitudes is ever
present.

It is probable that the effective presentation of
dramatizations will require not only trained discus-
sion group leaders, but the professional presenta-
tion and staging of the dramatizations themselves.
In order to shed some light on the order of mag-
nitude of budget support needed for this proposed
innovative program, the Plays for Living, a divi-
sion of the Family Service Association of America,
was asked to suggest a budget. The following rep-
resents the budget for one script and 12 perform-
ances. The level of cost for Plays for Living is
modest for a professional production in New York
City.

Estimated budget for a s ript to be used in po-
lice training progtams: Commissioning one script,
$7,060.

This includes 12 test or showcase performances
in the New York area with the Plays for Living
Broadway cast.

Details:
Project director 41.500
Theatrical producer 1,500
Author 1.000
Director 300
Actors 660
Production costs 1,000
Performance royalties 1,100

Total 7,060

Additional performances in New York area, $85
per performance. Publication costs will vary ac-
cording to the number of scripts required and the
extent of the piogram.

It is recommended that during the 18 weeks of
recruit school attendance, each recruit will attend
a number of dramatizations of specially scripd
material covering a range of content areas, includ-
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ing structured improvisation anti role-playing, fol-
lowed by discussion. Under the supervision of the
instructor-discussion leader, recruits will take turns
in interacting with the cast in open-ended improvi-
sations of police situatkns. The cast would then
participate in the initial portion of the discussion.
This portion of the exercise could place in
groups of about 40 men. Followir:r; the departore
of the play acting cast, the recruits would divide
into two or three small groups, each with its own
ciFzussion leader. Topics to be included are: fam-
ily disputes, invol,-ing different ethnic gro
strikes and demonstrations; disputes, landlord-tot-
ant; storekeeper-customer; aided cases, psychos; sui-
cide attempt; search and frisk; summons-arrest, ar-
raignment-trial. Each script should include ma-
terial on legal provisions, departmental rules, and
psychological and social aspects. Some of the topics
would benefit from participation of a professional
resource in the person of a psychiatrist, counselor
psychologist, lawyer, probation officer, or city offi.-
cial. Some presentations could be supplemented
by film and slide material. All drarnathations
should be professionally written, direct( 1, and
acted.

In addition to the dramatization-discussion por.
tion of the recruit curriculum, each recruit would
participate in another small group session as part
of phase IV. This session would be unstructured
by stimulus material, but would afford an oppor-
tunity to review the recruits' experiences in the
field, and to integrate that experience with the ex=
perienot: in the Police Academy. Tnese sessions
would afford a unique opportunity for recruits to
articulate their professional growth and its effect
on them. In part under the trained leadership of
an experienced instructor and in part by recruits
alone, the participants would be able to exphcate
their preconeeptions of what it means to become
a patrolman and integrate a different, more real-
istic role-model. The transition from the culture-
hero lawman of popular mythology to the sober
realities of daily police work entails a yielding up
of illusions which is often accompanied by decre-
ment of self-esteem and reaction formations of
cynicism. The unique innovative training tech-
niques will facilitate that transition.

Dramatization techniques are IteL limited to re-
cruits. In fact, effective techniques in communi-
cating intergroup issues are even more necessary in
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inservice training. The teaching of intergroup is-
sues is uniquely sensitive if not effectively handled
at the level of superior officers. It is commonplace
to note that the patrol sergeant is a key man in
the fonctioning o die department, in the field
training of officers, and represents the future leader-
ship. Success in negotiating the civil service pro-
motion ladder, given present examining methods,
insures mastery only of theoretical and verbal ma-
terial. But supervision requires a high order of
interpersonal skill. In addition, the patrol ser-
geant is called 'won to deal directly with the pub-
lic, often in sensitive and critical situations. The
demonstration presentation of "The Man Nobody
Saw" underscored that the training function of
superior officers is not sufficiently appreciated nor
is its -mplementation fully understood. It is there-
fore recommended that the Supervisory Practices
and Techniques Course (for new sergeants and
eligibles) be supplemented by an initial phase of
meetings structured around three playlets involving
superviso15.. disciplinary and complaint investigat-
ing situations. For the following 16 weeks, mem-
bers of this course would return to the Police
Academy one day a week to participate in the train-
ing of recruits. They would lead the small group
discussions after sitting in on the playlets with the
recruits; they would lead a small group of another
recruit class in the shorter unstructured session,
and they would have their own small group dis-
cussion with a specialist in small group training.
Thus the new sergeant groups would provide for
supervision of the recruit group xperience, and
also provide an opportunity to compare and ex-
amine experiences in making the transition to su-
pervisory status.

Sensitivity training for lieutenants, captains, dep-
uty inspectors, and inspectors is important to po-
lice administration as is the training of middle
management in business and industry. Superior
officers set the emotional and attitudinal tone of
their commands. They require good judgment of
character and temperament in making assignments.
They have on-the-job teaching to do, and they
need all their sensitivity and tact in dealing with
civic groups. They may not always find it possible
to avoid some involvement in the off-the-job prob-
lems of their subordinates, when on-the-job per-
formance is affected. These are all issues of psy-
chological and interpersonal import and demand
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specialized training. Unless sul,iidized by founda-
tion funds, the week-end in nte in a resort set-
ting, the luncheon and dinne, .aeetings by means
of which private industry polishes and grooms ex-
ecutivesthese are not for the public purse. The
basic need for self-encounter in small discussion
groups is, however, the same. Three playlets strnc-
tured around the particular concerns of these levels
of police administration would be incorporated in
10 weekly small group sessions, under especially
mature and skilled leadership.

Substantial funds ,will be needed to carry out
these dramatizations. It is felt that the suggested
programs are worthy of budgetary provision but
outside funding may well be a possibility.

7.4 Departmental Support for Individualized
Personal Development

Fundamentally, the type of education and train-
ing anticipated as a consequence of the curriculum
recommendations embodied in this report is in-
tended to affect the individual member of the de-
partment as an individual. Not only do police
deal with people, police are people. This fact is
all too often overlooked and leads to resentment
and withdrawal on the part of individual police
officers. The unique pressure on the individual
when he joins a law enforcement agency producec
a gamut of reactions, from confirmed cynicism to
dedication of a degree rarely encountered in any
ot:ler profession. Many police officers approach
training in the human relations units of a curricu-
lum as an effort to "brain wash" them and their
response is one of protest often expressed in silence.
The President's Commission and the Kerner
port, as well as the recent report of the Commis-
sion on Violence, have tended, perhaps inevitably,
to emphasize we negative aspects of police train-
ing and behavior. In the structuring of an appro-
priate education and training program for the fu-
ture, it is felt that emphasis must be placed on the
positive. Thus the dramatization and small group
discussion techniques are recommended as a way
to involve the individual police officer and to as-
sist him in participating in the training process.
At the same time there are harsh realities experi-
,..aced in the law enforcement field which require
the acceptance by the individual police officer of
standards of behavior which in many cases are sub-



stantially higher than those of the community at
large. In recognition of this reality, it is recom-
mended in the new recruit curriculum that the
roi_ of Into al principles be explicitly emphasized.
Thus in the first phase, a 4-hour unit on the
moral principles governing human behavior; and
in the final ph a e a 6-hour unit is included
on the moral imperative. These two units will be
taught by police chaplains, whcse professional ex-
pertise is relevant. The chaplains have stressed
in ,,Iscussions with members of the research staff
of this project the importance of two expositions
to the recruits, one before their field experience
and the second after some experience in the field.
It is fen that the several chaplains, representing as
they do the major religious faiths in the New York
community, can help prepare the recruit for the
harsh realities of field experience and can also re-
emphasize moral principles after the recruit has
experienced the field experience phase of the re-
creit curriculum. Unfortunately, it must be rec-
ognized that young recruits may observe police
practices in the field which do not always conform
to the principles learned in the Police Academy.
Insofa- ,s this lack of conformity is due to the vio-
lation of ethical principles by individual members
of the department, the recruit must be -inforced
in his personal dedication to the code of ethics.
It is anticipated that, with the assistance of the
group leaders and the escort officers, the adverse
effect on the young recruit of practices sometimes
observed in the field may be minimized. It is well
to reaffirm that the moral objectives of the educa-
tion and training program ecommended in this
report are those identified in the policeman's code
of ethics.

THE POLICEMAN'S CODE CE LTHICS

As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to
serve mankind; to safeguard lives and property: to protect
the innocent against deception, the weak against oppression
or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder;
and to respect the constitutional rights of all men to liberty,
equality, and justice.

I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all;
maintain co:- calm in the face of danger, scorn, or
ridicule; c ,straint; and be constantly mindful of
the welfa Honest in thought and deed in juth
my person., a :ial life, I will be exemplary in obeying
the laws of the ...id and the regulations of my department.
Wh-lever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is
confided t- me in tr,): official capacity will be kept ever seccn
unless revelation is neressary in die performance of my duty.

ill

I will never act officiously or permit personal fechngs,
prejudices, animosities, or friendships to influence my de-
cisions. With no compromise for crime and with relentless
prosecution of criminals. I will enforce the law courteously
and appropriately without fear or favor, malice or ill will,
never employing unnecessary force or wioleace, and never
accepting gratuities.

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public
faith, and I accept it as a public trust to be held so long as I
am true to the ethics of the police service. I will constantly
strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself
before God to my chosen profession--7law enforcement.

One of the largely untapped resources in the
New York Police Department for implementing
the objectives ot the education and training pro-
gram i;; the several fraternal organizations. A
broader conception of the role of such organiza-
tions would suggest that many of them could be
involved in police-community relations several
ways. For example, the identification and pre-
training of young men and women who plan to
take the patrolman's examination can become a
major contribution to improved community police
relationships. It is not unreaswiable to suggest
that persons dedicated to a career in law enforce-
ment would wish to recruit qualified persons for
this profession. In other professional areas in so-
ciety, this is a -ommon experience. If young men
and women are to be reached in the recrniting
process, the example set by members of their corn-
munities already in the police service will he cru-
cial. It is recommended that the department, in-
sofar as appropriate, provide support for the efforts
of fraternal organizations to assist in preexamina-
tion training. Several fraternal organizations cur-
rently undertake such programs in the New York
Police Department. One notable example is the
preparation course offered by the Guardian Asso-
ciation, in which that group utilizes its headquar-
ters for class sessions. Members of the association,
on a voluntary basis, prepare materials and instruct
young people planning to take the patrolman's ex-
amination. While the Guardian Association is
an organization of black policemen, mere are no
ethnic limitations in terms of participation in the
civil service preparation courses offered by the
Guardians. Courses taught by members of this
association confirm the effectiveness of this type
of program in reaching out and helping to bridge
the gap between ghetto life experience and the
police recruit training process. With the critical
need for continued recruiting, it is recommended
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that the department encourage, as a matter of policy,
efforts by fraternal organizations in this area.
TOP 245, under date of May 31, 1968 was issued
in an effort to obtain the widest possible response
from the del artment members. The TOP asked
for comments and suggestions relevant to the ob-
jectives of the project, and 529 responses were ob-
tained. Many of these expressed a deep concern
with the umeality of aspects of training and the
failure to involve the department as a whole in
the education and training process. As a part of

this project a training advisory panel was so-uic-
tured, consisting of nine members of the depart-
ment representative of -middle management" and
the patrolman/policewoman rank. On many oc-
casions the members of this panel expl-essed the
view that police officers themselves were not suffi-
ciently committed to the law enforcement profes-
sion, but tlaought of it in terms of a "job." Perhaps
involvement, on a voluntary basis, of dedicated in-
dividuals working through fraternal organizations
will do much in this area.
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Chapter 8. How the Law is Taught

8.1 The Dynamics of the Law for the Police
The entire criminal justice system, of which the

police is only one element, is a structure of law.
The police are in a uniquely difficult position as
a part of the criminal justice system since they do
not enact the laws they are required to enforce,
nor are the police involved in the final disposition
or persons they arrest. In the effort to balance
effective law enforcement and the protection of ..he
rights of individuals the police often feel that their
powers are unjustly circumscribed by a complex of
court decisions, often contradictory in nalcre, and
public pressure to modify the traditional legal basis
for police action. All surveys of police attitudes
have identified impatience with many Supreme
Court decisions. At the same time, surveys of citi-
zen attitudes, particularly among low income and
disadvantaged groups, reveal a conviction that the
police frequently take the law into their own hands
and, on occasion, apply the law in a discriminatory
manner. The President's Commission has erepha-
sized the importance of effective training of re-
cruits, and the police, in general, in terms of a
hiller understanding of the legal powers of the
pOlke. The Commission pointed out that "The
legal limitations on street policing and the proper
use of discretion are rarely stressed.'

The Commission also recommended that
All training programs should provide instruction on sub-

jects that prepare recruits to exercise discretion properly, and
to understand the community, the role of the police and
what the criminal justice system can and cannot do. Profes-
sional educators and civilian experts should be used to teach
pecialized courses, law and psychology, for example.

Discussions with members of the police depart-
ment, particularly lieutenants and sergeants serv-
ing in patrol precincts, indicated a widespread feel-
ing that recruits were completing Police Academy
training without adequate instruction in the law
from the point of view of the police officer in the

field. Interviews with a sample of recruits also
confirmed this view. Members of the department
currently teaching at the academy aiso emphasized
that the curriculum in law should be as realistic
as possible. The need to stress those topics in the
legal curriculum which are most commonly needed
by the officer on patrol was a recurring theme.
These topics included the law of arrest, the use
of force, disorderly conduct, the crimes of burglary,
robbery, larceny, and the training necessary to
make a good impression in court. Of particular
concern was the use of force. Since the change to
the new penal law in New York State and the ap-
plication of the law to situations involving civil
disorders, demonstrations, and the college campus
tempests, more needs to be done to clearly define
the legal limitations that affect the police in rela-
tionship to the use of force. Such intensified legal
training is needed not only for the recruits but
also, on an inservice basis, for all superior officers.
In addition, interviews with judges and district at-
torneys confirmed the need for more training so
that police officers can become more capable of
presenting their cases in court. Basically, there
would appear to be a lack of understanding of the
criminal justice system and the roles and responsi-
bilities of the various participants. Familiarity
with recent Supreme Court decisions is essential,
in particular those decisions relating to search and
seizure, confession (including admissions ), and the
rights of defendants.

At the present time, the instruction in legal sub-
jects in the recruit curriculum consists of 118 hours
out of the total of 314 academic hours. The 118
hours are distributed as follows:

Penal law 32

Public morals laws 15

Traffic laws and regulations 14

Arrest procedures 12

Administrative code 10

Summons procedures 8
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Law re children 5

Prisoners and court procedures . ..... 4
Courts 3

Visit to New York City criminal coutt 3

Role playingTestifying in court 3

Constitution and due process
Civil law
Evidence 2
Family court 1

Film and moot court 1

Total hours 118

An analysis shows that five basic courses are being
given:

A criminal justice course.---Consists of about 5
hours with most of the emphasis on the role of the
court.

A course on penal statutes.Approximately 45
hours on the penal law, 14 hours on traffic law
and traffic regulations, 5 hours relating to children,
17 hours on the administrative code, and approxi-
mately 15 hours on other municipal and miscel-
laneous laws.

Constitutional law and criminal procedure.Six
hours and this includes 3 hours devoted to the
civil rights law.

The law of evidence.Two hou:s.
Civil law.Two hours.

An additional 7 hours is provided for demonstra-
tions and the visit to the New York City criminal
court.

Of the 118 hours, 66 constitute division III of
the curriculum entitled, "The Police, The Govern-
ment, I he Law." The remaining components of
the training in law are distributed through other
divisions of the curriculum particularly division II,
"Police Procedures and Techniques." As has been
noted on several occasions in this report, present
practices at the Police Academy involve the use of
one instructor teaching the entire academic curricu-
lum to the recruits. The result has been that the
specialized knowledge of the recruit instructor
varies considerably over the many specialized areas
considered in the recruit curriculum. As outlined
in chapter 5, the new curriculum for recruits will
be taught, in considerable measure, by different
instructors both police and civilian. In this way
specialized expertise will be brough. to bear and
the recruits will be exposed to a number of in-
structors.
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8.2 A Nett Police-LawyerCivilian- a yer
Staff Mix

In the legal area the competence of the instruc-
tors is a critical consideration. The ideal teacher
of legal subjects, to meet the needs of a police
agency, is the police officer who has practical ex-
perience coupled with legal training; that is, a
police officer who is a lawyer. To meet the needs
of the recruit and in-service programs to the Police
Academy the number of police officer-lawyers re-
quired to accomplish this ideal situation cannot be
obtained. It is, therefore, recommended that a
legal education unit be established at the Police
Academy directed by either a police officer-lawyer
(a sergeant or lieutenant) , or by a qualified civil-

ian lawyer with expertise in those aspects of law
most relevant to police training. It is recom-
mended that all personnel assigned to teach in the
legal curriculum be either police officer-lawyers or
civilian lawyers. In the case of the latter, they
should be compensated in accordance with the sal-
ary schedules of the City University of New York
and meet the professional requirements for ap-
pointment to the several teaching ranks. Initially,
it is anticipated that three civilian lawyers should
be recruited to handle the new curriculum together
with a qualified police-lawyer staff. The legal edu-
cation unit will perform several duties within the
framework of the recruit and inservice educational
programs as outlined in the several chapters of this
report. These duties are included-

1. To deliver all of the law lectures, both in the
recruit school and in the inservice training courses;

2. To keep abreast of the laws through legal re-
search;

3. To work with the legal bureau of the police
department in developing training bulletins and
circular orders for the entire department;

4. To conduct moot courts in various training
courses;

5. To visit the courts at regular intervals; and
6. Through first-hand observation, to develop a

training program that will be more meaningful.

8.3 Continuing Education in the Law
In order to implement the educational require-

ments in the law for the modern police officer it
is recommended that the educational units in law
specified in the new curriculum for recruits (ch.
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5.1) , be taught exclusively by members of the legal
education unit. Phase I of the new recruit cur-
rictimul includes course unit C, "Introduction to the
Criminal Justice Procedure," which involves 20
hours of instruction and course unit D, "Selected As-
pects of the New York Law," which also involves
20 hours. These two units are part of a group of
mini courses in the law to be presented by the pro-
fessionally skilled instructional staff. Detailed out-
lines for these courses will be developed through
the legal education unit.

Course unit C will cover the following topic:
"Criminal Justice." This course will include an
overview of the historical background of criminal
justice in the United States; the relationship be-
tween Federal, State, and local governments; the
basics of a law suit (both civil and criminal) ; an
in-depth study of the criminal justice process with
emphasis on the role of the police, district attorney
judges, jury, legal aid and the defense attorney:
20 hours.

Course unit D will cover the following topic:
"Penal law of New York Stal.e." Selected statutes
from the New York penal law with a concentra-
tion on the sections most frequently used by pa-
trolmen and detectives. Included are assault; con-
spiracy; sex offenses; damage to and intrusion upon
property; larceny; robbery; bribery; official miscon-
duct; drug offensm gambling offenses; offenses
against public order; firearms and dangerous weap-
ons; and miscellaneous sections relating to the
above if time permits. Emphasis is to be placed
on an understanding of the law by considering the
statute along with the recommendations rnade by
the committee that drafted the law and the ra-
tionale for the adoption of a particular section of
law: 20 hours.

Course unit C is pizrticulally appropriate for
teaching by a civilian lawyer. Course unit D, how-
ever, could be taught by a police-lawyer. The em-
phasis throughout should be on developing an un-
derstanding of the law, its sources and purpose, as
opposed to a rote memorization of sections of law
for the purpose of enforcement.

In phase II of the new recruit curriculum, which
is the professionalization phase, 70 hours are in-
cluded in course unit D which contains the re-
maining mini courses in law.

The mini courses are:
I. Constitutional iaw." An introduction to the

Constitution, the Bill ot Rights, due orocess, prob-
able cause, with emphasis on those decisions that
have led to current judicial pronouncements on
confessions, search and seizure, and the right to
counsel. The object of the course is to educate
police recruits to be sensitive to their responsibility
to enforce the law more effectively while exercising
the utmost discretion: 20 hours.

2. "Traffic law and traffic regulations.".. The first
3 hours of this 8-hour course should be devoted to
the nature of the traffic control function as a part
of the police role; traffic enforcement as a chain
whose links consist of the legislature; the traffic
engineer; the traffic court; the motor vehicle de-
partment and the police. Emphasis in the remain-
ing 5 hours should be on the moving violations,
driving while intoxicated, and those parking vio-
lations that are enforced by the police. The re-
lationship between enforcement and public safety
is the overall objective of this course; 8 hours.

3. "Selected sections of the code of crimznal pro-
cedu2 e." With special emphasis on the rights of de-
fendants, the sequence of contacts the accused will
experience from the time of arrest to the termina-
tion of his case including arrest, use of force, in-
terrogation, the preliminary hearing, grand jury
indictment, the trial and the verdict. 'These 8
hours should be related directly to the 20 hours
on criminal justice: 8 hours.

4. "Selected sections of the administrative code,
and the New York City health code." Most often
eneountered by patrolmen on precinct patrol: 5
hours.

5. "Those sections of the penal law and domestic
relations law affecting children." The role of the
family court is considered with the various agencies
that deal with child welfare (including child abuse)
in the city of New York: 5 hou:rs.

6. -Civil rights law." With a 3-hour introduction
related to the background of American political
thought and law as they affect civil rights; 2 hours
on Supreme Court decisions on civil rights; and
3 hours on selected.sections of the civil rights law
which the police are most likely to be called upon
to enforce, e.g., equal rights in places of public ac-
commodation and amusement, discrimination by
innkeepers and carriers; liability for acts of per-
sons assisting police officers, and other sections of
the civil rights law: 8 hours.
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7. "The practical application rit. This in-
cludes moo; court and a visit to the New York City
criminal court with an arrangement for the class
to remain after the court session for the presiding
magistrate to explain the operation of the court
and to answer questions from the class about the
court and its role in the criminal justice system.
Included are a series of three 3-hour seminars at
which important lega? issues will be discussed by
experts including judges, law professors, assistant
district attorneys, members of the Legal Aid Society,
American Civil Liberties Union, and defense attor-
neys: 16 hours.

The total instructional hours to be devoted to
the law in the new recruit curriculum is 110 hours,
a slight reduction from the present allocation of
118 hours. It is felt, however, that the higher level
of professional competence achieved through the
use of police and civilian specialists, together with
advanced methods of teaching, will permit a more
effective curriculum without an increase in allo-
cated hours. Moot court, role playing, seminars,
motion pictures, guest lecturers, and class discus-
sions will all be used in the legal units of the cur-
riculum. At the present time, straight lecturers
are utilized with little or no class participation.
Particular attention is called to the final 16 hours
in the new recruit curriculum in law. The unit,
called "The Practical Application Unit" will in-
clude, in addition to a moot court and visits to
courts, a series of three 3-hour seminars at which
important legal issues will be discussed by experts.
It is anticipated that this new curriculum will pro-
vide an up-to-date and completely relevant train-
ing for the new police officer.

In the inservice area, law lectures are given in
the criminal investigation courses for plainclothes-
men (a 4-week course) and for detectives (a 3-week

course) . These courses are designed to train men
recently assigned to the Detective Bureau and to
develop lists that will be used for the selection of
men to work in plainclothes. The in-service train-
ing also sponsors a unit training program, a TV
presentation which is channeled to all of the pre-
cincts and is required watching for all patrolmen
in the department. Nine such programs are pro-
duced each year. After the program the unit train-
ing sergeant reviews the program in the light of
local conditions. The unit training sergeants are

supplied with 1 cture material by the i nservice
training unit at the police academy. Very often
these inservice TV programs are directed specific-
ally to some phase of the law. The legal educa-
tion unit, described above, would be responsible
for developing the legal lectures for the CIC
courses and also the content of the TV presenta-
tions. Arrangements should be made to have the
unit training sergeants report to the police academy
for a special lecture in advance of any TV pro-
gran s produced by the legal education unit.

Additional in-service training for patrolmen and
detectives is provided in a course known as the
patrolman-detective refresher course. This has been
a 1-day course given each year focusing on a .partic-
ular police problem; e.g., community relations in
1968, riot control in 1969.

Inservice training for superior officers is handled
in the command A, B, C, and D courses: Com-
mand A for above captain; command B for cap-
tains; command G for lieutenants; and command
D for sergeants.

Command A and B courses have approximately
4 days per year and the C and D courses 1 day per
year. Obviously, little time can be devoted to legal
topics in these course,.

The inservice training faculty should develop an
ongoing course which would include refresher
ccpIrses for sergeants and lieutenants and a similar
inservice course for detectives and detective squad
commanders. These coursesone for lieutenants
and sergeants and one for detectivesshould last
for 2 weeks with a total of 40 men in attendance
at one time. On a basis of 50 weeks per year,
1,000 detectives and 1,000 sergeants and lieutenants
would receive the refresher course. As a result,
every lieutenant, sergeant, and detective would at-
tend every 3 years. In the lieutenant and sergeant
refresher courses, the role of the lieutenant and
sergeant as an instructor of the patrolmen should
be emphasized.

The development of the policeman in terms of
his attitude to the law, the law breaker, and the
community must permeate all parts of the training
program, both at the recruit and the inservice level.
For a police officer to know the content of the
course unit in law is not sufficient; he has to be
prepared to pur this content into practicewith
justice, equity, and compassion.
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Chapt r 9. Training in Firearms

9.1 Review of Firearms Training
A comprehensive review of police training pro-

grams includes not only academic and physical as-
pects, but firearms training as well. A firearm is
a lethal weapon which is at least as dangerous in
the hands of an unskilled police officer as it is in
the hands of the criminal. A rule worthy of con-
sideration by all police administrators is this: If
there are benefits to the officer, to the department,
and to the community in arming a police force
which outweigh the disadvantages of an armed
force and overcome the harm and mischief caused
thereby, then that force should be armed. Where
the harm is greater than the benefits, that force
should not be armed) If the decision is to arm,
then the consequences become a responsibility of
the administrator. It behooves him to assure that
his men are as skilled as possible in the use of
their weapons.

Through several centuries the American tradi-
tion of carrying revolvers by police officers has been
unquestioned. The custom is accepted almost as
a social institution by police administrators, courts,
and a majority of the public. The functional value
of the system is the effectiveness of the arms policy
in the maintenance of law and order. But when
the functional value is discussed, both the manifest
and latent functions must be discussed as well, The
manifest function is the obvious result of the sys-
tem. Obviously, the consequence of arming police-

1The harm referred to includes: improper use of firearms
by police officers (to commit suicide, shoot their wives and
others, commit robberies, lend them to unauthorized persons)
and loss of weapons, failure to safeguard revolvers, allowing
young children or others to misuse them, accidental shootings,
triggering a riot by use of guns (even where their use is
legitimate) shooting of innocent bystanders, civil actions
against the officer or his department or city. Consult un-
published master's thesis by Marvin Boland, "Should Police
Carry Firearms?" The Baruch College, City University of
New York, 1969.
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men is that assaults on police officers and crime in
general will probably be discouraged by the fear
that all policemen have guns ard the authority to
use them. But the latent function, the unintended,
unrecognized consequences of this policy must also
be considered. These consequences are the uns-
chief mentioned above.

It is axiomatic that a law enforceraent officer
must avoid negligence in his work. An officer may
have full authority to act (or shoot) , but, unless
he does so using a reasonable standard of care, he
or his agency may be sued and adjudged liable for
damages. Inadequate or improper firearms train-
mg has been held to be such a lack of reasonable
care. To cite one case, a New York City police
officer entered a drug store while a holdup was in
progress.= He announced himself and fired six
shots at two robbers at close range. Four shots
struck the decedent (who was being held hostage) .

His executor alleged negligence: the officer had
been given firearms training once every 4 months,
firing 10 rounds slow fire at a target 60 feet away.
There was no training in combat shooting. Negli-
gence was established on thf: ground that the offi-
cer had not received sufficient and proper training
in the use of small firearms. The New York City
Police Department thereafter revised its 'firearms
curriculum to provide for combat train!ng. This
study examines existing firearms training ,.-Tograms
of the NeW York City Police Department :Ile FBI,
and others. Both basic courses for new police re-
cruits and advanced courses for experienced officers
are considered. Recommendations are made for
new courses, new targets, new scoring qualifica-
tions, and new training policies.

Methodology

A l'ariety of methodological approaches were em-

2 Messtinsky v. New Yo-k, 285 Appellate Division 1153
1955) .



ployed in this study. In the discussion on present
firearms training programs in New York City and
in the FBI, the approach is descriptive, based on
empirical considerations over many years of experi-
ence and development. Courses and programs
were studied, trainees were observed in training,
and numerous discussions were held with range
officers."'

Appendix B covering the firearms training pro-
grams of 102 police agencies it a cornparative study
based on an aualysis of a survey. This appendix
also presents a statistical analysis of the results of
firearms training in the New York City Police De-
partment, based on a study of 10 years' records and
recent experience. That study is largely diagnos-
tic, theoretical, and experimental.

The result of this effort is a series of suggestions
and recommendations arrived at by problem-solv-
ing methods, which the research staff believes will
lead to an improved firearms training program
based on actual police needs, and with secondary
byproducts of economies and public acceptance.

The principal tool used in this study was the
survey questionnaire (sent to some 425 police agen-
cies). On a personal basis, the firearms officers of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washing-
ton, D.C., New York City, and Camp Smith, and
range officers of the New York City Police Depart-
ment, Nassau County Police Department, Suffolk
County Police Department, the Puerto Rican Po-
lice (Sail Juan), and the Chicago Police Department
were the principal collaborators.

The study began with a close look at firearms
training practices in the various police agencies:
municipal, county, State, and Federal, with a view
toward determining what was being done in com-
mon, the extent of standardization, kinds of weap-
ons used, amount of classroom and range work,
training methods and innovations, training policies
and practices, shortcomings, needs, comments, ob-
servations, recommendations, and results. The ob-
jective was to design model firearms training pro-
grams for new recruits and experienced officers
which would: (1) meet their needs based on the
perils faced on the job; (2) protect the officer and
his agency in courts of law in civil cases arising

° Lt. Francis McGee, firearms officer of the New York City
Police Department, Sgt. John Sturch, firearms officer of the
Chicago Police Department, and Special Agent Charles Smith,
firearms officer of the FBI, were particularly helpfnl in this
study.
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out of firearms use; ) improve police morale by
developing confidence in their ability to use their
weapons skillfully; (4) establish standards of pro-
ficiency; (5) provide optimum training economi-
cally; and (6) gain public approval.

Recruit Firearms Course in the
New York City Police Department

The new police recruit in New York City is re-
quired to purchase his .38 caliber revolver (Colt
or Smith & Wesson, 4-inch barrel) on the day he
is sworn into the police department. He is told
not to remove it from the holster until scheduled
for firearms training and he is forbidden to pur-
chase ammunition for the weapon.

Probationary patrolmen and policewomen re-
ceive 56 hours of firearms instruction, firing a min-
imum of 340 rounds of ammunition. Training
commences during the first week and is spread out
over 16 weeks. During the warmest 8 months of
the year the outdoor range is used with firing at
7-, 15-, and 25-yard target distances. This course
is usually given in eight 7-hour sessions. During
the winter months instruction is given at an indoor
range from the 20-yard line. This course is uF ally
given in two 7-hour sessions and 14 3-hour sessions.
New York City Police Department silhouette and
bLirs-eye targets are used. Training sessions are
divided into range classroom instruction and range
firing. Approximately 58 percent of the 56 hours
(32 hours) is spent in class for demonstrations,
discussion of the revolver manual of arms and safe-
ty regulations, briefing on the type of firing to be
done at that session, and lectures on situational
use of the firearms (including legal right and duty),
judgment, nomenclature, cleaning and care of the
revolver, ballistics, target scoring, and so on. Other
matters covered during .his period include films
(FBI and Duffco) , slides, dry firing, inspection of
weapons and holsters, registration of trainees and
weapons, preparation of forms, question and an-
swer period, and a general critique after firing.
During the final classroom session'áll of these mat-
ters are reviewed.

Approximately 42 percent of the 56 hours (24
hours) is spent on the firing range. The first day
on the range the recruit must fire a qualifying
score on a silhouette target, single action, slow fire,
prior to being nermitted to carry the revolver and
purchase ammunition. The next phase consists of
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bull's-eye target shooting, single action, in slow,
timed, 2nd rapid fire. The final phase is defensive
combat training consisti,Ig of all positions in the
practical pistol course (PPG) from 7-, 15-, and 25-
yard distances when at the outdoor range, and
point shoulder, barricade, strong and weak hand,
single and double action from the 20-yard line
when at the indoor range.

There are five qualifications which each recruit
must meet before advancing to the next type of
firing:

I. The original qualification to wear a loaded
revolver. (Single action, 40 rounds, from 20 or 25
silhouette target.)

Number
Session ok' rounds
1st (25 yards) 40

2. A single acaon, 510W fire score of 60 out of
100 on bull's-eye target (10 round-. from 20 yards
indoors, 25 yards outdoors) .

3. A. single action, timed fire score of 60 out of
100 on bull's-eye target (10 rounds from 20 yards
indoors, 25 yards outdoors).

4. A single action combined score of 180 out of
a possible 300, slow, timed and rapid fire (30 rounds
from 20 yards indoors; outdoors from 25 yards
slow and timed, from 15 yards rapid) .

5. Ten rounds point shoulder, double action and
10 rounds barricade, single action (strong hand) ;
14 hits required on a silhouette target (from 15
and 25 yards outdoors and 20 yards indoors).

The typical outdoor range recruit course is as follows:

Type of firing Target
Slow fire, single action, 10 rounds Silhouette

Do Do,
Do Do.

Do,
Single action for qualification to carry revolver (entry on PA 12 as per

qualification).
Preparation of PA 11 and PA 12; registration of revolvers; inspection of bolsters:

"safety- lecture; nomenclature; cleaning and care of revolver; ballistics,
revokyer manual; single action lecture.

2d (25 yards) 60 Slow fire, single action, 10 rounds Bull's-eye
Do Do.
Do Do,
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Do,

(Revised buirs-eye.) Highest qualifying score recorded on PA 12.
Revolver manual; "safety" lecture; stamping equipment; FBI single,action film;

lowering of the hammer on a "live" round; single action review lecture.

3d. (25 wards) 60 Time fae, single actioit, 10 rounds Bull's-eve
Do..... .... ..... ..... ......... ... .. Do.
Do Do,
Do Do.

Highest qualifying score attained recorded on PA 12.
Rapid fire, single action. 10 rounds D.

Do Do.
Revolver manual; "safety" lecture; review Ingle" action, instruct "dine" fire

instruct "rapid" fire.
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Typical outdoor range recruit courseContinued

Num ber
Session of rounds Type of firing Target
4th (25 yards) 60 Rapid fire, single action, 10 rounds Bull's-eye

Do Do.
Do Do.

Highest score attained in this and last session in rapid fire will be recorded
on PA 12.

Slow fire, single action. 10 rounds Do.
Time fire, single action, 10 rounds Do.
Rapid fire, single action, lu rounds Do.
Review of "safety"; lowering hammer on a -live" round; Duffco machine;

review single action, slow,time, rapid.

5th:
(25 yards) 50 Slow fire, single action, 10 rounds Bull's-eye

Time fire, single action, 10 rounds Do.
Rapid fire, single action, 10 rounds Do.

Test in single action, 180 required, record scored on PA 12 and total
(15 yards) Point shoulder, double action, strong hand, supported, 10 rounds Silhouette

Point shoulder, double action, strong hand, unsupported, 10 rounds Do.
Review of "safety"; revolver manual, review single action, slow, time, rapid;

instruct double-action point shoulder; instruct combat load; FBI film on
double-action firing.

Gth:
(15 yards) 70 Point shoulder double action, unsupported, 10 rounds ... ......_ . ... Silhouette

Point shoulder double action, unsupported kneeling, 10 rounds Do.
(25 yards) Single action, barricade, strong hand, 20 rounds Do.

Single action, barricade, weak hand, 10 rounds Do.
(15 yards) Point shoulder, double action supported or unsupported (14 hits required

record on PA 12), 10 rounds Do.
(25 yards ) -. Single action, barricade, smug hand (14 hits requiredrecord on PA 12), 10

itArnds Do.
Review of "safety"; review double action, point shoulder, supported and unsup-

ported. and kneeling; review combat load; instruct strong hand and weak
hand, barricade shooting.

7th;
(7 yards)... .. . ...... 50

(15 yards) 30
(25 yards) 20

8th (7, 15, 25 yards) 100

Police crouch Silhouette
Double action, point shoulder ........ . __________ . ..... . ..... . . . _......._..... . ..... . _ . .... . Do.

Do , . . .... .... ........ .. Do.
Review of "safety"; manual; review police crouch, double action, point shoulder,

supported and unsupported; review combat loadunload; review barricade
shooting and kneeling position.

Practical revolver course (fired twice) Silhouette
Review of all classroom instruction.
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The typical indoor range recruit course is as follows:

Number
Session of Rounds

1st (all day)* . .. 20

2d 20

3d 20

4th 20

5th 20

6th 20

7th 20

8th 20

9th 30

10th .... . . 20

llth 20

12th 20

13th 20

14th 20

15th 30

16th (all dayy 90
test 14 hits

Type -of-firing Target
10 slow fire Silhouette

Do Do,
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Reversed bull's-eye
Do Buli's-eye
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Do.
Do Do.

10 Time fire_ .. ... .... ............. . . .. . .... . ... Do.
Do Do.

10 rapid fire Do.
Do Do,

10 rapid 6re . .. . .. Do.
Do Do.
Do Do.

10 strong hand, point shoulder, double action, supported. Silhouette
:0 strong hand, point shoulder, double action, unsupported Do.

Do Do.
10 strong hand, single action, barricade Do.

Do Do.
10 strong hand, point shoulder, double action, unsupported Do.
10 %feak hand, single action, barricade ..... Do.
10 slow fire Bull's-eye
10 time fire Do.
10 rapid fire Do.
10 slow fire Do.
10 time fire Do.
10 rapid fire Do.

T est 180 required Do.
10 6trong hand, point shoulder, double action, unsupported Silhouette
10 strong hand, single action, barricade Do.
10 double action, rapid fire cadence Do.

Do Do.

Minimum 34-0 -cmndsAll .38 caliber special am-
munition.

Analysis of New York City Po!ice Department
Recruit Training Course

All subjects related to safe handling, accurate
shooting, situational use, use of deadly physical
force and care of the service revolver are adequately
covered in the classroom. Visual aids, including
overhead projectors, dlm, slides, demonstrations,

exhibits and displays, proviae a diversified and in-
teresting learning experience geared to the prac-
ticalities and realities of real-world si'uations.

Sufficient firearms practice with the service re-
volver under close supervision is provided to train
most new police recruits to tile point where they
are proficient in the use of their revolvers and of
little danger to themselves and to the citizens of
the community. Provision exists for additional
training for the few who have difficulty in qualify-
ing. Generally speaking, the course is good, but

1 All sessions except the ist and 16th are tialLday sessions. The 1st and 16th are whole-day sessions.



there is insufficient emphasis on the use of judg-
ment in shooting situations. Recruits may be tested
for their knowledge of safety rules and fur firearms
proficiency, but no adequate method exists to in-
sure that they are able to exercise good judgment
in field combat. Since it is difficult to define a
terminal performance objective which will insure
good judgment and it is expensive to devise a sys-
tem for the observation of the individual terminal
behavior of more than 2,000 recruits a year, an
alternative is essential. The answer may be "satu-
ration," meaning such concentration on judgment
that the probability of a recruit going through the
course with an inadequate understanding and ap-
preciation for this essential is reduced to an abso-
lute minimum. This can be accomplished in four
ways:

1. Greater use of the Duffco films and the pro-
duction of additional films showing other situa-
tions.

2. The use of a device designed to teach decision-
making in shooting situations. One such system
utilizes 8-millimeter colored film in instant-loading
cartridges which require no reels, threading, sprock-
ets, or rewinding. A library of film is already
available, designed to train police officers in the use
of judgment. While this system was evaluated and
rejected by the firearms unit of the Police Academy
a few years ago, a reevaluation may be in order
due to recent technical improvements.

3. Lectures and discussions designed specifically
to emphasize the decisionmaking and judgment
process (a minimum 30-minute period at every
range session) .

4. An addition to the rules and procedures re-
quiring the presentation of a report describing the
circumstances and the result of the investigation
by any precinct experiencing an incident wherein
a police officer fired his revolver. (A. form is used
for this purpose in chicago, see page 134). Forwarded
to the firearms unit, these reports can serve as a valu-
able source of discussion material and training aids
on the use of judgment, as well as providing the
means for an evaluation of the training program.
Discussion and critique of actual shooting occur-
rences involving questionable judgment may avoid
similar errors by others later on.

The finest firearms training program can be in-
effective if competent instructional personnel are
not available. Presently, there is inadequate in-
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structor training. It is suggested that all new fire-
arms instructors be giVen a 10-day range instructors
cot rse. The content of such a course is available
from the FBI. It may be possible to have range
officers trained at FBI ranges where ongoing courses
are conducted for FBI range personnel. (As of this
writing a 10-dav course for firearms instructors is
about to be introduced in the New York City Po-
lice Department.)

Recruits should not be issued their firearms prior
to receiving firearms training.There are a number
of cases on record of recruits who, prior to firearms
training, take their revolvers home and accidentally
kill or cripple members of their families. These
cases often end in civil actions against the city,
charging negligence based on improper or incom-
plete training. In a 4-day period this spring three
such cases were reported in the principal case sheets.

In the interest of their own safety, the safety of
their familites and the public, and the avoidance of
civil suits against the city, it is suggested that new
recruits not be armed until they qualify on the
range, and not before the fourth week of training
in any case, The practice of arming recruits on
their first day is often defended by the statement
that most recruits have handled guns in the service,
or are hunters, and "know" guns. The experience
of this department is that these men invariably
have the greatest difficulty in firearms training. To
admonish recruits against taking their guns out
prior to training and not to purchase ammunition
is unavailing. The first thing many of them do
when they get home is take the revolver out and
show it off. Ammunition is as accessible as the
Closest sporting goods store.

The first qualifying test is a poor basis upon
which to arrn new men with loaded revolvers. It
should be eliminated. The recruit should be
armed only when he has passed the entire firearms
course (which would include all classroom work) .
If this is deferred to the fourth week or later, as
suggested, he will have had all the necessary back-
ground study as well: law, use of force, use of dis-
cretion, limitations, and related information. It is
generally agreed that single action shooting is a
desirable foundation to double action or combat
shooting. But the former should be deemphasized
somewhat and the latter emphasized more, for sin-
gle action shooting in combat is rare-
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Some of the targets in use are not ideal for be-
ginners. Three targets are suggested: (a) The
standard police "L" target is acceptable for bull's-
eye (single action) shooting. (b) A new plain, neu-
tral shade silhouette target with thin scoring ring
(not visible to the trainee) should be used for

double action practice shooting, see page 124. The
scoring ring would be shaped as a milk bottle or
bowling pin (as in the Colt T-6, the Colt police
silhouette and the U.S. Army "S" targets) . This tar-
get will permit instructors to observe the perform-
ance of recruits while firing. The trainee can also
see his hits and make adjustments. This target would
not be scored. (c) A new plain, neutral shade silhou-
ette combat target similar to the present police
academy combat target with the same bottle type
scoring configuration described above, see page 125.
This target is realistic; it is not possible to observe
the strike area of bullets or the scoring "bottle." Such
a target would be used for general combat training
and qualification.

Qualifications are unrealistic.4 The present five
should he reduced to two, one single action and
one double action. The single action test would be
10 rounds slow fire from 2ti yards indoors and 25
yards outdoors, with the qualification raised from
the present 60 to 65. The test would be given twice
on the second clay of the firearms training. Those
failing would be retested on the third and again on
the fourth and fifth days, if necessary. This rela-
tively easy qualifying score will enable almost all
new recruits to pass, will raise the minimum pro-
ficiency level to a more reasonable standard and
will be followed by more stringent requirements in
later inservice training. The combat shooting test
would be as follows:

(a) Twelve rounds from 7 yards (police
crouch) in 30 seconds;

(b) Twelve rounds from 15 yards (point
shoulder supported) in 30 seconds;

(c) Twelve rounds from 15 yards (point
shoulder unsupported) in 45 seconds;

(d) Twelve rounds from 25 yards (six rounds
weak hand barricade and six rounds
strong hand barricade) in 60 seconds;

'The "Rules and Procedures," chapter 20, paragraph 5.11,
mention only one qualification: 60 out of 100 slow fire. For
many years, however, there have been five fireanns qualifica-
tions (as previously indicated) .

Y,Y

(e) Two rounds from 25 yards (kneeling,
supported o unsupported) in 5

seconds.
The total would be 50 rounds in 2 minutes and

50 seconds on the new combat target. A score of
75 would be required. The test would be given on
the fifth day of training. Those failing to qualify
would be required to refire. A second failure
should require practice on their own tEme and re-
testing during the week following their firearms
training week.

On occasions in the past, new recruits were given
double action training prior to single action train-
ing. This is a poor practice. Not only do most
range officers agree that a good single action foun-
dation is desirable for double action proficiency,
but if mistakes are made in the initial learning
process. or if subject matter is not presented in the
proper order, or if bad habits are developed at the
outset, a major correctional problem results. Re-
cruits should lc arn the basic pirinciples of shooting
before moving to advanced techniques.

Consideration should be given to instituting a
new element in the recruit course. Simulated night
firing under conditions where there is minimal
danger of accidents is desirable because most oc-
casions for combat sho ting occur during periods
of dusk or darkness. This can be accomplished by
adjusting the lighting at indoor ranges to varying
degrees of darkness. It will give the recruit an
appreciation of this situation and avoid the sur-
prised confusion he experiences when he finds him-
self for the first time in a night combat shooting
situation and cannot see his gun, much less its
sights.

Presently there is one instructor on the firing line
for every 10 trainees. This practice could be
dangerous and does not allow for individual atten-
tion. Most range officers suggest one instructor for
every five or six men on the line outdoors and one
for three or four indoors.

The system of spreading 56 hours of firearms in-
struction over 16 weeks is not in the best interests
of good firearms training. There is a certain
amount of duplication and loss in such a system
which could be avoided if all or most training were
given intensively on successive days. More than
half of -.11 police agencies surveyed, including a
number cities, State police agenciei and
the FBI, provile faearms training all at once (see
app. B) . The officer in charge of the firearms unit



of this department agrees that as much can be
achieved in 40 consecutive hours without loss of
quality as in 56 hours spread out ovt, 4 months. A
recommended new course for recruits is suggested
later in this chapter.

Inservice Firearms Course in the New York City
Police Department

For at least the past 10 years 1.1.e ''Rules and
Procedures- have indicated that there are three
inservice firearms training sessions each year for all
members of the force.* Normally the indoor cycles
consist of half day sessions which involve check-in,
inspection of all firearms and leather equipment,
safety lecture and division of the shooting group
into two relays. The relay on the line fires 30
rounds single action on a bull's-eye target, slow-
timed rapid fire (60 out of 100 slow fire is the
qualification). The other relay has lectui es and
discussions of some aspect of firearms (i.e., combat
shooting, shooting under less than ideal conditions

h respect to light, visibility, moving target, mov-
ing police officer and vehicles, the law on use of
deadly force, warning shots, night firing, riots, and
demonstrations). Halfway through the session the
two relays switch activities.

The outdoor cycles consist of full day sessions
where the men are divided into two or more relays
of manageable size. After check-in and weapons/
leather inspection, the relay on. the line fires 200
rounds single and double action with both service
and off-duty revolvers on the practical revolver
courses. The last 50 rounds are scored (35 hits is
the qualification). The other relay (s) have mov-
ies, slides, .Duffco films, lectures, discussions, and
demonstrations. After lunch the relays switch.

Analysis of Inservice Course

On paper, the New York City Police Department
has a fine firearms training program for experi-
enced officers. Of the cities studied (see app. B),
New York City is above average in the quality of
its program. This was not the case, however, from
1966 to early 1969 when much of this training was
suspended. All training has now been reinstated.
Because this department has such excellent firearms

"Rules and Procedures," New York City Police Depart-
ment, ch. 20, par. 5.l.

training facilities and a very capable instructional
staff, the little inservice training provided meets
minimum acceptable standards.

Inservice training has been barely adequate.
Three inservice sessions a year are suggcL-ted'wo
half days indoors, and one full' day outdoors.Fire-
arms training should not be interrupted except for
urgent crises, and then reinstated as quickly as
possible, making up whatever was lost.

No matter how well trained one is in the use of
the revolver, proficiency suffers over a period of
time if regular practice is not scheduled. Beside
the regularly scheduled cyclic training, it is recom-
mended that a location in each borough be made
available where members of the force may go on
their own time to practice, with ammunition,
supervision, and instruction provided by the de-
partment. This was form-rly a policy, but was
discontinued in 1967. It would benefit the weak
shooter directly, and the department, the city, and
the public indirectly. (NOTE: The chief inspector,
director of this project, instituted a voluntary prac-
tice program at the outdcor range in July 1969,
and the substance of this recommendation was
implemented on September 29, 1969.)

Because at any given time as many as 5 percent
of police officers' revolvers are not in proper work-
ing condition and holsters may be worn or unsafe,
it is suggested that if cyclic training i., not put on
a three-a-year basis, the firearms unit should pro-
vide an inspection team to cover all precincts in
the city at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. at least once every 3
months far revolver/holster/ammunition inspection
(occasionally bullets are old or saturated with
cleaning oil and will not fire).

Because of the importance of judgi tent in the
use of firearms and because a 1968 survey indicated
many police officers do not have a good under-
standing of the law regarding the use of deadly
force, it is suggested that lecture/discussion sessions
and/or films be used at all cyclic training sessions
(minimum of 30 minutes) covering this subject

matter. Judgment is at least as important as pro-
ficiency with the revolver.

The three targets previously discussed in the
section on recruit firearms training should also be
used for inservice training: The "L" target for
bull's-eye shooting, the plain silhouette with
"bottle" scoring ring for double action practice,
and the combat silhouette with "bottle" scoring
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ring for qualifying on the practical revolver course.
The qualifying scores should be revised. The

lingle action qualification (once a year indoors)
would be a combined score of 190 out of 300 with
30 rounds slow-timed-rapid fire instead of the cur-
rent 180 out of 300. The present quaiifying score
of 61) on slow fire (which was recommended be
raised to 65 for recruit training) would not be re-
quired. However, it is suggested that the slow fire
score be recorded separately for evaluation
purposes.

The new double action qualification once a
year outdoors) would be 75 out of 100 on the same
practical revolver course as that described for re-
cruits. Thus, both the recruit and inservice quali-
fying scores, single and double action, are more
demanding, as they should be. They are, however,
considered to be reasonable.

The philosophy behind the qualifica
should be stated as department policy,
follows:

tion scores
reading as

Department experience indicates that these qualification
scores are necessary minimums. Proficiency below this level
is dangerous in that there is good reason to believe that such
persons lack reasonable effectiveness in marksmanship and
safety for bystanders.

In addition to the two qualification tests, the
following is suggested at every shooting session,
indoors and outdoors. The first 10 rounds fired
are to be slow fire, single action from 20 to 25
yards, and scored. This score is important for
several reasons: (a) It simulates shooting under
actual combat in the sense that these shots,are fired
before practice after a long period of no' firearms
train:ng (in combat the first six shots usually tell
the whole storylife or death) ; (b) the score will
indicate the extent of loss of proficiency since the
last training session after practice; (c) this tech-
nique increases motivation and provides an
excellent training device:

To the special designations of -marksman,"
"sharpshooter,'' and "expert," the additional desig-
nation -distinguished expert" should be added.
This would require a total score of 290 or higher
(out of 300) in combined slow, timed, and rapid

fire (single action), plus 100 out of 100 on the
double action course (50 round PRC). It is esti-
mated that fewer than 200 members of the depart-
i...ent would so qualify, but the Los Angeles Police
Department a_id other police agencies that have
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this designation report that the designation pro-
vides motivation, interest, and incentive; instills a
spirit of competition: and that the special insignia
is worn proudly. This addition would cost the
department nothing. It should be noted that the
present three designations are all based on single
action shooting only, which policy is a carryover
from the time when there was no combat course.
The latter is the more important and should be
recognized.

General Observations

In studying the firearms training practices and
results of the New York City Police Department
some general observations may be made which are
indirectly the concern of range instructional
personnel.

Age.Does a man's firearms proficiency deteri-
orate with age? The answer is generally "No."
He may get weaker with age; he may be more
nervous; muscular control may deteriorate some-
What: his arm may tremble when holding the re-
volve7 without support; his eyes may be weaker.
in short, physical deterioration begins to set in
after about age 50. But maturity, practice, fa-
miliarity, experience, and eyeglasses seem to correct
these deficiencies. A man's shooting proficiency
does not improve over the years with limited prac-
tice, but it can be maintained into his sixties.

-7ce.Does race have any bearing ol firearms
proficiency) The answer is definitely "No." While
firearms records do not distinguish between the
races, every firearms instructor in this department
and those interviewed from other departments
indicated there was no difference based on race.

N.Does intelligence affect a man's shooting
proficiency? The answer is a qualified "Yes."
While firearms records do not indicate level of in-
telligence, the following statement summarizes the
experience of many range officers in and out of this
department. Recruits from the top of the patrol-
man's civil service list (presumably those with
greater intelligence) are easier to teach, learn
faster, and shoot better in all phases of firearms
training than those from the bottom of the list
(presumably those who were just able to pass the

written test). Among those recruits from the mid .
dle of a civil service register, the ones (subjectively)
deemed "bright" or "sharp" by range officers pro-
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gress more rapidly am!, attain greater proficiency
than those recognized as being "dull- or -slow-
witted.-

Height.ls height related to shooting proficiency?
Some range officers feel that the lower height re-
quirement in the New York City Police Depart-
ment (now 5 feet 7 inches) demands that shorter
policemen be better trained with the revolver.
Their reasoning is that the tall, muscular police
officer is challenged less frequently by hostile per-
sons and can often handle situations without a
weapon which a short man ru;ght not be able to
handle except with his gun. While there may be
an element of truth in this, it is believed by most
that short men shoot as well as tall men, and height
is unrelated to proficiency.

Combat.ls shooting proficiency on the range
related to shooting proficiency in combat? The
answer is generally "Yes," although statistically it
cannot be proven because cf inadequate records
and the small number of cases. In any case, rela-
tively few bullets of all those fired in combat strike
the target at which aimed. This is because shoot-
ing conditions on the street are not like those on
the range; there is less light; less time to aim care-
fully; the target is moving; the officer is moving;
the target may be returning officer's fire; there are
obstructions; the officer may be fatigued from the
chase: and so on.

9.2 A New Firearms Curriculum
It is recommended that the recruit firearms cur-

riculum be a 48-hour course, to be given on five
consecutive full 8-hour days during the fourth week
of training later, and one additional full day
during the final week of training. All qualifying
should be accomplished during the 5-day period
or in the week following; no qualifying would be
required during the final session. This recom-
mended course should not be regarded as definitive
but flexible; adjustments may be made to facilitate
scheduling. Basically, the course requires single
action and qualifying in the first 2 days and 3 days
of concentrated double action shooting and quali=
fying. As a revolver course, it might be regarded
as a starting point toward a "model."

First day a.m.
1. Indoctrina ion; range rules, location of

facilities.
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2. Filling out forms (P.A. 11, P.A. 12, revolver
registration) , holster inspection.

3. Safety at the range and off the range.
4. Nomenclature of the .38 caliber revolver.
5. Revolver manual.
6. Single action lecture, dry firing, work on

proper grip, stance.
7. Basics of judgment.
8. Fire 10 rounds, slow fire, on reve s d bull's-eye

target, single action.
9. Critique on first shooting, review of common

faults.
10. Fire 10 rounds, slow fire, on reversed bull's-

eye target, single action.

First day p.m.
11. Lecture on lowering hammer on live round,

dry firing.
12. Fire 10 rounds, slow fire, on reversed bull's-

eye target, single action. Practice lowering hammer
on live round.

13. Fire 20 rounds, slow fire, single action, on
bull's-eye target. (Score both sets of 10 rounds.)

14. Lecture on timed fire, single action, dry firing.
15. Fire 10 rounds, single action, timed fire, on

bull's-eye target and score.
16. Critique -on timed fire, common faults.

Second day a.m.
I. ieview safety rules.
2. Revolver manual.
3. Lecture on judgment.
4. FBI single action film.
5. Review of tin' ed fire, dry firing.
6. Lecture on rapid fire, single action, dry firing.
7. Fire 10 rounds, single action, timed fire, on

bull's-eye target and score.
8. Fire 10 rounc:s, single action, rapid fire, on

bull's-eye target and score.
9. Critique on rapid fire, common faults.

Second day p.m.
10. Fire 30 rounds, single action, timed fire,

bull's-eye target. (Score all three sets of 10 rounds.)
11. Fire 30 rounds, single action, rapid fire, bull's-

eye target. (Score all three sets of 10 rounds.)
12. Fire 30 rounds, slow-timed-rapid fire, single

action. (Slow fire score will be recorded for quali-
fication; composite score will be recorded.)

13. Fire 30- rounds, slow-timed-rapid fire, single
action. (Slow fire scora recorded for qualification;
composite score recorded.) Nonqualifiers will re-
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peat the slow fire test. If necessat y, those still not
qualified will refire for qualification on the third,
fourth, or fifth days.

Third da a.m.
1. Sal', ty review, on and off range.
2. Discussion on judgment.
3. Area aiming lecture.
4. Double action lecture, point of aim on

silhouette target.
5. Dry fiz e double actio check grip, stroke of

trigger, positions.
6. Fire 50 rounds, double action on new "milk

bottle" silhouette target as follows: 10 supported
and 10 unsupported from 15 yards; 10 supported
and 20 unsupported from 25 yards,

7. Critique on double action shooting.

Third day p.m.
8. Lecture on barricade shooting, strong hand.

Dry firing.
9. Fire 40 rounds, strong hand barricade, 20

single action and 20 double action on new silhou-
ette target from 25 yards.

10. Critique on barricade shooting; common
faults.

11. Discussion on judgment: lawful use of deadly
physical force.

12. Gun cleaning lecture.

Fourth day a.m.
1. Safety while working (radio cars, psychos,

prisoners ) .
2. Lecture on barricade shooting, weak hand.

Dry firing.
3. Fire 40 rounds, weak hand barricade, 20

single action and 20 double action from 25 yards
on new silhouette target.

4. Critique on barricade shooting.
5. Lecture on kneeling position, supported and

unsupported. Dry firing.
6. Fire 20 rounds kneeling from 25 yards on new

silhouette target, 10 supported and 10 unsupported,
single and double action.

7. Critique on kneeling posi ion shooting.

Fourth day.p.m.
S. Fire 40 rounds, double action, barricade, 20

weak hand and 20 strong hand from 25 yards.
9. Fire 40 rounds, double action, kneeling, 20

supported and 20 unsupported, from 25 yards.
10. Lecturediscussion on judgment.
11. Duffco films.

Fifth day a.m.
I. Safety leview.
2. Lecture on police crouch (7 yards, double

action) . Dry filing.
S. Fire 40 rounds from 7 yards, double action,

police crouch, supported and uh .upported.
4. Critique on police crouch.
5. Fire the double action course as follows:

(a)
Twelve rounds from 7-yard line; police
crouch, double action, 30 seconds.
(5)
Twelve rounds from 15 yards, point. shoulder
supported, 30 seconds.
(c)
Twelve rounds from 15 yards, point shoulder
unsupported, 45 seconds.
(d)
Twelve rounds from 24 yards; six rounds
weak hand barricade, six rounds strong hand
barricade; 60 seconds.
(e)
Two rounds from 25 yards, kneeling, sup-
ported or unsupported, 5 seconds. Total 50
rounds in 2 minutes and 50 seconds on
new combat target. The target will be a
neutral shade, silhouette combat target
similar to the present New York City Police
AcAemy combat target, but with a thin
scoring ring (not readily visible to the
shooter) shaped in the configuration of a
milk bottle or bowling pin. Scoring will be
2 points for hits inside the bottle and 1
point for hits on the target but outside the
bottle.

Fifth day p.m.
6. Critique of the double action course. Review

scoring.
7. Fire the double action course for qualifica-

tion. A score of 75 will be required. Nonqualifiers
will be required to refire the course. Those suill
not qualifying will practice on their own time and
return during the following week to refire arid
qualify.

8. Duffco films, emphasize judgment.
9. Critique of entire firearms training course.

uestion and answer period. Review.
The relay not on the firing line will have their

equipment stamped.
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Nora.-Recruirs will not be armed until they complete a
week of firearms training and qualify in single and double
action.

Sixth day a. final week of training)
1. Safety review (range, off range, on job) .
2. Lecture on practical revolver course, posi-

tions, distances, time /Units.
3. Fire PRC twice. (No qualification required.)
4. Duffco films, emphasize judgment.

Sixth day p.m.
5. Lecture and display of youth-gang weapons.
6. Lecture and display of common weapons to

be encountered in daily work.
7. Lecture (includes demonstration, display, and

exhibition) on heavy weapons used in the depart
merit (rifle, shotgun, submachinegun) .

S. Question and answer period, emphasize law
and judgment in use of deadly force.

NorE.on all 6 3hooting days it is recommended that the
exact number of rounds to be fired be left to the discretion
of the range officer in charge. If the group shooting proceeds
at a rapid pace, more firing should be done. Nonqualifiers
should refire at the same session to qualify, if time permits.

It is recommended that there be three inservice
firearms training sessions each year for all mem-
bers of the force. The outdoor session would run
from April 1 through October 31 each year, .for a
full day on the range. There would be two indoor
cycles: FallNovember 1 through January 15, and
winterJanuary 16 through March 31: each indoor
session would be for a half day.

The recommended outdoor cycle would consist
of classroom work, demonstrations and firing on
the range. Class work would cover tactics, safe
handling of various weapons, ballistics and bullet
potential, firing at targets in motion, civil disturb-
ances, crowd control, handcuffs, night sticks, judg-
ment, snipers, antisniper program, mobile security
unit, firebombs, Molotov cocktails. Techniques
would include lecture, films, slides, demonstrations;
exhibits and other visual aids. A good, well-
rounded firearms program is not measured .only b;-
the development of marksmanship, but by the
acquisition of knowledge involving the use, poten-
tial and tactical application of weaponry. C9mbat
shootincr positions and dry firing would be carried
out on the line by firearms instructors assignud to
the line. The outdoor session would be ,broken
down as follows: :
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8:00- 8:10a.m.
8:10- 8:30 a.m.
8:30- 8:40 a.m.
8:40- 9:30 a.m.
9; 30-10;20 a.m.

10:20-11:10 a.m.
11:10-12:00 Noon
12:00- 1:00 p.m,
1:00- 2:00 p.m.

2:00- 3:00 p.m.
3:00- 4:00 p.m.

RELAY NO. 1

Check-in
Classroom (safety)
Ammunition distribution
Firing line, FRC with off-duty revolver
Classroom (firearms-related subject)
Firing line, PR.0 with service revolver
Classroom (firearms-related subject)
Lunch
Firing line, two PRC's wirh service revolver

(last PRC Cur record)
Classroom (firearms-related subject)
Critique, police range, dismissal

RELAY NO. 2

8:00- 8:10 a.m. Check-in
8:10- 8:40 a.m Cassroom y

8:40- 9:20 a.m. Classrr earms-related subject)
9:20-10:20 a.m. Firing line, PRC, with off duty revolver

10:20-11:10 amt. Classroom (firearms-related subject)
11:10-12:00 Noon Firing line, PRC with service rev-lver
12:00- 1:00 p.m. Lunch
1:00- 2:00 p.m. Classroom (firearms-related subject)
2:00- 3:00 p.m. Firing line, two PRC's with service revolver

(last PRC for record)
3:00- 4:00 p-m. Critique, police range, dismissal

The recommended indoor cycle would involve
the following schedule:

INDOOR SESSION NO. I (JANUARY 16-MARCH 31)

First hour
(a) Check-in, inspection of weapons, ammuni-

tion, and leather (20 minutes) .
Draw ammunition (10 minutes
Lecture on safety (ai range, on job, at
home) (30 minutes ).

Second hour
(d) Lecture on single action shooting covering

stance, grip, sight alinement, trigger con-
trol, breathing, slow, timed and rapid firing
(45 minutes)

Break and preparation for the firing line
(15 minutes) .

Third and fourth hours
On the 25-yard firing line (L target): Fire
10 rounds slow fire, 10 timed fire, and 10
rapid fire; score and record. (190 out of
300 required) (45 ninnies) .
Review of double a,:.tion shooting covering
stanc, grip, sight alinement, trigger con-
trol, and position firing (30 minutes) .

(h) On the ll.":-yard firing line (combat target):
Fire 12 rounds double action, point shoul-
der, unsupported. On the 25-yard firing

(b)
(c)

(g)
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line (c mbat target) : Fire 12 roure1 . double
action, point shoulder, supporten. Score
and record (no qualifying score .cequired) ,
reload for street (45 minutes) .

Total, 4 hours, 54 rounds.

INDOOR SESSION NO. 2 (NOVEMBER 1-JANUARY 15)

First hour
(a) Check-in, inspection of weapons, ammuni-

tion, and leather (20 minutes) .
(b) Draw ammunition (10 minutes) ,
(e) Lecture on safety (at range, on job, at

home) (30 minute .)

Second hour
(d) Double action lecture including shooting,

stance, trigger control, grip, sighting, com-
bat position firing, firing at targets in mo-
tion (30 minutes).

) Lecture on night firing course (15 minutes).
Break and preparation for the firing line
(15 minutes) .

Third and fourth hours
With off doty revolver on the 7-yard firing
line (combat target) : Fire 10 rounds double
action from police crouch position. From
the 15-yard line: Fire 10 rounds double
action point shoulder supported. Score
and record (no qualifying score required)
(40 minutes)

With service revolver (combat target): Fire
12 rounds double action from the 7-yard
line, police crouch position; fire 12 rounds
double action from the 15-yard line, point
shoulder unsupported; fire 12 rounds
double action from the 25-yard line, point
shoulder unsupported. Score and record
(no qualifying sena required) (45
minutes) .

With service revolver (silhouette target):
Fire 10 rounds on the simulated "night-
firing course. Range lights will be lowered
to simulate darkness. Course is for familiar-
ization, no scoring required. (35 minutes).

Reload for street.
Total, 4 hours, 66 rounds.

(g)

Training Policies

Having outlined the recommended recruit and
inservice firearms training programs, a number of
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suggestions follow which are rela ted to firearms
training policies.

Opening of indoor ranges.The 11 indoor ranges
were closed in April 1967 and more than 90 range
personnel were reassigned to field commands. All
indoor ranges remained closed until recently, when
a few reopened. The outdoor range and a few
indoor i anges cannot provide adequate training
for the 31,000 members of the force, which con-
tinues to grow. In addition, there is the possibility
that the lease for the outdoor range will not be
renewed next year and that facility may b2 lost it
is imperative that all indoor ranges be reopened
immediately.

Hours.The recommended inservice firearms
program cannot be implemented with an 8-hour a
day range operation. The once-a-year session at
the indoor ranges prior to 1967 was for 25,000
men. The twice-a-year indoor sessions for more
than 31,000 men will require a 16-hour operation
at indoor ranges, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 4 p.m. to
12 midnight (or 7 a.m. to 3 pan. and 3 to 11 p.m.)

Presently there are 45 range instructors, five
supervisors and nine limited duty personnel, which
would be adequate even V. all the indoor ranges
were reopened. But the instructors are being used
for a variety of other functions which are necessary
but unrelated to an instructor's duties. If some
noninstructional j ersonnel (civilian laborers, main-
tenance men, clerical workers, truck drivers) were
assigned to the :aage, range officers could be better
utilized. This suggestion will provide the neces-
sary span of instructional control without adding
additional instructors. There is the possibility of
security problems with civilian personnel (weapons,
ammunition, records) , but it is believed that this
potential problem can be overcome by security
provisions and proper supervision.

In order that members of the force be given more
opportunities for practice, maintenance of a high
degree of proficiency, firing of old ammunition and
replacement with new, and weapons check for
mechanical defects, it is recommended that volun-
tary practice programs be expanded. This can be
accomplished only if the above recommendations
are approved. There would then be at least one
range in every borough, adequately staffed days
and evenings, so that any member of the force may
on his own time obtain 50 hee rounds of service
ammunition each month for use at that range.
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I:elated to practice and the need to improve, as
opposed to mere maintenance of shooting profi-
ciency for the benefit of each member, the lepart-
ment, the city and the public, it is recommended
that an incentive program be instituted. The New
York City Transit Authority Police have the same
program formerly in effect ii this department.
This program provides 1 or 2 clays off three times
each year (up to 6 clays off) for the following
shooting proficiency: On a bull's-eye target, single
action, slow-timed-rapid fire from 20 yards, a score
of 235 out of 300 gives 1 clay off, 265 out of 300, 2
clays off. The New York Port Authority Police
have a program offering members $10 to $50 extra
each year (payable the week before Christmas) for
a variety of shooting accomplishments. A number
of other agencies studied (see app. B) have in-
centive programs based on money or time off.
These agencies report greater improvement in
shooting proficiency, higher average scores, a spirit
of healthy competition and improved morale as a
result of these incentives. Extra money for large
nurnber.5 of men may not be possible, but a modest
time off provision during off-peak periods would
not work a hardship on the department and might
have b...meficial results. Such a program might be
experimental, based on the following principles:

1. A score of 95 or better on the outdoor double
action PRC, plus 255 or better on one of the in-
door single action (slow-timed-rapid) cycles within
a year would qualify for I day off during October,
November, January, or February following the
range officer's certification of the accomplishment.

2. A score of 95 or better on the outdoor double
action PRC, plus 220 or better on one of the indoor
sessions ingle action, slow-timed-rapid) within a
year would qualify for one-half day off during the
same months, following certification of the accom-
plishment by the range officer in charge.

The results of the program should be evaluated
by the police academy after 2 years. If shooting
proficiency has increased and interest is sustained
and if department manpower has not been seriously
affected, the program should be continued or en-
larged. If not, it should be dropped.

Related to an incentive program is the matter
of credit given on promotion examinations for
shooting proficiency. This is an improper and mis .
guided policy, however well intentioned it may be.
In New York City, a member of the force aspiring
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to promotion to the rank of sergeant, lieutenant, or
captain is given the following points for shooting
proficiency, which are added to his record and
seniority score: 1. Expert-0.125 percent (255 slow-
timed rapid fire); 2. Sharps1iooter-0.100 percent
(175 slow-timed fire); 3. Marksman-0.075 percent
(90 slow fire) These added credits are cumulative.

It is true that this credit is small and costs the
city nothing. However, shooting proficiency is not
related to the duties of higher rank, nor is it an
incentive to better shooting. According to the
range officer in charge, shooting proficiency has not
increased since the program began several years
ago. This practice should he discontinued. An
i.scentive progn-an based on money awards or time
o.1 would be proper recognition and motivation.

Form P.A. 11 (Record of Revolver Instruction
was last revised in 1960 (G.O. 42) . This form is
usel at the Police Academy range to record recruits'
progress. Form P.A. 12 (Record of Revolvn In-
spection, Instruction and Practice) was last revised
in 1958. This form is used to record the firearms
inspections and practice scores of members of the
force throughout their police careers. Both these
forms will need extensive revision if the recom-
mendations in this report are approved. Even now
the captions on these forms are altered and addi-
tional captions are added by range officers to ac-
commoclate changes in the firearms training
program over the years. This is wasteful and
should be corrected by the fot ins control officer of
the planning division in cooperation with the range
officer in charge.

The rules and procedures contain 20 paragraphs
on "Firearms Practice and Instruction" (ch. 20) ,
five of which contain obsolete information. Be-
cause changes in the program as a result of these
recommendations will make the entire section ob-
solete, it is recommended that the planning division
rewrite the section in cooperation with the ranking
range officer.

Most range officers interviewed in this study
indicated it would be a rewarding experience to
change places w:th a range officer of another city
for a short period of time. Such an exchange
would broaden the experience of range officers and
give the department the benefits of experience and
innovation in other departments. Thus, for ex-
ample, one of the range officers in the Chicago
Police Department might come here to work with



this department's range officers and this depar,
ment could send a man to Chicago as a replace-
ment for 3 to 6 months. Salaries and expenses
would be paid by the respective departments to
their own personnel.

The nnit training program should develop a
session on tactical uses of firearms, emphasizing
judgment, in cooperation with the firearms unit of
the Police Academy. This television presentation
should depart from the usual format to offer a
story line based on an actual incident involving
the actions of all involved parties leading up to a
police officer's use of his revolver and the ensuing
results. The unit training sergeant should be pro-
vided with a discussion outline designed to elicit
free discussion on the ,ubject, the law on the use
of deadly force, department firearms policy and a
solid summary statement to leave the men with no
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doubt as to what the depart nt expects with
regard to firearms use.

It is recommended that some type of exertion
course, similar to the FBI course, be a scheduled
part of the outdoor firearms session once each year
for all members with the approval of the chief
surgeon. A study of the principal case sheets for
1968 and 1967 indicates some 40 cases where police
officers fired shots after a foot chase. In most cases
the shots did not hit the target. Such a course
would require all shooters to run 50 to 100 yards
to his firing line position, stop, draw, and fire at a
target. Members would quickly realize that ac,
curacy is difficult with the heart pounding, the
pulse rate quickened, and short breath. They
could then be instructed in the proper technique
for shooting under such conditions.
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Chapter 10. Hoy Physical Training Standards are Maintained

10,1 Present Phyeical Training Curriculum in
the Police Academy

The Need for Physical Training
The phys:cal training program in the Police

Academy of the New York City Police Department
is designed to develop a high degree of strength,
endurance, coordination, and skill in the
police recruit. A current syllabus of the School of
Physical Education begins:

Our potential policeman ma!, be intelligent and possess the
best of manners. He may be extremely resourceful and have a
keen sense of justice, but these will be of little avail if he does
not have the physical ability and confidence in that ability to
meet the brutal situations that may confront him in the
execution of his duties. A wen-titreeten fist to the stomach of
the most inlelligent, resourceful, and courteous policeman could
well make him forget all he ever learned a:lout police work if
he has not been physially and psychologically prepared.

The physical demands made on the police are
great and no policeman knows when he will be
called upon to perform a variety of physical tests
in street situations. The policeman pursues fleeing
criminals, vault., fences, grapples with troublesome
prisoners or people who are mentally disturbed,
races up flights of stairs to assist someone in distress
and rescues people who are drowning. Because
this is so, the courts have held in favor of plaintiffs
in cases arising out of police incidents where the
injured party alleged the inadequacy of physical
training. It is well recognized that a substantial
physical training component is essential in any
police recruit program. This need has been rec-
ognized in recent years as police entrance require-
ments have been relaxed. Historically, the patrol-
man's examination consisted of at least four parts:
written, physical, medical, and character investiga-
tion. The first two were weighted and competitive,
the last two qualifying. Not only was it necessary
to pass the physical examination and the written
test to place on the eligible list, but the candidate
had to pass each of the several cow: -tents of the.

physical, for failure in any one was disqualifying.
The result was the selection of only the best physi-
cal specimens. Several years ago the physical part
of the patrolman's examination was made qualify-
ing only, no longer competitive. This means that
candidates have only to demonstrate their ability
to perform the various tests of strength, agility,
coordination, and endurance and attain a mini.
mum score; position on the roster of eligible candi-
dates is based on nothing but the score on the
written examination. Thus a premium is placed
on intelligence and verbal ability while physical
ability is deemphasized. Not only has this change
generally led to a less physically adept recruit, but
it is inconsistest with department efforts to attract
greater numbers of black and Puerto Rican candi-
dates. The hater have not had the same educa-
tional opportunities and hence may not have the
verbal skills that the white candidates have, but
they can compete physically.

In studying the functions of a policeman in
chapter 2, no conclusion could be reaehed as to
whether physical condition is more or less im-
portant than intelligence or knowledge or resource-
fulness. But physical condition is more important
than the status it presently has under civil service
rules. By that several factors are involved:

(a) According to all physical instructors inter-
viewed, recruits are now less physically fit than they
were under the former rules;

(b) This factor makes the recruits' physical
training more difficult and makes them more
susceptible to injuries;

(c) The appearance of police officers on the
street contrasts poorly with those of former days and
with today's policemen observed in some other cities;

(d) It is believed that a policeman in poor
physical condition is more accident prone, will
sustain injuries in his work to a greater extent, and
will have a poorer attendance record due to illness
than the better conditioned policeman;
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(c) In the long run fewer minority group mem-
bers will be attracted to police work because their
physical attributes, which are comparable to those
of the white majority, have no competitive weight
on police examinations. They must rely on read-
ing, writing, and verbal ability, at which they are
at a disadvantage.

There is some statistical support for these state-
ments. The department's computer indicates
there are at least 4,563 members of the force (15
percent) classified as "heavy" (or overweight) when
they entered the department, not counting the
2,500 men appointed in 1969. A report from the
commanding officer, medical unit, indicates that of
21,421 members of the force whos.e height and
weight were measured at the outdoor range in
1964, 1,109 (5.2 percent) were rated "obese," de-
fined as those members whose weights were more than
15 percent above the Metropolitan Life insurance
Tables of Standards for build and age group. The
15-percent figure is high and arbitrary. Had 10 per-
cent been used, for example, it is estimated that the
number rated obese would have more than doubled.

Many of the physical instructors feel that during
this period the Department's own medical-staff has
been passing candidates through the medical ex-
amination who might not have been accepted sev.
eral years earlier. Of 3,608 candidates examined
by the medical unit in 1968, only 22 were rejected
for obesity.

A department report on April 2, 1969 (T.O.P.
101) indicates an increase of 25 percent in the
frequency rate and 16 percent in the severity rate
of injuries to members of the force in 1968 over
1967, with only a 10 percent increase in man-hours
of exposure. Of 20 categories of activities engaged
in when injured, 16 showed increases, and there
was no change in one. Some examples are:

Percent
Attempting arrest of male +73.75
Attempting arrest of female +242.85
Handling disorderly persons +54.54
Radio motor patrol emergency +26.15
Foot patrol +39.32
Rescue +24.10
Training +61.00
Miseellaneou ervices +29.16

1 In 1967 only 35 recruits sustained injuries in physical
training sessions. Those injured number 67 in 1968, and 148
to Sept. 12, 1969. While more men were trained this year
over last, injuries appear to be increasing out of proportion
to the increase in the number of men trained.
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The record of sickness of members of the force
is not a commendable one. In 1968, for example,
the month-by-month figures show:

Number of offlters Number of officers
Mon th reporting sick returning to duty

January 4,143 3,993
February 2,963 2,599
March 2,986 2,560
April .. . . 2,729 2,655
May 2,571 2,372
June 2,407 2,167
July 2,789 2,252
August 2,670 2,693
September 2,677 2,481
October '16,282 15,173
November 3,939 3,637
December 8,533 7,892

Total 54,689 '50,474

1 "Job action" by patrolmen

It is noted thal. 4,215 more officers reported sick
than returned from sick report, making for an ever
increasing number currently on the sick rolls. The
average length of each sick report case in 1968
was 9.8 days. This figure is high by any standard
and represents a substantial economic loss to the
city, as well as a substantial loss of police service.
Study of the medical conditions accounting fot this
loss reveals nothing definitive other than the con-
clusion which is hard to escape, that a significant
portion of illnesses is related to physical fitness or
the lack of it.

Although the syllabus calls for three physical
tests during the recruit training period, one early
in the program, one midway through, and a final
at the end, in practice it is found that only the final
is regularly given because of the time factor with
the larger numbers of men now being trained.
(The most recent class did have three tests.) In
addition, police academy policy provides that all
recruits must attain a 70 percent or better on the
final physical examination to graduate. Of 6,000
recruits processed through the academy since 1967,
none failed the physical. This fact is all the more
astonishing when considered in the light of earlier
statements with regard to the deteriorating physical
condition of recruits. (It should be noted that it
has been rare for many years to drop a recruit for
failing the physical. Few fail, and those who do
are given additional opportunities to be retested.)

Inasmuch as there is no ongoing physical train-
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ing program in the department, it is Important that
while recruits are amenable to the rigors and de-
mands of the academy they be subject to higher
standards. Those failing to measure up should be
given timely warning, an opportunity to meet
standards, and finally dropped from the service if
they do not. The patrolman will never have a
better physical appearance or be in better condition
than on the day he leaves the academy. The de-
partment Should act to assure, at the least, that
all new officers are a credit to the department at
the time of their academy graduation. Thep-. fter
it becomes more difficult.

R e crui t Carricu Iu rn

The present physical program for recruits con-
sists of 192 hours (more than one-third of the entire
curriculum) , broken down as follows:

Subject: Hours of Instruction
Infantry drill 6

Calisthenics 60
Baton training 8
Search and frisk 12

Boxing ....... . 26
Unarmed defense 48
Riot control 12
First aid 16
Orientation
Graduation and rehearsa 3

Total 192

Sessions are held 4 days each week for a period
of 3 hours per session over the 16 weeks of recruit
training. The curriculum describes each course
and provides the justification for it. The program
has been analyzed through several devices: (a) in-
structors were interviewed; (b) recruits were inter-
viewed; (c) the officer in charge and two former
officers in charge of the physical school were inter-
viewed; (d) several training sessions were observed;
(e) the training advisory panel discussed the physi-

cal program; (f) the present and former command-
ing officers of the police academy were interviewed;
(g) a comparative study of police physical training
programs was undertaken. Some of the conclusions
reached are as follows:

1. A basic reason for the 3-hour sessions, 4 days
a week, is that the recruit's attention span in aca-
demic classes is limited. A full day of lecture is
dull and wasteful in that a larger and large: portion
of the class's attention is lost as the day progresses.

Therefore most days are broken up by adding a
physical training unit of 3 hours. This is not to
say that the phy.s:..:al !Taining is not needed, hot
that the figure of 192 hours seems to have been
arrived at in a way unrelated to the actual need for
specific amounts of training.

2. The largest item is the 60 hours for calis-
thenics, which consists of a full hour at almost all
of the 64 sessions. One-half hour of exercise is
given prior to all other physical activity. After a
short break, another half hour is given before the
start of the second half of the physical training
session. The theory is that without such a period
of warmup prior to strenuous activities too many
injuries occur. The warmup theory is sound, but

it may be arbitrary. The project
that 15-minute warmups may be

the length of
staff believes
adeqo ate.

3. The extent of proficiency attained in judo,
savate, karate, jujitsu, and wrestling, which are the
elements of the unarmed defense course, is not
great and is quickly lost if the trainee does not
keep up with this kind of training. This course
should concentrate on restraining holds, come-
along techniques, disarming tactics, and self-defense,
with short sessions in judo, karate, and so forth
just for appreciation. Forty-eight hours are ex-
cessive for this component.

4. Although riot control was
years ago from 6 to 12 hours, it
it be increased so 16 hours and covered more com-
prehensively, as recommended in the report of the
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.

5. This study finds boxing unrelated to a police
officer's tasks. Few police agencies studied have a
boxing course, and these are mostly of only a few
hours' duration. The 26-hour course, which con-
sists of 28 three-quarter-hour lessons and six review
sessions could be cut to 8 hours without major loss.

6. Certain subjects (i.e., search and frisk, riot
control, first aid, and graduation rehearsal) are
not physical training courses, but are placed in the
phyrdcal training program either because they are
co.:Oucted by physical instructors or in the gym-
nasium or both. These courses would be better
placed in their proper categoryunder academic
training with a notation that they are carried out by
the physical training school or in the gymnasium.

7. The 192-hour curriculum is said to be "ideal";
however, rarely is it all covered. It is suggested

increased a few
is suggested that
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that whatever program is adopted be fully covered.
There is little basis for scient,dc comparison at
present between two recruit classes or years or
program.s because of inconsistencies and uncon-
trolled variables.

Comparative Physical Training Curriculums

Appendn.i A is a comparative study of recruit
training in 60 police agencies. With respect to the
physical training category, the following observa-
tions are of interest. The New York City Police
Department shows 176 hours (the 16 hours for
first aid were removed and placed in the proper
categor)) , which is substantially greater than the
next longest physical training course. New York
City uses a full one-third of its overall curriculum
for physical training, far more than any other
agency.

There are wide differences in the amount of time
devoted to physical training by police agencies.
The greatest spread, in time, between New York
City and Si )ux City, Iowa, is 176 hours compared
to 5 hours; in percentage, between New York City
and Dallas, 32 percent compared to 2 percent.
There is no neat way of categorizing cities by size
in relation to physical training. Some of the
largest cities have little physical training, while
some of the smallest have substantial programs.
Chicago's new 31-week recruit curriculum contains
1,085 hours, of which only 103 aro physical train-
ing, about 9.5 percent. The New York State
Municipal Police Training Council, which sets
minimum police training standards in this State,
recommends at least 28 hours of physical training,
representing 12 percent of their minimum 240-hour
police recruit curriculum.

The 15 cities found to have the largest percent-
age of time devoted to physical training had an
average of 82.3 hours, or 18.2 percent of their av-
erage 452-hour curriculum. The 15 cities with the
lowest percentage of time devoted to physical train-
ing had an average of 19 hours or 4.5 percent of
their average 420-hour curriculum. As pointed out
in appendix A, the wide differences combined with
the comparable 452 and 420 hour average curricu-
lums indicate that physical training is largely dis-
cretionary. Since this is so, and betause it is known
that in some cases brief physical training programs
are related to the absence of facilities and long
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programs are related to the existence of facilities,
the question must be askeddoes the availability
of modern physical training facilities have any re-
lation to the need for physical training? The an-
swer is "No."

Recommendations

1 The physical training program for recruits
should be reduced from 192 to 126 hours by re-
ducing calisthenics from 60 to 30 hours, boxing
from 26 to 8 hours, unarmed defense from 48 to
26 hours, and increasing riot control training from
12 to 16 hours.

2. The components of the physical training pro-
gram need not be changed, nor should the content.
More intensive training, brought about by better
organized training sessions, smaller recruit classes,
use of movies and film loops in such areas as search
and frisk, use of baton, riot control, and unarmed
defense, and the k eduction of "lounging" time
should enable good coverage of subject matter and
better supervision of recruits.

S. The physical school should sequence and co-
ordinate its program with that of the academic
school, particularly in the areas of law (search and
frisk) , mobs and riots (riot control formations and
use of baton) , human relations and dealing with
disturbed and arrested persons (defensive tactics,
restraining holds, come-along holds) and so on.
Police training will then be compatible in each of
its elements and no dichotomy will be fotered in
the trainee's mind because of uncoordinated acad-
emy programs.

4. The medical unit should study the possibilities
of implementing a cutoff policy which would ex-
clude overweight candidates at 5, 10, or 15 percent
above standard height-weight tables. Reasonable
opportunity to reduce might be given to those who
fail to make' the weight requirement, but they
should be rejected for a second failure. This is the'
most critical point. If overweight candidates are
accepted at this stage, they are not likely to reduce
but will probably get heavier over time.

5. The police academy should study the imple-
mentation of a policy which would require the loss
of.weight in overweight recruits who were accepted
by the medical unit. Thus, if the medical unit's
cutoff point were 10 percent above standard height-
weight tables and a recruit is admitted with a
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weight 8 percent above normal, he would be put
on notice by the academy that he could not grad .
uate without a 50-percent reduction in his excess
weight. For example, a 5-foot 9-inch candidate
with a large frame should weigh 170 pounds maxi.
mum, let us say. The medical unit would accept
him up to 187 pounds (10 percent) , but the acad-
emy would require loss of half the excess (8.5
pounds) prior to graduation clay. Inasmuch as
the training period in the new curriculum would
be VA months and a weight reduction nrogram
would be available from the medical . this
would not be an unreasonable requirement.

6. Three graded physical tests should be admin-
istered to all recruits in training. A 70-percent
passing mark should be the average of the three
tests with the final test having double weight.
Standards should be upgraded. Unless recruits are
convinced that the academy will reject those who
do not meet these requirements, they are not likely
to make an effort. It may be argued that the de.
partment can ill afford to drop a man in whom
they have a 4-month investment in training time.
The project staff feels, however, that the depart-
ment can ill afford to appoint people who cannot
meet reasonable physical standards and thereby ,e-

come a risk to themselves and to the reputation
of the department.

10.2 Relationship of a New Curriculum to
Maintaining Physical Standards

The Terminal Nature of Physical Training

To have 31,000 men maintain a high degree of
physical fitness over an entire police career presents
a formidable task for the department. The only
really effective law enforcement weight control pro-
gram known to the project staff is t' .t of the FBI
where there is neither civil service job security nor
effective employee organizations. Few of the po-
lice agervies studied have ongoing inservice physi-
cal training programs. Hence, as in New York
City, it can be said, generally, that recruit physical
training is the only physical training the typical
policeman will receive during his police career.
Thereafter, his physical condition will be a matter
of self-determination with no official inspections to
insure physical fitness to perform the strenuous
duties of his calling.
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The first question raised during this project was:
Why invest 192 hours in a training program that
is terminal, never to be followed up again? An
original notion was that recruit physical training
should either be reinforced with periodic inservice
courses or cut back substantially. A later conclu-
sion was that although some kind of ongoing physi-
cal training was desirable, lack of it does not alter
the need for physically fit policemen with good per-
sonal appearance and a military bearing. There-
fore, although some economy is recommended in
the recruit training pi ogram, it would still be
among the most comprehensive in the Nation and
one which will adequately prepare the recruit to
deal with the hazards of his demanding profession.
No amount of physical training will suffice for the
years ahead, however, without some followup train-
ing.

It is not only the magnitude of the task that
has kept police administrators from keeping their
men in top physical cordition. Firearms training
several times each year presents at least as great a
problem. But there are problems of medical fitness
of the men to engage in strenuous exercises, legal
suits arising from training injuries and related med-
ical conditions, and the economics of not only pro-
viding training space and materials and staff, but
of space, materials and staff to provide periodic
medical checkups of each member. Finally, the
rising demand for police service makes it more diffi-
cult to take large numbers of men from their work
for training purposes. These facts, however, du
not permit the department to ignore the neeos of
an adequate ongoing physical training program.
Methods must be found to provide some such train-
ing. A few suggestions are offered.

Recommendations

The terminal aspect of recruit physical training
must be deemphasized. Not only should recruits
be impressed with the need for maintaining good
physical condition, but experienced officers must be
inspected and encouraged or directed to maintain
their own physical condition.

1 The department should obtain legal opinions
from the corporation counsel or the deputy com-
missioner, legal matters, or both as to municipal
responsibility and liability for injuries and illness
attributable to j,hysical training, the possibility of
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waivers of liability, and other legal matters. The
chief surgeon should determine the need for and
frequency of medical examinations. It is obvious
that without some clearance no program is possible.
Insurance may be an acceptable alternative. The
following recommendations assume a favorable le-
gal ruling or insurance protection.

2. A modest program worthy of further study and
implementation would combine firearms training
presently given at least once a year to all members
of the force at the outdoor range with a physical
training component. Members are aIre4cly in work
clothes or old clothes; only one relay can be on the
firing line at any given time; off relays are not al-
ways profitably engaged in classroom instruction;
and wide open spaces encourage open-air physical
activity when weather permits. Surely 30 minutes
of the 8-hour day can be allocated for some routine
dynamic tension, calisthenic, or isometric exercises.
Mimeographed programs for home followup could
be distributed at the same time. One or two physi-
cal instructors from the police academy each day
could probably handle the assignment, which would
cover the entire force in a year. Members with
medical disabilities could be excused.

S. The competitive intramural type of activity
(swimming, basketball, softball, volleyball, hand-
ball, bowling) among precincts, divisions, and bor-
oughs, when properly organized with motivation
provided through publicity, awards, and friendly
rivalry between commands, provides an excellent
voluntary-type program of physical fitness which
should be encouraged. To facilitate scheduling of
intramural competition, some latitude should be
given to commanding officers to enable their best
team to participate. Opportunities might also be
provided for the more skilled members to partici-
pate as representatives of the department in inter-
departmental or extradepartmental athletic activi-
ties. These programs were in effect in this depart-
ment for many years through the mid-1950's but
were discontinued in order to put more policemen
on the street. Actually, the men provided most of
the expenses of these programs through their own
contributions to the Police Sports Association and
little time from patrol was lost, while morale,
sportsmanship, citizenshi:7., and health improved
greatly, according to those who participated. A
number of physical school instructors would be
willing to organize such activities.

4. A semivoluntary weight control program should
be studied and implemented. Opportunity would
be given to overweight patrolmen to participate
in a scientifically progressive type of exercise at the
police academy gymnaisum, coupled with diet con-
trol measures provided by the medical unit. Those
overweight men not coming forward for this pro-
gram voluntarily might be encouraged or motivated
by their commanding officers. This program could
be conducted during hours when academy gym-
nasium time is available, even on the midnight to
8 a.m. tour when demands for police service are
low and the gymnasium is not ordinarily in use.

5. Commanding officers should be required to ob-
serve and inspect the members of their commands
in person and through sick reports for physical ap-
pearance and conformation. Those overweight
members who do not voluntarily participate or who
cannot be encouraged to participate in the sug-
gested weight control program should be relieved
of choice assignments to special units, radio motor
patrol duty, or other favorable positions. Such as-
signments should be dependent in part on fitness.
Conversely, discretion should be available for com-
manding officers to give the least desirable assign-
ments to the most physically unfit men in the com-
mand.

6. A competitive physical inspection program
could be implemented at very little cost to the de-
partment which could stimulate great interest and
friendly rivalry. An inspection team from the po-
lice academy physical school could inspect the out-
going platoon of all precincts at unannounced times
during the year for physical appearance. Com-
mands would be listed in rank order and the re-
sults published by the department. This could be
followed by a personal congratulatory communica-
tion to the commanding officer of the best precinct
from the police commissioner and coverage in
Spring 3100 magazine. While the result of this
program will likely have a positive effect on all
concerned, it will also indicate to the lower ranked
precincts their need to take appropriate action.

7. Announcements should be made periodically
in department publications or orders as to time
and days of availability of the gymnasium and
swimming pool so that members of the force may
be encouraged to use the facilities. This has been
a promise since the opening of the new police
academy building. Even though these facilities are
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frequently taxed by recruit training programs, there
are, nevertheless, many periods of availability which
are not known by field personnel.

8. A survey chould be made of patrolmen in field
commands to determine their feeling for the need
for an inservice physical training program. They
might also be asked how they feel about such
training on the 12 midnight to 8 a.m. shift, when
there is frequently great boredom among them for
lack of activity. The police academy gymnasium
is not usually in use during these hours, locker and
shower facilities are excellent, large numbers of
men can be accommodated, and all would be avail-
able as a reserve force for use anywhere in the city
in the event of an emergency. With an adjustment
of physical instructor scheduling, adequate instruc-
tion and supervision could be arranged.

9. Several police agencies studied which have
poor gymnasium facilities have turned to a simple
device to provide physical training for their men,
both in recruit and inservice training sessions. In
the Chicago Police Department, severa' imes each
day the trainees stand at their desks or line up
along the walls of the corridor and, led by a physi-
cal instructor, perform a series of isometric and
calisthenic exercises for several minutes. This pro-
vides some relief from the boredom of long lectures,
widens the span of attention, and encourages the
maintenance of physical fitness. The short sessions
do not take time from academic instruction, nor
do they cause the men to perspire. it is recom-
mended that such a program be attempted experi-
mentally in the inservice training of this depart-
ment.

10. The..'e are inadequate gymnasium facilities
for police officers who would use them if available.
It is recommended that such facilities be provided
in all new department buildings and that surveys
be taken to indicate which existing buildings have
suitable space for small gymnasiums or exercise ma-
chines. The costs, in terms of space, equipment,
and supervision, is considered minimal in terms of
results.

11. The ideal long-range plan for the implemen-

tation of these recommendations would include
the building of a centrally located combination
gymnasium and swimming pool in each borough.
Such facilities already exist in Sweden, Denmark,
and Norway, where policemen not only have un-
limited use of such tacilities but are given an en-
tire day twice each month for physical develop-
ment. In Sweden such days are divided into a
period of supervised training (calisthenics, judo,
come-along holds, restraining holds, crowd control)
and a period of free use of gymnasium, sports equip-
ment, swimming pool, and sauna.

The primary objectives of an ongoing physical
training program after recruit training are to en-
able policeman to perform their difficult work effi-
ciently and safely, to reduce fatigue and sickness,
to present a better physical appearance in public,
to educate the whole individual (mental reactions,
emotions, and social conduct) . The benefits of an
effective program will be:

Loss of man-hours due to sick report cases,
including illness and injuries, should diminish
(physical fitness objective

Citizen complaints against members of the
force should decrease (social objective) .

Public relations should improve, as well as
the police image (physical and social objec-
tives).

Improved police efficiency in pi ,tecting the
lives of citizens and members tin ough skill de-
velopment (motor skill objective).

Impro-,cd morale, esprit de corps, sense of
belonging, sportsmanship, citizenship (social
objective).

Substantial time is devoted to refresher firearms
training each year, yet most policemen go through
an entire career without the need to use their re-
volvers. Even so, the staff of this project see a need
for more firearms training, as long as policemen
are required to carry firearms. Rut no time is now
devoted to refresher physical training, even though
the average police officer is called upon daily to
demonstrate physical prowess. This is an anomaly
that cannot be justified.



Chapter 1 Support Services at the Police Academy
for the New Program

11.1 A Counseling Service for Recruits
In the reexamination of the recruit in relation

to the world about him and to his role as a police
officer, attention was given to the provision of sup-
port services at the police academy which would
be helpful in bridging the gap from civilian to
law enforcement officer. Prime among the recom-
mended support services is a counseling center for
recruits. The consultant to the project in this
area has phrased the need for a counseling service
for recruits in the following summary sta tement.

The New York City Police Academy is designed
to educate young people (mostly men) to become
officers of the law who are both effective and com-
mitted to their role in Society. Who are thcf,e
young men? For the most part the recruit is a
young man under 25 years of age and a native
New Yorker with a high school diploma. He is a
young man who grew up in the postwar years
which were marked by parental permissiveness and
a floundering educational system. In early youth
he was surrounded by decaying neighborhoods, ex-
pensive cars, and color TV. About the time of his
graduation from high school he lived through a
summer that was called the longest hot summer.
It was a time of slaughter in a Chicago nurses'
dormitory, a time when an Austin honor student
destroyed 14 lives. It was a time when Now York
City sent 1,000 police to pacify an area of hostility
in Brooklyn. It was a time of the Meredith March
and the emergence of a new phrase, "Black Power."

Since the summer of 1966, as a still very young
man in his formative years, the recruit has lived
with the controversial issues of open housing, street
violence, peace demonstrators, student revolts, the
pill, teachers' strikes. His younger brothers have
struggled to be turned on, tuned out. T1' _y want
to do their own thing, perhaps to become hippies
or peaceniks. The recruit may also be black apd
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have experienced his own particular struggle to
emerge with and Lir his people.

We know that the recruit has grown up in a
time of rapid change and bewildering contrast. He
has come to maturity in a world labeled anxious
but affluent, a world in which the values of reli-
gion, patriotism, and law are challenged by differ-
ent levels of society.

We do not really know why this particular
young man chose the police force. Michael Ban-
ton 1 calls attention to the fact that the attraction
of the police as an occupation and the psychologi-
cal consequences of being a policeman have never
been studied in depth, We may, however, assume
that security and livelihood play a part. But it is
also safe to assume that the recruit wants more
than security and livelihood.

There has been much written in the occupational
literature about man's needs for satisfaction on the
job. Many authors have said that the three basic
desires that men seek to satisfy in work are: (1)
satisfactory human relations; (2) activity in agree-
able conditions; (3) an assured livelihood. These
three basic desires are cited in the order of their
importance.

The occupation which the police recruit has
chosen will put strain on his relations with his wife,
his neighbors, the man in the street, as well as with
his sergeant. It will put an emotional strain on the
recruit himself. He comes, then, to the depart-
ment with the pressures of a fast-changing society
around him, to a job that is intellectually and
emotionally demanding and where the expecta-
tions for his performance are high.

The community expects him to exhibit self-con-
trol when he is the target of epithets; it expects

1 Michael Banton, "Police in the Community," (New York:
Basic Books, 1964)
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him to be both aggressive in pursuit of a thief and
humanely concerned about an injured animal. His
neighbors expect him to be the example of moral
rectitude and yt be able to do a -favor." His wife
expects him to be brave and to be home on time.

The expectations of the community and the ex-
pectations oE his family are high. The expecta-
tions of the police department are also high. The
New York City Police Department expects its re-
cruits to demonstrate an ability to get along with
people as well as to be able to control people. It
expects the recruit to subordinate his self-interest
and also to be able to adjust to new situations.
The department expects the recruit to respect au-
thority and also to be able to work without super-
vision. It expects the recruit to be able to settle
disputes and also to show regard for civil rights.
These are indeed high expectations. If such stand-
ards for the recruit of the New York City Police
Department 'are goals worth training for, we need
to know what the recruit feels and how much he
really wants to accept these goals and to work
toward them.

Those responsible for the development of the
recruit need to know what the recruit is really like
under the skin. His classroom behavior and tests
tell what he says and show what he does; but they
do not tell what he deep down thinks and feels.
The large iceberg of unknown human talent and
potential is submerged.

A counseling program could provide regular psy-
chological data on the overall recruit group with-
out violating the confidentiality of the individual
recruit's counseling interview. A counseling pro-
gram could provide the recruit (in either individ-
ual or group sessions) with opportunity to talk
over his needs, feelings, and problems. Lundstedt 2
makes clear the responsibility of police manage-
ment to recognize human needs of the policeman
and to provide the opportunity to discuss these
needs.

Brammer and Shostrom 3 emphasize that counsel-
ing is developed rapidly as a professional human
helping endeavor. People everywhere are con-

2 S. Lundstedt, "Social Psychology's Contribution to the
Management of Law Enforcement Agencies," Journal of Crim-
inal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 56, 1965. pp. 375-
581.

L. Bramtner and E. Shostrom, "Therapeutic Psychology-
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968) .
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cerned not only with solving and living mon- com-
fortably with their life problem; but with improv-
ing their human effect and becoming their true
potential. People want help.

What is Counseling?

A counseling service can be one of the tools in
a training program to help the recruit or groups of
recruits to develop as more effective human beings
and, therefore, to become more effective law offi-
cers. This tool can also serve as a means for de-
veloping knowledge about the needs, attitudes, and
feelings of recruit groups, such knowledge to be
used by administration in planning, directing and
administering the training program.

The term "counseling" suggests many connot.a.
tions. From a generic standpoint counseling is
understood to mean giving advice or information.
We talk of legal counseling, investment counseling,
religious counseling, and even beauty counseling;
such advice-giving service, of course, has its value,
but the applicability of such a service to a police
academy will not be discussed.

The field of counseling as a profession of psy-
chological research and practice began to gather
force during World War H. As a professional
specialty counseling is used today extensively in
the fields of education, industry, government.

Counseling is a learning oriented process carried
on in a simple one-to-one (or group) social en-
vironment in which the counselor is professionally
competent in psychological skills and knowledge.
McGowan-Schmidt say the counselor seeks to assist
the individual to learn more about himself and
how to put such understanding into effect so that
he may become a happier and more productive
member of his society.'

The counseling psychologist wants to help the
individual overcome obstacles to his personal
growth. The counseling psychologist is also com-
petent to help the recruit in more severe emotional
problems which may be evidenced by maladaptive
behavior such as uncontrolled aggressiveness, pas-
sivity, confused sexual identity, hypochondria, prob-
lems evidenced by gambling, alcoholism, etc.

The counseling psychologist is professionally

. McGowan and L. Schmidt, "Counseling Readings in
Theory and Practice," (New York: Holt Pe Co., 1962).
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trained an:t his graduate training emphasized the
study of human behavior, personality dynamics,
and methods of helping man to grow or change.
His training included counseling experience in a
work situation. The counselor will have developed
a counseling philosophy and approach of his own.
He uses tests, biographical data, and consultation
as aids. keeps records or tapes and maker re-
ports and recommendations.

Counseling programs have been found to be use-
ful tools for human development in a wide range
of settings. Some of the occupational fields which
have found counseling useful and which may be
considered relevant are those of industry, educa-
tion, and public service. Industrial relations ex-
perts have a pragmatic concern in helping their
work force perform to maximun. Their
use of counseling as a means of fur tiering worker
development has been extensive. lit has been re-
ported that 27 different national companies had
adopted some form of counseling program. Most
recently the National Industrial Conference Board
reviewed national practice and fnund nationwide
programs providing employees with full opportu-
nity to express feelings in a counseling situation.

The classic 20-year Hawthorne experiment of
Western Electric has been a monument in indus-
trial human relations, representing a pioneer effort
in worker development. In their recent evaluation
of the program, Dickson and Roethlisberger ex-
amine the unique contribution of counseling to
the resolution of worker constraints in work situa-
tions.5 Their indepth examination of the 20-year
counseling program provides industrial psycholo-
gists with new guidelines for a reestablishment of
a counseling program.

The National Association of Manufacturers in
its statement on employing the hard core unemploy-
ables today, specifically recommends counseling pro-
grams: "By and large, companies offering a counsel-
ing service say they have been amply repaid in
terms of increased morale, and, many feel, increased
production!' At the recent American Personnel
and Guidance Association Convention (1969)
Douglas Harris of the United Airlines, which em-
ploys 50,000 employees in the United States, said:
"We have found that in the process of selection

W. Dickson and F. J. Roethlisberger, "Counseling in an
Organization- (Boston, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1966).
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an I development, guidance counselors, or others
similarly trained, have proven to be effective."

Young peat it college are at the same stage of
life as the po..ce recruits. They share with the re-
cruits much of the same struggle tor maturity and,
while the setting is different, they too are under-
going a learning experience and a need to demon-
strate achievement. Colleges are concerned with
helping students to use their educational experi-
ence fully. Counseling is best justified as an im-
mediate help to students bewildered by the in-
creasingly complex maze of social influence. In
this maze most institutions iecoguize their responsi-
bility to help the student explore his potential and
to grow in an orderly manner. Counseling pro-
grams are now considered an integral part of the
educational proce . In 1968 it was reported that
in more than l.i colleges, counseling centers were
established and 1unctioning on the campus.° The
stresses of academic pressures, of competition, con-
flict of values, of economic remuneration, revolt
against the establishment, all can be likened to
some of the stresses experienced by police.

There has been substantial research to evaluate
the effectiveness of counseling for college students.
One of the most interesting is a study by William-
son and Berdin at the University of Minnesota.
This was a followup on a group of students 25
years after they had received counseling; this group
of counseled students was compared with a wroup
of noncounseled students. Although the differences
on specific criteria of achievement were not large,
the data support the general nclusion that coun-
seling did indeed exert a beneficial effect on the
counseled students' achievement.

All counseling does not need to be on emotional
problems or crisis concern. In 1969, one author
wrote that the problem of motivation is crucial to
college success and is usually tied in with other
kinds of problems, problems of relationship with
others and rebellion against authority.7 Students
do not have to be troubled by severe academic
problems to take advantage of counseling service.

While the college student is comparable to the
police recruit in age and some of the stresses he

F. Nugent and E. Pareis, "Survey of Present Policies and
Practices in College Counseling Centers in the United States,"
Journal. of Counseling Psychology, 15, 1968, pp. 94-97.

7 H. Lindgren, "The Psychology of College Success," (New
York: Wiley & Sons, 1969).
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experiences, educators working with special groups
in educational settings may have even more com-
parable concerns. Authorities working with sem-
inarians, nurses, and athletes have fouml counsel-
ing their students To be of benefit. Such educators,
like staff in a police academy, work with young
people in an authoritarian setting and in a situa-
tion which implies helping the young person de-
velop loyalties to the professional team or force.
Such young people are all concerned with the pub-
lic and are also subject to the rigorous disciplines
of their field.

In a recent study of personnel practices in ac-
credited theological schools, 88 percent reported
having professionally trained counseling staff; 44
percent of the students reported that they had
sought help and three out of four indicated that
the counseling service was helpful. Authorities
in the field of nursing have long recognized the
need for a counseling service for their students.
The school of nursing which has no planned coun-
seling program is dependent on casual relationships
to help the individual student achieve what is es-
sentially a difficult and involved adjustment_ It
has beer. -...ritten that unless the nursing school
provides such counseling, it is not making best
use of the talents it has in the student body.s

A program for the development and training of
athletes at University of Wisconsin include-, a coun-
seling service whose function is to gain information
on the personality dynamics of football team mem-
bers and to provide professional counseling to
coaches and team members to help find the best
ways to develop successful athletes. Although the
program is of recent origin, Dr. M. Maultsb,r, re-
sponsible for the program, has reported positive
changes in behavior of team members.

Counseling services for civilians working for the
U.S. Army during World War II helped many em-
ployees with personal and job problems, but some
also used the service to explore ways for becoming
more satisfied human beings. In more recent ex-
periences with social workers in a municipal serv-
ice, despite the fact that the employees' supervisors
were especially trained in knowledge of human
behavior, staff members used the pe:sormel special-
ist (counselor) for help in resolution of personal
as well as job-related problems.

B H. Gordon, K. Densford, and E. Williamson, "Counseling
in a School of Nursing" (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1947).

,
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HOW TO ESTABLISH A cooNsELING SERv10E
AT THE POLICE ACADEMY

In establishing a counseling service within a
training program it is important to define and
circulate to stall a statement relative to the scope
and responsibilities of the service function. What
will be the duties and operation of the program?
What will be it.s responsibilities, to whom will its
services be diiected?

The counseling service in a police training pro-
gram will serve all levels of the Police Academy.
Its total service will be directed to the following:

Top command.The counseling service will col-
lect data on the psychological climate of the recruit
classes. With the accumulation of knowledge con-
cerning problems, attitudes, and needs of the re-
cruits, the counselors will be in a position to offer
suggestions for standards and policy related to re-
crUi ts.

Police Academy faeulty.Counselors will meet
regularly with instructional staff at the academy
in order to provide feedback on indicated needs of
recruits in training. The counseling staff will con=
duct seminars and institutes on learning theory,
dynamics of personality, behavior adjustment, rec-
ognition of emotional problems.

Classes of recruits.Counselors will meet with
all new classes to orient the recruit classes on the
nature and function of the counseling service. In
addition to the orientation session -ounselors will
provide group counseling for groups of selected
recruits to counsel in special areas of concern such
as (a) how and why of behavior problems; (b)
how to get along with difficult people; and (c) spe-
cial problems of financial management, sex, and
family relations,

Individual recruit. Counselors will counsel with
the individual recruit who feels that he wants and
can use help in learning how to get along with
others, how to meet his personal crisis, or how to
change or use himself more effectively.

Further responsibilities of the counseling service
will include

Special "outside" groups.The counseling servine
will provide group counseling for special nonacad-
emy groups, such as wives of fiancees of recruits,
covering the role of the policeman and one's rela-
tionship to him. In this area the counselors will
cooperate with the wives' association.



Teaching.Counsekirs may teach on the Police
Academy faculty in areas of special competence,
such as social psychology.

Testing.The counseling service wilt administer
and interpret tests- (adjustment and temperament
inventories) in group or individual situations as
indicated.

Research and evaluation.The counseling serv-
ice will design and conduct research on behavior,
attitudes and needs of recruits, so as to provide to
the police department added tools for the enrich-
ment of training and supervision of recruits. The
counseling service will also develop methods for
the regular self-appraisal of the counseling service.

Policy for Counseling Service

Orientation of academy staff.The commanding
officer of the Police Academy would need to intro-
duce the adoption of the program in a meeting.
A formal brochure or pamphlet should be prepared
covering the functions of the service. The success
of the counseling program will require a counseling
staff presentation to describe the nature and basic
purpose of the program.

Orientation of recruits.The counselor will meet
with all new classes of recruits and in the introduc-
tory session will describe and discuss the nature of
the counseling service.

Confidentiality.In many States the counseling
psychologist has privileged communication. New
York State, as well as nine others, has passed licen-
sure laws for the psychologist to accord to their
clients the privilege of confidential communication.
In a discussion by the consultant with a patrolman
of the possible acceptance by recruits of such a
program, he commented, "If you can really con-
vince them that you're not a stool pigeon for ad-
ministration, guys would use it."

Referrals to or from counseling service.It should
be fully understood that no recruit can be "sent"
to a counselor. All levels above the recruit should
understand that supervisors may only "suggest"
that a recruit consult with a counselor. The serv-
ice must never be used as an arm of discipline.
Referral from the counseling service may be made
by the counselor in situations where a social qr
medical service is indicated. In those cases where
there is evidence of severe emotional disturbance
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the cou selor may consult with police department
medical unit, police chaplains, or may refer the
recruit to an appropriate agency. In rare cases of
possible threat of suicide or homicide the counselor
is not bound by confidentiality.

Staffing of Counseling Service

Yoder 9 believes that a satisfactory staff ratio pro-
vides one counselor for each , employees. For
a class of 500 recruits it is ri mmended that the
program begin with two trained counselors, one
with a doctorate in counseling or clinical psychol-
ogy, and the second counselor to have at least a
master's degree in psychology or counseling. One
of the staff should have specialty in group coun-
seling and testing. Previous counseling experience
would be desirable. It must be emphasized that
in addition to the professional qualifications, the
personal characteristics of the counselor arc of
pi-Lae importance. The individual counselor must
be objective, have respect for individuals, have
self-understanding, mature judgment, and the abil-
ity to listen and keep confidentiality, and have per-
sonal integrity.

While the personal and professional qualifica-
tions are the basic considerations in the selection
of a counselor, we must speak to the qualifications
of sex and race, There are those who would argue
that in a quasi-military organization only a man
counselor could be effective. The counselor who
comes across as technically qualified, and is recog-
nized to have warmth and genuineness will gain
the confidence of the person to be counseled in
most cases. But to deny that these factors can
have some bearing on the individual counseling
situation would be naive.

Recognizing that the young male recruit may
have bias against a woman counselor, it would seem
advisable that at least one of the counselors be a
man. Recognizing also that the black recruit may
well have an initial reaction against a white coun-
selor, it may be advisable to have one black coun-
selor. In this connection, however, a well-qualified
white counselor will be more readily acceptable
than a black counselor whose qualifications are less.

° Norman Yoder, "The Selection and Training of Public
Safety Personnel in American Municipalities," unpublished
Ph. D. dissertation: Ohio State University, 1942.
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Counseling Center Personnel

Suggested staff: One Ph. D. (counseling or clini-
cal psychologist) ; One M.A. or M. Ed. (counseling)
(professional staff to be paid at established salary

schedule for these professional positions in the
City University of New York) ; One secretary-
receptionist; and One clerical (records, filing, and
scoring)

Equipment: Tests, tape recorders, and films.
Budgetary support for the counseling service will

require approximately $50,000 per year. It is rec-
ommended that one professional counselor be re-
cruited on July 1, 1970, to begin in the planning
phase to lead to a full implementation of the coun-
seling service by January 1, 1971. It should be
kept in mind that no present services available
within the police department provide a counseling
service. This support service is an essential tart
of the total educational experience anticipated
with the implementation of the recommendations
of this project. Close cooperation and not com-
petition will characterize the relationship between
the counseling service and the medical unit and
the police chaplains.

Hazards to a Counseling Program

Counseling can be an enrichment for the recruit
training program; however, the benefits of coun-
seling psychology are difficult to prove. This,
together with the fact that inclusion in a training
program will be innovative and without known
precedent, makes it necessary to point out certain
hazards to the program. The establishment of a
counseling program will, to some extent, carry the
mark of the counselor in charge; it cannot, there-
fore, be overemphasized that care in the selection
of the counselor will be the first vital concern.
There are, of course, certain built-in hazards to the
effectiveness of the program. These hazards are
at staff and recruit level, as well as in the counsel-
ing staff itself.

Most people feel competent and even eager to
counsel anyone anywhere. Staff with authority in
a work situation quite naturally feel a vested in-
terest in those for whom they are responsible. One
understands their suspicion of the recruit who
might seek help from "outsicl" A counseling
service may seem to threaten the hoped-for loyalty
relationship between staff and recruit. And in a
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police setting there is a built-in bias which tends
perhaps to view feelings a suspect and problems
as evidence of weakness. This problem can be
particularly met by a clear, firm support from the
top command. In such support the Police Acad-
emy administration must make it clear that not
only does the program have the interest but en-
thusiastic support of the top management. The
counseling staff itself can help by the method and
content of the orientation session to be held with
the administration and staff prior to the launching
of the program. Regular meetings with the staff
will provide opportunity for staff counselors to in-
teract on problems, atttiude, and performance of
recruits.

A counseling program will have inherent in it
the difficuliy of its acceptance by the recruit him-
self. He is in the academy for a short time and
undoubtedly will feel that it is necessary to put
his best foot forward. Most of us try to conceal
difficulty while under scrutiny and the recruit is no
exception. Further, he is in authoritarian setting
where disciplined behavior and the image of strength
are at a premium. This together with his own
lack of sophistication in the area of psychology will
also provide a built-in bias against "head shrin'..ers."
The black recruit may have additional reason to
uspect any program which encourages him to share

fears, anger, or hurt.
Some of this inevitable resistance on .the part of

the recruit will be recognized by the counselor as
natural. The orientation program for recruits will
be designed to explain the service and will not only
give knowledge but will also give the recruit op-
portunity to react to the personality of the coun-
selor. If the counselor makes himself known and
available in informal situations (in cafeteria, on
street, in corridors), the strangeness of the service
will lessen.

Group counseling will also help the individual
recruit to accept the service for his own individual
problems or concerns. The first few recruits who
use the service will be the biggest factor in break-
ing down the resistance barrier.

This is a time of public scrutiny of the police.
The intellectual and emotional demands upon re-
cruits are greater than ever before. The recruit
senses this and he will commit himself to his best,
or he will learn to "stay out of trouble." The
quality of the training will in some degree be a
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measure of his performance in the field. The re-
cruit of today has a right to expect all the help
possible to prepare him for the street so that, in
fact, he can become one of "New York's finest."

If the belief is held that all men have the ca-
pacity for growth but that each man is unique, if
the skills that psychology can offer are accepted,
then there is reason to believe that a counseling
program can provide a viable adjunct to the re-
cruit training program.

A Wives' Association

In the Nassau County Police Department, and in
one form or another in other police agencies, a
police wives' association has been organized and
has been proven highly successful as a manage-
ment tool and morale builder. Every police recruit
is asked early in the recruit training program to
bring his wife or fiancee to the Police Academy for
a morning or afternoon social. After some prellin-
inary remarks by the commanding officer of the
academy, the police commissioner addresses them
briefly. This is followed by coffee and cookies and
some interaction between wives as well as between
wives and faculty. This session, lasting an hour
or so, is followed by a tour of police headquarters.

Just prior to graduation the wives are brought
in again for a similar social. At graduation ex-
ercises not only are all wives invited to attend, but
awards are made to the wives of the officers attain-
ing the 11;qhest academic mark in his recrnit train.
ing, the highest in firearms proficiency, the highest
in physical rating, and the officer who performed
the outstanding act of police work during the 16
weeks of basic training. By this time the wives
have elected their own officers and have established
a wives' association for that graduation class which
endures and works with the wives of prior gradu-
ating classes for social purposes.

The purpose of this device is to inculcate in
recruits, through their wives, a greater apprecia-
tion for police work and its individual responsibili-
ties. It helps the wives to understand the nature
and special problems of the police profession and
seeks their understanding and patience when their
husbands are required to work around the clock,
weekends an.1 holidays, as well as late or on their
days off after having made an arrest. This makes
for a better domestic life for police officers and en-
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ables them to concem ra te their efforts on their
work to much greater extent, with a minimum of
pressure at home.

The staff of this project was impressed with this
innovation and discussed its possibilities with thc
New York City Police Department chaplains and
with the project consultant on professional coun-
seling. The benefits to the department and to po-
lice recruits appear to be many. The disadvan-
tages, it would seem, stem from the organizational
aspects of the wives' association. If such an asso-
ciation could be developed informallythat is, with-
out a formal organizational structure, officers, rep-
resentatives, etc but maintained solely along social
lines, all the advantages could accrue without the
disadvantages, at relatively little expense.

The four police chaplains interviewed favored
this suggestion without qualification. The feeling
seems to be that the department is too businesslike
and unconcerned with the personal problems of
its personnel. A program such as this would dem-
onstrate to recruits and their wives, present and
intended, that the department does care about
them. The logistics of this suggestion may be diffi-
cult, dealing as we do with large numbers. It is
possible that these wives' socials could be organized
on a company basis, one or two companies at a
time, on a staggered schedule. The logistics of im-
plementation could be left to the recommended
counseling unit, to the recommended civilian direc-
tor of training and education, or to the Police Acad-
emy executive officer or scheduling officer. The
police department chaplains also indicated a will-
ingness to serve this program in some way.

11.2 Remedial Education Resources for
Recruits

Evidence developed during observation ant: .e.val-
nation of recruit classes ji attendance at the Police
Academy during the period of this project has indi-
cated that a small but significant proportion of the
recruits are lacking in the basic skills, mch as ef-
fective reading, writing, and speech. This discov-
ery is not a surprise, since for a complex of reasons
the recruits come to the academy in large measure
from a general school population that s not always
equipped with all these skills. The problem is
particularly aggravated for ghetto school students,
who have the added complications of being from
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an underprivileged and black and Puerto Rican
background, although it is by no means limited to
any particular ethnic or national group. The
City Univi csity of New York has been forced to
undertake a massive program of remedial education
in order to implement its programs, such as SEEK
and College Discovery. In connection with the
current planning for the open enrollment policy
for the university, major resources will be allo-
cated to remedial work to prepare high school
graduates for college education on both the com-
munity and senior college levels.

From the point of view of the police department,
the deficiencies in reading, writing, and speec i. of
many members of recent recruit classes present a
major obstacle to the communication of a more
sophisticated recruit curriculum. Such deficiencies
also present a severe handicap for the recruits later
in their careers, when they seek promotion. In no
way is it the task of the Police Academy to under-
take a remedial 2ducation program, but it is the
responsibility of the department to make certain
that recruits are brought up to adequate levels in
basic skills.

It is recommended that the director of education
and training, in cooperation with the commanding
officer of the police academy, arrange for "release
time" for recruits with educational deficiencies to
attend approved programs of remedial education.
Existing programs available in the city of New
York, both through the board of education and
the board of higher education, should be tapped
for this purpose. The identification of recruits
with serious basic skills deficiencies should be ac-
complished through the testing services of the
counseling center at the Police Acarlemy. In addi-
tion, individual recruit-class instructots, both police
and civilian, should be required to refer deficient
recruits for testing and remedial education. If
necessary, the length of the individual recruit's
training in the academy should be lengthened to
assure that he meets minimum standards. In order
to avoid adverse effects of public identification of
remedial classes at the academy, such education
should be conducted at centers away from the
academy. Directives will require attendance and
successful completion of such training as a neces-
sary part of di recruit curriculum.

11.3 Educational Materials Development Unit
With ;the implementation of the recommended
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new curriculum at the Police Academy, there will
be need to assign responsibility for die develop-
ment of new educational materials to a special
unit. These materials will embrace all of the types
of educational tools discussed in section 5.4 of
chapter 5 and others. In the case of several such
proposed new materials, for example film loopc and
programed instructioml materials, outside funding
from public agencies or foundations should be
sought and may well become available. Projects
funded for developmental purposes will be the
responsibility of this new unit, which should be
headed by a superior officer who is an experienced
memI;er of the instructional staff. He should
organize sneci.k task forces to carry out materials
development.

It is recommended that the educational ma-
merials development unit be created, which would
absorb the present visual aids unit with all its
functions and assume the following additional
responsibili ties:

Develop film loop programs ter recruit and
insenice training.

Develop in-house capability for producing
film loops and film strips.

Develop PI materials for various programs.
Develop in-house capability for the production

of PI materials.
Design projects and proposals for submission

for outside funding.
Study the possibilities of CAI, teaching ma-

chines, and other sophisticated teaching
techniques for use in the academy.

Organize a more comprehensive library of
movie film, film strips, slides, and TV tapes
for training purposes.

Study the curriculums and film library re-
sources in order to determine relevant appli-
cations; make recommendations to the
faculty; encourage broad use of materials.

Assist other staff at the academy in the devel-
opment of role-playing and play-acting
materials.

Keep abreast of developments in technical
equipment, such as audio and video devices,
as well as developments in training and
education generally.

Serve as adviser to the director of education
and training, COPA, and the academy fac-
ulty on the above matters.
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Chapter 12. Postrecruit Training and Education as Part
of the New Program

12.1 The Mission of Postrecruit Training and
Education

A recurrent theme of this report has been the
need to structure an appropriate response at the
educational and training level to the challenges
faced by law enforcement in modern society and,
more particularly, in that society as it is likely to
evolve in the next few years. The concept of a
total educational experience has been used in ref-
erence to the sequence of experiences front die
recruit class through the highest level of education.
It is self-evident that a recruit curriculum, no
matter how perceptive in its content and applica-
tion, will not guarantee a continuing effectiveness
throughout the years of service subsequent to grad-
uation from the recruit school. This is the prob-
lem of inservice traininghow to sustain the level
of knowledge within the entire department. Re-
lated aspects of this problem include the provision
of specialized training, unit training, continuing
training for patrolmen, pre-promotion training,
and intensive developmental training for com-
manders holding ranks above that of captain. With
the logistical problems presented in a department
the size of the New York City Police Department,
the design and operation of a structure of inservice
training and education becomes a problem of
major magnitude. It means that approximately
30,000 working police officers must be offered the
opportunities for education and be required to
complete training at levels appropriate to their
ranks and duties.

As a part of the research conducted by staff of
this project, the experiences of the Armed Forces,
Federal law enforcement agencies, and major busi-
ness enterprises were reviewed. Essentially, it was
felt that at the higher levels of rank and responsi-
bility the types of education and training which
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are relevant become more and more identical.
That is to say, management elements tend to pre-
dominate over task elements. The inspector in a
police agency is a manager. Deputy and assistant
chief inspectors are top management and, literally,
in the New York City Police Department th.T.y
command (lead and direct) the activities of a
workforce larger than that of many business man-
agers. Therefore, there would appear to be a
spectrum of postrecruit training which ranges from
"refresher" training for all members of the depart-
ment through specialized skills training to manage-
ment training. The department has long
maintained an elaborate program to meet these
needs. Major recommendations made by this
project relate to strengthening the unit training
program, introducing mandatory advanced train-
ing for superior officers, and providing for a system
of progressive educational achievement for mem-
bers of the department.

The report of the President's Commission ex-
pressed deep concern about the lack of effective
inservice training for all police officers. The
Commission recommended that

Every general enforcement officer should have at least I

week of intensive inservice training a year. Every officer should
be given incentives to continue his general education or acquire
special skills outside his department.

The Commission argued for curriculum develop-
ment and training for instructors, and special
training programs in critical program areas such
as organized crime, riot control, and police-
community relations. The Commission also called
for graduate training in law and business adminis-
tration for police executives through degree courses
or special institutes.

The Task Force on the Police wrote:
Deficiencies in current police training are not limited to

recruit programs. New laws are enacted and old ones
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amended: the enforcement needs of a community change, and
new concepts or police techniques and department policy
emerge. Tliese factors dictate that training be a continuing
process.

The Task Force called for training in basic ad-
ministrative techniques, surh as budget preparation
and administration, organizational techniques,
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space and manpower studies, and procedural
analysis for officers, prior to assignment to
admi n istrative duties.

A useful schematic view of the present pattern
of inservice training in terms of ranks involved in
the present training courses is found on the
following page.
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12.2 Strengthening the Unit Training Program

Almost without exception recruits enter the
department with no formal training in police pro-
cedures. Most possess a high school diploma or,
at the minimum, an equivalency certifica te. Prior
to 1957 there was no organized inservice training
program, and when the recruit completed his
4-month vestibule training, his police training was
almost finished. Any further training was provided
by his immediate supervisor in the field. The
police department rules and procedures require
continued instruction of all members of the force
by commanding officers 1 and sergeants.2 All
supervisors have ongoing responsibilities for the
continued training and instruction of all police
officers.8 While some superiors accepted this re-
sponsibility and provided excellent training in the
field, generally it can be said arat by itself this was
an inadequate inservice training program.

The social revolution and the rapid changes in
police technology in recent years, coupled with
public demands for better quality police service,
require that all members of the police force be
kept current on a continuing basis in respect to
new developments, techniques, and policies. When
the department of personnel surveyed this depart-
meat in the summer of 1957 relative to the extent
and nature of inservice training programs, the
department learned that, while it had no such
formal training, almost all other city departments
did. A sries of command training conferences
held at the police academy at about the same time
revealed the need for localized (decentralized)
inservice training. As a result, a field service
training program was instituted on an experimental
basis in certain precincts on October 1, 1957, with
the academy acting as coordinator. The program
was expanded by the chief inspector on February
28, 1958, to include all patrol precincts within
patrol borough Brooklyn east. A favorible evalu-
ation of that program on October 6, 1958, recom-
mended that it be further extended to all patrol
precincts it: the city. However, the citywide field
service training progra, was not adopted until
1962.4 The unit training program as it is today
became a reality on February 14, 1963.

ca. par.16.0, par. f.; and ch. 3, par. 3,0,
2 Ch, 2, par. 28.0.
' Cli. 20, par. 1.0 and 2.0,

Standard Operating Procedure No. 46, Dec. 31, 1962.
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Unit Training Program

In cooperation with the New York City municipal
television station WNYC, channel 31, a half-hour
television program is telecast every day, Monday to
Friday inclusive, from 4 to 4:30 p.m. These train
ing programs are produced by the Police Academy
staff. The same telecast is shown for 4 consecutive
weeks, thus enabling every member of every field
command to attend one such session. From 4:30
to 5 p.m. there is a lecture and discussion relating
the subject matter of the telecast to local conditions
and problems. There are nine monthly telecasts
a year, September to May, each devoted to a spe-
cific topic. During the 3 summer months there
are 1-week reruns of these programs, so that all nine
telecasts are repeated.

The commanding officer of each field unit of the
department designates a sergeant from those avail-
able at his command as the unit training officer.
The selection is made on the basis of the sergeant's
background and experience (such as college degrees
or credits, teaching experience, lecturing or in-
structional ability, and other pertinent factors) .
When the selection is approved by the academy it
is forwarded to the chief inspector for confirmation.
These sergeants are then trained at the academy
during a 1-week methods-of-instruction course. The
course covers such materials as fundamentals of
instruction, principles of learning, planning the
lesson, presenting oral instruction, speech tech-
niques, training aids, questioning techniques, the
demonstration method, the application stage, the
examination stage, small group discussions, and
coordinating a training program. In addition,
each sergeant makes three class presentations:
supervising student preparation for presentation,
presentation of a short lesson, and presentation of
a long lesson.

The function of the unit training sergeant is to
complement the half-hour telecasts with an addi-
tional half-hour instruction on local needs and
conditions relating to the training topic and also
to promote group discussion. The- instructor is
assisted in this task by a unit training memo which
is prepared at the academy in conjunction with
the television production. In effect, it serves as
the lesson guide or lesson plan. During each cycle
the unit training sergeant is permitted "suffi: ient
time, not to exceed a maximum of one tour of
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duty,"5 for the preparation of necessary instruc-
tional material to complement the unit training
memo and for the completion of necessary admin-
istrative duties in connection with the unit training
program. Theoretically the unit training sergeant
devotes approximately one-half of his working
week to the program, the other half devoted to
regular duties in his command.

The subject matter of unit training sessions has
been varied. The following is a list of some of
the program topics in recent years:

Gambling enforcement.
New laws (repeated each year) .
Holiday traffic safety (occasionally repeated

before holidays) .
Law of arrest and come-along holds.
Lawful use of force and baton tactics.
Basic ethics.
Narcotics and the law.
Summer problems usually repeated each

May) .
Crowds.
Psychology and human relations.
Courtroom conduct and procedure.
Diplomatic immunity.
Organized crime.
Youth and the police.
E-vidence.
Evidence and testimony.
Accident scene tactics.
The policeman and the cernmunity.
Public morals law enforament.
Stop and frisk.
The Manhattan summons project.
Auto theft.
The new penal law (five sessions).
The use of deadly force.
The universal summons.
Basic patrol tactics.
Response tactics.
Crime scene tactics.
Stopspersons and cars.
The citizen's role in crime prevention.
Handling of prisoners.
Operation Sprint,
Spanish phrases.
Elections (repeated prior to election day each

year) .

The TV presentations utilized straight lecture in
the early years. More recently, the use of guest
lecturers, slide photographs, film s,Tgments, anti
other visual aid techniques has improved the quality
of the presentations.

To aF:sure that all members of the fence partici-
pate in one such training session each month, the
following procedures are used. Two squads from
the 4 p.m. to midnight tour are assigned for in-
struction each day. Members who work steady
hours, such as day squad and clerical patrolmen,
are assigned to attend these sessions on a rotating
basis. Insofar as the exigencies of the service per-
mit, lieutenants and sergeants assigned to field
commands also attend the training programs. The
unit training sergeant is responsible for keeping
records of all members attending training sessions
and for ascertaining that every member of the
command attends one such session each month.
On the fifth day following the end of a training
cycle, the sergeant is responsible for the submission
of an activity report to the police academy unit
training coordinato-.

Supervision of the program is accomplished
through several feedback devices. The academy
sends staff supervisors into the field on occasion to
observe the manner in which the program is con-
ducted and to evaluate the efficiency of the pro-
gram. Unfortunately, manpower limitations have
prevented adequate supervision. Unit command-
ers, as well as division and borough commanders,
also have responsibility for supervising the pro-
gram. They are expected to visit field command.F
during training sessions, observe the manner in
which training is being conducted, and submit
reports and recommendations to the commanding
officer, Police Academy. However, not many such
reports are received. Members of the police force
reporting to the academy for other courses, such as
detective refresher, criminal investigation courses,
prepromotion courses, career development courses,
and the like are often interviewed concerning unit
training. From their comments tb:2 program is
updated, improved, and made more relevant to
the needs in the field.

Evaluation

Members of this project staff attended several
sop 46 (1962), re-44sed Feb. 14, 1963. unit trthting sessions, reviewed all unit training
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memos, interviewed the unit training staff of the
academy, visited several precincts for discussions
with unit training sergeants, and interviewed eight
unit training sergeants from representative precincts
at the academy (6, 17, 28, 50, 60, 73, 103, and 110
precincts). The objectives of the unit training
program are threefold:

To keep men up to date with changes in
policy and procedures;

To complete police training, since not every-
thing of value can be covered during the
present 4-month recruit training period; and

To maintain professioeal interest.

These objectives have been difficult to achieve,
hoI.,,,ver, for the following reasons. 1 nere are
continuous changes in the law, in court decisions,
department policies and procedures, as well as
continuous political and social change. However,
because there are only nine training sessions avail-
able during the year, the amount of information
that can be presented in one training session is
limited. With the few short training sessions, not
all subjects are covered and those which are, can-
not be covered in great detail. In addition, the
timing and location of the sessions are not con-
ducive E0 effective training. Many station houses
are not equipped for the privacy needed for good
instruction. The changing of the patrol tour, the
movement of personnel and related activity is dis-
ruptive. Unit training sergeants are also used as
pistol license investigators, communications special-
ists, civil defense officers, and have a variety of
other duties, including routine precinct patrol, all
of which prevents their full preparation and
personal effectiveness in the training cycle.

During the course of this project a training ad-
visory panel was established to assist the research
staff. The panel consisted of nine members of the
sergeants, detective sergeants, Police Academy ser-
geants, patrol lieutenants, Police Academy lieu-
tenants, headquarters lieutenants, and captains.
The panel included a Negro and Puerto Rican,
males and a female, high school graduates and
college graduates, superiors and subordinates which
was felt to oe a cross section of the department. At
one panel session, after the panel members had
been given a week to prepare, the unit training
program was discussed for 2 hours. In general,
the panel's conch .sions were as follows:
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Police officers in the field do not appeal to be motivated for
these sessions; they often do not see the subject matter as rel-
evant to their needs, nor do they view the pregrams as
source of civil service examination questions for promotion.
They scheme to avoid attendance and when in attendance
they appear bored and disloterestecl.

While some unit training sergeants are more dedicated or
have more ability than others, some carry out their tasks in a
perfunctory mahner, providing no stimulation or interest.

While the panel felt most of the subject matter relevant to
field work, there has been a sufficient number of irrelevant
sairjects covered so that interest and motivation is not aroused.
For example, gambling enforcement is considered by most
patrol officers as the function of the plainclothes force. Basic
ethics is considered by many as "brain washing." Diplomatic
immunity has relevance in only certain parts of the city.
Organized crime is not considered a local problem. Public
morals law enforcement is thought to be the responsibility of
detective and plainclothes forces.

Discuss:on with unit training sergeants confirms
these observations, but with some reservations.
The unit training sergeants listed the following
complaints in the order of seriousness:

They are given insufficient time for research,
preparation of lessons, and the administrative
duties related to the unit training program. They
also have too many other duties.

Precinct captains and lieutenants often lack
adequate appreciation of the program, superior
officers rarely attend. This tends to make the in-
structor sergeants feel they are doing unimportant
work and have less prestige than other sergeants.
This feeling is reinforced when routine jobs un-
related to training are given to them rather than
to the other sergeants.

The presenCe of a unit training sergeant in the
command makes some supervisors feel they are
relieved of training responsibilities. But when
officers are inadequately informed as a result, the
blame is placed on the unit trainiug sergeant.

While the telecasts provid .. information and
cover a subject adequately, they are not sufficiently
interesting.

Older patrolmen appear to reject the training
as too basic and repetitive. The new patrohnen,
on the other hand, are not only discouraged by the
older men from taking the training si?riously, but
occasionally find the material too advanced.

The unit training telecasts and memos are pre-
pared at the academy by men who have been away
from field assignments for some time. The unit
training sergeant in the field feels he should par-
ticipate actively in their production.
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There is little flexibility in the program. The
30-minute session following the telecast must
usually be related to the telecast, whereas the unit
training sergeant would often rather cover ma-
terials having more local importance.

An evaluation of the unit training program was
documented in a master's thesis in the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice of the City University of
New York by Sgt. John O'Sullivan of the 48th pre-
cinct. He sent a questionnaire to all unit training
officers in October, 1966. He reported that 17 percent
rated the program aF excellent, 33 percent as above
average, and 50 percent as good and none rated it
as poor. The opinion generally was that the pro-
gram is helpful and useful to patrolmen. He re-
ported that most respondents desir, an increase
in lecture time and a small number wanted an
increase in television time.

In the 7 years since the unit training program
was implemented, no formal evaluation by the
department has been undertaken. The heavy
workload of the academy, its limited personnel, and
the variety of duties imposed upon the training
officers not only limits field inspections hut has
prevented any formal evaluation. The evaluation
of the unit training program by the staff of this
project has been generalized and somewhat sub-
jective. Nevertheless, sufficient data have been
gathered, subjected to scrutiny and discussion, and
analyzed to permit some tentative conclusions and
recommendations.

Unit Training Program in Other Departments

Inservice training programs similar to the New
York City unit training program were found to be
operating in several other police agencies. While
there was great variety in these programs and some
were suitable for local conditions, only one was
found innovative and outstanding. That is the
rollcall training of the.Chicago Police Department.
As a matter of department policy, every police
officer in Chicago receives a 30-minute rollcall
training session prier to every tour of duty on all
tours, 7 days a week. The half hour is built into
work schedules so that adequate patrol coverage is
maintained at all times. The origin If the program
is not unlike that in New York City. In 1962,
Superintendent 0. W. Wilson recognized the need
for an inservice training program at the urit level.
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He provided $7,000 for a feasibility study of the
use of closed-circuit television for unit training
sessions. The study indicated that the $2 million
cost of implementation was excessive. The use of
16-millimeter movies was also explored, but the
cost and versatility of this media also proved
unrealistic.

The program recommended as a result of that
study was a 35-millimeter color film strip program
with synchronized audio narrative. A tentative
agreement was reached with the International Asso-
ciation of Chiefs of Police that Chicago would pro-
duce the film strips and the IACP would distribute
them nationally. The IACP subsequently with-
drew from the tentative agreement, however, pri-
marily because they felt that national distribution
of a training media should not be identifiable with
a specific police department. Since that time the
IACP has marketed its "Sight and Sound" film
strips program which utilizes drawings and
cartoons with synchronized narrative, rather than
photographic slides.

The Chicago Police Department proceeded to
develop its 10-minute film strips, writing the scripts
and doing the photography, but contracting pri-
vately for the development, technical processing,
and duplication of the films. The publications
unit of the Chicago Police Department, staffed
with four sworn personnel, two civilians, and two
police cadets has been producing a film a month,
as well as writing training bulletins, rotating the
film strips on a weekly basis to the 30 ri-dts through-
out the deparunent, and servicing the projectors at
each unit. A 10-minute sight-sound film strip uses
between SO and 100 35-millimeter slides, of which
eight to 10 are used for the opening and closing
sequences. About 98 percent of these slides are
color photographs. The other 2 percent is art
work, such as maps, charts, and drawings. The
film contains an audio track, synchronizing the
narrative to the slides. The track also contains
inaudible codes which automate the entire pro-
gram. Thus, once turning the "on" switch, nothing
further need be done. The projector turns ivielf
off at the conclusion of the program.

The department has completed 31 film produc-
tions and has purchased an additional 18 animated
film strips from the IACP's "Sight and Sound"
program. Some of the titles include: "Responding
to a Felony in Progress," "Handling the Traffic



Violator," "Protecting the Crime Scene," "Gather-
ing Information,- "juvenile Delinquency on the
Beat," "Stopping the Felony Suspect." "The Me-
chanics of Arrest," "Hit and Run Investigation,"
"Basic Patrol Techniques," "Motorized Patrol,"
"Use of the Baton and Handcuffs," "Combat
Shooting," "Use of the Baton in Crowd Control,"
"Come-Along Holds," -Auto Theft," "Emergency
Vehicle Operation," "Traffic Direction," "Robbery
Investigation," "Modus Operandi," "Winter Driv-
ing," -National Crime Information Center," "Physi-
cal Fitness.- The film strips purchased from the
I 5tCP include: "Felony in Progrss Calls,- "Search-
ing Arrested Persons,- "Principles of Investigation,"
"Traffic Violators,- "Rescue Breathing," "Crime
Scene Procedures," "Testifying in Court," "Direct-
ing Traffic,- "Field Inquiry," "Crime Prevention,"
"Stopping Felony Suspects," "Handling Disturb-
ance Calls," "Aggressive Patrol," "Crowd Control,"
"The Accident Scene."

These film strips, along with a review sheet, are
distributed to the various police units for rollcall
training. The format of these sessions is as follows.
Following rollcall, assignment, and inspection, the
10-minute film strip is presented. The sergeant in
charge of the out-going platoon then devotes an-
other 10 minutes to a discussion of the film and its
application to local problems. The final 10

minutes may be used to discuss training bulletins,
recent changes in the law, court decisions, and
department policy. The unit commander may also
utilize that 10-minute period for other training
needs.

Chicago has no unit training sergeants. Rather,
every sergeant has the responsibility to conduct
these rollcall training sessions on a rotating basis.
Not only do all sergeants receive an inservice train-
ing course on the techniques of instruction and the
carrying out of their training responsibilities, but
each is given 4 hours a week for research and
preparation of training materials for the following
week's presentation. According to Chicago's di-
rector of training, Robert E. McCann, the program
has been well received by the rank and file and is
one of the most effective training devices in use in
the Chicago Police Department.

Improvement of the Unit Training Program

The specialized training now given to detectives

and plainclothes candidates, youth division, and
emergency service personnel, the career develop-
ment program which offers promotion materials to
assist those aspiring to higher rank and responsi-
bihty, the prepronaotion courses which prepare
those about to be promoted to assume their new
responsibilities, the command courses and execu-
tive development courses which prepare superior
officers to provide leadership and command, and
other inservice training programs are necessary for
the purposes they serve. None of these, however,
provide any training for the patrol and safety
forces in the field, which amount to perhaps 70
percent of the department's strength. These are
the men who are in daily contact with the public
and who are faced with frequent decisionmaking
situations each day. How can the department
meet their needs in the years to come?

In general, the unit training program is a good
one, but it is lacking in several essentials. Inas-
much as the department provides no centralized
inservice training for field forces on a regular basis,
such as in many other police agencies where all
officers are brqught into the training facility for
several days to several weeks each year, the unit
training program is essentially the only technique
in use within the department for refresher training,
for updating of policies and procedures, and for
keeping the force current on developments, both
in police technology and community life.

The research staff of this project has considered
a recommendation of the President's Commission
that all law enforcement officers have at least 1

week of intensive inservice training each year and
has concluded that, while some training is needed,
it was impossible to determine precisely how much.
One full week may not be necessary. However, it
seems that the unit training program as presently
constituted, in and of itself, is incapable of meeting
the field force's inservice training needs. Either
the program must be improved and expanded or
other methods must be introduced to supplement
it.

The latter possibility was explored and consid-
eration was given to correspondence courses similar
to Chicago's "Extension Courses." An extension
unit wz created in the Chicago Police Academy to
administer their program, which covers a wide
variety of subject matter organized into short
cc irses, some of which are mandatory for all mem-
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bers of the force and others voluntary. The ex-
tension unit provides those interested with a
course workbook, which becomes the property of
the student, and set of questions to be answered
and returned. Extension unit personnel grade
these questions and if a 70 percent grade or beuer
is attained, a second list of questions is sent to the
student. This process continues until the officer
has satisfactorily answered the 100 questions pre-
pared for each course. The completion of a
course is entered in the personnel folder of the
officer and he is given a certificate of completion.
A member of the force may take as many courses
as he desires. The relevance of these materials,
both for police performance and promotion pur-
poses, plus the certificate and use of personnel
folders in assignments provides the men with suffi-
cient motivation to pursue these courses. The
commanding officer of the Chicago Police Academy
reports that the program has met with unqualified
success, in terms of the large numbers of men who
have taken these courses and completed them satis-
factorily, and the demand for new courses and re-
quests for participation from other police agencies.

One problem with a program such as this,
however, is that it requires a substantial staff for
research, preparation of materials, grading, cor-
respondence, and general administration. If a staff
of 12 is needed in Chicago, perhaps 30 or more
would be needed in New York City. Also, not
every member of the force receives instruction, only
those who are sufficiently motivated to apply. The
Chicago Police Department reaches everyone, how-
ever, through heir regular inservice training pro-
grams, wlsich bring all members in the field back
to the poliee academy for a week of training eaCh
year.

The staff of this project favors the expansion of
the unit training program over a supplementary
program. With the Police Academy currently
handling a record number of recruits, there is no
facility available for centralized training of large
numbers of men. Centralized training has the
disadvantages of a significant amount of man hours
lost in traveling to and from the central facility and
the need to concentrate on general subject matter
rather than on the problems and needs of local
areas. Every program requires some administrative
overhead. -It is more practical and economical to
enlarge a program with an existing administrative
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structure than to create new ones. While the pres-
ent unit training program is inadequate, it has the
potential of filling most of the patrol force's training
needs, general and local, because of its efficiency,
flexibility and basically sound decentralized struc-
ture, if it were improved and expanded to carry out
the monumental task of retraining some 25,000 men
each year. The present program devote; I hour
each month to nine unit training sessions with
1-hour repeats during the summer months. Twelve
hours of retraining each year is hardly adequate for
the social and technological revolution taking place
at this time.

If the unit training program is to meet the de-
partment s inservice training needs, several basic
changes are necessary with respect to the unit train-
ing sergeants presently assigned to field commands.
Unit training sergeants should be permanently
assigned to the academy and detailed to field com-
mands, where they would carry out their responsi-
.silities in a staff capacity. Consistent with
recommendations in another part of this report for
professional status for all instructors, unit training
sergeants would be given such status. Thus, they
would not only participate in the production of
unit training telecasts and unit training memos,
but would Conduct two daily unit training sessions
instead of one, prepare and mimeograph precinct
training bulletins, brief the outgoing and incoming
platoons when necessary, prepare instructional
memos with regard to special precinct problems
or specific post conditions, administer the recom-
mended escort training program, supervise the
recommended film loop program, relay instructions
from the precinct commanders in their absence,
identify training needs in collaboration with other
superior officers, and make certain that all outgoing
officers are aware of what has transpired on their
posts during the time they were off duty.

It does not seem unreasonable to this project
staff that sergeants (and lieutenants) be given full-
time training duties and professional status, con-
sidering the training needs in the field and the
number of men to be trained. The average man-
power in each of the city's 77 patrol precincts
exceeds 206 men and the average of the 10 safety
commands exceeds 133 men. Greater responsibility
for researa, the development of curriculums, in-
novation in instruction, testing, and discipline
require full-time assignments for training officers.
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During the course of this study, some reactions
expressed to this project staff indicated that assign-
ments to the Police Academy of unit training
sergeants who would be detailed to field commands
might not be sound policy. Such a system might
imply that the entire training function is the
responsibility of the academy alone, and that su-
perior officers in field commands no longer have
responsibility for training subordinates. This sit-
uation exists now; the presence of unit training
sergeants in certain commands leaves some superior
officers with the impression that they need provide
no training. This notion should be easy to dispel.
It is perfectly proper for a training academy with
broad resources to reach out to enlarge its training
programs in order to provide field commands with
the benefits of its expertise without diminishing
the responsibilities of others in this area. The unit
training sergeant assigned to the academy and de-
tailed to a precinct can provide training materials
to other superiors in the command and encourage
ongoing training of patrolmen. Training bulletins,
departmental directives, and rules and procedures
would remind all superiors from time to time of
their training responsibilities. The twice-a-year
personnel evaluation of all superior officers by their
commanders includes a consideration of training
efforts; this could be emphasized.

Some interviewees sugpsted that many sergeants
are: not qualified to teach, may not be the best
teachers, and do not represent a broad enough
viewpoint. These individuals suggested the use of
civilian instructors in the inservice training pro-
gram. The staff of this project recognizes the need
for civilian instructors in the recruit training
process, but do not feel that inservice unit training
is a proper place for this innovation, Nevertheless,
there is reason to question the qualifications of
some sergeants to teach and this situation must be
corrected by better selection methods and a better
methods of instruction course. Presently, not all
instructors have had a methods of instruction course
and many who have did not take it until months
after their assignments as instructors. 'The quality
of instruction and the professional status recom-
mended for unit training sergeants demand a mini-
mum 2 to 3 week course.

The number of unit training sessions should be
at least doubledto 24 hours a yearwith fewer
repeats and better quality presentations. Sessions
should be conducted not only from 4 to 5 p.m. on

weekdays (excluding Fridays) , but also from 8 to
9 a.m. for the 8-4 tour. Not only is the morning
hour a quiet one in terms of calls for police service,
but the men are fish and more responsive at that
time. Thus, with two squads of men receiving an
hour of instruction from 4 to 5 p.m. and another
two squads from 8 to 9 a.m. each day, every squad
will have two 1-hour sessions each month. This
should be considered an absolute minimum.

There will be a need to adjust the working hours
of the unit training sergeants. The problem with
the 9-hour days (i.e., 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) can be re-
solved in one of at least two ways. Training ser-
geants can work four 10-hour days Monday through
Thursday from 7:30 a,m. to 5:30 p.m. (there are
no unit training sessions on Fridays) or five 9-hour
days Monday through I riday from B a.rn. to 5 p.m.
with two Fridays off each month for lost time.
The former suggestion offers the advantage of hav-
ing the training sergeants present at the corning
and/or going of all three tours each day. Their
absence on a Friday, when there would be no unit
training sessions, is not crucial.

It is recommended that all field sergeants be
scheduled by their commanding officers to attend
the two 1-hour training sessions each month. This
is deemed important for several reasons. Sergeants
should have the benefit of inservice training. It is
important that they know what trai-iing is being
provided to assist them in their own aining re-
sponsibilities, supervision, and recognition of
training needs. It will indicate to all the im-
pota nee of these training sessions. In the absence
of the training sergeants on vacation or other days
off, it may be necessary that field sergeants be
required to fill in on a rotating basis. The unit
training sessions will provide the exposure and ex-
perience to enable all field sergeants to carry out
the assignments when necessary.

The 24 unit training sessions recommended for
each year are the equivalent of 3V2 full days of
training. While this is twice as much as presently
received, it is insufficient because of the breadth of
subject matter that needs to be reviewed each year,
public demands for better quality police service,
and the inadequacy of 1-hour training sessions to
cover certain materials. Infftially, it is recom-
mended that all patrolmen and sergeants assigned
to patrol precincts and safety commands receive 1
full day of training at a suitable location within
their patrol divisions or safety districts. Such
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sessions would be conducted by all the unit train-
ing sergeants (or lieutenants) detailed within that
division or district, under the supervision of the
division or district c. .umander. This would have
the advantages of bringing men from different
commands together for a fuller appreciadon of one
another's problems, enabling the commanding offi-
cers to reach large numbers of men on a face-to-face
basis, and enabling adequate coverage of subject
matter whiCh could not be covered in the 1-hour
local sessions. After experience has reduced the
scheduling problems and othcr "bugs" in the sys-
tem, the program might be expanded to two or
three such full day sessions each year as the need
arises.

It is desirable that at each training session copies
of the unit training memos or other printed or
mimeographed handout materials be distributed to
each of the officers. A review of such materials
shortly after a training session reinforces the learn-
ing process and generates discussion. Production
of tlse handouts, training bulletins, and other
instructional materials would 'be one of the new
responsibilities of the training sergeant. A Mimeo-
graph machine would be required in each field
command.

It is essential that all instructors have broad field
experience and not be limited to a theoretical orien-
tation. They must get back on the street periodi-
cally so that they will be practitioners. Ideally,
the unit training sergeant would rotate from his
field assignment to the academy where he might
teach recruits or other inservice training courses
for a time before returning once again to a field
assignment. The regular academy staff would like-
wise be rotated to a patrol or safety command for
training duties. Such instructors need not be ro-
tated to the same field command each time but
might be detailed to different commands for
broader experience. Rotations should be made no
more frequently than once in 6 months. nor less
frequently than every 2 years. This will enable
unit training sergeants (and lieutenants) to ac-
quire a good knowledge of their field commands yet
prevent stagnation in the academy.

This procedure would solve a ser:ous paperwork
problem. Presently, the regular Police Academy
staff is very limited. Most instructors are assigned
to field commands and temporarily detailed to the
academy when there is a need. This requires a
written request to the police commissioner. If the
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need prevails the detail must be renawed in writing
again. Not only are instructors shunted back and
forth between their field assignment and the acad-
emy, but a large amount of time is spent in writing
requests, processing them, and publishing orders
for all such movements. The permanent assign-
ment of a larger instructional staff to the academy
would obviate the need for much of this p:..perworll,
yet keep the majority of the staff in the field on a
rotating basis as training sergeants. This pro-
cedure should apply ;.o lieutenant instructors as
well. Their rotation would pose no problems in
the field where they would serve as unit training
lieut.mants.

Thc director of education and training, recom-
mended in section 5.5 of chapter 5 of this report,
would have primary responsibility for the educa-
tion and training prog, ams throughout the depart-
ment. He would monitor the unit training
program, recommending periodic adjustments to
meet growing needs. While the unit training
program has never been formally evaluated by the
department, the proposed broader program as car-
ried out by training sergeants would require on-
going evaluation. Full-time uaining sergeants
could facilitate such evaluation through once a
month meetings of all training sergeants at the
academy; the establishment of committees of train-
ing sergeants to develop evaluation instruments;
and committees that would research training prob-
lems, devise policy recommendations and generally
enhance the training program. The full-time unit
training sergeant should be released from his many
administrative ditties. However, it is recommended
that training sergeants perform all police duty in
uniform and be required to do precinct patrol on
foot or in a marked vehicle for a minimum of 2
hours each day. This will not only keep him in
touch with field conditions but enable him to
observe performance, identify training needs, and
instruct the men on the beat,

Innovations

It is not necessary that each unit training session
be designed around a telecast. A well-trained in-
stt actor can certainly develop an interesting 1-hour
program, given the time and the incentive. Sum-
mer inonth telecasts should not be reruns unless
they are particularly relevant. When new telecasts
are not available and all relevant reruns have been
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televised, training sergeants should innovate and
develop interesting and meaningful hour sessions
without reverting to telecasts. The training officer
might, for example, invite precinct detectives, local
school principaL local school board members or
school officials, civic groups, PTA officers, local
clergymen, activist group representatives, and other
community personages to special training sessions.
The possibility of moving the training sessions to
another location for a relevant training program
should be explored. Promotional materials might
be introduced, thereby providing a self rewarding
type of motivation at these training sessions. Also,
training sergeants might introduce skits or role-
playing by members of the force where appropriate.
The acting out of policc situations using personnel
of various ethnic backgrounds allows observer.; to
relate to the training and provides a more interest-
ing vehicle for discu. ion. A session might be
designed around the film loop projector. Much
depends on the ability and the imagination of the
training sergeant, who with a professional status
will begin to innovate and help assure the success
of the program.

It is recommended that all subject matter used
in unit training sessions be forwarded to the de-
partment of personnel on a regular basis by the
commanding officer, Police Academy, with a request
that such materials be considered as subject matter
for questions on promotional examinations to the
ranks of sergeant and lieutenant. This fact should
be publicized in order to stimulate greatet interest
and to provide motivation for active participation
by trainees rather than merely passive attendance.

With 24 instead of 12 unit training sessions a
year, it is recommended that there be from 12 to
16 telecasts and eight to 12 sessions without tele-
casts, which would utilize lectures, guests, discus-
sions, and demonstrations. This will require a
small increase in the academy staff assigned to the
unit training program as well as a change in the
operating agreement with WNYC-TV. More tele-
casts will be produced and more research will be
needed for the preparation of scripts and the
greater number of unit training sessions.

Some subject areas which were suggested by
interviewees for inclusion in the telecast programs
are: first aid training; combat firearms refresher;
physical fitness/calorie diet programs; interviewing
and information gathering techniques; principles
of investigation and investigative techniques; and

modus operandi of common crimes. These sub-
jects are relevant and have not been covered in
prior telecasts. Equally important as the subject
matter is the method of instruction. The tclecast
which preaches at the men by utilizing the straight
lecture technique is least desirable.

The programs should b made more interesting
by using movie films with story lines or presenting
dramatic plays which present problems or conflicts
(the following discussion periods would seek solu-
tions to the proble-ms exposed in the presentation) ;
the use of slide photographs, graphics and otit,r
visual aids; and the use of discussion groups in
problem-solving sessions. An occasional guest
lecturer, where such person is a well known au-
thority in his field, and the introduction of some
subtk but dignified humor are other attention-
getting techniques which make for interest. All
such methods must be fully employed to keep
interest high and to maximize learning.

Training Bulletin

The academy has published a training bulktin
for about 13 years entitled "Police Academy Bul-
letin for Superior Officers," which is distributed
principally to sergeants, lieutenants, and other
superiors. Originally conceived of as a monthly
publication, in no year have more than 10 issues
been published. In recent years the number ol
issues has been:
1964 10 1967 7

1965 6 1968 ...... ......... 4
1966 7 1969

In the early 1960s through 1966 a sergeant or
lieutenant at the academy was solely responsible
for this publication, having no other duties. Since
then the sergeant having this responsibility has a
host of others which accounts for only four issues
in 1968 and none in 1969 (as of October 1) . He
could publish 12 issues a year without assistance if
relieved of other duties, and 52 a year with assist-
ance from unit training sergeants.

The bulktin is received in the field with mixed
feelings. Many regard it as study material for
promotion examinations; a few accept it as a means
of self-improvement; a smaller number regard it
as a management tool for improved supervision,
leadership, and professionalism. Most of those
interviewed would prefer a larger edition of the
bulletin on a more regular basis.
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The Training Bulletin of the Chicago Police
Department began :n the early 1960's under O. W.
Wilson. I t is a weekly publication of four pages,
although. on occasion extra bulletins are published
and size increased to as many as eight pages. A
sergeant is assigned exclusively to this task with
clerical assistance. The bulletins are appropriately
numbered and dated and are issued in looseleaf
form for ease of maintenance and study to every
member of the department. It is attractive in
format and makes good use of graphs, charts,
tables, and photographs, as well as reference to
department regulations, city and State laws. It is
more readable L.nd useful than the bulletin pro-
duced by the New York City Police Department.

While not a priority matter, it is appropriate
that a training bulletin be published as a training
aid within the academy. The potential for train-
ing purposes, as well as for promotion, study,
education, self-improvement, and professionaliza-
tion is great. It is, therefore, recommended that
a committee of unit training sergeants be estab-
lished, chaired by the superior officer assigned to
publish the bulletin. Their function would be to
determine the optimum number of issues to be
published, format, size, use of pictorials, content,
diAribution, and so forth. The superior designated
as editor should be relieved of most other responsi-
bilities. He would assign topics from time to time
to all unit training sergeants, who would make the
major written contributions for the publication.
The minimum number of issues each year should
be 12 and distribution should be departmentwide,
not limited to superior officers. Clerical assistance,
lack of which has been a primary factor for the past
2 years, is essential. A quality bulletin will require
a vari-typist.

12.3 Mandatory Advanced Training for
Superior Officers

While the unit training program described in
the previous section is the major inservice training
thrust for patrolmen, superior officers require a
sequence of advanced training programs of several
types. Members of the department on promotional
lists for sergeant, lieutenant, and captain are re-
quired to take a prepromotion course. Patrolmen
and policewomen assigned to specialized units as
youth officers, criminal investigators (detectives)
are required to take specialized courses. Sergeants
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assigned as unit training officers in precincts have
available to them a specialized course which was
commented upon in tt.. previous section of this
chapter. Lieutenants assigned as administrative
aides take a management training course. A, course
in report writing is available to patrolmen, detec-
tives, and sergeants. A sequence of command
courses, A, B, C, and D, are offered for appropriate
ranks. The dimensions of the present inservice
effort within the department are reflected by the
statistic that about 31,000 members of the depart-
ment attended 40 courses during 1968 involving
over 300,000 study hours. The prepromotion
course for sergeant waj lengthened to 6 weeks in
1968 and introduced improvements in course con-
tent and teaching methods. A new course in
management development was introduced, intended
primarily ior sergeants awaiting promotion to the
rank of lieutenant. In the police structure the
sergeant is the first level of supervision and the
the lieutenant is the first level of management.
Consequently, it was felt appropriate to make
available to the men about to embark on the tasks
of lieutenant an understanding of management
principles and practices.

The syllabus for the 70-hour prepromotion to
lieutenant course as currently taught includes the
following topics:

IL

Iv.

Hours
SYLLABUS FOR MIDDLE MANAGEMENT 1 COURSE

Management Theory and Practice
Functions of the manager 11/2

The control function 11/2

Seminar: Police professionalism 11/2

Seminar: Technological developm nts
and their impact on the police 11/2

Workshop: The desk officer: organizational
impediments to effective command 11/2

Communications in Management
Communications: The key to directing 11/2

Conference leadership techniques 6
Guidelines for impromptu talks 11/2

Report writing 11/2

The desk officer and the touchtone phone ..... ....... 11/2

Administrative Analysis
Research techniques 11/2

Organizing: The functional organization
line and staff relationships 11/2

Organizing: Important Tools 3

Library research
Panel discussions; Current police

related articles and books 5

Decision making
Decisionmaking theory and practice 41/2
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11 ours
Seminar: Politics and the policean

environmental factor in decisionmaking 11/2

Seminar: Changing sockl moresan
environmental factm in decisionmaking 3

V. Getting Work Done
Seminar: The organization as a social system 11/2

Employee development: Creating a climate
for learning 11/2

Seminar: How to get work clone: Theories of
motivation, behavior, and leadership 11/2

The supervisor as a trainer: Making the most
of rolkall training 11/2

Planning the supervisors time . 11/2

Buzz session; The first-line supervisor,
does he really do the job? 11/2

Seminar: Line organizations and their i pact
on police operations 11/2

Discussion group: The Walker report
a breakdown in police leadership 11/2

The Police and the Community
Police ethics 11/2

Symposium: Community relations
problems at the operations level

The police and constitutional rights 11/2

Symposium: The police and the generation gap ..: 114

Role playing: A Campus encounter 11/2

Role playing: A station house encounter 11/2

An evaluation conference: How good are
our plans for civil disorders? 11/2

VII. General
Welcome and orientation 11/2

Course evaluation and critique 11/2

Officers being assigned as administrative aide
lieutenants were offered a mzmagement training pro-
gram somewhat different in its thrust. The curricu-
lum in this program is currently as follows:

MANAGEMENT TRAINSNG PROGRAM FOR

ADMINISTRATIVE LIEUTF.NANTS

1. The role of the city manager in meeting the needs of the
New York community today (seven 3-hour seminars).
Objective:

To give the manager a chance to define and understand
his role and to become aware of the ways in which his
job contributes to the objectives of the city government
and the welfare of the community.

Course description:
The course amine:: the social, cultural, historical, polit-
ical, geographic, and economic characteristics of the city,
its communities and its peoples. It discusses some of the
major objectives of city government and ways in which
the manager contributes to these objectives.

2. Human factors in management (eight 3-hour seminars).
Objective:

This course is aimed at promoting the most effective use
of the human resources of the organization and in instill-
ing in the manager and through him in his subordinates
a willingness to servc the community.

Course description:
Among the topics covered are theories of motivation, in-
dividual and group behavior, effects of organizational
structure on behavior, leadership patterns, employee ap-
praisal and discipline, and development of subordinates.

3. Making management decisions (six 3-hour serr-nars).
Objective:

To assist managers to recognize real problems, rather
than the symptoms, and to use systematic approaches in
devising useful solutions.

Course description:
The course describes and applies a systematic approach
to decision making, examines the development and eval-
uation of alternatives, and provides techniques for in-
creasing creativity and encouraging creativeness in sub-
ordinates.

The following is a summary of the advanced and
specialized inservice courses which have been offered
by the Police Academy during the last two years:

Su aryAdvanced and specialized training 1968 and ;969 (to October 15)

Course Year
Number

Last date. held
Number of

students

School crossing 1969 Oct. 2, 1969 4 546

Guards 1968 6 507

Civilian pro otions 1969 March, 1969 1 21

1968 1 25
Youth course 1969

1968 1968 1 168

Disorder control 1969 Sept. 15, 1969 ........ ................ . ................. 1 3,733
1968 4,961

Detective squad 1959
Administrative aide ... ... .. ... 1968 1968 1 80

Fingerprint technician 1969 1

1968 1968
Precinct receptionist 1969

1968 1968 1 8
Command post 1969 Sept. 1969 .. ............. ...... ............ 1 664
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Course Year
Number

Las! t held
Number of

students

Exercise 1968 1 75
Latent fingerprints ... .. 1969 March 3, 1969 1 250

1968 600
Police and schools .... ............ .. . 1969 Oct. 15, 1969 2 460
1n-service (public school teachers) 1968 ,............ 2 448
Retail security for detectives 1969 March 3 1969 1 34

1968
Programed management .. ........ ......................... _ . 1969 May, 1969 1 50

1968 ...
Management Co tine for administrative aides 1969 July 1, 1969 . 37

1968
Introductory course for probation officer 1969 March 10, 1969 . 20

1968
Pre-prom "on to lieutenant 1969 May, 1969 . 1 30

1968
Precinct unit training 1969 Oct 15, 1969 7 14,000

1968 8 14,000
Pat o an-detective refresher.. .. 1969 Sept 8, 1969 1 4,889

1968 1 4,296
Command A and B 1969 Sept. 22, 1969 . . ... .. ........ ..... 3 1,766

1968 813
Command C 1969 - -

1968
Command D 1969

1968
Command E (pre-promotion to sergean 1969 OCE. 15, 1969 344

1968 7 453
Career development 1969 Oct. 15, 1969 2 1,900

1968 2 1,200
Criminal investigation 1969 Sept 22, 1969 4 287

1968 8 467
Methods of instruction 1969 Oct. 15, 1969 81

1968
Criminal investigation narcotics course 1969 Oct 15, 1969 S 138

1968 1 15
Managerial techniques 1969 Oct. 15, 1969 1 75

1968
Sprint typing course (communications unit) 1969 Oct. 10, 1969 1 600

1968 1 --
Sprint for operation personnel 1969 July 21, 1969 1 45

1968
Command control touch tone telephone for desk

officers and unit training sergeants 1969 Oct. 15, 1969 1 26
1968

Civilian observers course for precinct disorders
end complaints 1969 Aug. 11, 1969 1 388

1968
Precinct unit training 1969 Sept 15, 1969 1 100

sergeants seminar 1968
Training family crisis for police academy recruits 1969 Sept. 22, 1969 1 400

1968

I Not given.

On September 25, 1969, announcement was made
of the management development program within
the department, which reflects new thinking in the
area of inservice training. The development of
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this program .is consistent with the concepts of
advanced training in management advocated by
the iesearch staff of this project. It represents an
appropriate implemearation of the staff's thoughts.
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The management development program is de-
scribed in a chief of personnel's memo as having
the following objectives:

The objectives of the program are to promote a manage-
ment awareness among superior officers and civilian super-
visors at all levels; to equip all such supervisors to efficiently
and effectively carry out their current management roles; and
in particular, to permit and foster the development of su-
periors demonstrating high management potenzial.

The major courses offered or planned are as
follows:

LEVEL IBASIC AND INTRODUCTORY MANAGE ENT
COURSES

Career development course
Supervisory practices and techniques
Management techniques course
Programmed management course
How to plan and organize work
Principles of management

LEVEL IIADVANCED MANAGEMENT AND SPECIAL
AREA COURSES

Middle management I
Middle management II
Administrative analysis
Middle management program, New York City

Department of Personnel
Effective decisionmaking
Making the computer work for management

LEVEL IIIEXECUTIVE SEMINARS AND COURSES

Executive course: Command and control
Executive course: Joint police-National Guard

operation
Executive seminar: Problems in urban police

administration
Executive seminar: The organizational

environment

This structure reflects an effective and rational
rearrangement of the existing pattern of inservice
work. Particular attention should be directed to
the programed management course which is a
home study course. Also, the effective decision-
making course is structured as a programed home
study course. This is a 4-hour course, the brevity
of which raises some question. A similar course
on making the computer work for management
will also be available on a home study basis.
These three programed instruction courses make
use of instructional material prepared by agencies
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other than the department. Titimately, in accord-
ance with the recommendations of this project,
new materials should be prepared by the educa-
tional materials development unit at the academy.

Major progress has been made in the planning
of a logical sequence of inservice courses. Imple-
mentation is another matter. Previous experience
sugger,s that without an effective commitment
from the department these programs cannot be
offered on a systematic basis nor can the training
be carried out in an uninterrupted manner. At
the highest level of management training, that is,
command course A, it would seem appropriate to
utili/e an executive training technique such as is
famihar in business. One example is the IBM
Executive Training Center at Sands Point, which
was visited by staff of this project, where those in
training live on the training site in a training
environment and spend all their waking hours in
an educational process. It is recommended that
the 20-30 officers enrolled in command course A be
taken to Sands Point or to some other appropriate
facility for a week with a small instructional staff_
The attractiveness of the physical setting would
make possible the recruiting of special guest
lecturers from other law enforcement agencies, the
business and academic communities, as well as
leaders in government. It is recommended that a
program involving an experimental group of this
type be structured and funding be sought from
government and/or private foundations.

FBI Training Services for Police Agencies

Members of the research staff of this project
have given considerable attention to the training
program of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
While special agents of the Bureau meet higher
standards for appointment than most police officers
and perform different types of duties, the Bureau
provides several general training services to police
agencies. Two of these are the national academy
and police management schools.

In more than 35 years the FBI National Academy
in Washington, D.C., has trained almost 6,000 law
enforcement officers in what can be described as
the most comprehensive police refresher course con-
ducted in the United States. In classes of approxi-
mately 100 experienced police officers of various
ranks, twice each year, the 12-week program covers
a broad curriculum in great detail. The curricu-
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lum of the 31st session in the spring of 1968 is
typical:

Courses Hours
Criminal law and court procedures (17 subjects) 56
Investigations and case preparation (6 subjects) 26
Management and policy (23 subjects) 77
Social psychology (9 subjects) 35
Sociology (9 subjects) 39

Education (6 subjects) 42
Physical training 33
virearms training 44
Vocational training (3 subjects) 58
Criminalistics and scientific examinations

(8 subjects) 13
Identification techniques (3 subjects) 10

Total 433
The balance of the program, some 40 hours, in-
chides field trips, demonstrations, and administra-
tive details. There is no charge for the course.

The instructors include the most experi.mced
and best trained special agents in the Bureau,
including lawyers, sociologists, criminologists,
laboratory technicians, etc. Visiting guest lecturers
include judges from various courts, police chiefs
and other high-ranking professionals, university
professors, and executives from other Federal agen-
cies. The lecture format is predominant, but, is
liberally sprinkled with movies slides, overhead
projectors using a variety of audiovisual aids, dem-
onstrations, and seminars. A top quality curricu-
lum utilizing modern methods and the best instruc-
tors available has earned for the National Academy
the reputation of the "West Point of Law Enforce-
ment.- A new National Academy building is un-
der construction in Quantico, Va., scheduled for
fall 1970 occupancy. This ultramodern training
complex will house, feed, and train 2,000 students
a year. Under a new policy to be effective with
the first class in the new building, the Bureau will
pay all travel and subsistence costs for every u2an,
as well as providing the training.

Because of far-reaching changes in management
concepts and techniques, the FBI expanded its
field training program several years ago to include
police management schools. Well trained special
agents, experts in management and human rela-
tions, travel throughout the country conducting
management schools for Inca' law enforcement
agencies on request. The curriculums for these
schools include lectures, seminars, and problem-
solving sessions on such topics as introduction to
management, police planning, police organization
principles, evaluation of personnel, personnel man-
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agement, supervision, executive development, re-
cruitment and selection of policemen and cadets,
human relations in management, administrative de-
vices and controls, inspections, and decisionmaking.

Classes of 25 to 30 supervisory and executive
level students are organized on 4 to 6 months' ad-
vance notice. The entire curriculum is covered
in 5 full days on ,ion by a two-man instruc-
tional team, who ta the course to the pa.-cicu-
lar police agency. There are no costs for the police
agency. In the New York City area such schools
have been given to the transit authority police, the
Nassau and Suffolk County Police Departments.
Spring sessions in 1970 are scheduled for the hous-
ing authority police and the Westchester County
Police. A dditional schools for the Nassau and Suf-
folk County police are to be given shortly. Several
police officials who took the course were inter-
viewed by the project staff and praised it highly.

It is not known why this department has not
taken advantage of these management schools, but
they have never been given here. Some police
officials appear to feel that this department is self-
sufficient enough so that it need not seek outside
assistance. Certainly this project report indicates
a need for more management training, particularly
at middle management levels (lieutenant, captain,
deputy inspector, and inspector) . Tne depart-
mem regularly sends members of the force to the
national academy and other FBI-sponsored con-
ferences, seminars, and programs. In many re-
spects the department is truly self-sufficient, having
available the greatest human and material re-
sources of any municipal police department in the
Nation. Nevertheless, it has never hesitated to
seek assistance from wherever it was available,
when needed. It is therefore recommended that the
department arrange, through the chief of person-
nel, to invite the FBI management team into the
Police Academy to conduct a sufficient number of
sessions to reach every captain, deputy inspector,
and inspector who has not already had a compre-
hensive management course (perhaps half of the
almost 400 officers at these ranks) . Lieutenants
are already beginning to receive adequate train-
ing in this area through the recently introduced
programed management course and prepromotion
to lieutenant course. All lieutenants assigned as
administrative aides have also received a course de-
signed for that purpose, the lieutenant adminis-
trative aide management course.
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12.4 Collegiate Educational Requirements for
Department Members

The President's Commission recommended a 4-
year baccalaureate degree for all police officers with
general enforcement powers. It may be recalled
that the Commission urged three levels of entrance
into a police department: community service officer,
police officer, and police agent. These recommen-
dations are not relevant here since no recommenda-
tion is being made that new categories for entrance
be established. In fact, there is very little evidence
that law enforcement agencies have reacted favor-
ably to the Commission's concepts in this respect.
(The Baltimore, Md., Police Department, however,
has created the category of police agent and re-
quires a college degree for appointment to this new
rank.) For the purpose of this report the assump-
tion is made that all police officers will continue
to enter the department on the basis of existing
standards. The Commission also suggested that
baccalaureate degree requirements be established
for all supervisory and executive positions and that
encouragement be offered to police officers to pun
sue a collegiate education. The Commission had
in mind scholarship loan support and curriculum
development to guide college police science programs
away from a narrow educe' ional concentration.
Graduate training in law and in business admin-
istration was recommended for police executives
to be obtained either through degree courses or
special insti tu tions.

The Berkeley, Calif., Police Department is be-
lieved to have been the first police agency in the
United States to require some collegiate education
as a preentrance requirement Only a few police
departments have followed its lead. However, a
number of police agencies have instituted, or co-
operated in the institution of college degree pro-
grams. The International Association of Chiefs
of Police and other professional police organiza-
tions have urged the development of college degree
programs. Some departments permit their men to
attend college courses on police department time,
some provide extra pay or a bonus for completion
of a number of college credits and others give pref-
erential assignments to those attending and com-
pleting college programs. An article by Thompson
S. Crockett and John Moses, in the August 1969
issue of the Police Chief, summarizes the incentive
plans adopted by law enforcement agencies in con-

nection with college programs (The data in this
article were extracted from the 1968 1ACP train-
ing survey reports.) The best summary of existing
college programs is found in the report prepared
by Thompson S. Crockett for the IACP in 1968
entitled, "Law Enforcement Education." This re-
port identified 261 law enforcement degree pro-
grams in 234 separate educational institutions in
the United States. These 261 programs included
199 associate degree programs, 44 leading to the
baccaulaureate degree, 13 to the master's degree
and five to the doctorate This burgeoning of col-
legiate police programs has been a response to two
major factors. In the first place the availability of
collegiate programs, particularly those involving
an incentive arrangement, is a stimulus to recruit-
ing. In this sense the collegiate programs are es-
sentially significant in terms of personal achieve-
ment by the individual nonce officer. In the second
place, police commanders have recognized the need
for higher level of education xhan can be provided
through a police academy or other departmental
education and training organization.

In the New York City Police Departninat there
was a direct involvement with collegiate type train-
ing immediately prior to World War II through
the City College of New York. This was not, how-
ever, a degree program but did represent an "affi-
liation" of the academy with the City College. In
1954 as a result of the initiative of Police Commis-
sioner Francis H. Adams and with the active sup-
port of subsequent Police Commissioners, Stephen
P. Kennedy and .Michael J. Murphy, a &natal affi-
liation of the academy with the Bernard M. Baruch
School of Business and Public Administration of
the City College of New York was arranged. In
this program (called the police science program)
the academic component of the recruit training
curriculum was accepted for college credit and de-
partmen.:, personnel teaching the academic subjects
held a joint appointment as members of the in-
structional staff of the college. Arrangements were
made to offer course work on a schedule of day
and evening classes permitting attendance by mem-
bers of the department irrespective of their duty
schedules. The first classes were offered in the fall
of 1955 and were tuition free for those students
qualifying as matriculated students in the City Col-
lege. Others paid modest fees. This program de-
veloped into the College of Police Science and later
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into ti 'olin Jay College of Criminal Justice, an
indep nt senior coliege within the City Uni-
versity of New York structure. Enrollment now
exceeds 2,600 of which the overwhelming majority
are members of the New York City Police Depart-
ment with substantial attendance from other law
enforcement agencies and a sprinkling of civilian
students. As a consequence of these arrangements
hundreds of members of the department have been
able to achieve college_ degrees which their duty
schedules would not otherwise permit. During
1968 a total of 1,342 members of the force were
enrolled in the John Jay College in undergraduate
courses and another 127 were enrolled in the grad-
uate program. (Six were taking graduate work at
the Bernard M. Baruch College) Quantitatively,
this college program is by far the largest such pro-
gram in the United States and, at least in its initial
phases, had a unique relationship with the depart-
ment in farms of day-to-day joint operations. At
no time, however, did the department give any
direct incentive, such as promotional credit, bonus
payments or the like to members enrolled in the
college program. The closest that the department
moved in this direction was the statement, approved
by the three police commissioners mentioned above,
that "It has been a policy of the department to
keep a permanent record of course enrollments
and records. Consideration will be given to edu-
cational records in making assignments within the
police department." In section 2.3 of chapter 2,
a table was included reflecting the educational
achievements of members of the department. It is
well to bear in mind that the strength of the dc
partment is in excess of 30,000, so that the number
with degrees is large in absolute numbers but small
percentagewise.

In addition to the availability to the members
of the department of college programs at the John
Jay College, leave is granted with pay, under spe-
cial circumstances, to members of the force who
have won scholarships or fellowships for advanced
degrees. A sergeant is now working toward his
master's degree at the School of Criminal justice
of the State University of New York in Albany,
a lieutenant is enrolled in the master's degree pro-
gram for police administration at Michigan State
University, and a detective is studying for his mas-
ter's degree in criminology at the University of
California. In addition, department policy involves
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the assignment of selected members of the force
to specialized institutes, as well as to the National.
Academy of the FBI. There are available a num-
ber of full and partial scholarships at the John
Jay College and a number of individual scholar-
ships at other educational institutions in New York
City, including one providing a full scholarship
toward the doctor's degree hi public administration
at New York University. A breakdown of enroll-
ment at the John Jay College in the fall semester
of 1967 showed a distribution of department mem-
bers enrolled as students as follows:

New York City Police De/iartnicnt members enrolled in the
John Jay College, fall 1967

Deputy chief inspector 2
Inspector 2
Deputy Inspector 9
Captain St
Lieutenant
Sergeant 147

Detective 98
Patrolman 919
Policewoman 18

Trainee 189-
1,480Total

The first police agency in New York State to in-
troduce a college degree requirement was the Nas-
sau County Police Department. Police Commis-
sioner Francis D. Looney has announced that as of
1974 no member of his department will be con-
sidered for promotion to any rank without having
completed at. least 2 years of college (64 credits).
Beginning in 1973 all persons taking the civil
service test for captain will be required to have 64
college credits. In addition, all police cadets in
Nassau County are now required to attend college
on a part-time basis and to complete 34 college
credits before being appointed as a patrolman. Ar-
rangements ha,-e been made w h the Nassau Com-
munity College for their educational prop.= at.
the expense of the police department. While there
was some objection to Commissioner Looney's ac-
tion from the Nassau County Patrolmen's Benevo-
lent Association, the reaction in general has been
favorable.

There are, however, compelling considerations
which help to explain the relatively slow acceptance
of the concept of mandatory college training for
policemen. Members of minority groups, particu-
larly blacks and Puerto Ricans, have generally not
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had equal educational opportunity, and, therefore,
to require a college education for an appointment
to the department might be discriminatory. The
effort to increase representation of minority groups
has therefore been an argument against a college
education requirement. This is a real issue. For-
tunately, in New York City, the City University
has now adopted a policy of open admissions.
This policy, which may be fully implemented by
the fall of 190, will provide a machinery whereby
all high school graduates will be able to attend an
appropriate unit of the City University. The SEEK
program and the college discovery program of the
City University will continue to provide special
remedial assistance to high scho& graduates so that
they may qualify for regular work in the _omrnn-
nity and senior colleges. With the policy adopted
by the John Jay College that all persons who are
members of the department and who, therefore,
have completed the recruit school curriculum are
automatically admissible as students, there is no
longer any meaningful limitation upon college op-
portunity for members of the department.

Further arguments against mandatory college de-
gree requirements reflect the practical considera-
tion that the labor market has been extremely tight
during the 1960's, making it difficult for police
agencies to compete with industry for the available
labor supply. Even the high school graduate re-
quirement has in recent years held down the num-
ber of qualified applicants for appointment to the
department. However, substantial improvements
in salaries and working conditions and also the
probability that economic conditions will not be
as ebullient in the near term as in the recent past
suggest that the department may find recruiting
becoming less difficult. The argument may be made

that higher educational requirements ou ..ary will
upgrade the -job image" and thus facilitate recruit-
ment. However, the true professionalization of
the patrolman's job which this would imply would
appear to be a goal rather than a reality.

There is another considerationdoes the rank-
and-file patrolman really require a formal educa-
tion beyond the secondary level? This issue has
been debated vigorously by the research staff of
this project. The staff has reached the conclusion
that, at least for the next 5 to 10 years, college
preparation is not required for all police officers.
Most collegiate education is unrelated to police
work, and properly so. There is some evidence
that policemen performing routine patrol assign-
ments become "disaffected" if they have advanced
education. This is a consequence of the routine
nature of much of the work of the typical patrol-
man and also the slowness of the promotion proc-
ess within the department. As has been suggested
in other sections of this chapter, for most patr.-1-
men the appropriate irrimediate need is for .,ntb-
stantial strengthening of the unit training program
and the several specialized training programs. At
the same time, the case for college education for
police executives (and this term includes all su-
perior officers) is inescapable. Given the small
percentage of the department in the superior officer
ranks, a collegiate educational requirement for
them seems reasonable. It is clear that, with the
opportunities provided through the City University
of New York, there is no longer a substantial diffi-
culty facing officers in meeting a collegiate educa-
tional requirement.

Therefore it is recommended that the following
educational preparation be a requirement for pro-
motion to higher rank:

Promotion to
Captain and above
Lieutenant and sergeant
Captain and above
Lieutenant and sergeant

2 years ( 64 e dits)
do

4 years (bachelor's degree)

Effective da te

Jan. 1,1975
Jan. 1, 1976
Jan. 1, 1978
Jan. 1, 1979do

The above timetable makes no demands on per-
sonnel of any rank who are content in their pres-
ent rank, nor are demands made upon those who
have had college preparation or are currenry at-
tending a college. It will provide a reasonable
incentive to other members of the force who aspire
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to higher rank. In this way it will be possible to
accomplish the President's Commission's recom-
mendations with respect to a 4-year degree require-
ment without actually making it a requirement
for police officers at the level of patrolman.
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12.5 Continuing EvAluation of Performance
in Relation to Training

As has been described in chapters 5 and 6, re-
cruit training deficiencies will be discovered by
means of escort officer evaluations as well as those
of the recruits themselves. Academy instructors
will evaluate recruit performance on a spot check
basis. However, neither of these evaluations would
apply to the seasoned patrolman, the subject of
inservice training. Of the several possible means
for inservice evaluation, two appear most feasible.

Academy instructors working in pairs and
equipped with a car identified as a police academy
vehicle with two-way radio communication can re-
spond to ,itywide calls on a random basis. Upon
arriving at the scene of a call, the instructors would
assume no direct supervisory role but rather act
as observers. They would utilize a checklist sim-
ilar to that of the training escort officer to evaluate
training needs as evidenced by the manner in which
the responding patrolmen and superiors perform
the task at hand. Their role, therefore, would be
relatively passive unless an emergency need arose
which required their participation. This might
take the form of advice, direction, or actual phys-
ical assistance as the situation might warrant, but
such action would be undertaken only in extreme
cases. It is important to the success of the program
that the training evaluators maintain an air of
objectivity and that their reputation be free of any
element of discipline or officiousness. Thus, the
patrolmen involved would be free to perform their
duties in the manner to which they have become
accustomed without fear of sanction. Just as the
recruits' performance evaluation is an evaluation
of the task rather than the individual, so also is the
evaluation of the seasoned patrolman's work. The
shortcomings in his performance will provide a
basis for valid inservice training content. Since
the report will not identify individuals, no patrol-
man need fear adverse consequences from the acad-
emy appraisal.

A Continuing Public Opinion Report

The ultimate judge of the quality of police serv-
ice as it is delivered is the public served by the
department. Yet, the public is rarely invited to
express an opinion of the adequacy of the police
response to their needs. Rather, public opinion is
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usually served by providing some machinery for
citizen grievances. Thus, the principal feedback
a police department receives on the performance
of its officers is of a negative nature. Many in-
equities experienced by citizens never reach the
ears of the police hierarchy because of a reluctance
to complain, either because of fear of possible re-
prisal or an unwillingness to create trouble for
police officers and their families.

Frequently the citizen is well pleased with his
police interaction. In these cases the department
may not become aware of the effective service be-
cause the writing of a letter is something of a chore
and, unless the service were outstanding, the civilian
might not be strongly enough motivated to subject
himself to the bother. Moreover, he might assume
that good p-,lice service is no more than he deserves
and would accept superior service as a matter of
course. Earlier chapters of this report have cited
selected studies which provide some information
about both public and police expectations concern-
ing the functions which should be performed by
police officers. Civilian complaint statistics have
indicated the kinds of police behavior most re-
sented by the public. The education and train-
ing programs proposed in this report will seek to
effect some amelioration of the tensions resulting
from divergent police-public viewpoints. How-
ever, there are now no useful data available about
those items of police perfotmance that are con-
sidered relatively unsatisfactory or satisfactory.
These must, therefore, be a matter of conjecture
and their elimination or strengthening as the case
may be in the training process is largely speculative.

It is a matter of considerable importance, there-
fore, that some reliable feedback less formal than
an actual complai it and, by the same token, of
lesser stature than a commendatory letter, be elic-
ited from persons known to have had contact with
the police. One method of obtaining the informa-
tion sought would be to obtain a report from each
person who enters a station house on official busi-
ness or who otherwise becomes a subject of police
service. Such a .report would be prepared in the
form of a simple checklist card in both English
and Spanish mailed to the citizen as soon as possi-
ble after the incident and accompanied by a per-
sonal letter from the police commissioner, cogether
with a self-addressed, stamped envelope for return
of the report. The letter would explain that noth-



ing in the response would be treated in the man-
ner of a complaint, that the information would
be used to improve training only, and that the
cooperation of the person concerned would be of
the utmost value in improving the service of the
police. The checklist, itself, would deal with the
manner in which the person was treated, the com-
petency of the officer (s) , the overall satisfaction
the citizen derived, and the outcome of the inci-
dent. Thus, several basic aspects of training would
be reflected by the instrument.

The employment of the citizen evaluation con-
cept will require some adjustment in the traditional
department approach to adverse criticism. Hitherto
it has been the practice to investigate in detail
each and every complaint and, wherever possible,
to track down the offending employee. Follow-
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ing the establishment of his identity, charges would
be leveled against him if the situation warranted
such action and appropriate penalties would be
meted out. Such a practice would defeat the ration-
ale of the evaluation procedure. For one thing,
it would be time consuming to identify each in-
dividual who was the subject of criticism, but, more
important, it would raise the old specter of reluc-
tance to make official complaint. Moreover, the
cooperation of the rank and file, so essential to
the success of the program, would be seriously cur-
tailed. No useful purpose would be served by in-
voking disciplinary procedures in connection with
the evaluation of training and the two processes
should be kept rigidly separate. To do less would
defeat the entire purpose of a continuing public
opinion report system.
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Appendix AComparative Study of Recruit Training
At Other Police Agencies

INTRODUcTioN

As a necessa y preliminary to determining what
an optimum police recruit training curriculum
should include, the first research step taken in this
project, during July 1968, was to determine what
police agencies across the country were doing in
recruit training. Letters were sent to all police
agencies in the United States in cities with a popu-
lation of 50,000 or more, to a 10-percent -andorn
sample of cities between 25,000 and 50,000 popu-
lation, and to a 5-percent random sample of cities
under 25,000. Of this total of 360 police agencies,
120 responded, but 60 of these replied negatively,
with inadequate information or information not
applicable to this study (some of this data, how-
ever, proved useful in other aspects of this project) .
The 60 agencies which supplied adequate training
data for this study have been list( d on a compara-
tive table with a breakdown of th ;r recruit train-
ing curriculums under nine major categories.

Subsequent to the receipt and tabulation of this
data, it was found that not only would the infor-
mation be useful as a basis for the development
of a "model- recruit training curriculum, but it
could also be useful to municipal police agencies
as an evaluative source are.1 guideline for the up-
dating of current training and the creitl 'tan of
new police training programs.

4.S1 ER COMPARATIVE TABULATION

The 60 police agencies are listed in alphabetical
order on the following four-page tabulation. The
first three columns indicate population, year of the
current recruit training program, and the total
number of personnel employed. Nine training
categories were established after analysis of the
data submitted by the various agencies. Some cate-
gories were relatively easy to establish, such as
firearms, physical and first aid training, since almost
all police agencies offer training in these specific
areas. Further categorization was more difficylt
because of the lack of uniformity in training course
titles and content. Similar subjects were grouped
together; for example, training hours devoted to
community relations, human behavior and other
related topics were considered as one category. Sub-
ject matter which did not fit the categorization
scheme was placed under the category "Miscel-
laneous police subjects." For each training category
the number of hours devoted to that training arie
the percentage that these hours represent of the
total recruit training program are indicated. The
last two columns show the total training program
in hours and weeks.
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OMER TABULATIONS

Based on the information contained in the mas-
ter comparative tabulation, a number of additional
tabulations have been prepared to facilitate analy-
sis, as well as to indicate to the police agencies that
may use this data some of the possible ways in
which they can compare their own agencies with
those in the tabulation.

One of these is the training categories tabulation.
There are nine tabulations, representing the nine
categories which appear on the master comparative
tabulation. Each training category lists 30 of the
60 police agencies, the 15 highest and the 15 lowest
in each training category, based on the percentage

time the training category represents of the
agency's total curriculum. Thus, for the 15 highs
and the 15 lows there are columns indicating hours
devoted to a training category and the percentage
of time devoted .o that training category. These
columns are totakd and averaged to provide a basis
for comparison between agencies devoting propor-
tionately the highest and lowest number of hours
to each category.

Another tabulation, called the composite train-
ing categories tabulation, was devised from data ob-
tained from the master comparative tabulation
and the training categories tabulation. Here the
hour and percentage subdivisions appearing on the
master comparative tabulation have been replaced
with ranks in each training category, from I to 60.
The positions that agencies hold on each of the
nine training categories tabulations are shown by
the numbers appearing on this tabulation. This
not only enables the 60 police agencies to identify
the training category tabulations on which they ap-
pear, to determine their relative position for each
category of training, and to observe the frequency
with which their ageocy appears on the training
categories tabulations, but assists other police agen-
cies in analyzing their own training programs by
relating them to similar training programs appear-
ing on the tabulation. Comparisons may be based
on curricuktm size, city size, agency size, geographi-
cal location and other factors.

A comparative tabulation for the 15 largest of
the 60 cities in order of population was prepared
from the friaster comparative tabulation. The
training categories columns on the tabulation are
totaled and averaged to provide consolidated in-
formation on the training programs of the larger

cities, indicating the average number of hours de-
voted CO each training category and the average
percentage of the total curriculum. These aver-
ages indicate general trends in recruit training time
allocation in large cities.

A high-low mean. comparison tabulation com-
pares the highest 15 cities to the lowest 15 cities in
terms of the mean hours of training for each of
the nine training categories. A function of this
tab,,lation is to demonstrate the average range be-
tween the .ghs and lows in each training category
as well as the range between the high and low
overall curriculum. This may enable any police
agency to "find itself" on the tabulation and make
some estimate of the adequacy of its recruit train-
ing program, in relation to other police agencies.

TRAINING CATECORIES TABULATI JNS

The nine tabulations which follow represent the
nine training categories which appear on the mas-
ver -omparative tabulation. Each tabulation lists
30 police agencies, the 15 highcL: and the 15 lowest
in each category. The basis for ranking the agen-
cies is the percentage each training category rep-
resents of the agency's total curriculum, although
in cases where two or more agencies have the same
percentage, the ordering is dependent on the num-
ber of hours in that category. For example, under
"Firearms training," Indianapolis is ranked first in
the "highest" column, since it spends proportion-
ately more time in firearms training than any other
agency surveyed (with the exception of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts). While Indianapolis
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts both
show 15 percent on the "highest" side of the chart,
Indianapolis appears first bccause it offers 89 hours
as opposed to the 24 hours offered by the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. Conversely, agencies
having the same percentage in the "lowest" column
ate ranked from the lowest number of category
hours to the largest. Each column has been to-
taled and averaged to provide a basis for compari-
son between agencies devoting proportionately the
highest aod the lowest number of hours to each
ca tegory.
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Firearms training

Police agency

HIGHEST

Percent Hours
Total

curriculum Police agency

LO EST

Percent

Indianapolis, hid . 15 89 593 Boston, Mass 1

Commonwealth of Mass, 15 24 160 Washington, D.C. 2

Louisville, Ky. 14 70 432 Hilo. Hawaii 3

St. Petersburg, Fla. 14 63 465 Pasadena, Calif. -1

New Orleans, La. 13 58 458 Bakersfield, Calif. 4

Birmingham, Ala 13 50 399 Winston-Salem, N C 4

Pensacola, Fla. 13 26 oon Kenosha, Wis. 4
Oregon State Training 21 164 Lexington, Ky. 4

Rochester, N.Y. 12 70 585 Santa Clara, Calif. 5

Miami, na. 12 68 590 Grand Rapids, Mich. 5

Dallas, Tex 12 64 520 Simi% City, Iowa 6
Toledo, Ohio 12 63 508 Independence, Mo. 6
Providence, R.I. 12 50 400 Minneapolis, Mimi. 6
Tampa, Fla. 12 43 300 Chicago, Ill. , 6

South Bend, hid. 12 35 360 Oakland, Calif. 6

Total 794 6,134 Total
Average 12.9 52.9 408.9 Average 3.9

Physica ining
HIGHEST LO ST

Total
Police agency Percent Houis curriculum Police agency Per= t
New York City 32 176 560 Dallas, Tex. 2
Hilo, Hawaii . . . 25 66 262 Sioux City, Iowa ......, ......... 3

Columbns, Ohio 22 136 628 Toledo, Ohio 3

Cleveland, Ohio 19 120 634 Lakewood, Ohio 4
Wichita Falls, Tex. 18 70 376 New Haven, Conn. 4
Eugene, Oreg. 17 42 264 San Diego, Calif. 4
Lexington, Ky. 16 116 720 Salem, Oreg. 5
Rochester, N.Y. 16 94 585 Bakersfield, Calif. 5

Los Angeles, Calif. 16 85 530 Tampa, Fla. 5
Norfolk, Va. 16 40 245 Boston, Mass. 5
Winston-Salem, N.0 15 72 487 Bay City, Mich. 6
Birmingham, Ala. 15 61 399 Atlanta, Ga. 6
Las Vegas, Nev 15 47 325 Pensacola, Fla 7

Pontiac, Mich 15 36 236 Whittier, Calif. 7
Kenosha, Wis. . 14 74 528 Minneapolis, Minn. 7

Total 1,235 6,779 Total
Average 18.2 82.3 451.9 Average 4.5

First aid training

-Fotal
Hours curriculum

20 1,600
10

7

12
14
18

20
32
12

28
12

16

27
30
31

289
19.2

270
320
487
528
720
239
496
207
264
455
490
533

7,330
488.6

Total
Hours curriculum

10

5
13

7
14
26
14
15

17
80

7

11

14
21
31

285
19.0

520
207
509
162
385
682
312

6

1,600
120
183
200
280
455

6,294
419.6

Police agency

rieST
Total

ercent Hours curriculum
Sioux City, Iowa 14 28 2
Independence, Mo. 11 27 264
Commonwealth of Mass. .... . . 11 18 160
Cleveland, Ohio 9 56 634
Providence, R.I. 9 37 400
Birmingham, Ala, 8 34 399
Washington, D.C. 8 V 459
S-..1m, Oreg. 8 26 312
Eugere, Oreg. 8 21 264

17'7

LO EST
Total

Pcicent Hours curriculum
Oregon State Training 0 0 164
Long Beach, Calif. 2 10 4-40

Los Angeles, Calif. 2 10 530
Phoenix, Ariz. 2 10 471
Alexandria, Va. 2 13 596
Oakland, Calif. 2 13 533
Rochester, N.Y. 2 14 585
Boston, Mass. 2 32- 1,600
Bay City, MieN. 3 4 120
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First aid trainingContinued

Police agency

HIGHEST

Per cent Hours
Total

curriculum

LO EST

Police agency Percent

Columbus, Ohio 7 47 628 Kalamazoo, Mich. 3

Kenosha, Wis 1 33 528 Atlanta, Ga. 3

New Haven, Conn. 7 29 385 Tampa, Fla. 3

Hilo, Hawaii 7 19 262 New Orleans, La. 3

Grand Rapids, Mich 6 30 496 New York City 3

Norfolk, Va. 6 15 245 Lexington, Ky. 3

Total 452 5,643 Total
Average 8.0 30.1 376 2 Average 2.3

Criminal law evidence and investigation

Total
Hours curriculum

4 120
6 1E13

12 360
14 458
16 560
20 720

178 7,0
11.8 494.6

EST
Total

Police agency Percent Hours curriculum
320
270
239
200
236
120
164
240
200
183
160
520
280
360
450

3,942
262 8

Bakersfield, Calif. 44 140
Pasadena, Calif. 39 104
Santa Clara, Calif. 39 95
Pensacola, Fla. .. 38 76
Pontiac, Mich. 37 88
Kalamazoo, Mich 35 42
Oregon State Training 34 56
New York State Training 33 80
Fresno, Calif. 33 66
Atlanta, Ga, 33 65
Commonwealth of Mass. 33 52
Dallas, Tex. .... ...... . .. . ........... .. . 32 169
Whittier, Calif. 31 87
Tampa, Fla. ...... 30 109
Detroit, Mich .... 29 129

Total 1,356
Average 34.3 90.4

HIGHEST

Police agency Percent Hours

San Diego, Calif. 65 444
Boston, Mass. ......... . . . . . ... . . 63 1,015
Grand Rapids, Mich . 49 243
Kenosha, Wis. 41 216
Lower Merion, Pa. 40 121
Phoenix, Ariz. 38 178
New Orleans, La. 36 163
Abilene, Tex 33 213
South Bend, Ind. 33 97
IndiLaapolis, Ind. ........ 51 186
Oartland, Calif. 162
Chicago, 111. 31 152
Sioux City, Iowa 31 64
Miami, Fla. 29 169
Los Angeles, Calif. 29 151

Total 3,574
Average 42.9 238.2

Police agency

LOWEST
Total

Percent Hours curriculum

Providence, R.I.
Boston, Mass.
Birmingham, Ala
San Diego, Calif.
St Petersburg, Fla
Washington, D.C.
Rochester, N Y.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kenosha, Wis.
Bay City, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Lexington, Ky.
New York City
Los Angeles, Calif.

Total
Average

7 27 400
9 144 1,600

10 42 399
10 70 682
12 54 432
12 59 459
12 67 585
13 51 376
13 62 496
13 68 528
15 18 120
15 88 593
15 106 720
16 92 560
18 97 530

1,045 8,480
123 69.6 565.3

Patrol and traffic training

Total
curriculum

680
1,600

496
528
307
471
458
649
300
490
533
490
207
590
530

8,329
555.2

LOWEST

Police agency

Eugene, Oreg
Washington, D.C.
Commonwealth of Mass
Bakersfield, Calif.
Detroit, Mich.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Providence, R.I.
New York City
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Oregon State Training
Minneapolis, Minn.
Columbus, Ohio
Pontiac, Mich.
Salem, Oreg
Buffalo, N.Y. .

Total
Average

Total
Percent Hours curriculum

178
192

11 28 261
12 59 459
14 23 160
14 46 320
14 62 450
15 54 325
15 62 400
15 88 560
16 79 487
17 28 164
17 80 455
17 108 628
19 95 236
19 60 312
19 113 600

935 5,820
16 62.3 388.0



Co n ations and human beh ior

HIGHEST
Total

LOWEST
Total

Pal ice agency Percent Hours curriculum Police agency Percent Hours curriculum

Minneapolis, Minu 21 110 4 Lower Merlon, Pa. ... 4 307
Miami, Fla. 12 74 590 Grand Rapids, Mich. .... ...... 1 6 496
Dayton, Ohio II 52 488 Oregon State Training 2 3 164
Washington, D.C. 11 52 459 Hilo, Hawaii 2 4 262
Bay City, Mich II 13 120 Sioux City, Icn 5 209
Kalamazoo, Mich. 11 13 120 Eugene, Oreg. 6 264
New York City . 10 56 560 Provi''ence, RI. 2 8 400
Dallas, Tex. 10 53 520 Phoenix, Ariz. 2 9 471

Winston-Salem, N.C. 10 50 487 San Diego, Calif. 2 13 682
Birmingham, Ala. 9 36 399 Lakewood, Ohio 3 5 162

Bakersfield, Calif. 9 28 320 Cincinnati, Ohio 3 16 552
Whittier, Calif . . 9 24 280 Cleveland, Ohio 3 16 634
Oakland, Calif. 8 42 533 Li..s Angeles, Calif. 3 18 530
Pasadena, Calif. . . 8 22 270 Rochester, N.Y. 3 19

Santa Clara, Calif. 8 18 239 Abilene, Tex. 3 21 649

Total 643 5,890 Total 153 6,365
Average 10.9 42.8 389.3 Average 2.4 10.2 424.3

Department orientation policy and procedu
HIGHEST L.T;WEST

Total Total
Police agency Percent Hours curriculum Police agency Percent Hours curriculum

Lakewood, Ohio 30 4. 162 Lower Merion, Pa. 1 4 307
Providence, RI. 28 113 400 Kalamazoo, Mich. 3 120
Washington, D.C. 22 98 459 Pensacola, Fla. 6 200
St. Louis, Mo. 21 126 606 Santa Clara, Calif 7 239
Cincinnati, Ohio 21 117 552 Pontiac, Mich. 3 8 236
Wichita Falls, Tex. 21 79 396 Boston, Mass, 5 77 .600
Salem, Oreg 20 61 312 South Bend, Ind. 6 18 300
Eugene, Oreg. 20 54 264 Dayton, Ohio 6 30 488
Sioux City, Iowa 19 40 207 Dallas, Tex. 6 32 520
St. Petersburg, Fla 18 78 432 Fresno, Calif. 7 14 200
Buffalo, N.Y. 17 100 600 Pasadena, Calif. 7 19 270
New Haven, Coml. 17 65 385 New Orleans, La. 7 34 458
Atlanta, Ga . .. .... 17 30 183 San Diego, Calif. 7 49 682
Houston, Tex. .. 16 103 632 Bay City, Mich. 8 10 120
Rochester, N.Y. 16 93 585 Commonwealth of Mass. 8 12 160

Total . . . ...... .... . 1,206 6,155 Total 321 ,900
Average 19.5 80A 110 3 Average 5.4 21.4 393.3

Cooperation with other agencies
HIGHEST LOWEST

Total Total
Police agency Percent Hours curriculum Police agency Percen Hours curriculum

Toledo, Ohio 14 73 508 Bakersfield, Calif. . 0 520
Lexington, Ky. 11 96 720 Kalamazoo, Mich. 0 0 120
Washington, D.C. 10 43 459 Lakewood, Ohio 1 2 162
Eugene, Oreg. 10 24 264 N.Y. State Training Council , 1 2 240
Independence, Mo, 24 264 Pensacola, Fla. 1 2 200
St. Petersburg, Fla. 9 41 432 Long :3 each, Calif. 1 4 140
Providence, R.I. 9 34 400 Oakland, Calif. 1 5 533
Norfolk, Va. 9 22 245 Kenosha, Wls. 1 8 528
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eration with agenciescontinued
HIGHEST LOWEST

Total Total
Police agenc) Percent Hours curriculu Po:ice agency Percent Hours curriculum

Oregon State Training 9 18 1 tri Cleveland, Ohio 9 634
Louisville, Ky. 8 465 Bay (iity, Mich. 2 -2 120
Detroit, Mich. 8 34 450 Pontiac, Mich. 2 4

Rochester, N.Y. 7 585 -1'.unpa. Fla. 2 6 360

Cincinnati, Ohio 7 38 552 Whittier, Calif. 2 6 280
Phoenix, Ariz. 7 35 471 New Haven, Conn. 2 8 385
Alexandria, Va, 7 32 576 South Bend, Ind. 8 300

Total 592 6,555 Total 66 4,858
Average 9.0 39.4 437.0 Average 1.3 4.4 323.8

Miscellaneous police subi'ects
IC HEST LOWEST

Total Total
Police agency Percent Houm curriculum Police agency Percent Hours curriculum

Abilene, s-ex. .... . ... .. . . 11 90 649 Bay City, Mich. 0 0 120
Rochester, N.Y. 9 53 585 Cincinnati, Ohio 0 0 552
Buffalo, N.Y. . ...... ....... . . . 8 50 500 Cleveland, Ohio 0 0 634
Kenosha, Wis 8 46 528 Commonwealth of Mass. 0 0 160

Boston, Mass. 7 105 1,600 Fresno, Calif. 0 0 200
Houston, Tex. ............ ......... . 7 48 632 Grand Rapids, Mich. .... ....... 0 0 496
Dayton, Ohio 7 33 488 Independence, Mo. 0 0 264
Birmingham, Ala. 7 27 399 Lakewood, Ohio 0 C 162

New Orleans, La. 6 27 458 Las Vegas, Nev. 0 0 325
Providence, R.I. 6 23 400 Lower Merion, Pa 0 0 307
St. Louis, Mo. 5 3i 606 Miami, Fla. 0 0 590
Alexandria, Va. 5 29 5-76 New York City 0 0 560
Lexington, Ky, 4 31 720 N.Y. State Training Council 0 0 240
Columbus, Ohio 4 29 628 Pasadena, Calif. 0 0 270
Winston-Salem, N.C. 4 20 489 Pensacola, Fla. 0 0 200-

622 9,356 0Total 5,080
Average 6.6 41.4 6231 Average 0 0 338.6

NOTE: The 15 lowest cities in this category devote no time to the category. Therefore, th y have been ranked alphabetically.

In the preceding nine training tabulations, per-
centages were used to rank police agencies on the
basis of their recruit training curriculums. Per-
centages were used as the criteria for ranking rather
than ca tegory hours because: (1) percentages are
better indicators of the relative importance of each
training catego y i the agency's total training prn-
gram; (2) if training hours had been used rather
than percentages, some of the larger cities would
have been disproportionately represented, since
more hours are usually available for training in
larger jurisdictions.

In general, the training category tabulations pro-
vide police agencies of all sizes with representa-
tive data for recruit training program evaluation
and development. The percentages provide an in-
dication of the relative importance each category
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maintains in the total training perspective, and an
index for comparison and analysis.

These nine tabulations indicate that:
1. There is no consensus on what percentage of

the recruit training program should be devoted to
training in each category. Size of city, ethnic com-
position, local problems, budget, and other factors
have a bearing on curriculum content and time
devoted to specific categories.

2. The cities not included on a particular train-
ing tabulation fall somewhere below the last agency
listed in the -highest" column and the last agency
listed in the -lowest" column. All 60 ,gencies are
located between the 2 percentage extremes.

3. The averages may enable police agencies to
evaluate their training programs and identify pos-
sible overbalancing in certain areas. Percentages
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and average hours appreciably higher or lower than
those appearing on the tabulations may warrant
critical inspection ahd reevaluation.

4. In most cities a comparatively high percent-
age of the training program is spent on "patrol and
traffic training" and "criminal law, evidence, and
investigation." Even the agencies in the "lowest"
tolumns devote a large segment of training to these

areas (a total over 28 percent) . lo the
"highest" columns, some 77 percent of the total
curriculum is spent on instruction in these subjects,

5. In most cities a comparatively low percentage
of the training program is spent in "first aid train-
ing," -community relations and human behavior,"
"cooperation with other agencies," and "miscel-
laneous subjects." Even in tiv.-! -highest" columns,
these four training categories account for only one-
third of the total curriculum. In the "lowest"
columns, these four categories total only 6 percent.

6. The percentage spans, that is, the differences
between the highest and lowest percentage averages
for each training category. are:

Percent
yo Patio! and traffic training . 26 9
(b) Criminal law, evidence, and inrestigatiou
(c) Cooperation with other agencivs
(d) iltvsical training
(e) litezu-als traininL.;
(1) Departmental orientation, policy and

and procedure 14.1
Community relations and human behavior 8.

qt) First aid
miscellaneous

7.7
13.7
9.0

5.7

It wcald appear that there is a greater divergence
of opinion on the amount of time which should be
spent on "patrol and traffic" training and "criminal
law; evidence, and investigation" training titan on
the amount of time which should be devoted to
other subjects.

Patrol and Traffic Training

This tabulation represents a combination of two
very basic functionstraffic control training and
patrol training. The reason for combining these
two training areas was that they usually involve
some field or on-the-job training. The subject
matter areas include patrol observation, patrol
policy, patrol tactics, school crossings, communica-
tion techniques, accident investigation, dead-on-
arrival cases, intersection control, parking and mov-
ing traffic citations, preparation of forms, report
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writing procedures, responding to radio calls, pur-
suit driving, vehicle code traffic laws, field train-
ing, and related topics.

01 particula, interest in this tabulation is tin.
1,015 hours devoted to patrol and traffic 11-inning
by the Boston Police Department,. This unusually
high figure represents some 800 hours of field train-
ing, or almost 5 months of full-time training.

There is a wide range in the average number of
hours devoted to this area. The difference was
the highest of all the high-low differences in all the
tabulations. Ten of the largest cities in the United
States are represented in this t4bulation, with six
in the highest category and four falling in the
low,7%st category,

Criin:nal Law, Evide and In iestigation

his tabulation quantifies that part of the police
curriculum that involves legal subjects, both civil
and criminal, including criminal and vice proce-
dures. The topics included in this category are:
laws of arrest, laws of search and seizure, review
of criminal evidence, fraudulent cheeks, sex of-
fenses, homicide, destruction of property, burglary,
robbery, liquor laws, narcotics, auto theft, confi-

-ce games, curfew and truancy notices, inter-
viewing techniques, stavanents, admissions and con-
fessions, principles of investigation, collection and
identification of evidence, and city ordinances.

An interesting point is that the lowest column
has a higher average of total curriculum hours than
the highest column. More surprising is the size
of the differenceover 300 hours. This difference
can be explained by the presence in the lowest
column of six of the larger police departments and
consequently six of the most extensive curriculums,

The cluster of California police departments on
the highest side may be indicative of what some
authorities have described as a "more professional"
approach by these new, small, and essentially sub,
urban police departments.

Cooperation With Other Agencies

This categor) includes that part of the eut-ricu-
lum which includes lessons on the cooperative roles
of law enforcement agencies, Some of the titles
of the lesson plans are: "Secret Service," "FBI,"
"State Police," "Coroner's Office," "jailer's Duties,"
"Juvenile Cotrrt," "Criminal Court," "Immigration
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Bureau," "District Attorney's Office," "Civil De-
fense Agencies," and the "Fire Department," There
is a wide variation between the highest average
hours column and the lowest column (39.4 hours
to -1.A hours) and thi, seems to be directly related
to the average size of Luc curriculums, which are
437.0 hours and 323.8 hours respectiv-ly. Among
the lowest are four departments in California, as
well as New 'ork City. While it was thought that
the highest column would contain mostly smaller
departments, which tend to be dependent
upon other law enforcement agencies to supple-
ment their own resources, three of the largest cities
are also included.

Physical Training

This particular category was easy to define, as
it is usually a separate and distinct part of any
police traiiting curriculum. This area includes
such topics oi police bator training, handcuffing,
mechanics of arrest, self-defense, crowd control, and
riot control.

There are several points that are puzzling. Two
large cities, New York City and Dallas, are at the
opposite ends of the range. New York City de-
votes c,!arlv one-third of its entire training curricu-
lum to "hysical and drill exercises, while Dallas
devotes less than 2 percent of its training program
o physical and drill exercises. New York City is
joined in the highest column by two other large
cities, Cleveland and Los Angeles, while San Diego,
Minneepolis, and Boston are, like Dallas, in the
lowest column. What is interesting is that the av-
erage total hours of both the highest and lowest
categories arc about the same, indicating that the
number of hours devoted to this subject is largely
discretionary. If the reason is the availability of
modern facilities (as was often found to be the
case), then some serious questions are raised. Does
the availability of niodern facilities for physical
training have any relation to the need for physical
training?

Firearms Training

This tabulation represents another one of the
easily definable areas of a police curriculum.
usually includes shotgun and small arms training,
the handling of riot control equipment, and ex.
plosives.
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The average total hours of the lowest column
is higher by 80 hours than the same figure in the
highest column, However, there is still a 33.7-hour
difference in the average number of hours devoted
to firearms training,

Departmental Orientation, Policy, and Procedures

This tabulation attempts to quantify the amount
of time devoted to "socializing" the recruit into the
police organization. The sohject matter in67.iles
internal organization, pensit. ,tlans, insurance ori-
entation, blood bank, disciplire, rules and regula-
tions, care of departmental vehicles, civil service,
intra-agency squads, testing, review, study hours,
ethics, graduation, police benevolent societies, his-
tory of police functions, and the chaplain's speech.
This is another area where there is a considerable
range reflected in the 80.4 average total hours given
to it by the highest departments and the 21.4 hours
devoted to it by the lowest departments. The na-
ture of t.iuse topics is such that the subject matter
might in many cases he learned by on-the-job
training.

The presence of one ot the State training coun-
cils and four California departments is observed in
the lowest column. The State training council's
emphasis on general material and the strength of
the California departments in other categories lead
on t. to surmise that this material, however impor-
tant, can be assimilated in ways other than during
recruit naining.

Community Relations and Human Behavior

Thi- category isolates the subject matter which
deals in whole or in part with such subjects as
family disturbances, the handling of abnormal per-
sons, human relations, mental illness, 91.4:cle, al-
coholism, drug use, sexual deviation, ra, -.1d eth-
nic group rei..-tions, public relations, public speak-
ing, the nature of early adolescence, social psychol-
ogy, and delinquent behavior.

The average total number of hours in the cur-
riculums of the highest and lowest columns are
similar at 589.3 and 424.3. However, the average
total number of hours devoted to this subject var-
ied f---trn 42.8 hours to 10.2 hours. This may indi-
cate another large discretionary component in the
recruit curriculum. There is no standard number
of 'hours or set type of courses included in this
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category as compared to other are.s which may be
somewhat better defined. It is intei-esting to note
that of the nine categories this is the only one that
has an education component as distinguished from
training, whh h is essentially vocational, dealing
with skills or the "how to."

First Aid Trainzug

This tabulation quantifies the number of hours
devoted to such subjects as the transponation of
,sick ald injured, control ot bleeding, shock and
wound treatment, artificial respiration, heat cases,
poison cases, submersion cases, emergency child-
birth, administration of oxygen, rabies, fallout,
and medical self-help.

There are two interesting points in this tabulation.
Six of the largest cities arc in the lowest column
which averaged 11.8 hours and the difference be-
tween the highest and lowest columns is the small-
est of all the other differences. This indicates a
high degree of agreement as to the importance of
this subject.

Miscellaneous

This tabulation represents those topics which
could not be placed adequately in any of the other
categories. A list of these sublet's shows the rea-
son. They include hospital etiquette, animal cruelty,
techniques of memory and observation, com-
munism, John Birch Society, tornado and folic
weather reporting, industrial safety, extradition of
fugitives, snow removal, weights and measures,
the handling of high tension wires, foot health
and care, typing, and so on.

The predominance of small or medium sized de-
partments in the lowest column is understandable.
However, the presence of five large cities in the
isighest column in puzzling. It may be that the
number of hours in this category is related to the
size of the total curriculum, as illustrated by the
285-hour difference in curriculum totals.

The following tabulation compares the highest
15 cities to the lowest 15 cities in terms of the
mean hours of training for each of the nine train-
ing categories. The average number of hours of
training for each category has becn taken from the
training categories tabulations, high and low. File
total of these averages for the nine categories in-
dicates a maximum currricuium of 697.9 hours and

a minimum of 217.9 hours. A purpose of this
tabulation is to de mstrate the average ranges
between the highs al, ows in each traini..g cate-
gory, as well as the range between the high and
low overall curriculum.

High-low mean con arison

High

i-raining, category
Mean
hours

r-
cent- Mean

hours

r-
coat-
age

nns training 52.9 jj 19.2 8.81

Physical training .. 82.3 11.8 19.2 8.71

First aid training 30.1 4.3 11.8 5.41

Criminal taw, evidence,
investigation ........... . 90.4 13.1 60.6 31.94

Patrol and traffic training . 238.2 34.1 62.3 28.59
Community relations and

human behavior 42.8 6.i 10.2 4.68

Department orientation,
policy and procedure 80,4 11.5 21.4 9.82

Cooperation wid; other
agencies .. 39 4 5.6 4.4 2.01

Miscellaneous police
subjects 4L1 5.0 0 0

Total curriculum 697.9 100 217.9 100

In comparing the mean hours devoted to each
of the nine training categories by the 15 highest
and the 15 lowest agencies, some interesting con-
clusions can be drawn. With few exceptions the
percentage of total training time devoted to each
or the nine categories by the 15 highest and 15
lowest agencies is similar, although the number of
hours on the high side is substantially greater. For
example, the highest agencies devote an average of
80 hours to departmental orientation, policy, and
procedure, while the lowest agencies devote an av-
erage of only 21 hours to the subjec However,
while the highest agencies average 11.5 percent of
total time on this subject, the lowest agencies de-
vote :.32 percent of their time to the subject.
Again, io the area of patrol and traffic, tho highest
agencies devote 238.2 hours, as compared to 62.3
hours for the lowest. However, the highest agen-
cies devote 34.1 percent of their time to the sub-
ject, while the lowest agencies devote 28.5 of their
time to patrol and traffic. A high degree of con-
gruence in percentage of time chwoted to subject
matter is indicated by this tabulation. One ex-
ception to this conclusion is obvious. Criminal
law, evidence, and investigation illustrates the onh;
significant case where the lowest exceeds the high-
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est in percentage of total line devoted to one of
the nine training categories.

It is tempting to regard the 697.9 hour curricu-
lum as an ideal or model, representing, as it does,
the average or the highest for each training cate-
gory. This m ty not be valid, however, having
been derived trom what now exists in a number
of police agencies. None of these curriculums may
have been based on anything more than tradition,
trial and error or other uncritical criteria. It
would be more valid to regard the percentages as
being reasonably close to ideal, although we are
not willing even to state that as a conclusion.

On the other hand, it is difficult to see how any
curriculum under the minimum 217.9 hours could
be adequate for present police needs: Two of the
three State training councils represented in this
study and a majority of others still have curricu
lums below this level.

The following tabulation, on page 185, includes
the 15 largest of the 57 cities listed in the master com-
parative tabulation, in order of population. The
training categories columns in the tabulation have
been totaled and averaged to provide information or
the: training programs of the larger cities, giving
Oie average number of hours devoted to each training
category and the average percentage of the total
curriculu

This tabulation is intended as an evaluative and
comparative source for the larger cities in the Na-
tion. The averages which appear at the bottom of
the tabulation indicate general trends in recruit
training time allocation in these larger cities. No
attempt is made to evaluate these data; rather, the
data are presented only as indicators of existent
programs and program priorities. The averages
do not necessarily indicate an "ideal" program.

The averages show tha t wo categories, patrol
and traffic training and criminal law, evidence, and
investigation, account for more than half of the
training curriculum (52 percent): These two cate-
gories, along with department orientation, policy

and procedure, and physical training, constitute
three-quarters of the recruit training curriculums
of the 15 major police departments.

The next tabulation, on pages 186 and 187, is a
composite of data obtained from the training cate-
gories and master comparative tabulation. Its for-
mat is similar to the latter, with the 60 police agencies
listed in alphabetical order. The hour and percent-
age subdivisions appearing on the master compara-
tive tabulation have been replaced with ranks in each
category, from one to 60. Hhe tabulation identifies
the highest (number 1) and the lowest (number
60) ranking agencies in each training category by
percentage. These rankings correspond to the high-
CSL and lowest columns on the various training
category tabulations. The positions that agencies
hold in each of the nine mining categories tabu-
lations are indicated by the numbers appearing in
this tabulation. For example, Abilene, Tex., ranks
eighth highest of the 60 agencies in the percentage
of its curriculum devoted to patrol and traffic
training. Boston ranks 60th, or lowest of all agen-
cies, in the percentage of its curriculum devoted to
firearms training.

As previously noted, the composite tabulation is
derived from data wbich appear in previous tabu-
lations. The main purposes of this tabulation are
to enable the 60 police agencies to identify the
training tabulations in which they appear, to de-
termine their relative position in eacl tabulation,
and to observe the frequency with which their
agency appears in the training categories tabula-
tions. The relative position of each agency and
the frequency with which each agency appears are
not necessarily significant, but may nonetheiess be
useful.

Another important use of this tabulation is that
it will assist other police agencies in analyzing their
own training programs by relating them to similar
training programs. Comparisons can be based on
length of curriculum, city size, agency dze, geo-
graphical location, and other factors.
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Letter Sent to 360 Police Acenci-

POLICE DEPARTMENT
NEW YORK, N. Y 10013

0.L.E.A. PROJECT #339
Police Training &
Performance Study

Under a grant from the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance
of the United States Department of Justice, the New York City
Police Department i3 conducting a study in depth of its
training procedures. The purpose of this project is to
develop a model training program for staff at all levels, to
evaluate the merits of assigning responsibility to a civilian
Director of Training and using a larger proportion of civ-
ilians on the faculty of the Police Academy, and to create
a system for evaluating the effectiveness of the training by
measuring the actual on-the-job performance as a function of
training.

It is our expectation that the results of the research in
New York will be of value not only within the New York City
Police Department but also in other agencies and the final
report, manual, and curriculum will be made available to
interested police departments.

In connection with the work of this project copies of cur-
ricula, training materials, reading lists, syllabi and the
like, used by your department would be most helpful. We
would like to benefit by your experience in the crucial area
of personnel training so that the most effective use may be
made of the grant reaources.

The research project will direct major attention to the rela-
tionships !oetween our present and proposed program and the
actual duties and functions of police officers in the field.
Here your experience will be most helpful. Any studies which
you may have made on the proportion of man hours devoted to
the varioue police tasks would berry useful.

Sincerely yours,

14B

188

George P. McManus
Assistant Chief Inspeotor

Chief of Personnel
Project Director



Appendix BComparative Study of Firearms Training

After completing a survey of police firearms
training programs in the New York City Police
Department, port authority police, and transit atr.
thority police, the staff felt that it would be useful
to know what other police agencies were doing in
firearms training. Only then could a determina-
tion be niqcle as to what consdtutes a model fire-
arms training program for police.

Information on firearms training was received
from some 45 agencies as a result of a "general"
training informa tion request. However, as mc...e
specific data was needed, a survey questionmire
was designed and forwarded to 72 police officer
graduates of the 81st session of the FBI National
Academy. Forty-eight responded, some from very
small cities. Finally, several law enforcement agen-
cies were visited (Nassau and Suffolk Counties in
New York, New York State Police, FBI, Puerto
Rico Police, and Chicago Police Department) .

For ease of reference, the data is presented in a
comparative tabulation on pages 192-201. Listed
are police agencies of 84 U.S. municipal jurisdic-
tions, seven States and four counties, two Federal
agencies, one highway patrol, the Puerto Rico Po-
lice, the Montreal (Canada) Police, the New York
Port Authority Police, and the New York Transit
Authority Police. While the information may be
of interest to training officers and administrators,
caution should be exercised in comparing one
agency with another. Some pertinent facts re-
vealed by the survey are:

(a) Twenty-seven agencies issue firearms to new
recruits immediately on appointment, 15 during re-
cruit training (usually after qualifying) and 13
after completion of training or graduation. It is
considered a poor and dangerous practice by most
range officers and police executives contacted in
this survey to arm untrained men.

(b) The .38 caliber special is the most common
sidearm used. Several agencies use the .357 mag-
num and one uses a .41 caliber. Barrel lengths

vary with location (city versus country) and type
of police work (plainclothes versus uniformed) .

(c) Thirty-eight agencies issue the weapon to
new officers; 17 require new officers to purchase
their weapons.

(d) There is great variety in the number of
hours of firearms training given to new recruits.
The highest is in Indianapolis, Ind., with 89 hours.
The FBI requires 88. One department has no fire-
arms training, one has only 4 hours. The most
common is 40 hours, the aveage of all agencies is
36.3 hours

(e) Where the information was available, the
percentage of the entire recruit training program
that an agency devotes to firearms training was
computed. The percentages vary widely from 1.3
to 33 percent. The most common is 8 percent, the
average of all agencies is 9.2 percent.

(f) The great differences in amount of firearms
training appear io depend on budget, facilities and
size of agency. Many respondents indicated a need
for more training and for standardization.

(g) Almost every agency that offers firearms
training offers both single and double action train-
ing, but the majority concentrate on the latter.
There is no standardization of courses fired or
targets used.

(h) Many departments indoctrinate new recruits
in the use of heavy weapons (shotgun, rifle, ma-
chinegun, gas gun) , but this policy seems to
depend on budget, facilities, location and size of
department.

(i) Night firing is relatively common, but such
special devices as bobber targets, running man and
multiple targets, electric targets, turning targets,
combat villages, exertion courses, and the like are
few.

(j) Thirty-one agencies provide firearms training
all at once on consecutive days, 28 spread the train .
ing out over a period of time. (Range officers gen-
erally agree that firearms training provided aD at
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once is more tensive, reinforces good habits, and
provides less opportunity for the trainee to forget
pri nci pies.)

(k) With regard to the firearms tests given and
qualification scores required of new recruits, there
i5 great variety and no standardization. Not only
are the percentages or scores different, lout differeut
targets are used (Colt, bobbee, Prehle, bull's-eye, a
variety of silhouette and combat targets, and spe-
cial targets) . In addition, many agencies have
modified courses; when they refer to the PPC
(Practical Pistol Course) they are referring to their
own version of the PPC. Some standardizazion
appears de3irable.

(1) A i ariety of bases for the various qualifying
scores Were offered (statute, policy, precedent,
NRA) . Ar excellent policy would seem to be that
of the U.S. Park Police"It is felt that a score
below 75 tends to show good evidence that an
officer lacks reasonable effectiveness in marksman-
ship and safety for bystan&rs." A statute offers
the best protection in civil cases. Precedent and
NRA are weak bases.

(m) Many agencies have no recruits who fail to
qualify. Most, however, provide additional train-
ing and extra help for those who fail the shooting
tests. A few dismiss nonqualifiers: It is desirable
to salvage a trainee wherever possible with some
additional work, but this should not be carried too
far. A third failure should result in dismissal in
the interest of an concerned.

(n) Firearms training for experienced officers
varies from once a week (Wausau, Wis., and West-
ern Springs, Ill.) to none. Inservice training is
provided by the following number of agencies:

Weekly-2 Each 4 months-10
Monthly-7 Each 6 months-8
Eight times a year-1 Yearly-14
Each 2 months-1 Each 18 months-1
Each 3 months-4 Voluntary-4

None-1

The frequency appears to depend on budget, fa-
cilities, and size of department. There is no
standardization in the courses fired or in the quali-
fying scores required (some agencies have shooting
practice but no qualification) .

(0) Several agencies have an incentive system of
awards for shooting proficiency (Fairfield, Cali-

190

lot nia; Midland, Texas; Los Angeles, California;
Sacramento, California; Cleveland, Ohio; NeW
York Port Authority; New York City Transit
Authority) . They claim that motivation and
shooting proficiency are thereby increased, which is
a benefit to the men, the department and the
public.

(p) The a_ st common comments were that
more firearns training is needed (recruit and in-
service) , minimum qualification scores should be
raised and standardization encouraged.

FIREARMS SuRvEy SENT TO 72 LAW ENFORCEMEN1
OFFICERS

Can you provide the answers to the following
questions;

1. At what point is the new recruit in your
department armed with a firearm (i.e., immediately
on appointment, after a certain period of time,
after completing certain phases of training, after
completing basic training, etc.) ?

2. What kind of firearms is he armed with?
3. Is it issued by you: department or does he

purchase it with his own funds?
4. What is the nature of firearms training for

new recruits in your police department (i.e., with
what weapons, type of course, number of hours
on the range, number of hours in the classroom,
special devices or techniques used in training, etc.) ?

5. Is the firearms training given all at once or
spread out over time?

6. What kind of test is given to measure firearms
proficiency? What is the qualitying or acceptable
score? What is the basis for setting the passing
score at that level?

7. Do any new recruits fail to qualify for reasons
of inability to shoot the passing score?

8. What is the nature of firearms training for
experienced police officers in your department (i.e.,
with what weapons, type of course, number of

mes each year, number of hours on the range,
number of hours in the classroom, etc.) ?

9. Do any experienced police officers fail to
shoot acceptable scores from time to time? What
is done with these men?

10. Do you have any other opinions, comments
or observations with regard to firearms training
policies?

2 4



Notes Relating to Column Numbers in
Comparative Tabulations, Pages 192 to 201

Column 1.The 102 police agencies listed are
those which responded to the survey questionnaires
with adequate information and those agencics
which were personally visited by resean:h staff
members. Two surveys were made: one general
police training survey of 360 American police
agencies to which approximately 120 responded
(of which about 45 included useful firearms train-
iog data) aod a firearms survey of 72 American
pc lice agencies and Montreal, Canada, to which
approximately 48 responded (three too late for
inclusion in the tabulation) . The citieS range in
sire from Elko, Nev. (population 6,298 in 1960) ,
to New York City (population 7,781,934 in 1960) .
Included also arc county police agencies, Sta te
police agencies, a State highway patrol, and Federal
law enforcement agencies.

Column 2.Population figures are from the 1960
census of population. Although more up-to-date
population figures are available for many cities, it
was felt that for consistency the 1960 census data
should be used.

Column 3.This column indicates at what point
in the training period the new recruit takes possses-
sion of his firearm: on the day of appointment, at
some time during training, after completion of
ce:.ain aspects of the training course, after corn-
pletion of all training, or after graduation.

Column 4.All handguns referred to are either
Smith & Wesson or Colt revolvers.

Column 5.The handgun is either issued to the
new police recruit or he must purchase it himself.

Columns 6-7.These columns contain a number
and a percentage. The number is the approximate
number of hours devoted to firearms training, both
in the classroom and on the pistol range The
percentage is that part of the entire recruit train-
ing curriculum which represents firearms training.

(NoTE: Many police agencies include field assign-
ments as part of their curriculum. In these cases
the percentage of the curriculum which is firearms
training is deceptively low. For example, Boston
has a 1,600-hour curriculum of which firearms
training is only 1.3 percent. But 920 of those
hours are field assignments, on-the-job training as
opposed to classroom training, without which the
figure would be almost 3 percent.)

Column 8.Abbreviations used for type of course

are BE for bull's-eye target, PPC for practical pistol
course. DA for double action and SA for single
action courses.

Column 9.Weapons other than the handgun
in which some training is given to new recruits are
indicated (i.e., shotgun, rifle, carbine, machinegun,
gas gun) .

Column 10.Special devices and techniques used
in the firearms training program for recruits are
indicated (i.e., night shooting, exertion course,
bobber targets, deactivated guns, ch2rnica1 devices,
turning targets, films, slides, cutaway models) .

Column 11.Training policy usually requires all
firearms training to be given at one time (that is,
completed on consecutive days) or spread out over
a period of weeks o months.

Column 12.This column answers the questions:
Is a firearms test given to recruits? What kinds of
tests? What is the minimum score required before
a recruit is considered qualified in the use of his
weapon?

Column 13.The philosophy or basis for the
test and minimum qualifying score are indicated
(i.e., statute, experience, policy, NRA, past
precedent).

Column I4.This column answers the questions:
Do some recruits fail to attain the minimum ac-
ceptable qualifying mark on the firearms test? If
so, what is your policy with respect to these men?

(Note: Columns 3 through 14 apply to recruit
firearms training. Columns 15 and 16 apply to
inservice firearms training.)

Column 15.This column answers the questions:
How often are experienced police officers retrained
or required to shoot? What kind of inservice fire-
arms training is provided?

Column 16.This column answers the questions:
Do some experienced police officers fail to attain
the minimum acceptable qualifying score on the
firearms test at retraining or practice sessions? If
so, what is your policy concerning these men?

Column 17.Opinions, comments and observa-
tions of reporting agencies where offered and ap-
propriate, are indicated.

Blank spaces in the tabulation indicate informa-
tion is not available. The accuracy of the informa-
tion presented in the tabulation cannot be assured,
as the sources were varied and the information
was provided in many forms, often requiring
interpretation.
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(1) 4 (5) (8) (9) (10)

RECRUIT FIREAR

Police agency Population

When armed
Before, during or

after basic training Veapon used

T s weapon
issued or

purchased

Num-
her of
hours

Percent
of total
hours

Type of
course

Training in
other weapons

Special devices
and techniqueS

Abilene, Tex 90,368 ._ .. .. . ......... .. ........_ . .. . . 48 7 Nightfiring

Alexandria, Va. 115,000 . . . . 9
BPPpc
SA-DA

Gas gun,
Semiautomatic
WeaponS. ........, . . . . . .... . ... .....

Ashlwnil, Ore. . ... I .1100 Immediately .

.38 special 4"
bbi., combat
masterpiece. Issued SA- A

Additional course
night firing.

Atlanta, Ga 487,455 14 .... . , .. . ... .. ,.

Aurora, Colo 48,548 . ... ... . .

Chambered fir
357, loaded with
38 spl. 4"-6" Purchased

TIL-PPC
SA-DA

Shot gun,
machine gun,

.45 automatic. .. ..

Bakersfield, Calif, .... 66,000 4

Bay City, Mich.., 51,000 12 10
Shot gun,
machine gun.

Balfimore, Md. .. ...... 925,000

After qualifying,
.nally by 4th

week. 4" bbl Issued 33
PPC
A-DA

Shot gun,
12 gauge.

FBI shotgun course
and bobber targets.

Bostom Mass , 697 197 20 1.

Brea, Calif. 13, 000
After a minimum
3 hours training 38-4" or 6" bbl P.achased 19

BE-PPC
SA-DA

Shotgun,
ear gas gum_

2 hours
night firing.

_

Buffalo, New 'York . 481 453
Upon completion of
bulls eya training. 6 shot,4" bbl. do 13

BE-PPC
SA-DA Shotgun

Night firing,
bobber targets,
role playing.

Chicago, Ill. , 0 4
17th week of
training.

.38 or .357
4" bbl. ....... ..... do 58 5

BE-PPC
SA-DA do

Deactivated guns,
red bbl. for classroom.

Baton Rouge, La..... 166 mmediately .
.33 special combat

sterpiece. Issue ,. . . 40 BE-PPC .. .....do ..

Frir films,
NRA slides.

Cincinnati, Ohio 503 998, 40 7 SA-DA
hine gun,

shotgun.
Runwing man course
War gas.

Columbus, Ohio 471,316 55 . .. . . ...

Council Bluffs,
Iowa 52,957 ediately . ., .38, 4" bbl ued ..

22 cal.
revolver.

Dallas, Tex. - ,... 679,684 , , . . .., ,

SA-DA
ITC

Shotgun,
machine gun,
rifle, 22
caliber pistol

Gas shells, grenades, rlot
gun, cutaway models of
chemical agent, overhead
projection transparencies.

Daytom Ohio 262,332 43 9 ........ ....... Tear g

Detroit, Mich. 1 6 M1 , 0

Duncan, OMa. 20,009 Immediately
.38 or .357
caliber. Purchased ,

Elko, Nev. 6,293 do. ......
.38 Of .357

4" or 6" bbl.

Issued an
M&P.4"
may purehas e. 842

SA-DA
PEC-BE Shotgun ..., ... ...... Bobber tar ......... ... ...- ...

Begone, Oreg. 50,97: 0
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12)

TRAINING
14) (1'1)

INSERVICE TRAINING

Ail at once
or over

period of time

Tests given -
qualifying

score

Bat,is for
qualifyink

score

Do recruits
fail tc

qualify?

Training of
experienced

oincerS

Do experienced
officers fail
to qualify?

Opinions, observations
and comities-M.

Spread out .... ..... . ... ..._. .. .. . ..... ... Stsrtduringfourthweek .

Spread out ..... .. .

E-max. 300,
'VC-max. 300,
Pass 300 M tOO

__

PPC course,
70 passing

or permission
to requs J.fy

Training given at North
Virginia Ponce Academy.

FBI instructor; belief that is
difficult to make a top
shooter of middle-aged man.

Reasonable and
attainable
average person

help until able
to qualify

4 times a year
PPC shotgun
M-I carbine

Yes, additional
training

Spread out
2 shooting days of 7 hours

2nd and 4th weeks.

All at once ............ - . - .. -- ....... - ....... . .. -

Firearms training on
7th and 8th days.

4-week period

W.aten test
and
80 out of 100.

Maryland
statute.

Yes-dropped
from department.

1 day monthly
PPC

Yes, must qualify,
additional in-
service traiMng.

S.nisfied with present program.
2-week inservice training
4 dines DA course, 6 times
over PPC, 2 times over
shot gun course,.

Realistic policy stresses officer's
responsibility; trainee does
not load till after basic
maiming.

7-week iod

29-week period .

Mintrnum quali-
fying Camp
Perry course. No

3 times a year
modified PVC
25 yds.

Yes, additional
training.

Experimenting with moving
man targets and moving
picture targets.

All at ()nee 75 percent PFC Yes
Once a year
FPC and shotgun

Yes, no action
taken

. . .. ...... .. .. .... .... ,

Firearms training entire 12th
week.

Some training by
field sergeant in
charge of shift. None ne

n process of acquiring out-
door range; when program
goes into effect tentative
plan to pull a man from
service ff he fails to qualify.

,

initial 1-day
and 1 competi-
dye match PPC.

70 percent colt
silhouette
target.

Fair score
for beginner.

Yegiven additional
help until they do

Several compe-
titive matches
a year. _ passing mark

Training should be expanded
and improvednight firing,
moving picture targets; Heels
there should be a minimum
qualifying score,

Ali at once .

75 PFC;
75 bobber

gets.
Realistic
miniMum N

Twice a year
on PPC.

do ....- . . . ............ . . .. .._ . ... . . ......... . . ... . ........... -.. ..
Firearms training in 6th and

7M week after fluid exam.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (7 (8)

RECRU F I R A R

Police agency Population

When armed7
Before, during or
after basic training Weapon used

Is weapon
issued or
purchased

Nunt-
bet of
hours

Percent
of total
hours

Type Of
course

Training in
other weapons

Special devices
and techniques

Fairfield, Calif.. 14,968
After satisfactory

qualification. or .1;7 Purchased 14

Farmington, Conn... 10,813 Immediately .38 4" bbl.

Full timers
issued; part

limers
purchased.

Ferguson, Mo. 22,952 do.. ,

.38 combat
masterpiece.

Issued; off
duty must be
purchased. 40 - ,

Shotgun,
gas gun,
grenades.

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 83,648 do .38 4" bbl. Purchased 56
SA-DA
PPC-BE Shotgun

Charts sighting bobber
targets; film slide.

Fresno. Calif. , 133,929 13B-PPC Shotgun Night firing

Grand Rapids, Mich 202.39 3d wceic ...- - . ......... . ..... .......... ..... .............. ......

Hilo, Hawaii , 66 . 7

Honolulu, Hawaii .... 294,194
Upon completion ol

3 weeks training.
.38 combat

masterpiece. Issued 48
SA-DA
PPC

AR-15 carbine;
shotgun; gas
gun ; mace. Night firing

Houston, Tex ..

IdWio Falls, Idaho ..

938,219

.357
magnum

46

28 13
SA-DA
BE-PPC

Shotgun;
gas gun.35,711 Within 1 week Issued

Independence, Mo. . 84,771 16 6 ,

ndianapolis, Ind..... 491,360 89 15 . . . . . ,.,

Jacksonville, Fla .. 201,030
Upon completion

of training. 4" bbl.

Issued;
given on
retirement.

SA-DA
BE-PFD

Shotgun;
machine gun;
gas gun,

Jacksonville, Ill.__ 21,690 Immediately
.38 special
4" bbl.

-------
Purchased 12 . . . ..

Kalamazoo, Mich. ... 82,089 15 12 . .

hotgun;
gas gun.

Kansas City, Mo.... 475,539

After he has
qualified
(2 months).

IC-38
.38 special. Issued 2 ........

DA
PPC Shotgun Skeet

Kenosha, Wis. 67, .38 ape 20 4

Shotgun;
machine gun;
gas gun.

Lakewood, Ohio .... 66,154 12
. ....,

Las Vegas, Nev........ 64,405 32 11 -,........,...... .. . ........... . .... ' light 6iing

Lexington, Ky 62,810 _ 32 4

Lexington, N. C 16093

_

Alter being taken
tO =Me.

.38 special
4. bbl. Issued Ppc

ot gun;
machine gun;
gas gun.

Long Beach, CaliL . 344,168 . ... = . , - . , 32

Los Angeles, Calif_ 2,479,015 ... ...... , ........ . ........ ... .... ... _. ... ..... ....... . . 56 10 Chem cal ggcnta Night firing
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1 12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 17)

TRAINI INSERVICE TRAINING

All at once
Or Over

period of time

Tests given
qualifying

scOre

Basis for
qualifying

score

Do :-ecruits
fail tc

qualify?

Training of
experienced

officers

Do experienced
officers fail
to qualify?

Opinions, observations
and comments

All at once .. . ... . . 0 percent PPC

Until indicates
contrcl and
competence. Yes . .... ........ ......... . . ... ........ .... .....

Once each
month; main-
tain 80 percent.

Yes; rescheduled;
merit increase

itlffield.

One of California's highest
qualification requirements;
pay increases awarded and
withheld with shooting
proficiency or lack of it.

Yesnot assigned until
able to qualify

Twice a year;
same
qualification

Yes; must keep
shooting until
qualified.

Should have more training;
qualification score should
be raised.

All at once 65 percent P C FBI until . .
es a year,

ours each thne,

,

Yes; men
repeat course

Need mot e training shotgun.
Recruit does not carry
revolver until basic training
is comp1eted-16 weeks .

um qualifyirrg score by
law.

. . .

All at o e
Firearms Wining begins

3c1snek.

All at once 60 percent PPC FBI

Yes, additional
training; must pass
before graduation,

Once each year;
PPC and
refresher courses,

additional
instruction,

Suggests use of actual scene
mockups.

Spread out 70 percent No
Once a yeas;
not regularly. Yes, nothing done

ore training needed; tramin
is lax. Because local area
conducive to hunting it is felt
most men can handle
weapons.

All at once
Start firearms training in 4th

week.

4-week period 60 percent PPC .. .............. . . ...........,

Yes, training
given until
qualified. Once a year . ..... .... .......

Yes, given addi-
tional instruction

Satisfied with present firearms
training program; recruits
receive a minimum of 200
hours training in all subjects.

3 or 4 days
in sequence. None None No Irregular, PPC . . ... . , ...... Not graded . ..... ...

Recruits fire minimum of 2
rounds_

1 month
period

470 out of
600 FPO NBA

Yes, dropped
from department

Minimum
8 hours a year.

Yes, extra
training,

Experienced officers trained
in 12-gauge shotgun, sub-
machine gun, gas gun,
automadc rifle.

.__!

. .

Spread out
irearms training in 4th and
6th weeks.

All at once 70 it
times a year;

all weapons.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (.3,1 (6) 7 (9) (10)

RECRUIT PI-REARMS

Police Agency Population

When armed?
Before, during or

after basic training Weapon used

Is weapon
issued or

Purchased

Num-
ber of
hours

Percent
of total
hours

Type of
course

Training la
other weapons

Special devices
a.,1 leilminues

Louisville, Ky. 389,044
During 9th week of

training
.38 special
4" bbl. Issued 70

SA-DA
BE-PPC

Shotgun;
machine 8un;
30.06 pepper
fogger.

Lower Merion, Pa. - 9,420 0

Mahwah, N. J. .. 11,000
After completing

firearms training. . Ileabber silted 40
DA.
PPC

Shotgun;
machine gun;
gas gun.

McPherson, Kan...-. 9,996 Immediately
.38 special
4" hbl. Purchased 4

No stan-
dard
course

Miami, Ha.. ... . .. ... . .-.. 291,68a . . 12 , . .... . ....... . . .. ... .. , .... ... . ,........

Midland, TeL .._ ..... . . . 62,625 Immediately .38 special Purchased
SA-DA
BE-PPC

Shotgun; ma-
chine gun; 22
caliber Crooner
combat nias-
terplece.

ItEnnesPolis, Minn... 422,872 27 6

Montgomery, Ala- .... 134 ,39 Immediately 38 spec-sal Issued ... .. .- ....
SADA
BE-PPC

hotgun;
30 caliber
isnie 30.06.

Montreal, Can da ..... 1,222,255 .38 caliber do
SA-DA
BP-PPC

22 caliber
revolver

Mount Pleasant,
hlichigan 14 875 Immediately do do None

Shotgun
.351 and 30.06.

Natick, Mass. 28,831 Immediately
.38 caliber
4" bbl. PAM LIA I ATION

New Haven, Conn.... 141,752
-

Newport News, Va. - 113,662
SA-DA
BE--PPC

Shotgun;
gas gun;
machine gun;
rifle.

New Orleans, La- .....- 627,574 58 13
SA-DA
BE-PPC_

New York, N, Y. 7,781,984 Immediately M & P, 4' bbl. Pinch
SA-DA
BEPPC - .. . . . . .--- .... - .. ---......

Rims; slides; cutaways;
burning targets; moving
man targets; charts-

Norfolk, Va 69

Oakland, Calif. 67 6
o gun; gas

; carbines. Chemical agent*

Oklahoma City,
Okla. 324,253

Must have n at
time of
appointment

38 caliber
4 bbl.

Purchased
DA
PPC

Shotgun,
gas gun;
machine gun.

Pasadena Calif , ... 116,407
,-

2 4 Shotgun .... . .. . ..... ,........... .... . .. . .. .. ........ . .. .. .. .. ,..

Pensacola, Fin 36 752 ,3

Philadelphia, Pa. 2,002,512 After graduation
.38 special
4" bbl. ssu d . 28 PPC

196' .



12)

TRAI
14) 17

TRAIN
All fa once

or over
Period of time

Tests given
qualifying

score

Basis for
qualifying

score

Do recruits
fail to

qualify?

Training of
experienced

officers

Do experienced
officers fail
to qualify?

Opinions, observations
and comments

10 days
consecutively. 70 percent

Yes, must pass by
graduation or
dismissed.

Every 3 months;
must qualify.

_

Yes, additional
training. Experienced officers should

qualify each mouth.

All at once . . 195-225 Twice a year
Yes, additional

training Shonk' be more training.

do None No
Every 3 months
and shotgun.

Yes, additional
training

Mandatory training should be
started (recmits).

Firearms practice for 30
minutes each day during
lunch.

4 hours daily
for 2 weeks. 60 g e PPC No Voluntary basis No

Proficiency rating has increased
volimtary range attendance
200 percent, recruit issued
revolver on appointment;
may be 6 months before
trained.

Firearms training begins
in 7th week.

Spread out None No None

Present staddard unsatisfactory
should qualify once annually
at least.

do 60 percent PPC
:van 1 or 2

more chances,
Voluntary except once
annually required. o

Experienced men must
requa'Afy for promotion;
should be more training
recruits.

None None None Voluntary and free None

ould bc qualifying standard
on state level; reliance on
members having had
previous firearms experience.

. .. . ..,....... ........ . ... . .... ... None
Voluntary and

once a year.

New recruits sent to qualified
school for training within 6
months; should start training
men before putting them
to work.

70 out of 100

Bulls-eye and silhouette
course; no mention of
frequency.

6-week period

60 slow BE;
60 timed BE;
180 or300 slow
limed, rapid fire.

Established Yes,
policy additional
deAsion. training.

2 or 3 times a year;
SA, DA, PPC

Yes, extra
training until
qualified.

AP at once

Fireurms training in 7th week
by FBI at Tidewater Police
Academy.

All at once;
8 to 9 days.

420 of 600
PPC.

Considered pro-
ficient to carry Yea, additional train-

Mg until qualffied.
4 times a year

Yes, must return
to range and
qualify.

Need more money for a better
Program

_

4 consecu-
rive days. 60 PPC No Onecaycar

Yes, addition
training

197
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(4) (9) (10)

RECRU T FIREARMS

Police agency Population

When armed?
fore during or

after basic training Weapon used

Is weapon
iSsued or

purchased

Num
bet of
hours

Percent
of total Type of
hours course

TralMng in
other weapon

Special devices
and techniques

Phoenix, Ariz..... .. .... 505,666 ... ...... . .. ... . . ....... . .. .......... ... . . .. .. . .. .......... .. .. . . . - .... .. ....... .. . . . .. . . .... . 7 8 .......... .....,... Shotgun Te r gas

Pont , Itch... 82,233 20 .

Providence, R. I..... 187,061 50 12
Shotgun; rifle;
machine gun.

Gasses and
gas guns.

Reynoldsburg,
Ohio 7,793 Immediately Model ''161 Issued 12 8 PPC

Shotgun; 30
caliber car-
bine; 30.06
rifle. Plastic loads

Rochester, Minn. 47,797
After completion

basic training.
aliber

4 bl. do 32
SA-DA
BE-PPC

22 revolver;
0.30 rifle;

hotgun; gas
gun.

Sacramento, Calif. 237,712 do Purchased PPC

St, Louis, kto 750,02
_
2 9 Shotgun Tear gas

St. Petersburg, Fla.. 181,298 Immediately 14 SA-DA do Night firing

Salem, Ore. 49,142 26 . ...... do Gas devices

San Francisco, Calif . 740,316 Immediately
.41 caliber

Al az P. Issued 40
SA-DA
BE-PPC Bobber targets

Sant Clara , Calif.. 58,880 do
.38 or .357
4" to 6'. Pure ased 16 6 DA-PPC Shotgun Clay pigeons

Sheboygan i . 45,747 do
.38 cal. combat
masterpiece . sued 16

SA
50 ft BE

Gas gun; 30.0
caliber rifle;
hotgun; 22

caliber rifle .. .. . . ,

South Bend, PM. 132,445 do
caliber

4' bbl 4 .

SA-DA
PPC

Toledo, 0 ,003 Shotgun Teargasdevices

Washington, D.C. 763,956 10

Those weapons
used by the
civil distrubance unit,

Wausau, Wis. 31,943 Immediately .38 caliber Issued
SA
BE

Western Springs, Ill. 13,233
.38 or .357
4" hhl. Purchased

SA-DA
BE-PPC Shotgun -

Wichita Falls, Tex. 116,000 . . . .. . .... . .. .. 31 ... .. .
Whittier, Calif. 33,663 19 7 Nightflring

Arkansas
State Police 1,786,272 Immediately .357 magnum Issued 40 ......,

SA-DA
BE-PPC

12 gauge
shotgun.

Bobber targets; shotgun;
AR-15 familiarization.

Arlington County,
Vs. . . ... . . .. 163,401

After 8 hours of
instruction. .38 special do 56 DA Shotgun .. ,.... ... ...,..
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(15) (16) 7

TRAININ INSE VICE T Al I

All at once
or Over

period of time

Tests gNen
qualifying

score

Basis for
qualifying

score

Do recruits
fail to

qualify1

Training of
experienced

officers

Do experienced
officers fail
to qualify5

Opinions. observations
and comments

..... .... . .....
Firearms training at Oa nd

Community College.

Spread out 0 percent PPC .... . ......... .. . .. . .. ,_.
Once a month

in summer.
Yes, additional

training.

Should be a standard qualidea-
non for police departments.
Need money.

220 out of 300 Yes 3 times a year. do More training needed.

All at once .. 70 percent No
PPC twice a year;
shotgun once a year.

Yes, given
limited duty,

Should have monthly qualifica-
tions; pay incentive helps.

All at once;
eth week. .. . , ,

Training given at Finellas
Police Academy.

Spread out 300 of 400
Yes, 25 percent of
recruits fail to qualify. Every 6 months

Yes,
no action taken

Recommend continuous 5 or
days firearms training at
beginning of training.

75 percent PPC N.R.A.

Yes, additional training;
dropped from depart-
ment if still fails to
qualify. Every othcr month ppc

Yes, additional
training,

Recommend mandatory
training each month.

All at once
60 of 100 50 ft.

BE slow fire, do
Yes, given additional
help till qualified. Once each month do

ay go into an incentiv
pay program.

Over 8-week
period. Yes

Once each year,
1 hour. Ye

Should be required to qualify
or be relieved of duty. Will
change in near futere
Merlins win not receive
weapon until trained.

. .... . , , .

Slow, 25 yards;
time, 15 yards;

Rapid, 15 yards
n man target.

Yes, extra help until
qualified.

l at OneC

ntil able to
handle weapon
safely and shoot
reasonably well No

Once a month, twice .

month or weekly
depending on quality
of scores. Yes, no penalty,

Feel that training is not
adequate; budding a ppc
range.

Sp d-o t
200 of 300 BE,

110 of 300 PPC R . do Weekly at le st 1 hour
Yes, they are

retrained.

Sbouldbeaniocreaseinothet
phases of traininghumarr
relations, etc. -----

All at once ...... ..
Firearms training begins in

ek, by FBI.

Firearms training at Rio
Hondo Jr. College.

5 week petiod
All courses
70 percent . ..

Ycs, some fail
to qualify.

PPC at least
once a month.

Yes, given addi-
tional training;
no action taken. Fever training all at once.

210 on
modified PPC.

Yes, dropped
item department.

PPC and shotgun
no information aS
to requency

Yes, additional
training. ....... ...... .. . ..... . .. .... ... ...._ ...... . .. .. ... ..
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) (2) (1) 4 (6) (7) (9) (10)

RECRUIT FIB. ARMS

Police Agency Population

en armed?
Before, doting or

after basic training Weapon used

Is weapon
issued or
purchased

Num-
her of
hours

Percent
of total
hours

Type of
course

Training in
other weapons

Special devices
and techniques

FBI
On completion

of traidng.
.38 caliber

4" bbl. do 88 17
SA,DA
11FPPC

.45-.38 auto-
matie; .357
Magnum; shot
gun; gas gun;
Wk

'blur targets; electric
dueling targets; runninb
man multiple targets;
surprise targets, combat
village; skeet,

Indiana State Police 4,662,498

.38 combat
masterpiece or
.38 bodyguard.

A-DA
E-PPC

Shotgur.
Thompson AR Skeet

.Commonwealth
of Massachusetts 5148,578 24 15 . .

Nassau County
N. Y. 1 300 171 Whti qualifieu .38 call _ r P chased 32

SA-DA
BE-PPC

ghotgun
indoctrination

Nigat shooting;
exertion course.

New Mexico,
Stste Police 951,023 Upon graduation .157 magnum Issued 59

SA-DA
BE-PPC

New York City
Port Authority,
N. Y. . .... ... .. . .... ..,

After tompletion
of training.

.38 caliber
4" bhl

.38 caliber

do

Purchased

40

65

10

9

6A-DA
BE-PPC 22 caliber ___L....._

Turning targets

New York City
Transit Authority,
N. Y Immediately

SA-DA
BE-PPC

New York
State Police t6 ,782,3 raduslicm

.38 caliber
4" bbl. Issued 80 ... ........

SA-DA
BE,PPC

hotgun; Moving target course;
tear.gas gun skeet.

Ohio State
Highway Patrol 9,706,307 Immediately 38 caliber no 21

SA-DA
PPC

otgum
machine min;

.351 rifle. Nigh shooting

Oregon State
Training School 2,697 21 1

Prince George's
County, Md 357 394 Alter H weeks

.38 caliber
6" bbl Ittugit 48 10

SA-D
rPc Shotgun

Puerto Rico 2697 , 000
Upon completion
basic training.

.38 caliber
4" bbI dO 53 . ..

SA-DA
BE-PPC

AR-15 mackine
gun; shotgun.

Rhode Island
State Polke 659 468

At start of firearms
training (5th day,
3d week).

.38 calite-
6" bbl. do 32

SA-DA
BE-PPC

Shotgun; lam-
chine gun;
gas gott. Night shootMg

D.S. Park Police Immediately .38 caliber do 80
SA-DA
BE-PP

22 caliber
revolver.

Suffolk County,
Park Police 666,784 During 2d wee 'ber

SA-DA
BE-PPC

Tear gas, mace, iiims,
Shotgun slides.
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TRA NIN NS CE TRAIN

All at once
Or Over

riod of time

Tests given
qualifying

SCOre

Bards for
qualifying

Wine

Do recruiti
fail to

411 alify?

Training of
experienced

officers

Do experienced
othccrs fait
to qualify?

Opinions, observations
and comments

3 consecutive
days and 6 con-
secutive days,
3d and 7th
weeks.

All courses
60 rcent

Some recruits
have difficulty
qualifying; 60
percent get
almost through;
proficiency
improves with
time.

Yes, additional
training;
if still fail,
dismissed.

8 V.mes a year; 4
indoor Bulls-eye; 4
outdoor all weapons,
PPC. No.

60 percent is mitilmum
acceptable score. With
training an agent will reach
a peak after ahout 7 years.
For 1960. FBI agents
averaged 5,1.4 on tbc PFC.

All during
last week of
training.

Bulls-eye 200
PPC 70

Based on past
precedent No

T 'cc a year PPC and
Bulls-eye

Yes, additional
training.

Bulls-eye ;hooters can do well
on other courses, bat the
reverse is not necessarily
true.

Spread out
over 3 weeks.

ModliSed PPC
0-100

Attainable with
proper training

Yes, additional
training-

Every lgivio.mths PPC
and nulls-eye

Yes, s'litional
training.

Should shoot more; needmore
intensive training outdoor
range,

All st once BI. FBI
Yes, rejected;
may reapp:y. E ry 3 months

Yes, reshoot
until qualified

Expetience'2. men shoot shot-
gun (sawed off ) and tear

a 3 DV ths.

Spread out

/0 percent Bulls-
eYe; SO Per,-.-an
silhouette

Standsrd nor-
mai attainable
for trained
police

Yea, additional
training; transfer
to other job
possible. 3 times a year

Yes, et:aitional
training on own
time within 30
days still fail to
qualify
complaint.

do 65 percent

Established
normal
stari.d.

Yes, additional
training. do

Ycs, buy arninuni.
tion; additional
training.

uld like own facilities,
1- luding outdoor range.
Lietectives and plainclothes-
incl.. using 2" bbl. gun at
work must qualify with
that weapon.

6 to 10
weeks. e'liC of 300

Established
Policy decision

Yes, dropped
from acadeuoy. do

yes, weapon
taken away:
other duties.

Spread out

210 with 50 hita
out of maximum
200 with 60 hits.

Yes, additional
training; must
qualify to

dente.

Revolver twice a ye ;
rifle and shotgun
once a year,

Yes, additional
training.

Recommend: (1) exertion
courses; (2) pay incentive;
(3) do away with SA; (4)
do away with 50 yards.
Recruit not permitted
ammunition al after
graduation.._

All at once
irearrns training on three

consecutive days by FBI.

Ail at once 60percent FBI No
Attempted on,:e a year

on PFC.

Spread out 65 percent n
Yes, additional
training. Once a year

Yes, additional
training

Recommend otficers Om old
ammunition at range, leave
wiM fresh ammunition.
Maximum range 25 yards.

do
95 -.out of 300 -
25 yards. State law No do No

Should be more emphasis on
Waist firing-

All at once
75 percent
all courses

Tess than 73
Percent shows
officer lacks
reasonable el-
fectiveness
in marksman-
ship and safety
for bystattders do

3 dines a year for
members below rank
of lieutenant.

Yes, additional
making-

Teasing should be quarterly,
strict Wgh standards;
lieutenants should be required
to participate. Experienced
officers fire twice a year
PPC; once night lirizig.

Spread our

Average of 200
out of malimum
300 On all
comma

Slightly higher
quididcadOn
than FBI,

No, axtra help
%unit qualify.

Once a year full day;
200 out of possible
300 required_

Yes, must
shoot on own
time until they
qualify_

Winter remedial course,
voluntary. 2 tournaments a
year, free ammunition; night
firing began May 1969 for
experienced officers.
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Recruit Firearms Training in New York City
Police Dcpartment

A statistical study of the recruit firearms training
records of 379 recruits randomly selected (a 1.3

percent sample) from the years 1961 through 1969
was undertaken in the early spring of 1969. Forms
P.A. 11 (Record of Revolver Instruction) contain
the firearms shooting records of all recruits proc-
essed through the police academy. During the
16-wuk training program, eight slow fire scores
are recorded for every recruit, at 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
20, 34, and 36 hours of instruction. It should be
noted that there is no shooting until the 10th hour
since the firearms training program begins with
lectures on safety, range rules, the filling out of
forms, nomenclature, revolver manual, revolver,

and leather inspection, dry firing and so on. In
addition, single action training ends after 20 hours;
the 34- and 36-hour scores are for testing purposes.
The average scores of all 379 recruits for each scor-
ing period were determined and plotted on the
charts, Figures B-I and B-2, pages 202 and 203.

For purposes analysis the 379 randomly se-
lected recruits were divided into two groups-Ole
190 better shooters and the 189 poor shooters. As
can be seen from the chart, the b.-tter shooters fired
an average 85.7 slow fire, single action, on their
very first shooting occasion. Thereafter their
shooting proficiency increased relatively little to a
high of 90.7 at the end of all recruit training. The
50 percent of the recruits who were the poorer
shooters averaged only 57.1 63 n their first shooting
and made rapid progress to a high of 75.0 after 36

AVERAGE FIREARMS PROFICIENCY OVERTIME DURING RECRUIT
TRAINING AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING (1961-1969)
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64
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56

52

87.4

85.7

74

71.4

/57.1

80.5

70.9

67.6 69.1

5.7

90 .7 90.9

89.7 SO. 5

BETTER SHOOTERS

82.9 82.9

90.2

ALL SHOOTERS

71.9

POORER SHOOTERS

4 8 12 16 20 24 28

HOURS OF FIREARMS INSTRUCTION
(Recruits)

T IME

FIGURE B-1
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73.2
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YEARS OF IN-SERVICE FIREARMS
(2 Shooting Practice Sessions a Year)
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hours of firearms training. The average scores of
all 379 recruits advanced from 71.4 to 82.9 during
the recruit training period (aAerage of 9 years,
1961 to 1969', .

It is clear from Figure B-1 that at the conclusion
of single action training at 20 hours, a plateau is
reached and shooting proficiency appear:. to level
off except for the 36-hour score. The reason for
the rise in proficiency at 36 hours is the fact that
this is the single action qualification score and re-
cruits strive to shoot their best at this time. Hav-
ing fired the Same course at 34 hours (which is
scored) the recruit knows exactly what he must do
to qua.7.i1y. Every man below 60 knows he,is in
dangrr of failing to qualify, and every man under
70 cannot be overconfident that he will score 60
on the qualification test. Thus the poorer shooters
work harder and practice more, both dry firing
and actual practice firing, prior to the 36-hour test.

92

8

8

80

7

64

60

5

As a result, the 36-hour test scores indicate a sub-
stantial improvement for the poorer shooters and
a smaller improvement for the better shooters.
For example, at 34 hours, 68 men scored 70 or
below, compared to only 40 men at 56 hours. At
34 hours, 24 men scored 60 or below, compared to
only 10 men at 36 hours.

The period on the chart between 20 and 34
hours is a period of double action and combat
shooting. These scores cannot be compared with
sin& action bull's-eye shooting. The 34th hour
shooting score is considered a review and warmup
for the 36-hour qualifying test in single action.
That is the last single action shooting done until
the recruit leaves the police academy and is as-
signed to a field command, after which he receives
the regular inservice firearms training twice a year.

For the better shooters at 20 hours, the standard
deviation (measure of spread about the mean) was

AVERAGE FIREARMS PROFICIENCY DURING RECRUIT TRAINING
OVER A PERIOD OF A LACK OF TRAINING OR PRACTICE AND

OVER A PERIOD OF IN-SERVICE FIREARMS TRAINING

8 hrs. 20hrs. 34hrs. 36hre.

Prof iciency of recruits at
different hours of training

Decline In prof icienry
af patrolmen after
2 years of no practice

T I ME
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found to be 3.95. This means that 16 percent of
this group are shooting four points below the mean
and 21/2 percent are shooting eight points below
the mean. For the poorer shooters the standard
deviation is 7.43, which means that 16 pe_.:ent of
this group are shooting approximately 7.4 points
below the mean and 21/2 percent are shooting ap-
proximately 5 points below the mean. It should be
noted that those men shooting 15 points below the
mean are failinr to qualify (70.8 minus 15 equals
55.8; minimum qualification is 60) . For all 379
shooters there was a standard deviation of 10.65,
meaning that 16 percent will be shooting approxi-
mately 10.6 below the mean and 2.5 percent will be
shooting 21 points below the mean (80.5 minus 21
equals 59.5) .

A test of significance was performed on the mean
score of recruits after 20 hours and after 34 hours
(confidence level 95 percent) . For all recruits in
the sample, the mean score at 20 hours was 80.5
and at 34 hours 80.9. Using the standard error of
the difference, a "t" test was performed and it was
found that no significant difference existed between
the means over that period of training. In other
words, no significant difference in proficiency re-
sulted from the increased period of training.
Double action shooting does not appear to improve
single action proficiency.

A similar test of significance was performed on
the same group of recruits at 20 and 34 hours, but
with the sample divided into an upper and lower
group after arranging scores in a decreasing order.
While the average of the upper group showed a
slight decrease and that of the lower group a slight
increase, a test within each group showed no sig-
nificant clicferenee between the means of the 20-
hour test and the 34-hour test. For both the high
and the low shooters there was no significant differ-
ence in proficiency in firearms due to the increased
period of training. These tests for significance were
made at 20 and 34 hours rather than 36 hours for
reasons explained above. (The 36-hour test scores
are, in a sense artificial.)

From this analysis it appears that after 20 hours
the better group have not only reached the plateau
of their proficiency but present no problem in that
the poorest shooter in this group is shooting only 8
points below the mean of 90.2 or a score of 82.2,
which is the department average and well above
minimum qualifications. Inasmuch as it appears
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he does not improve thereafter, it can be stated
that 20 hours is optimum for single action training
for the better shooters.

For the 50 percent of recruits who are in the
poorer category, thts may not be the case. The
standard deviation of this group indicates that a
small percentage fail to ,qualify at 20 hours, These
men will need additional work, but it would be
unwise to extend the less important single action
training phase beyond the second day. To do so
would be to unprofitably use the time of the ma-
jority to accommodate the few and to leave inade-
quate time for the more important double action
combat training which follows. Recommendation
is made in chapter 9 for 16 hours of s:ngle action
training followed by 24 hours of double action
training. Those men who fail the single action
test on the second day would be given special help
and ample opportunity to practice. They would
be retested on the third, fourth, and fifth days if
necessary.

Inserviee Firearms Training

A study was made of the scores of 331 randomly
selected patrolmen over the years 1961 through
1966 (a 1.1-percent sample) . During this period
all members of the department fired twice a year
at department ranges and three scores were recorded
during each year: (1) Slow fire, single action; (2)
total of slow, timed, and rapid fire, single action;
and (3) the number of hits on the PPC, double
action. With regard to slow fire, single action, the
following is of interest. .As indicated previously,
the plateau reached at 20 hours is never signifi-
cantly exceeded. Proficiency levels off and is con-
sistent from year to year. For all shooters, the
averages for each of the six years in no case exceeds
the average of all shooters at the end of recruit
training. Only in 1 year was the average of all
shooters as high as 82.9, which was precisely the
average of all recruits after 36 hours of firearms
instruction.

For the better shooters, the average for each of
the 6 years fluctuated by only one point and was
never more than 0.7 ;above or below the average
score of better shooting recruits at 20 hours of
training.

The poorer shooting group showed the greatest
fluctuation over the 6-year period, from a high of
74.9 to a low of 72.2. The average of about 73.4
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was 1.6 less than the average of the poorer recruit
group at the end of their firearms training (75.0)

A test of significance was performed between the
mean score of recruits after 34 hours and the mean
score of experienced patrolmen on the same single
action te.,t over the 6-year period. In a -I" test
using the standard error of the difference, it was
found that no significant difference existed between
the means of the recruits and the patrolmen. In
other words, there is no difference between the
proficiency o recruits altei 34 hours of training
and experienced patrolmen after a period of shoot-
ing practice. (Although it will later be shown that
proficiency decreases over time, it is restored rela-
tively quickly with practice, but does not improve
with only two practice sessions a year.)

A similar test of significance was performed be-
tween the scores of recruits after 34 hours of train-
ing and those of experienced patrolmen after a
practice session, dividing each sample into an upper
and lower group. Although the mean score of
patrolmen was slightly higher in both groups than
that of the recruits, it was found that there was no
significant difference between the means of each
group. Thus, there is no significant difference be-
tween the proficiency of a patrolman after a period
of practice and the proficiency of recruits after 34
hours of training.

An analysis of variance was performed for the
sr.mple scores of recruits after 34 hours and the
scores of patrolmen after a day of practice. Again
the test showed no change in proficiency over time.
The indication is that whatever proficiency has
been lost during a period without training or prac-
tice will be restored after a short period of practice.

Tests of significance between the means were per-
formed between the scores of recruits at 36 hours
of training and scores of experienced patrolmen
after a day of practice. This was done for the
average of all, the average of the better shooters
and the average of the poorer shooters. Although
the average of all recruits was slightly higher than
the average of all patrolmen, the test showed no
significant difference between the means. Neither
was there a significant difference between the
means of the poorer and better recruits and
experienced patrolmen.

An analysis of variance was performed for the
scores of recruits on the 36-hour qualifying test
and the scores of patrolmen at the end of a day of
practice for the 6-year period. Overall scores,
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scores of the upper groups and scores of the lower
groups were used in separate tests. In all cases
the calculated value was found to be greater than
the value at the 95-percent confidence level, with a
calculated value for the lower group greater than
the value for the 99-percent level as well. This
test shows that there is a significant decrease in
proficient over time from the scores at the recruit
qualifying test to scores achieved by patrolmen,
even after a practice session. This significance is
probably caused by the explained increase in re-
cruits' scores at 36 hours.

The conclusions of this analysis are as follows:
There is a definite plateau of single action profi-
ciency which is reached after approximately 20
hours of firearms instruction. Except for the brief
period of improvement at 36 hours, which has
been explained, it appears that the single action
proficiency of members of the department remains
relatively constant thereafter. Whatever profi-
ciency is lost between retraining periods is quickly
regained on the day of training.

Although the standard deviation for the better
shooters over the years indicates that none are as
low as the minimum acceptable level of 60, the
standard deviation for the poorer shooters indi-
cates that a significant number fail to achieve a
qualifying score of 60 and must receive additional
training, personal instruction and retesting in order
to qualify. The importance of this fact is that if
this group cannot qualify after a day of retraining
and practice, what is their shooting proficiency over
the next 6 months without practice? This point
will be illustrated in the next section dealing with
deterioration in firearms proficiency over time.

A necessary conclusion here, based on the experi-
ence of the FBI and that of other police agencies
with relatively frequent periods of inservice train-
ing, is that this problem corrects itself in these
agencies. That is, as the FBI explains, although
their shooting proficiency requirement is relatively
low for new special agents (60 percent in all
courses) , their experience is that proficiency in-
creases over time for about 7 years before maxi-
mum proficiency is reached. This is true when the
training cyck: is short and periods of retraining are
frequent. Thus, there is a steady rise in proficiency
over time. In the case of the New York City Police
Department and others which have relatively in-
frequent periods of retraining (twice a year) ,
shooting proficiency is roughly maintained (al-
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though the chart shows a very slight decline)
There is no gain in proficiency over time. This
indicates a need for more frequent retraining
sessions.

Deterioration in Firearms Proficiency

Figure B-3 on page 206 indicates the deterioration
in firearms proficiency over time when there is no
firearms training or practice. Over a 2-week period
in the spring of 1969, a group of 333 police officers
who had not had any firearms training for an
average of 2 years were tested. Before any practice
shooting was done, these 333 men were required to
fire 10 rounds slow fire, single action from 25 yards.
The objective was to determine how ,uch loss of
proficiency had occurred in that a rage 2-year
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period before proficiency was restored by retraining
and to determine the extent of restoration of shoot-
ing proficiency after the period of training.

The past shooting records of these 333 men
(form P.A. 12, Record of Revolver Inspection,

Instruction, and Practice) were examined and their
last single action slow fire scores of about 2 years
earlier were recorded and compared with the cur-
rent score. The 333 men were divided into two
groups: the 167 better and 166 poorer shooters. It
was found that the average decrease in proficiency
for the better shooters was 5.7. For all shooters
the avek-age loss in proficiency was 11.2. For the
poorer shooters the average loss in proficiency was
16.8. It is clear that the 50 percent of all shooters
in the better category lost considerably less pro-
ficiency over a period of time than the poorer
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shooters. In fact, it was consistently found that
the poorer shooters (based noon their last scores
2 years earlier) showed a greater deterioration in
firearms proficiency than the better shooters.

Figure 13-3 on page 206 is basically a 2-point
chart; that is, the average scores of 2 years ago and
the present scores are the only calculated scores;
the points on the line drawn between these calcu-
laten points are merely interpolations. Neverthe-
less, some observations may be made with a reason-
able degree of validity. The current average score
of the 166 poorer shooters was 57.8, which is 2.2
below minimum qualification. These men later
improved their shooting proficiency as a result of
the training session (confirming the finding that
full proficiency is restored after a relatively shot t
period of retraining) .

The average score of all shooters after 2 years
without training was 71.2, which is lower than the
average scores of all the poorer shooters in the
Police Department over a 6-year period, 73.4 (see
Figure 13-1) . While this score is substantially
above the minimum qualification of 60, the stand-
ard deviation indicates that a substantial number
of men are shooting below minimum qualification.

Even though the scores indicated at the 1-year
point have been interpolated, the standard devia-
tion of the 66.1 average of the poorer shooters
indicates a significant number who do not qualify.
As a matter of fact, the standard deviation of the
768 average for all shooters after I year indicates
that not only a number of men do not qualify, but a
substantial number barely meet the minimum
qualification.

A test of significance was performed between the
last recorded scores (average of 2 years ago) and
the scores of the same men at the recent test before
practice. While the "t" test using the standard
error shows no significant difference between the
means over a period of time (although the calcu-
lated "t" values are much greater and closer to the
selected "t" value of 1.96 than in previous tests) ,
this fact is explained by the large standard error
of the samples due to their wide range.

An analysis of variance was performed for the
same former scores and current scores for all, upper
and lower groups. In each case the analysis showed
a relationship between the lapse of time and the
proficiency of patrolmen. This indicated that time
is a factor in the loss of shooting proficiency.

Although most of what has been said to this

point has been based on single action shooting and
proficiency, a double action study was conducted
to determine the extent of restoration of proficiency
after practice. For the 5-year period, 1962 throngh
1966, the average number of hits on the 50-round
PPC was determined for 333 men. The averages
are as follows:

Hils
1962 38 4
1963 38.3
1964 39.1
1965 40 7
1966 44.4

The average of these five averages is 40.2. These
scores represent the results of the double action
course at the end of a day of shooting practice.

While the single action proficiency of these men
had dropped 6.3 percent for the better shooters to
22.6 percent for the poorer shooters, or an overall
drop in proficiency of 13.6 percent, when these
same 333 men fired the double action PPC course
after a clay of practice the average score was 46.8,
an ayes age of 6.6 hits better than the previous
5-year average. In addi'j.on, 23.4 percent of the
men fired perfect scores compared to 21.1 percent
in 1966 (the best year of the previous 5 years) .
This indicates ,that the shooting proficiency of
police officers at the end of a day of shooting
practice is fully restored and may actually show a
slight (chance) temporary increase from former
proficiency.

Frequency of Retraining

The following is a theoretical comparison of
average shooting proficiency and deterioration with
short and long training cycles. Two charts are
presented. Figure B-4 on page 208 demonstrates the
difference between a short training cycle (2 months)
and a long training cycle (12 months). Figure B-5
on page 209 compares a 6-month training cycle (twice
a year, as in New York City) , with a 4-month train-
ing cycle (the recommended training cycle).

All four training cycles are shown on the charts
in the form of a saw-tooth graph. The shortest
training cycle (2 months) has a relatively flat
saw tooth (theoretically this would be a straight
line with continuous firearms training; that is,
there would never be a loss in proficiency) . The
saw tooth of the 12-month training cycle is much
more pronounced because there is a longer period
between training sessions within which there is
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more opportunity for loss of proficiency. As
brought out in previous examples, shooting profi-
ciency on the day of shooting practice is restored
to former levels. Therefore, in every case on the
charts, the upper point on the saw tooth represents
the best average shooting proficiency of better
shooters, poorer shooters, and all shooters. The
lowest point on the saw tooth indicates the lowest
average level of shooting proficiency during that
period of no shooting practice. These scores have
been taken from Fig. B-3 on page 206 "Deteriora-
tion in Firearms Proficiency Over Time Without
Firearms Training or Practice." While these
scores have been interpolated, they are considered
sufficiently accurate for this comparative study.

2

4 yrs.

It is seen fro,.,A these charts that the shortest
training cycle is most desirable. It indicates that
at any given point in time, whether just before or
just after a period of training, the firearms profi-
ciency of police officers is close to maximum profi-
ciency. This is contrasted with the 12-month
training cycle where, for any group of officers, their
shooting proficiency will be near maximum only
for a short period of time immediately following
training sessions. For the better part of the year
shooting proficiency is lower than the lowest pro-
ficiency during the shorter training cycle. While
the average proficiency of better shooters is rela-
tively constant because better shooters have a lower
loss of proficiency over time, it can be seen that
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the average proficiency of the poorer shooters dur-
ing a 12-month training cycle is sulT 'antially below
the average shooting proficiency of the poorer
shooters during a short training cycle. Tn this
(-Ise, it is the poorer shooters with whom we must
be concerned, because the low point on the saw
t<roth (66.1 average) indicates that a substantial
number of shooters are failing to meet minimum
qualifications.

A comparison of the 4-month training cycle and
6-month training cycle indicates little contrast.
However, the same basic reasoning applies. That

-s not the averages which are significant here.
The average of the better shooters, of all shooters,
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and of poorer shooters is only slightly lower in the
6-month training cycle than in the 4-month cycle.
What is important here is the lower point of the
saw tonth in th,- ,-ne of tit,- pnnrer shnotni... 'The
indication is that a substantial number of these
men are shooting below or just at minimum
qualifications.

While it has not been indicated on these charts,
it is believed, in keeping with the FBI's experience,
as well as the experience of other agencies with
short training cycles, that the upper point on the
saw tooth remains relatively constant with a 6-
month training cycle, but actually rises slightly
with shorter training cycles. Figure B-6 ou page
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210 and Figur 9-7 on page 211 are theoretical,
demonstrating this finding. Thus, as in the case
of the FBI, a man's shooting proficiency increases
for approximately 7 years before leveling off, when
he is trained frequently, (i.e., eight times a year)
Therefore, it may be said that, while the 6-month
training cycle restores shooting proficiency to
former levels, a 3-month training cycle will and a
4-month training cycle may increase shooting pro-
ficiency, over time, above former levels. For these
reasons a 3-month training cycle is most desirable,
but for practical purposes, considering the need to
keep policemen on the beat and economy, a 4-
month training cycle is recommended.

If the administration of a police agency values
the lives of its police officers, if it is concerned with
the safety of the public, in short, if it appreciates
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and recognizes the need for shooting proficiency
for the protection of the police officer and the
community, adequate firearms training programs
will be instituted. This study indicates that a 6-
month training cycle is barely adequate. A 4-
month training cycle should be considered the
minimum acceptable standard.

The findings of this study indicate that it is not
the number of hours of retraining that is important,
but the frequency of retraining. More will be
accomplished and greater proficiency will be at-
tained in six 2-hour training sessions each year
than in two 8-hour sessions each year. More will
be accomplished in four 3-hour training sessions
each year than in two 8-hour sessions, and more
will be accomplished in the recommended three
training sessions each year (1 full day and 2 half
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days) than . in the current two sessions each year.
This schedule assumes, however, that there will be
at least 2 hours of training at each session. The
Chicago Police Departmem, for example, has three
retraining sessions a year and their experience is
that proficiency does not improve but is relatively
constant. The probable reason for this is that their
sessions last only about an hour.

Firearms Training in the FBI

One of the objectives of the comparative study
of firearms training was to determine whether any
of the 102 pol:ce agencies studied had a compact
but comprehensive course which might serve as a
model upon which to base a firearms training pro-
gram. It was determined that any course offered in

fewer than 40 hours could hardly be called a model.
0 n the other hand, some courses are too long to be
practical for many police agerAcies, and the needs
of big cities may not be the same as those in rural
areas.

The most comprehensive firearms training pro-
gram identified in this study is that of the FBI.
Many range officers regard the FBI program as an
ideal model. Indeed, according to the comparative
study it is seen that several municipal police
agencies are trained at FBI ranges or by FBI range
instructors or have based their entire firearms pro-
grams on the FBI training courses and methods.
With this thought in mind and for informational
purposes only, both the FBI new special agents
course and the experienced agents firearms program
will be described.

THERORET1CAL DEMONSTRATION OF LOSS OF SHOOTING
PROFICIENCY OVERTIME WITH A LONG TRAINING CYCLE

(12 Months)

TIME (YEARS)

FIGURE B-7
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The new special agent spends 11 full days on the
firearms range at Quantico, Va. During this time
he fh-es the following ammunition: .38 wad cutter
1,130 rounds, .38 service 170 rounds, .38 blanks 15
rounds, .30 caliber 100 rounds, .45 caliber 180
rounds, .38 super automatic 10 rounds, .357 mag-
num 10 rounds, No. 9 shot 65 rounds, 00 buck 10
rounds, rifled slug five rounds, gas projeaile one
round, clay targets 65 rounds. The first day con-
sists of a review of fundamentals: static?, grip, sight
alinement, trigger squeeze, breathing. Following
dry firing special agents will fire single action from
15 yards on the Army L target, 50 rounds with
both strong and weak hands. Following a lecture
on prone, sitting, and barricade positions, agents
fire single action from 25 yards on a silhouette
target, 80 rounds prone, sitting, strong hand barri-
cade and weak hand barricade. Following this,
new agents fire single action from 50 yards on a
silhouette target. The first day is concluded with
the nomenclature of the shotgun.

On the second day there is a review of tfr funda-
mentals of revolver shooting, a lecture on position,
a lecture and movie on double action shooting, dry
firing the hip shooting course, hip shooting 40
rounds of ammunition from the seven-yard line on
a silhouette target, scoring, a lecture and demon-
stration of the practical pistol course (PPC)
followed by firing of the 10-round PPC and the
single action PPC.

On the third day special agent trainees fire the
PPC single action for score. This is followed by a
lecture on the submachine gun, dry firing the
Thompson and firing 20 rounds on bobber targets,
(10 single fire and 10 on full automatic burst fire) .

This session is concluded with one practice run
and one record run using two bobber targets.

The fourth day is spent on the rifle course.
After a lecture on the rifle, including position,
course, operation of butts, sights, etc., trainees fire
one practice run and one record run. The rifle
course consists of 20 rounds, five prone and five
sitting at 200 yards on a bull's-eye target, five off-
hand and five kneeling at 100 yards on a silhouette
target. The last 10 rounds are fired in 1 minute.
This course is followed by a lecture on the shotgun,
nomenclature and course. Agents then fire shotgun
course No. 1, a practice run using No. 9, and a
record run using 00 buck, consisting of five shots
from the hip at 15 yards and five from the shoulder
at 25 yards on five bobber targets. The instructor
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may call one or more targets at the same time to
provide training in firing at more than one target
on command.

On the fifth day there is a review of the funda-
mentals of revolver shooting, a review of double
action shooting and positions, a practice run and a
record run on the double action course, a lecture
on the shotgun course No. 2 (skeet) and firing
shotgun course No. 2. A memorandum is posted on
the completion of the first week of firearms training.
It lists the names and scores of new agents who have
not fired at least 65 on all record courses.

On the sixth day there is a review of the funda-
mentals of revolver shooting, followed by the firing
of 50 rounds single action on a silhouette target
from the prone, sitting, strong hand barricade, and
weak hand barricade positions. This is followed
by a lecture on and firing of the exertion course.
The positions of the double action course are re-
viewed and the course is then fired for record. The
sixth session ends with two record runs on the
single action PPC.

On the seventh day there is a review of nomen-
clature, safety rules, and positions relative to the
submachinegun. The course is then fired for
record using two bobber targets, firing full auto-
matic in short bursts from hip level at 15 yards,
and two magazines full automatic ir )rt bursts
from the strong shoulder at 25 yards. 3hotgun
nomenclature and safety rules a]...e thL,, reviewed,
followed by a record run on the No. 4 shotgun
course, consisting of firing five rifled slugs on a
bobber target, two from behind a barricade at 50
yards, strong and weak shoulder, two from 25
yards, strong and weak shoulder, and one from the
hip at the 15-yard line. Trainees then fire 50
rounds double action at 50 yards on a silhouette
target from the prone, sitting, strong hand barri-
cade and weak hand barricade positions. This is
followed by the PPC fired double action for record.
After a lecture on the electric target courses, new
agents fire these courses (running man and
multiple targets) .

On the eighth day there is a review lecture on
the rifle, positions and operation of butts. The
rifle course is then fired for record. There is a
lecture on and firing of the revolver pivot course
and a lecture on and firing of the dueling course.
The eighth session ends with two record runs on
the PPC, one single action and one double action.

The ninth day begins with a review of the No. 2
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shotgun course (skeet) and a lecture on the sur-
prise target course (Hogan's Alley) . A second run
is fired on the No. 2 shotgun course with off relays
going through the surprise course. Agents then
tire the PPC double action for record. The ninth
session ends with a lecture on handcuffing, tech-
niques and mechanics of arrest, gas, gas masks and
body armor.

The 10th day begins with a lecture on and the
firing of the rifle and revolver at the running man
course, a lecture on and the firing of the No. 5
shotgun course, and a lecture on and the firing of
the bull's-eye course, 30 rounds. This course is
followed by familiarization firing of the .357 mag-
num 10 rounds, the .38 super automatic 10 rounds,
and the .38 detective special 10 rounds. The
double action course is then fired for record and
the session concludes with a lecture on and the
firing of the night firing course late in the evening.

The 1 1 th day begins with a discussion and
presentation of arrest problems to be conducted in
the combat village, followed by a critique on arrest
problems. Following this activity there are three
examinations: firearms, arrests, nomenclature.
After a lecture on the gas gun, each trainee fires a
long-range gas projectile.

Analysis of the New Special Agents Course

The qualifying score for trainees is the average
of the record runs on all courses. A trainee must
attain an average score of 60 percent or better be-
fore he is assigned to the field as a special agent.
While this seems to be a low qualifying score, FBI
experience has shown that some trainees have
difficulty attaining this average. However, the
firearms training program in the FBI is a continu-
ous one (eight shooting sessions a year plus a full
week cf retraining every 2 to 5 years) and experi-
ence shows that the agent's scores will continue to
improve until a peak is reached after about seven
years of service. In 1968, all FBI special agents aver-
aged 91.4 on the revolver course (PPC) .

The quantity of ammunition fired during the
training period is greater by far than that of any
other law enforcement agencies studied, although
it is doubtful that rifle and machinegun courses
are essential or necessary for all police officers.
The 11-day course is given on consecutive days and
includes one entire evening on the range for night
shooting. Firearms training on consecutive days
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is desirable and night firing is important, but i
felt that police agencies do not need 11 days of
training, particularly where there are ongoing re-
training sessions at least twice each year. Although
the course is diversified, emphasis is on the revolver
with special emphasis on double action or combat
shooting, which is most desirable.

The variety of special techniques, such as bobber
targets, skeet shooting, exertion course, electric
target courses, running man and multiple targets,
pivot course, dueling course, surprise course
(Hogan's Alley) , night firing course, and combat

village are excellent training devices vhich moti-
vate because they are practical and interesting.
Many of these devices were not found in any other
police agency which was studied.

The ranges and facilities at Quantico, Va., are
unequaled by police agencies in the United States,
thus illustrating what can be done with adequate
financial support.

Summary of Field Firearms Program

FBI has eight firearms training sessions each year,
four indoors and four outdoors. The 1969 sched-
ule, for example, provides indoor firearms sessions
in January, February, October, and November.
Four outdoor sessions are scheduled March through
September. The indoor course consists of 30
rernids fired on the Army L target as follows; 10
rounds from 25 yards, slow fire, single action; 10
rounds from 15 yards, timed fire, single action; 10
rounds from 15 yards, rapid fire, double action.
All scores are recorded.

The four outdoor sessions are slightly varied,
with heavy emphasis on double action combat
shooting. At all sessions the following courses are
givem Double action course; position shooting,
single and double action; practical pistol course,
single and double action; and defensive tactics. In
addition, at the first session the techniques and use
of the blackjack and gas equipment are presented.
The second outdoor session includes shotgun
course No. 2 and handcuffing, searching and trans-
porting prisoners. At outdoor session No. 3 the
course includes shotgun course No- 4, the sub-
machinegun course and gas equipment. At the
fourth session,, shotgun course No. 2, handcuffing,
searching, and transporting prisoners are covered
in addition to the basic four courses. The use of
chemical mace, which was formerly -covered at
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these sessions, has been discontinued. The indoor
courses are completed in about I hour. The out-
door courses usually involve a full day on the range.
These session,, include lectures and reviews on the
courses, safety rules, nomenclature, positions,
techniques, and so forth.

The FBI has developed firearms training pro-
grams well designed to enable the special agent to
carry out his responsibilities with safety to himself
and to others. The courses are as comprehensive
as any found in the firearms study and indicate an
awareness and appreciation on the part of adminis-
tration for this important phase of training. Not
only are the ranges and facilities of the highest
quality, but the range officers and instructors are
among the finest. The FBI provides all range
offir:ers and instructors with a comprehensive 2-
week instructors training course as well as periodic
training courses. This corroborates the earlier
statement that the best training program will fail
in its mission without properly trained and
qualified instructors.

The courses offered in both the new special agents
school and in the eight field firearms sessions each
year are well-rounded courses emphasizing the
revolver and double action in particular, but in-
cluding familiarization in a variety of weapons and
techniques. In short, the FBI has excellent firearms
training programs for the FBI. They are not
recommended, however, for most police agencies.

There is a frequent suggestion by range officers
of municipal police agencies that there is a signifi-
cant difference between the FBI and local police
in the manner in which their respective jobs are
carried out, which affects the kind and amount of
firearms training that may be needed. FBI agents
in the field are aware at all times with what and
with whom they are dealing. They are armed with
a warrant or other court papers and they know
exactly whom they are looking for and where that
person may be. They usually operate in pairs and
are in civilian clothes, which hide their identity as
law enforcement officers. They are therefore not
identified targets and are not as often faced with
the element of surprise. The uniformed police
officer is more a peace officer than a law enforce-
ment officer. He is an easily recognized target in
his uniform and must expect the unexpected at any
time. He usually has no warrant or court process
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but must deal with every person he encounters on
his beat.

The police officer, therefore, has greater occasion
to use his revolver than special agents of the FBI,
Init perhaps less occasion to use heavier weapons.

equal significance is the fact that FBI policy
permits the use o f the gun only in self-defense, thus
minimizing the c msiderations of judgment. They
simply do not use their guns, except in life-death
situations. Police agencies usually are granted
broader powers from State legislatures to use their
weapons in other situations. With broader shoot-
ing policies thc element of judgment (when to
shoot and when not to shoot) becomes increasingly
important. It is therefore necessary for police
agencies to emphasize judgment to a greater extent
in their training program. Generally speaking, it
can be said that the broader the law on the use of
deadly physical force, the more judgment training
ir necessary.

Small cities, of course, do not have the financial
resources to support a program such as that of the
FBI. The largest municip:1 police agencies may
have the financial support, but their problem is
compounded by numerical size. However, in spite
of the excellent program of the FBI, it may not be
necessary for local police agencies to provide
equally comprehensive firearms training programs.
It may be more reasonable to provide the basic re-
volver training for all and leave the heavier weapons,
advanced and specialized training to specialists, such
as emergency service or tactical forces.

The result of this study has convinced the staff
of this project that a "model" firearms training
program for all police agencies is almost impos-
sible. A model revolver course may be feasible,
but more study will be needed for this. One con-
clusion that requires mention, however, is that all
police officers need comprehensive training in the
weapon they carry, which is the revolver in almost
all American jurisdictions. Those officers who also
carry shotguns or other weapons routinely must
also have training in those weapons. This policy
is not the case, however, for the majority of police.
officers. To train them in such weapons is un-
necessary except to the extent that they know
something about the nomenclature for those situa-
tions where they disarm people of these weapons
and must make them safe.



Appendix C Biographical Sketches of Staff and Consultants
and List of Suport Staff

The following is a biographical sketch of the principal staff
members and consultants to the project. They are listed
alphabetically.

Dr. Bernard BerkowitzDr. Berkowitz is currently adjunct
assistant professor and project supervisor of the police-
family crisis intervention project of the psychological center
at the City College of the City University of New York. He
served with the New York City Police Department for
twelve years and earned his doctorate in guidance and per-
sonnel administration from New York City University. He
has written and spoken extensively on topics of mental
health and police administration. Dr. Berkowitz served the
project as advisor and consultant on the use of drama in
police training.

Marvin Boland.A captain in the New York City Police De-
partment assigned to the police academy, Captain Foland
was formerly executive officer in the Planning Division,
where he supervised numerous research projects in police
organization and management. He has had wide experience
during 17 years as a police officer. A graduate of the FBI
National Academy, Captain Boland holds a B.B.A. and
6,4.P.A. from the liaruch College, City University of New
York, and is currently working for the Ph. D. at New York
University. He served the project both as general adminis-
trator and research analyst.

Dr. Gerald Watkins Bracey.A graduate of Stanford Univer-
sity with a doctoral degree in psychology, Dr. Bracey cur .
rently holds the title of associate research psychologist,
early education group, educational testing service, in Prince-
ton, N.J. He was the recipient of two graduate fellowships,
one from the National Science Foundation and the other
from the National Institute of Health, between the years
1962 and 1967. He has also held the position of teaching
assistant at Stanford University, Dr. Bracey served the
project as consultant on psychological/psychiatric testing
and evaluation of training.

Thomas P. Connors. Mr. Connors is presently an assistant
professor of public administration at Manchester Com-
munity College in Connecticut. Previous experience in-
cludes 24 years with the New York City Police Department,
attaining the rank of lieutenant. He held the position of
editor of Spring 3100, the official magazine of the New York
City Police Department. Mr. Connors earned his master%
degree in public administration at New York University and

he was engaged in lecturing assignments at thc department
of personnel and the City College of New York. He was
also involved in the preparation of many official reports of
the New York City Police Department. Professor Connors
served the project as editorial consultant,

John J. Cronin. An experienr police officer, Mr. Cronin
served with the New York city Police Department for 25
years, reaching the rank of lieutenant. He is a graduate of
the FBI National Academy, class of 1956, and ir currently
an assistant professor in the division of law and police
science at John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City Uni-
versity of New York. He is the recipient of numerous aca-
demic and professional honors and has held several teach-
ing positions in both police schools and institutions of
higher learning. Professor Cronin served the project as
a consultant on criminalistics curriculum.

Leo A. Culloo.Mr. Culloo has held the position of execu-
tive secretary of the New Jersey Police Training Commis-
sion since 1962, after serving ms.ny years as a lieutenant
with the Jersey City Police Department. He earned his
master's degree in public administration from the City
College of New York. He has written widely in the police
training field and has served as a consultant for State and
national agencies. 14e has taught in two colleges and has
directed three major Federal and State research projects
since 1966. Mr. Culloo served the project as consultant in
State police training council and commission activities.

. Dan W. Dodson.Professor Dodson is chairman of the
department of educational sociology and anthropology at
New York University. He received his B.A. from McMurry
College, M.A. from Southern Methodist University, and
Ph. D. from New York University. A member of thz New
York University faculty since 1936, he was awarded the
honorary degree of doctor of letters from McMurry College
in 1957. Professor Dodson edited the Journal of Educa-
tional Sociology and has written numerous articles on
intergroup relations, education and social change. He is a
consultant and member of many committees, commissions,
professional and community organizations. Dr. Dodson
served the project as consultant on behavioral science
curriculum.

Roosevelt Dunning. A graduate of Brooklyn Law School and
a member of the New York State Bar Association, Mr.
Dunning held the rank of lieutenant in the New York City
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Police Department. He is currently serving as the com-
manding officer of the job corps police training school. He
has worked extensively in the area of police-community
relations, and has an extensive list of activities, including
a fellowship, many department commendations, and several
consultancies. Mr. Dunning served the project as con-
sultant on minority recruitment, training, and motivation.

Ralph Green. Holding a master of arts degree in education
from Columbia University, Mr. Green is presently the
director of the law enforcement training project for the
New Jersey Police Training Commission. Until 1967, as a
police lieutenant, he supervised the visual aids and tele-
vision units of the New York City Police Academy, and in
that capacity produced numerous motion pictures and
television programs for police purposes. Three of his
research studies have been published since 1967. Mr.
Green served the project as consultant on movie film in
police training.

Dr. John I. Griffin.Dr. Griffin is professor of statistics and
acting associate dean of the Baruch College, the City
University of New York. He has authored several books
and articles in the areas of statistics, urban studies and law
enforcement. He has also served as project director of
OLEA project No. 171 in conjunction with the New Haven
Police Department. He has lectured at the Southern
Police Institute, at foreign police training centers, and
many other institutions. Dr. Griffin serve0 the project as
director of research.

Dr. Harold A. Lett.Dr. Lett holds two honorary doctoral
degrees and numerous distinguished service awards for his
contributions in the areas of human relations and public
affairs. Although retired, he continues to serve in a con-
sultative role, bringing to his work over 40-years experi-
ence as a teacher, administrator, and leader in public
affairs and employer-employee relations. Dr. Lett has
served as a consultant to and a member of several com-
missions and his articles have appeared in numerous
magazines and journals. He served the project as con-
sultant on human, racial, and community relations
curriculum.

Leo C. Loughrey. Mr. Loughrey is an assistant professor of
law and police science at John Jay College of Criminal
Justice, the City University of New York. He is a member
of the New York State Bar Association and earned a master
of public administration degree from the Baruch College,
City University of New York. He reached the rank of
lieutenant with the New York City Police Department and
has taught police science and law courses in the New York
City Police Academy and in various colleges. Several of
his articles have appeared in national journals. Professor
Loughrey served the project as consultant on legal
curriculum.

Robert E. McCann. Mr. McCann is the director of training
for the Chicago Police Department. A graduate of Loyola
University, Chicago, and the FBI Academy, he received his
master of public administration degree from the Illinois
Institute of Technology. He has served as a consultant to
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the IACP, the International Police Academy (AID) , and
the Metropolitan Police of Washington, D.C., and has
traveled extensively in the capacity of lecturer, panelist,
and speaker. He has served on the education and training
committee of the IACP since 1965. Director McCann
served the project as consultant on recruit curriculum and
rollcall training.

George P. McManus. Mr. McManus was chief of personnel
of the New York City Police Department when designated
project director. He was designated chief inspector in
1969. His background includes many significant profes-
sional accomplishments at the local. State, and Federal
levels. A graduate of Fordham University and the FBI
Academy, he holds a master of public administration degree
from the City University of New York. He is a visiting
lecturer at the FBI Academy and at the International Police
Academy in Washington, D.C. He has served over 26 years
with the New York City Police Department.

Dr. Israel Pressman.Holding a Ph. D. from Johns Hopkins
University, Dr. Pressman is currently serving as assistant
professor of operations research at the Polytechnic Insti-
tute of Brooklyn. He is also a consultant to the Ad-
vanced Computer Techniques Corp., in New York City.
He has held positions with RCA, Research Institute.
and Autometric Corp., working as an operations research
analyst, and has been an instructor in physics and science
at various colleges. Dr. Pressman served the project as
consultant on computer-assisted instruction.

Marthe Quinotte. Miss Quinotte is presently a counselor at
Towson State College, Baltimore, Md., and holds a master's
degree in counseling from Loyola College, Baltimore.
Many of her previous positions have been in the area of
personnel administration. She has worked as personnel
director in the Department of Public Welfare, Baltimore;
with Steward & Co., with Remington Rand, and with the
U.S. Army. She has also taught at New York University
and has conducted several research projects. Miss Quinotte
served the project as consultant on professional counseling.

William J. Wetteroth. A former captain with the New York
City Police Department, Mr. Wetteroth is presently as-
sistant professor of police science at John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, City University of New York. He re-
ceived a masters of arts degree in psychology from Brook-
lyn College and is completing his Ph. D. at New York
University. While with the New York City Police De-
partment he worked in areas such as teaching, personnel
research, planning, and coordination. He has served as a
consultant to the IACP and has been involved extensively
in the areas of psychology and police training. Professor
Wetteroth served the project as research associate.

The following part-time staff members of the study made
considerable contribution to the work of the project. Their
efforts are acknowledged and appreciated.

Michael Cummings, research assistant.Mr. Cummings is an
M.P.A. candidate at New York University and is presently
working for the New York State Crime Control Council.
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John K. Fulda, Jr., research assistant. Mr. Fulda is a ser-
geant on leave from the Anderson, Ind., Police Depart-
ment, studying for his M.P.A. at the John jay College of
Criminal Justice.

Herbert B. Hoover, research assistant.Mr. Hoover is a
lieutenatit with the California Highway Patrol. He is on
leave, completing his M.P.A. at the John Jay College.

Marie Morse, secretary.Mrs. Morse is secretary to the re-
search director.
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Thomas Musco, student statistician.Mr. Musco is a sta-
tistics major in his junior year at the Baruch College.

Numa Rousseve, research assistant.Mr. Rousseve is pres-
ently a Ph. D. candidate and instructor at New York
University.

A special word of thanks goes to Miss Pauline T. Hines .
who served the project as execative secretary and whose
dedication resulted in assistance to the staff far beyond her
responsi oili ties.
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Appendix D-Bibliography

As a part of the research conducted during this project, an extensive bibliography relating to many areas of training has been
assembled. While all of the entries in the bibliography were reviewed in the course of this project, no critical evaluation has been
attempted. This bibliography may, however, provide a useful reference source for training officers and police administrators.
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Appendix E Abstracts of Consultants Reports

The full texts of all consultants' memoranda prepared for the Police Training and Performance Study have been published in a
separate document, not a part of this report, for use by various units of the New York City Police Department.

CONSULTANTS' REPORTS

General Topics:
An Overview of Police TrainingGerald W. Bracey
A Curriculum ReviewHarold Lett and Dan W. Dodson
State Training CouncilsLeo A. Cul/too

The Chicago Police Department Training ProgramsRobert E.
McCann

Specific Aspects of Police Training:
A Counselling Service for RecruitsMarthe Quinotte
Training the Minority Group Member for Police Duty

Roosevelt Dunning
Computer-Assisted InstructionIsrael Pressman
Professional DramatizattonsSmall Group Discussions

Bernard Berkowitz
The Use of 8-millimeter Film Loops in Police Training

Ralph Green
Police Training in the LawLeo G. Loughrey
Recruit Criminalistics TrainingJohn J. Cronin

AN OVERVIEW OF POLICE maibliNo
(By Gerald W. Bracey, Associate Research Psychologist,

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.)
This paper evaluates some present police training proce-

dure.; questions the salidity of m.lny prac.ices; cxpkdes some
popular myths on the application of new systems in testing and
training as they may apply to the police service. It presents an
extensive critique on the present evaluation system for recruits
and recruit training in the police academy. In the latter in-
stance, the question is raised as to whether the training seeks
to establish the recruit's capacity as a police officer, or as a sub-
ject of training, or whether it emphasizes the effectiveness of
the training in producing a viable police officer.

In preparing this paper, the author takes a systems approach
and attempts to establish the goals that training seeks to es-
tablish. In this frame of reference he works backward against
the temporal sequence of selection, training, and evaluation
and establishes the goals of the training program. In the proc-
ess, he examines the training itself, the testing program, the
curriculum, psychological aspects of certain phases of training
against the recruits' background, the teaching processes in use
at the academy, and also examines the evaluation system.

While the paper poses as many questions as it answers, it
nonetheless effectively clarifies major issues in training and calls
for a closer look, at many practices that have had acceptance
without adequate evaluation.
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A CURRICULUM REVIEW

(By Harold Lett and Dan W. Dodson, New York University)
The police academy has great responsibility to spearhead the

movement toward a never ending rnodernizati of the proc-
esses of law enforcement. This review not only concerns itself
with what is but gives equal consideration to what should and
might be.

About lecturesthe question is not whether 01 not to em-
ploy them, but how and by whom.

Of greater pertinence, is how the department perceives the
status of training and the continuing role of the academy. If
the role is limited, circumscribed and routine, rather than ex-
ploratory and creative, then little attention svill be given to it
by the rank and file police officers and supervisors, and the
recruits as well will soon learn not to take it seriously.

Variety in training is important; a roster of distinguished and
talented lecturers could be developed or a specialist in the so-
cial sciences could become a part of the training staff.

The academy has an understandable pride in the fact that
vast majority of the faculty members are from within the de-
partment. However, it is important to recognize that because
of the nature of police work if cannot tolerate any form or
degree of inbreeding through the process of excluding or mini-
mizing the participation of instructional specialists recruited
from outside the police ranks.

About rolesdoes efficient police training require that indi-
vidualism be discouraged in the course of developing corps-
consciousness; is emphasis being applied in carefully measured
proportion to Rath areas and in a manner designed to achieve
balance in the vast area of social awareness and skill? If not, do
young men, who hopefully would be attracted to police work
and freely respond to recruitment appeals, knowlingly move
into a I.: 'dly disciplined area where organizational procedure
takes precedence over creativity, intellectual development and
imaginative enterprise?

In the area of human relations training, is such training de-
signed to ameliorate community problems through greater
knowledge and understanding on the part of the police or is
die tkaining conceived as a pacification program? Can police
selection and training methods arm him with knowledge and
moral courage, and protect him in their use, so as to stand
above the passions and prejudices of the community, as power-
less groups struggle for their inherent rights? Can this be done
without taking sides?
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Does police training deal with the dilemma of the basic right
of the patrolman to hold and voice his personal political
opinion and yet perform his public service dedicated to a sup-
port of the rights of all without fear or favor, issespective of
differing political views?

Police cispartmenrs have embarked on programs centered in
human relations units. Are these programs instituted with full
integrity and executed through a department whose top ad-
ministrative personnel demonstrate a defioite and sincere com-
mitment which is transmitted through a trained and equalhv
committed field officership to a trained and receptive rank and
file? If not, even discipline fails without such assurances.

STATE TRAINING COUNCILS

(By Leo A. Culloo, Executive Secretary, Police Training
Commission, State of New Jersey)

This report discusses the creation of commissions, or councils
to direct police training toward more stringent standards. De-
spite the argument for the primacy of local autonomy over im-
proved standards mandated by higher levels of government, the
conclusion iS that the councils will push police service toward
higher standards. The report opts in favor of compulsory train
ing programs on a statewide basis. Major disparities in council
training programs are noted involving differing standards
among departments, often .n,ithin the same state, and the ex-
emptions enjoyed by some departments from mandated train-
ing. Such disparities are condemned.

Curriculum development, a controversial issue, has been
sadly neglected and there is a notable lack of police curriculum
specialists in the United States. This important area is now
receiving negligible attention from the entire police establish-
ment, including the Federal Government. The urgent need is
to develop multicurriculums S'ar training programs. Such a con-
cept is often needed in large departments like the New York
City Police Department. Admittedly, there has been an increase
in the time allocated to training and the subject materials have
been broadened, but there remains for the recruits the moot
question of relevancy.

A systems approach to training has been suggested but the
greatest essential need, the police task analysis, is not now avail-
able. The last task analysis, previous to MB, was completed as
a W.P.A. project in 1933.

The attitude toward instructional staffs for police training is
at best ambivalent. Besides the perpetual question about who
in today's police service is qualified to instruct, there are ques-
tions aboot civilian versus police control, inbred lack of scope
because of overly long assignments of training officers to the
same training faculty, and the lack of discrimination in the
goals of different training programs. In addition- the excessive
use of part-time instructors has not been discouraged fre-
quently enough in favor of a full-time faculty.

An extended discussion covers the dichotomy of central train-
ing facilities as contrasted with multiple facilities. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of each are noted as well as the political
ramifications. Research in this area is badly needed for the
guidance of police administrators. Particularly noteworthy at
this point, is the report's concern with consolidation of de-
partments. a trend which the author believes to be irreversible.
The relationship of college programs to training programs is
reviewed in light of tbe great growth of college progams. The
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idea of a cooperative era in police training redounding to the
benefit of the police service is propounded.

The tremendous disparity in candidates because of faulty
personnel practices makes the classroom tasks of training officers
particularly difficult. Such disparity caused by age and differ-
ing educational backgrounds must be given attention by the
instructors and the administrators who should try to create
homogeneous class groupings to make the learning situation
more effective. In this regard, training facilities should not be
used to teach remedial courses.

The advocacy of the civilian director versus the police di-
rector of training is declared specious because of a lack of re-
search. The question is generally argued from tire point of
view of one's background, but actually there can be no answer
because to date there have not been many civilian directors.

Today, the State training councils are in a position to provide
important services to training facilities. In addition, councils
are Carrying out invaluable projects in administrative services
for department, police cadet programs, psychological testing,
scholarships, coordination of police education, and coordina-
tion of State training programs.

For the future, the State training councils, although in an
embryonic stage, must collective].) encourage and facilitate the
adoption of nationwide improvement of entrance standards,
curriculum development, teacher training, and classroom facil-
ities. In all, 15 steps are outlined to achieve the training task.

THE CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

(By Robert E. McCann, Director of Training,
Pol,ice Department, Chicago, Ill.)

Chicago's police recruit training program was increased from
14 to 31 weeks to overcome insufficiencies caused by the preced-
ing short time training program, and to shift, in some degree,
away from a "trade school" concept of police training toward a
more liberal and intellectually oriented stance. These deci-
sions were based on the old program's lack of concern with
person-to-person contacts of the police officer (group dynamics
and individual behavior) and a preoccupation with procedural
matters.

The change was not only quantitative but qualitative. The
assistance of the Chancellor of the Chicago City College was
solicited so that the services of the college could be used for
police education and training. The result is that approxi-
mately 25 percent of the new 31-week program is accredited
college work in four courses for which the recruit receives 12
credits towards an associate degree in the newly developed
Institute of Public Service at the City College.

Impetus for the program came from the desire of the Chicago
Police Department to improve the "police image" and to better
accomplish adequate understanding of the ever-changing police
role in the community. The Chicago Police Academy now
makes extended use of psychological and placement tests, and,
as an innovation, has introduced a work-study concept. Re-
cruits receive uninterrupted field duty in different levels of
service and command during the 9th, 16th, 22d, 20th, and 29th
weeks of training.

The director notes as shortcomings the facts that the recruit
is evaluated primarily on classroom performance, not on jnb
performance. At no time during the 31 weeks does the recruit



work alone. The psohationary period of 6 months should be
extended for increased observation and evaluation of actual job
performance.

Home Study Courses were instituted in response to a desite
of the Chicago Snperintenden, af Police to encourage extra-
curricular training activities and to use such studies for promo-
tion exams as a motivational factor to encourage participation
by the depari nient's personnel. The courses have achieved
both goals according to statistics showing the numbers of candi.
dates for promotion who have taken the courses and how many
have been successful.

To further implement the idea, the department has pre-
scribed a mandatory home study course for all probationers
upon completion of their police academy training. The result
of the probationer's work in the course is used to evaluate him
and chart his future within the department.

The home study program has been an internal development
of the Chicago Police Training Division and 'as far as can be
ascertained is unique in police training in the United States.

In 1962, the Chicago Superintendent of Police provided
$7,000 to make a feasibility study of the use of closed-circuit
television after a decision was made tL,t there was a need for
formal standardized rollcall Uaining at the unit level. Shortly
thereafter, the high cost of installation and construction dif-
ficulties negated the idea of closed-circuit TV. The second
medium to be investigated was 16-millimeter movies, hut costs
were unrealistic and their versatility was questioned.

These two failures led to the' investigation of tbe 35-milli-
meter filmstrip which proved to offer the greatest promise for a
substantial and significant rollcall training device. The depart-
ment entered into an agreement with IACP to carry out the
program but the agreement was mutually abrogated when
there was found to bc a difference in approach between the
contracting parties.

TO date the department has completed 31 filmstrips and 18
animated strips have been purchased. The production of film-
strips has had a side benefit in encouraging local interests to
participate in the production work through the contribution of
settings in their businesses and services.

A COUNSELING SERVIcE FOR RECRUITS

(By Marthe Quinotte, Councelor,
Towson State College, Maryland)

The extreme demands on the emotional makeup of a patrol-
man in today's world are vividly portrayed by tbe consultant
who has served as a counselor for many years in Iamb the public
and private sectors of society. The tensions that the new Ye.
cruit faces are outlined and the conflicting roles that he must
play are defined. The effects of bath are then clinically ex-
amined, together with their impact on the recruit and the peer
groups with which be comes in contact. These groups inclnde
his family, his brother officers. his superiors, and the clientele
he works with, both within and outside the confines of law
enforcement.

Exceptional sensitivity is needed in understanding the many
facets of the relationships that must he considered in structur-
ing a counseling service in a police department. A complete
scheme for a counseling service in the police training function
is described with particulars on organization, personnel struc-
ture, the advantages and the disadvantages, the potential has-

ards, and the need for patience from all of the interested par-
ties. The latter point is perhaps the most important to the
author, who realizes that the program will stand or fall on the
ability of the counseling service to be accepted.

TRAINING THE MINORITY GROUP MEMBER EOR POLICE DUTY

(By Roosevelt Dunning, Commanding Officer, Job Corps'
Police Training Program, Camp Kilmer, N.J.)

This report centers on the lack of interest on the part of
members of minority groups in joining police forces, the lack of
rapport between the minority community and the police agen-
cies, despite overt programs to obtain better rapport and better
candidates for the police service. The report accentuates the
shortcomings in police training, selection, and recruitment.
The introduction of socioeconomic and ethnic problems of the
minority groups is essential. The frequent lack of relevancy of
curricula in police training to the problem areas of police serv-
ice is pointed out.

The many negative influences on the thinking of the minor-
ity community in relation to the police service are outlined and
the deleterious effects of seemingly necessary police personnel
procedures are pinpointed. This combination of factors makes
the relationships between the minority community and the
police service particularly stra 'aed in the areas of selection,
recruitment, and training.

Past programs, sponsored by both private and government
sources, to overcome the problems created by these weaknesses
are scrutinized with an eye to identifying constructive roles and
possible solutions for the future. Two ideas that are unique
involve counseling not only of the recruit but of his family and
peer group, coupled with an introduction to the police service
on a formal basis. The adoption of a system of integrated cur-
riculum and teaching techniques to effect attitudinal changes
among police Iraillecs is recommended.

COM PUTER-ASSSITED I NSTRUCTION

(By Israel Pressman, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.)
The growth of CAI research can be measured by the substan-

tial amount of money being spent by government and private
industry. Regardless of the pros and cons concerning its ef-
fectiveness, CAI is here to stay.

CAI is significant in terms of (1) individualized instruction,
(2) its ability to readily measure the achievement of students
and allow for curricula changes and evaluation, and (3) its
capacity to allow greater use by more students of particularly
outstanding teachers.

The computer can be used for drill and practice sessions, the
tutorial system and the dialogue system, all basic systems of
teaching. It can be used to indoctrinate new employees, update
older ones and simulate situations involving the teaching of
proper reactions.

At the present time CAI is limited in the kinds of presenta-
tions it can produce. The most common output is typewriter
output.

For teaching purposes, experiments are being conducted at
Dartmouth College, Stanford University. University of Cali-
fornia, New York City public schools. University of Illinois,
Brooklyn College, and the Naval Academy.

The computer languages for CAI are in a growth process with
more than 20 now in existence. The computer language prob-
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lero is one of the greatest roadblocks in the system of teaching.
The greatest promise for economical use of CAI by a police
agency would he in the capacity of cost sharing with other
agencies. CAI is in its infancy and hopefully it Mil be guided
by professional educators rather than by research oriented

PROFESSIONAL DRAMATIZATIONS SMALL (:RLFUP DISCUSSIONS

(By Bernard Berkowitz, John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
The City University of New York)

Because police work wills people, training must emphasize
effectiveness in interpersonal situations. Interpersonal skills
cannot be developed through techniques which rely mainly on
verbal, didactic, intellectual methods. For recruit training, .ae
need for innovative teaching techniques is underscored. One
innovative method is the use of dramatizations and the involve-
ment of the police trainee at the moment that he would be
called into a real-life situation. After the involvement of dif-
ferent trainees in a play, the actors, trainees, and observers
enter informal discussions to better understand the needs of
interpersonal skills.

The differences between these techniques as compared to the
"rote-playing" technique, playviewing without involvement,
motion pictures and filmstrips are discussed. In an experimen-
tal situation, it was established that it is most important to
"train the trainers." After a thorongh evaluation, the author
urges the adoption of the dramatization technique for police
training.

The existing dichotomy in police training caused by different
roles a police officer must fulfill is accented, The officer must
be adept in human relations skills and/or he ready to use his
weapon in life-death struggle. Because of this conflict, it is
suggested that the entire training program he coordinated with
due consid.tration given to such conflict simations. Similar
training programs are recommended for inservace training and
command training, as participation by all levels of personnel is
necessary for an effective program,

THE USE OF 8-MILLIMETER FILM LOOPS IN POLICE TRAINING
(By Ralph Green, Director, Law Enforcement Training

Project, New Jersey Police Training Commission)
Motion picture film libraries have a potential for training

that has not yet been realized. Presently, most of the films are
16-millimeter and the costs are high. The improv tments in
8-millimeter sound film promises to change the economic base
to a more reasonable level and the nse of films should be greatly
increased.

New marketing systems of film in cartridges and loops of 8-
millimeter dimension further encourage the use of the me-
dium because the projection equipment is less expensive and
simpler to operate than 16-millimeter.

Film libraries should be moved closer to the bases of use;
closer to classrooms and students. The police academy should
engage in the production of 8 millimeter sound and/or silent
film loops. Such custommade products can serve a larger audi-
ence and increase the numbers of topics and techniques to be
presented in training sessions.

The advantages of film are found in the capacity to control
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time and space factors, edit to form, manipulate for emphasis
or deetnphasis, reconstruction of the past or visualization of
the future, capturing the unique for posterity, and making
model presentations.

The use of film loops allows a concentrated effort in a par-
ticular area that can be totally controlled by the instructor for
greatest effect, This device is of particularly high valne imi
police training where physical action has to be analyzed, rote
materials must be taught by drill, observations nust he made,
processes carriecl out, and. induction and deducdon films pre-
sent raw material from which the learner must "discover" rules
and meanings.

To properly implement the use of film loops, the entire staff,
administrative and faculty, of the training facility must he in-
volved in some way or another in order to stimnlate ideas, de-
velop proficiency in production and utilization of film loops
and encourage expansion of the medium.

POLICE UR/LINING AN nie

(By Leo C. Loughrey, John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
The City University of New York)

After analyzing the present state of training in the law at the
police academy, the report proposes a restrncturing of the
course contents into several mini-courses :Ind proposes a new
law curriculum. The new curriculum is to place emphasis on
the history and philosophy of the 1w and human relations
aspects in teaching of law topics.

The importance of law to a policeman and his training is
emphasized with a proposed program for inservice training and
an appeal for training sessions that will be uninterrupted for
any cause. Stress is placed on noninterference with assignments
of police-officer-law instructors, who, if they are to be assigned
to field duty, should be so assigned on an orderly basis and not
an emergency basis.

RECRUIT CRIMINALISTICS TRASNING

(By John J. Cronin, John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
The City University of New York)

Changing concepts of the roles of the patrolman and deter-
tive in criminal investigation demand a change in police recruit
and inservice training in criminalistics.

The innovative suggestion that the patrolman will handle
the preliminary investigation of certain crimes and the addi-
tion of certain criminalistics equipment to detective coinmands
makes it incumbent on the police academy to update,
strengthen, and extend its training in criminalistics. In addi-
tion, training techniques should be improved with reduced use
of the lecture system.

Curriculum content as proposed is made more relevant to the
practitioner with emphasis on the less demanding criminalistics
techniques that he will be called on to perform rather than
longer discourses on topics remote front the patrolman's and
detective's assignments. Inservice training would be directed to
updating both the detective force and the patrol force with
their new responsibilities. A similar course is proposed for the
supervisors of both patrolmen and detectives.

The creation of a new criminalistics unit in the academy is
recommended,
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